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PRAYER FOR A LARRIKIN
'1927'C, 4lb (A0476) [A], fair draft.

May the courage keep up in his eyes the fun in his forehead
The dance in his foot and the dance in his fingers
If there be any God clearing up troubles and down under the
sky
May he be free to him good with the meals of his manna
May there come shaded in muslin softened by heaven and shaded
Some little angel to take him up over the tree-tops
May he have scent of the flowers and the weight of the moon
And let him go down to his sleep in the green season
3 clearing up] clearing rofl <<up>> MS.
4 nkilu1cd mcirn1°"'r I-13.
5] rMay there come in to him soften and shaded and always out overl MS, a false
otart.

THE QUARREL WITH THE NEIGHBOUR
NLA MS 75/52 [JSN], fair copy. NLA MS 605/101, typescript [AGS].
The Bcokfellow 15 March 1921, p.28; BLP 35; CP 83.
MS 75/52 = A; MS 605/101 = B.
The fair copy (A) is the preferred text.

Clear was the morning
'Twas the time o'the hay
The little birds running heard
All we could say
The quarrel came so quickly
'Twas a sweet sunshine
'Twas the straying of cattle
His rights and mine
10

Then spoke we fury
In the white morning air
Never again to my doorstep
Should his body dare
And he with his big eyes
By the Great God swore

6] (''!'Was a sweet sunshine) A.
9-12] Omitted B.
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Never again should my feet
Come in at his door

20

Then did the
Beset me and
Told of good
In the years

blood rush
I
I had done him
gone by

In his eyes glitter
Vile threats could I see
And he spoke uI pa8t Iavuur8
In the old days to me
'Twas a clear morning
In the time o'the hay
With a shut fist my nei8hbour
Rode grimly away

*

30

*

At the end o'the harvest
Sickness burned me
Yet always of my neighbour
I thought bitterly
Oh the night the hot anguish
The poor fight with pain
But I craved not for my neighbour
At my door again

40

'Twas morning the sunlight
Ran round at the door
The voice was an old voice
Long loved before
In came my neighbour
Shook me by the hand
He smelt of the morning
He smelt of the land
Of markets and weather
We spoke cheerily
And I saw his big eyes
Look squarely at me

50

22
23
24
39

Of my little sickness
Of men we had known
Of old Jock gone under
Children all grown
threats could] threats rgool could~favours] favour CP.
the old days] the <<old>> days A.
an old voice] randl <<an>> old ;oice ~; an old one B.
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So spoke we and slowly
Of days yet to come
But at his going why
Why was I dumb

60

When at the doorway
He laughed goodbye
How great was my neighbour
How mean was I

RIDE HIM AWAY
NLA MS 1145/22C, typescript [AGS], with cormnent. NLA MS 605/113, typescript [AGS],
(copy for BLP?).
'Ihe Bookfellow 15 November 1920, p.200; BLP 108; CP 108.
JSN - AGS 15 October 1922 (response to Stephens's corrment). JSN - RHC 6 March 1934,
NLA MS 605/71-75 (corrections to proofs CP, with a revised line). JSN - JD 28
December 1934, NLA MS 1145/68 (background to the poem).
'Ihe typescript at NLA MS 1145/22C was sent to N with line 26 marked and a cormnent
beside stanza 3 saying ''Ihis does not run very well' after publication in 'Ihe
Bookfellow and preparatory to BLP. N replied that he 'must get out another stanza
for it' and reminded Stephens that the poem 'had 5 [stanzas] originally but you
cast one out' • He agreed that line 26 was not good and suggested a revision which
Stephens did not act upon. If N is correct about the dropped stanza, and there
is no reason to disbelieve him, this typescript is not the one made first from N's
fair copy, because Stephens habitually typed the stanzas as they were presented
to him and then marked what he thought should be cancelled.
On this basis 'Ihe Bookfellow is taken as the pref erred text.
MS 1145/22C = A; MS 605/113 = B.

10

Now that I weary lad o'my heart
I will not say that the sun is cold
The days go heavily the joys depart
The feet can never be quite so bold
But you have the eyes and the lights of gold
Run like the rivers around the day
When I am dead
Bound to a bed
Take my horse my holiday horse
Ride him away
He will not tarry where dull men halt
And long confer of the coming doom
But he will loiter an old-time fault

8 a bed] abed Boo.
11 dull men] grey men ?!;

~;

BLP; CP.
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20

Where shady places of sununer bloom
And whites and yellows defeat the gloom
While birds speak up to the beat of day
When I am dead
Heavy as lead
Take my horse my holiday horse
Ride him away

30

He will tarry long where the children play
The young ears listen to sounds that stir
When we have travelled too far away
The clouds come over the lights demur
The red goes into the lavender
Yea I have said but now 'tis Nay
When I am dead
Nailed to a bed
Take my horse my holiday horse
Ride him away

40

He may stop and linger at some old tree
A place of lovers and night come down
Where grasses listen and flowers agree
Till the moon as white as a wedding gown
Puts her tremor upon a town
And little lovers have tears to say
When I am dead
Straight in a bed
Take my horse my holiday horse
Ride him away

14]

In shady place where surrrner blcx:xn CP.
N told Croll that he did not like the line as it was and suggested instead
In shady place and summer bloom letter JSN - RHC 6 March 1934.
26] All the shadows their lord obey letter JSN - AGS 15 October 1922.
When Love has fallen oh who would stay BLP; CP.

JSN - JD 28 December 1934:
About the rhyme 'Ride him away'. The idea of it was not as you supposed my
father speaking to myself. I think it was written just after my father's
death. [John Neilson died in 1922.] I was feeling pretty old and weary at
the time and I did not think I would be able to do a great deal more rhyme. It
was probably about the end of 1922. I began to think that it was a pity
that I could not lend my holiday horse or rhyming ability or my imagination
to some young fellow possessing plenty of vigour to carry on. I was as anxious
to warn him as any man is when he lends a horse to another about the steed's
habits. You know how horses shy and sttmible. One shies at a wheelbarrow
another at a white cow.
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ROB ME NO MORE
1

1930 1 , 29a-29b (A0675-6) [JSN], fair draft.

Burn well the
And leave the
Now fall away
And rob me no

eyelids
heart sure
over the Skyline
more

Thou who didst bid me reach ever
Away from the ground
Who urged me out into the midnight
To seek for a Sound
Who bid me look into the darkness
To feel not the cold
Whose charioto always have left mP
The footsore and old
I will speak to thee harshly
I who was tender before
Get thee out over the Skyline
Rob me no more
10 To feel] IAndl To feel MS.
11 chariots] chariot[sl MS.

THE SALAD MAKER
'1930', lla (A0655) [A], fair draft.

For greens we'll take the green of all the Spring
Of all green waters on the old earth running
Of peacocks in their dull adventuring
Of jealousies in Paradise
The f unning
Of birds of play and sleepy serpents sunning
Too old am I for song or strenuous ballad
Let me I pray then serve to thee a salad
5

The funning l !ofl The funning MS.
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THE SAUCEPAN OF THE CENTURIES
The Bookfellow 15 July 1920, p.146, signed Horace O'Hazy.

Down in the kitchen a tired-out maid
Is greasy and worried and badly paid
This is a photo that soon must fade
Washing the saucepan this is the source
Of gloom and sorrow and mad remorse
It will make her hands and her whole life coarse
Trouble is brewing this is the malt
This is the cause of the sex revolt
The age is ripe for a somersault
9 somersault] summersault Boo.

THE SCENT O'THE LOVER
HS 89; BLP 85; CP 79.
JSN - AGS 17 August 1919 (glad this was included in HS).
The preferred text is Heart of Spring (HS 89).

I saw the mushrooms hoping
In the cool June
It is the scent o'the lover
Sweetens the tune
May the good men mock me
That I dare to say
I have seen buds at kissing
On a holy day
10

'Tis no unsalted music
The moons bestow
'Tis the untaught eternal
So long so low
Time is the old man crying
Lives on a string
In the eyes of a child fallen
We fear the Spring

20

I am assailed by colours
By night by day
In a mad boat they would take me
Red miles away
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Love is the loud season
Tears fall too soon
It is the scent o'the lover
Sweetens the moon

THE SCENTED BIRD
1 1915 1A,

b

2 -3

a

(ll.0342) [JSN], draft.

Amid the moon the impatient mushrooms die
With the keen lambs the evening air is stirred
Some evening by the lake the children cry
He has come back to us we know the scented bird
The blue crane is but slow of wing but he
Rides in the air the black duck and the swan
Fly gracefully swift upward from the sea
Gladly we greet them as they journey on
But he the scented bird must slowly make
His inland walk quietly by night or day
Till some bright morning on a big brown lake
Oh the sweet bird the laughing children say
The magpie and the whistling jack can tell
Strange bits of love cool music ripe and rare
Our scented friend is silent it is well
He can so sweeten all the winter air

Title] A note in WS (p.27) from James Devaney to Judith Wright identifies this
as the musk duck.
10] !But day or dark his walkl
His inland walk quietly by night or day MS.
12 sweet bird] sweet f scentl «bird» MS.
-
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SCHOOLGIRLS HASTENING
The Bookfellow 30 April 1922, p.40; BLP 58; CP 90.
JSN - JD 28 October 1934, NIA MS 1145/68 ('must have been written about 1920');
4 November 1934, NLA MS 1145/67 (was written 'rather hurriedly').
La.T MS 9419/3669-3672 (Victor Kennedy papers) is a copy in N's hand signed and dated
'Melbourne 27/9/28', probably made as a gift.
The BookfellCM is the preferred text.

Fear it has faded and the Night
The bells all peal the hour of nine
The schoolgirls hastening through the light
Touch the Unknowable Divine
What leavenlug ln my heart woulrl hide
Full dreams a thousand deep are there
All luminants succumb beside
The unbound melody of hair
Joy the long timorous takes the flute
Valiant with colour songs are born
Love the Impatient Absolute
Lives as a Saviour in the morn
Get thou behind me Shadow-Death
Oh ye Eternities delay
Morning is with me and the breath
Of schoolgirls hastening down the way

SHOW ME THE SONG
NIA MS 605/108, typescript [AGS] (for BLP?).
The Bookfellow 15 January 1920, p.47; BLP 102; CP 104.
AGS - JSN 17 November 1919, NI.A MS 1145/74B, p.7 (this and 'His love was burned
away' 'are good'). JSN - RHC 26 March 1934, NIA MS 605/61 (not in the pr(X)fs for
CP). RHC - JSN 25 February 1934, HI, not located [date?], 'Croll notes these are
in a later set of pr(X)fs'.
The typescript has typogra:i;:hical errors corrected and the page is numbered, as for
copy.
The Bookfellow is the preferred text.

It is of Love and lovers all the old dream in me
Weary am I of Hate and Pride and its finery
Summer is soon behind and the Autumn .stays not long
Is it of Love that you sing sing sing show me the song
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Love is not soiled for all they would sully his pretty name
Blood that is good and red is on every soil the same
Love will be loud as the sunlight quiet as the moon
Sweet as the sigh of a little child that shall waken soon
Is there a singer would waste his breath in singing Pride
When little Love can follow wherever a man may bide
I would be listening listening out on the green
But my heart could never come up to tell that my eyes have
seen
Weary am I of hate that withers the heart of Man
I can only dream in a heavy way as a peasant can
Summer is gone so soon and the Autumn stays not long
Is it of Love that you sing sing sing show me the song

13 heart of man] heart of a man f3LP; CP.

THE SMOKER PARROT [2]
La.T MS 8910, Box 1232/S(C) [JSN], fair draft; typescripts, [RHC].
John Shaw Neilson: A memorial, Bread and Cheese Club Publication, Melbourne, 1942,
p.18.
JSN - M3 9 October 1919, ML MS A3267.
The fair draft is the preferred text.•

He is alone no bird so beautiful
The Northern children know
Gently they say he is not of the Earth
He only falls below
The settler's sunburnt child
In him knows all that summer ever smiled
Full moon and buttercup lie on his wing
He is supremely dressed
With the unpainted happenings of the East
The proud lights in the West
He has made blithely bold
To claim for his magnificence of gold
Neilson wrote to Mary Gilmore:
I am sending a rhyme for your very own as the children say. It is about the
Srroker Parrot - a beautiful yellow bird rare in this part of the Mallee but
rrore comrron towards the South Austr[alian] border.
He added in a postscript:
Managed the Snoker on very bad paper. I once wrote a few lines about the
same bird of Heaven but I don't think A.G. thought much - only six lines.
Bedford may have it printed but this thing is distinct from them.
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SMOKER PARROTS
'1927'C, 18b-19a (A0453) [A], fair draft.

The reefs have run out and the little dim villages sit in
the cold
But up in the North-West the Smokers have taken the gold
It is a dry land and any good morning is spring in the air
The Smokers come out of the sunlight and leave a love there
The South and the West have the barley it is good for the
eye
And the oats are up over the fences and seven foot high
They have all the sheep and cattle the clover can hold
But up in the North-West the Smokers have taken the gold
'Tis not the dull metal the jewellers spin out for the eye
But the gold that the Smokers have taken no money can buy
Oh up in the dry land no robber is surely as bold
The Smokers have washed in the sunlight and taken the gold
Title] IThel S!roker Parrots MS.
2 taken the gold] taken the lbest of thel gold MS.
S] The South and «the» West «fhasl the barley» it is good for the eye MS.
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SO SWEET A MOUTH HAD SHE
'1E30', Sa (A0649) [FN], fair draft. ML MS A3038/1, 6b (BOlOO), fair draft. '1929 1 ,
26 & 27a (A0615) [A], a part-stanza under number 3 and a revised stanza 3. NIA
MS 599/0468, typescript [AGS], entitled 'Her eyes foretold of happiness', sent to
The Spinner. NIA MS 599/1183, typed copy for The Spinner.
The Spinner October 1924, p.l; NP 30; CP 141 (all with title as 'Her eyes foretold
of happiness') •
•TRN - 'RHC: 1 g Nnvember 1933, !NIA MS 605 (will let Croll have alterations).
The fair drafts occur in notebooks dated 1924-1925 and the revisions in a book dated
c.1929 so the latter cannot be regarded as part of the initial impulse of
composition. The Stephens typescript reverses the p:>sition of stanzas 1 & 2 (a
rrore felicitous arrangement) and introduces 3 new lines in stanza 4, which are
discarded in NP in favour of the lines in the draft at MS A3038/l, as are sane of
the other variants, indicating that the NP text was taken from N's fair copy and
that the Stephens typescript contains unauthorised editorial revisions.
this basis MS A3038/1, 6b is taken as the preferred text. The stanza arrangement
of the typescript and the puj:>lished texts is retained.
a
b
b
'1930', 5 =A; MS 3038/1, 6 = B; NIA 599/0468 = C; NIA 599/1183 = D; 1 1929 1 , 26
& 27a = E.
On

Her eyes foretold of happiness
As grapes foretell of wine
Her feet were as the lights that dance
In greeneries divine
Her forehead seemed as clear Heaven
Where all the Loves agree
Her lips were as the flowers' lips
So sweet a mouth had she

1-4] = ~ 5-8; ~ ~ 5-8.
1 Her eyes l Her face ~3 l Her feet were as the lights that make ~Her feet were like the lights that fall S; Q;
Her feet were as the lights that fall NP; CP.
4] The greenery divine ~·
5-8] = ~ 1-4; ~ ~ 1-4.
5 as clear] a clear CP.
5] Her forehead was a fair heaven A.
7 were as] were like S; Q; ~8] So delicate was She f; Q; ~-

2·
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Her hair was like the leaves that make
The wilderness of Rhyme
Her bosom was a white morning
In the keen summer time
She had that old delightsomeness
Shed by the strawberry
And lacked not kisses in her time
So sweet a mouth had she
9] Her hair was tuned to surrrner time A.
Her hair was like a joy that walks 9 :Q; §2!.
Her hair was like the leaves that drape NP.
b
Around her runs a music sweet ~ 26 •
.
a
She seemed as some uncertain song ~ 27 •
Her hair was like the thoughts that fall CP.
10] And long remembered joy ?!·
In a long fallen rhyme _s::; :Q; §.li·
rThat stays not in a chimel E 26 •
-a
That stays not in a chime ~ 27 •
As raiment for a rhyme CP.
ll] She gave ten thousand challenges?!·
12] To hearten every boy ?!· ,
13] Her lips had long delightsameness ?!·
Oh lips that lightly gave and gave 9 :Q; §2!.
14] The laugh to Jeopardy 9 :Q; §2!.
15 And lacked] She lacked ?!·
15] I know not haw about the world _s::; :Q; §2!.
16 had she] could be _s::; _!2; §12!.

THE SOFTEST QUARRYMAN
'1930 1 , 1 a_3a (A0645-7) [EN], 24 stanzas numbered 5-10 & 18-36, with numbering and
alterations [JSN]; 12a-12b (A0656-7) [FN], 7 stanzas under heading 'Odd verses for
quarryman', the first 3 numbered 1-3 and cancelled [FN], and renumbered 14-17 [JSN]
with numbering 11-13 continued [JSN]. '1927'B, Sb (A0490) [JSN], 1 stanza headed
'Odd verse for quarryman'.
JSN - JD 31 December 1934, NIA MS 1145/1 (sending same 'old letters' [post-1924]
and says 'You will see by same of the letters how [AGS] guarded me against putting
inferior stuff out. I think 'The Quarryman' which he speaks of might still be turned
into something i f I had the time. ' ) •
The stanzas in the '1930' notebook stand asa complete poem and it is likely that
the numbering and renumbering of stanzas was done as part of an attempted revision
in response to criticism from Stepiens.
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Calm was the night and on that night
The summer moon was full
And every thought that came to him
Did seem as white as wool
Into the widow's house he walked
The widow rose and smiled
The tall man spoke right merrily
Unto the timorous child
10

The saddler and his sweetheart sat
As neighbours come to make
Sweet thankfulness and furthermore
To keep their love awake
And in there came the widow's friend
A woman warm and thin
Bravery was in her eyes and mirth
Upon her steadfast chin

20

Her face too much of summer spoke
And had forgotten spring
Oh she was but a wild woman
Who did not wear a ring
She looked upon the quarryman
She said he is my own
He is the softest quarryman
That ever spawled a stone
Oh she did smell as
Or as a flower that
Upon a mountain top
The light of heaven

30

*

wild honey
grows
and all
knows

The lies were on her face the lies
Sat safely on her chin
He knew not where the lies could end
Nor where they could begin
The truth came as a cold blossom
When half the spring has gone
Her dress was white with gentle spots
Of lavender thereon

40

The saddler whose face was round
Told some unseemly tale
The saddler and the quarryman
They drank the yellow ale

24] The break following this line is in N's hand.
29 on her face] on <<her>> face [FN] MS.
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They spoke of heat and thirstiness
And hunger and the cold
Of men who died for love of life
And some who died for gold
Of wild things on the wilderness
Of love birds in the air
Of little women wise and old
And all that men may dare

50

They spoke of low blRck murderers
Who could not sleep or smile
Of wine that came in strange colours
That did a man beguile
The saddler's sweetheart rose to sing
To move the night along
She had not ever learned to sing
But sang a summer song

60

Perchance it was the moon that said
This night she shall not sleep
She shall dream on discovering
The playgrounds of the deep
Perchance it was the moon that said
She is in the old pain
Of love that burns us into life
And burns us out again
How gladness came by turns and left
White fear on everything
It was a summer song she sang
She had not learned to sing

70

Full many are the arts that burn
Some move the heel and toe
And some do speak on clarinets
And some in violins low
And some do give sweet offerings
To love in wood and stone
And some with joy of loud colours
For half their sins atone
Some with the lips some with the eyes
Dispute that time is long

66
69
71
76

on everything] landl «on» everything [JSN] MS.
arts that burn] arts rto livel «that burn» [JSN] MS.
do speak] do Jmove 1 «speak» [JSN] MS.
For half]

JDo

forl

«For half» [JSNJMS.
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80

But the saddler's sweetheart only loved
She had not learned her song
The quarryman and the wild woman
Walked slowly side by side
Upon the garden path the song
It came and died and died
Why was it that the quarryman
So much did dream of spring
The saddler's sweetheart sang and sang
She had not learned to sing

90

The thin arm of the wild woman
Upon his shoulder clung
Oh she was as sharp as a gooseberry
With acid on her tongue
Her eyes did seem as two bright follies
With wholesome joys therein
A smile did flit about her lips
And on her steady chin

100

Her dress was white with gentle spots
Of lavender thereon
Her eyes churned up the quarryman
How soon his heart was gone
She said he shows no wavering
His heart is all my own
He is the softest quarryman
That ever spawled a stone
The quarryman he could not speak
He moved into the spring
The saddler's sweetheart sang and sang
She had not learned to sing

110

The
How
How
For

quarryman he had not learned
God forsook the sky
dull was he he still would pray
little girls nearby
-l~

~~

·~

The saddler and his sweetheart sat
As lovers side by side
The quarryman and the wild woman
Their pretty strife denied
97 gentle spots] gentle flowers MS.

Line 35 has 'spots'.
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120

The saddler and the quarryman
They neither spoke nor smiled
The women three gazed steadfastly
Upon the sleeping child
She seemed most like a white rosebud
Come early in the spring
Her hair was silken as the thought
That did about her cling
All that they ever hoped did fall
As in a holy glow
They looked as Mary surely looked
On Jesus long ago

117] IThe quarryman and the wild wananl MS preceding line 11 7.
118 nor smiled] or smiled MS.
125] All that f"the three hadl «they ever» hoped did fall [JSNl MS.
126] lrn holiness aglowl As in a holy glow [JSN] MS.

Discarded stanza at '1927'B, Sb:
The sweetheart was a gentle girl
Who stocd as in a dream
The saddler had the resolute eyes
That well contented seem
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SONG FOR A HONEYMOON
'!here are three discrete versions of this p:iem. '!he first, written c.1927, is a
short piece of three stanzas, similar in tone and rhythm to 'Stony Town', which
oc=s in the same notebook: the second and third, which developed from this, are
longer p:iems that were corrnnenced in late 1929 or early 1930 and completed in 1931.

SONG FOR A HONEYMOON [1]
'1927'B, 6a-8a (A0407-9) [JSN], fair draft, 3 otanzas.

I shall not rest till I seek him out a right red goodly man
With a rude man's hair and on his face the generous touch
of tan
He shall grapple with Gotl all tlay autl wl1aL ::;l1a.ll he crave
for boon
He haLh 11eeu of an air for reckless song a song for a Honeymoon
He shall grapple all night with night till the reddest star
is dim
He shall tell old fears to the heart of God and shrill hopes
unto Him
He shall walk out over the scarlet East till he falls on a
rose red tune
And I shall scatter the words to him for a song for a Honeymoon
I'll get me a man a goodly man with the mist still tn his
eyes
With prayers all over his fingertips and his forehead bold
and wise
And he shall lead me about the flowers all flowers that I
never knew
And every song that I ever heard will trill as a dream untrue
11 lead me about] lead «me» about MS.
12 as a dream untrue] as a f[ •••• s]l «dream untrue» MS.
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SONG IN THE YELLOW
'1930', 3lb-32a (A0678) [JSN], fair draft, 3 stanzas, entitled 1 0 yellow yellow
sweet'. '1927'B, 4b & Sa (A0486) [JSN], revisions, under short title 'Yellow sweet',
with heading 'Song for November'. ML MS 4937/5, 167-173 [A], fair copy, 4 stanzas;
ML MS 4937/5, 175-176 [FN], a stanza (revised stanza 3); ML MS 4937/5, 177 [AGS],
typescript, with camnents.
JSN - AGS 25 April 1927 (encloses 'rhyme' and says 'I tried to writeit for a song
alxiut 2 years ago.'). JSN - AGS 27 April 1927 (says 'I posted piece yesterday but
made errors in 3rd stanza' and adds 'It's really a rhyme tor Spring - say
November'). AGS - JSN 27 April 1927, NIA MS 1145/74B, typescript, with critical
comments: 'I don't like it much.'). AGS - JSN 13 May 1927, NIA MS 1145/74B, 1 of
several p:iems which Stephens criticises). AGS - JSN 21 May 1927, NIA MS 1145/74B
(asks N to return poem and says - 'Worker might take it').
Stephens pointed out that the third stanza altered the rhyme scheme and suggested
that N make it uniform and suggested that he cut out the second stanza.
1
The typescript has 6-line stanzas instead of the 7 in the fair copy because Stephens
combined the last 2 lines of each stanza.
The fair copy MS 4937/5, 167-173 is the preferred text and the revision at MS 4937/5,
175-176 is incorporated.
b
a
b
a
'1930', 31 -32 =A; 1 1927'B, 4 & 5 = B; 4937/5, 167-173 = C;
4937/5, 175-176 = D; 4937/5, 177 =E.

How shall a poor man sing
When all the birds compete
With young Love scarlet ripe
They have come out to pipe
Oh Yellow Yellow sweet
Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow
Yellow Yellow sweet

10

How shall a cool man sing
He shall not find the heat
These foresters take up
Gold of the honey-cup
And chime Oh Yellow sweet

1-2] t- !?_ 2 lines under number 1.
ll 'Tis a bold Ill3Il would sing ~·
3 With young] With/ fThel young ~6] Oh yellow yellow yellow ~·
Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow S:·
7] Yellow yellow yellow sweet ~·
Yellow sweet S:·
9] f When all the birds competel ~·
<<He shall not ffeedl <<sing>> the heat>> A.
10 foresters] forester[s] ~·
11] From every honey-cup ~·
12] <<They falter not to pipe>> ~ written in the margin.
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Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow
Yellow Yellow sweet

20

The impatient Apricot
Says now remember not
Songs of a Sorrow sing
Loud to each living thing
Here in the loving heat
Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow
Yellow Yellow sweet
How shall a dull man sing
Shall he the darkness cheat
The birds to heaven climb
In the full Summer time
And cry Oh Yellow sweet
Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow
Yellow Yellow sweet

13] Oh yellow yellow sweet~·
14] Oh yellow yellow yellow yellow sweet ~15-21] ~ 0.
18] Loud to the living heat _g.
19] Oh Yellow Yellow sweet c.
20] Oh Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow D.
21] Yellow sweet D.
22] Sing there is Light to sing ~ under number 3.
23] rEre darknessl comes compete
<<That shadow>> canes <<who shall>> compete
<<That shadow>> <<none may cheat>>
under number 3.
24] ~has a line (or 2 part-lines) at 4 which is illegible.
26 Oh Yellow] on Yellow _g a mishearing or error in copying, repeated in
26] Still crying yellow sweet ~·
27] Oh yellow yellow yellow yellow~·
28] Yellow yellow yellow sweet ~·

E

~·
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SONG OUT OF CHINA
b

'1915'A, 1 -2

a

(A0341)

[JSN], fair draft.

All is so savage the sound but not Hate in the song
Is it a warm wife a sweetheart waiting too long
Only of love will she sing love without scorn
How strange love should come from the shop that is yellow
Blown out o'the horn
Evil and idleness evil years leaving their
Faces of children dried up too soon in the
But still the voice of a tigress the woman
How strange love should come from the shop
Blown out o'the horn

grime
blossoming time
forlorn
that is yellow

Low will she call as a mother soft to a child
Then in a moment the beating the tempest all that is wild
Breaks in the woman Love in the tigre88 new born
Strange it should come from the little shop that is yellow
Blown out o'the horn
6 evil years] evil year[s] MS.
13 tigress new born] tigress/ ris1 new born MS.

538(A)

SONG WITHOUT WINE
1
1925', 7a-9b (A0395-8) [JSN], draft, 6 x 4-line stanzas. NLA MS 1145/29(d),
a
typescript [AGS], annotated. ML MS A3038/2, 46 (B0055), typescript [AGS], 4 x
2-line stanzas, entitled 'The magpie in the moonlight', with conment 'This is to
go in as the first IXJeffi of New Poems'.
Stage and Society 17 June 1926, p.23; NP, untitled; CP 110 (entitled 'The magpie
in the moonlight'), the published texts all with 4 x 2-line stanzas.

Stephens returned the poem to N with the comment 'Wants more work'. Ht:i questioned
lines 14-16 and asked 'Is this true? Or is it ~?', and cancelled stanza ::l which
is omitted in the published texts.
The types=ipt NLA MS 1145/29(d) is the preferred text.
a b
a
'1925', 7 -9 =A; NLA 1145/29(d) = B; 3038/2, 46 =C.

Uold he has poured out antl sllve1
On this tent of mine
He leaves in the lasL of the moonlight
His song without wine
Sable and snow-white the bird is
And he would define
Love in the leaves to the moon in
His song without wine
10

20

Man
The
Who
The

doth he mock the poor singer
patient the pale
called as an aid to his vision
seller of ale

Old
And
His
The

is the love in his music
cool to the ear
joy is the width of a sorrow
weight of a tear

He fails not the many loud singers
He wil] outshine
Death he will take into love in
His song without wine

1-4] 'I~ 1-4.
l] Gold he has given and silver ~·
2 On] To A.
5-8] = A 9-12.
7 rroon in] rroonflightl in ~; underlined [AGS] ~·
9-12] 'I ~ 13-16.
10] r0own-trodden andl «The patient the» pale A.
11 Who called] rHel «Who» calls ~·
12 seller] sellers A.
17-20] f ~ 21-24.
1 7] He prays not he fails not many loud s1 singers A.

r

538(B)
Discarded stanzas
~

stanza 2, lines 5-8:
The vintage of years of old sorrows
He craves it not here
He speaks into Heaven and knows not
The aloes of fear

~

stanza 5, lines 17-20:
His song is the morning
Tl1~ ages hCM long
Have filtered up honey and taught him
The health of his song

A cancelled stanza 6:
!Softly he tells many loud singers
He will outshine
Death is with Love and the moon in
His song without winel

SPEECH TO A RHYMER
a
a
'1927'B, 22 -24 (A0503-5) [JSN], fair draft, with stanza 5 renumbered 6 and stanza
6 renumbered to read '5th & Sth' •

Good fellow of the Song
Be not too dismal it is you and I
And a few others lift the world along
And be not overwise
Suckling of Folly know your place and know
Reason the outlaw in the forest lies
Take of the tender joys
Captains and corporals have great hardihood
Move with great splendour in an Age of Noise
10

Tune for the tenderling
Summer is shod with wisdom let them hear
Dances and whistling of the silly Spring
Oh the beloved lies
Let us deceive each other Love is all
Reason the outlaw in the forest lies
See Summer smoky blue
As a grave matron still remembering
Gowns and old dances riddles of the dew
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20

Where do the sane men go
If there be any then their tears should make
Rain for the weeds that round about them grow
Oh the beloved lies
Let us deceive each other Love is all
Reason the outlaw in the forest lies

19 sane men go] sane <<men>> go MS.
2l weeds that round] weed[s] tl1dt muu[U] MS.

SPEECH TO THE LITTLE ONE
'1925', 25a-29a (A0415-9) [JSN], draft, 22 stanzas, several cancelled, with
renumbering. LaT MS 8486, Box 897/1, fair copy, annotated 'Present for a Good Boy.
Shaw Neilson Manuscript sent to me by A.G. Stei;ilens', and s:Lgned P. Serle.
'1925', typescript [1\GS], between leaves 28 & 7.9, (A047.7-8).
The pages and stanzas of the LaT MS are numbered consecutively, and pages 11 and
12 were renumbered after the top portion of each was torn off. On page 11 a partline of two words 'He <stepped>' shows above stanza 14, and it looks as if N
commenced stanza 14 with a revised line which he then abandoned. The word left
above stanza 15 on page 12 is 'Eleven', which is an error of haste. The lower half
of page 9 has been torn off leaving the numbering for 13 (or 18) discernible.
The fair copy, LaT MS (B), is the preferred text.
a
a
1
1925', 25 -29 =A; LaT MS 8486, 897/1 = B; '1925 1 (typescript)=

c.

The Honeysuckers make the Honey Tune
Summer is resting blue it is all blue
In February weary smoky blue
I speak to you because you cannot hear
Night your enchantment is and both your eyes
Nourish uncounted Summers down the year
Title] rTalk to a miraclel A.
1-3] t- ~ stanza numbered 1.
1 Honeysuckers] Honeyeaters ~·
3 srroky blue] srroking rroon ~; f ·
4-6] t- ~unnumbered stanza, cancelled [1]; t- ~stanza numbered 2.
4 cannot hear] will not hear~ unnumbered stanza, cancelled.
5 and both your eyes] and your rbluel <<black>> eyes [AGS] f.
5] To be so beautiful some part of you ~ unnumbered stanza, cancelled.
61 Close unto God lies knowing not a fear~ unnumbered stanza, cancelled.
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Not all the flowers that singers have extolled
Move to a Music such as you call down
To flout the world at nearly nine years old
10

Midnight is with you and upon my Rhyme
Grief has been shaken you may know it not
Midnight is but a Chorus of Old Time
So many feel for God One who will Slay
He was the Terrible but in a Mist
''l'was with the witches that he went away
Now everywhere his praying men deplore
His meekness and the Wars light up the sky
He will not save as in the days before

20

On your sweet head the midnight old serene
Spent with his fables tells the timorous young
Rudely of Love and Love the evergreen
-~-

*

In that old Century when the wigs were worn
And highwaymen rode hotly maids and men
Came with their sickles to the mellow corn
7-9] f ~ stanza numbered 2, renumbered 3.
8 call down] call rupl «down» ~8] Move to a music such as with your feet~·
9 To flout] You flout A.
10-12] f ~ stanza numbered 3, renumbered 4.
11] Grief has been shaken lyou rray know it notl «and my dream <arrives> » A.
12] Midnight is rpart of you and dipped inl «but a chorus of old» time A.
13-15] f ~ stanza 5.
13] Speak to lforl me to a God whorsel feet will slays~14 was the Terrible] was lrnostl the Terrible B.
14] One was rnost highly honoured in a mist ~·
16-18] f ~ stanza 6.
16 praying men] agents ~·
17 His meekness and] How meek is He~·
19-21] f ~ stanza numbered 8.
20] Lies scornfully and your great eyes ~·
21] Wisdom to niake all Paradise look mean A.
20-21] ~ has written in the margin:
The love to serve you leaves all other wishes in the world unclean
22-24] f ~ stanza numbered 10.
22 Century when] reountryl «Century» where~; f.
24] Went with their reaping hooks to cut the corn ~rwent with their reaping hooks to cut the cornl
<<Came with their sickles to the mellow corn>> B.

\
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In courtly times old singers would delay
Tempering with Love their songs and knowing God
'Twas with the witches that he went away

30

Here would I speak to you a heavy tune
Weighs on the world and there is murmuring
In February weary smoky moon
Oh little one since midnight on your head
Dances so lightly can it be that Death
Is but a generous playtime for the Dead
I speak to you you have no need to pray
For you the imprisoned flowers were passionate
'Twas with the witches that he went away
Some said it was His children wearied Him
Crying for strength to cut the hated heart
Or the brave body and the eager limb

40

How bitterly they burned by Night and Day
Blood they let out to alter Thought and then
'Twas with the witches that he went away
~-

25-27] 1' ?: stanza numbered 11.
26] Tempering with I Il::Jve/ their songs

*

*

I fwith I.ovel land knowing God~·
Long hours in love and God was on the mist ~28-30 J f. A stanza numbered 12.
29 Weighs-on the world] Weighs rdownl «on» the world B.
29] Heavy the world blue in miracles ?:·
31-33] = A stanza numbered 14.
33 a gene;;ous] a rlittlel generous~33 the Dead] The rDeath1 Dead B.
34-36] f.?: stanza numbered 15, renumbered 12.
34 no need] not need A.
35] For you the l :illlpassioned 1 <<:illlprisoned> > flowers rwould cry to Godl <<were
passionate» ~·
But as a flower you lean to God in mist ?:·
37-39] f. ?: stanza numbered 16, renumbered 13.
37] Some say it was because his children fought ?:·
38] Fainting with rage they called on him until A.
39] Clouds <<in>> rofl the cool forgetfulness he-sought A.
39 brave body and] brave body lor the1 and ~40-42] =?:stanza numbered 17, renumbered 14.
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The Honeysuckers make the Honey Tune
In that Forgetfulness called Summertime
In February weary smoky moon
43-45] f ~stanza numbered 17, renumbered 15.
43] Srroky it is the honey seekers tlll1e ~-

rSrroky it isl The Honeysuckers make the Honey tlll1e
44] Falls on the blue the midnight on your head
45] Dnnr.Ps in FPhn1cr1'.y STTDky moon ~·

~·

~·

Discarded stanzas
A unnumbered stanza [4], cancelled:
rMillions of IIE.idens like you climb and climb
Into the world Oh that great giddiness
The thouQht to think rihrn1t. t.hP winth nf 'T'imPA unnumbered stanza following stanza number 6, cancelled:
rTime was He led [us] on to Victory
Those of His Chosen who by <first> <prayers>
Crouched on the Earth to serve his Vanityl
A stanza numbered 7:
Oh little «one» speak up to God and say
Tired is the world rthe aches are in the mistl «Give lightning to the mist»
[alteration added in margin]
'Twas with the witches that he went away
~

unnumbered stanza following
rI speak to you you will
The warfare of the world
The Spring so green with

stanza number 1, cancelled:
not hear or know
the winter waste
all his wolll1ds to flow1

A stanza numbered 9:
Oh miracle «Little one» speak to this God and say
There is a mist offends you I In a mist
'Twas with the witches that He went away
~

stanza numbered 12, renumbered 13:
I speak to you and you sanetirne should pray
To God rwho wandered out upon the mist1 <<whose wisdom is upon the mist>>
[alteration added in margin]
'Twas with the witches that he went away
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STONY TOWN
a
a
'1927'B, 12 -18 (A0493b9) [JSN], draft, with cancelled stanzas, renumbering, and
extensive revisions; 31 (A0513), 35a (A0516) & 37a (A0518) [JSN], revisions
0
'1927'C, la-2a (A0431-2) [A & JSN], fair draft, entitled 'The stony town'; 5 (A0437)
[A & JSN], revisions. ML MS 4937/5, 217-223, 22 August 1927 [A], fair copy, with
an additional stanza appended and with renumbering, dated '25/8/27' [AGS].
'T'he Australian Post 17 September 1927; NP 14; CP 117.

JSN - AGS 22 August 1927 (enclosing poem). JSN - JD 4 November 1934 [continuation
of 28 October 1934], NLA MS 1145/68 (says 'It was in a mild protest against hardness
that I started to write 'Stony Town''); 31December1934, NLA MS 1145/1 (came across
a letter recently congratulating him on the poem).
The draft, fair draft, and the fair copy all have stanzas of 4 short lines and
Stephens altered the format to stanzas of 4 longer lines by combining stanzas.
The Australian Post text omits the additional stanza appended to the fair copy and
introduces the equivaleut of d uew stanza, with other variants, some of which =c
the result of the change in stanza fornat. It is unlikely that Stephens would have
introduced the new stanza, but very likely that at least some of the alterations
are his. On this basis the fair copy is taken as a base text and the appended stanza
is dropped and the new stanza is incorporated because these alterations are part
of the same ill!Pulse of composition.
a
a
b
a
a
aa
b
'1927'B, 12 -18 & 31 I 35 & 37 =A; '1927'C, 1 -2 = B; '1927'C, 5 = C;
4937/5, 217-223 = D.

If ever I go to Stony Town
I'll go as to a fair
With bells and men and a dance girl
With a heat wave in her hair
I'll ask the birds that be on the road
I dream (though it may not be)
That the eldest Song was a forest thought
And the Singer was a tree
10

Oh Stony Town is a hard town
It ~uys and sells and buys

1-4] f AP 1-2; = ~ 1-4.
4 a heatwave] the heatwave AP; NP; CP.
5-8] f AP 3-4; f ~ 5-8; f ~ stanza 2.
5 birds] bird[s] ~5 that be on the road] that live on the road for AP; NP; CP.
6 I dr.eain] I tlreamed B.

7 eldest] oldest A.
7] That the eldest is a forest thought
8 was a tree] is a tree A.
9-12] f AP 5-6; f ~ 9-12.

~-
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It will not pity the plight of youth
Nor any Love in the eyes
No curve they follow in Stony Town
But the straight line and the square
But the girl will dance them a royal dance
Like a blue wren at his prayer

20

Oh Stony Town is a bare town
lt sells and buys and sells
Merry men three I will take with me
And seven and twenty bells
The bells will laugh and the men will laugh
And the girl shall shine so fair
With the scent of Love and cinnamon dust
Shaken out of her hair
Her skirts shall be of the gossamer
Full thirty inches high
And her lips will move as the flowers move
To see the winds go by

9-12] f AP 5-6; f ~ 9-12.
11 plight] plights Q; AP; NP; CP,
11] It has no time for truth nor tears ~·
12 Nor any] Or any ~; AP; NP; CP.
13-16] = Q 17-20; f AP 7-8; f ~ 13-16,
15 But the girl will] l\nd the girl shall AP; NP; CP.
15] So the girl will dance them a jewelled dance ~·
17-20] = Q 21-24; =AP 9-10; f ~ 17-20; f ~ stanza 6; f ~stanza 9.
17 bare] hard ~ stanza 6; ~ stanza 9; AP; NP; CP.
18] It buys and sells and buys A stanza 6,
a
19-20] f ~ 2 lines at 37 •
19] But I shall journey with royal men ~; ~ stanza 9.
It has no time for truth or tears A stanza 6.
a
Merry men three I 'll take with me ~ ( 37 ) •
20] Or any I.ove in the eyes ~ stanza 6.
21-24] = Q 25-28; = AP 11-12; f ~ 21-24.
23] With cloves and I.ove and cinnarron dust~·
24 Shaken] Shaking ~·
25-28] = D 29-32; f AP 13-14; f B 25-28; f ~ cancelled stanza r5l 4; f ~ stanza

fgl 8.

-

-

25 skirts] skirt~; ~ 151 4; ~ r9l 8.
27 will rrove] shall rrove AP; NP; CP.
27] Her bosom shall stand for clean thought~ r5l 4.
27 as the flowers] as the rstarsT «flowers» ~ 191 8,
28 winds] wind B.
28] Till all o~ tears go by A r51 4,
When timorous winds go by-~ 191 8.

545

The men will laugh and the bells will laugh
To find the world so young
And the girl shall go as a velvet bird
With a quick step on her tongue

30

She shall cry aloud that a million moons
For a lover is not long
And her mouth shall be as the green honey
In the honeyeater's song
If ever
I'll go
And the
And the

40

I go to Stony Town
as to a fair
girl shall shake with the cinnamon dust
heat wave in her hair

= Q 33-36; = AP

15-16; t ~ 29-32; t ~stanza 7.
will laugh>> and the qirl shall be A.
30 To find] To see ~·
30J But nineteen Sumners young ~·
31 go as a velvet J Isingl «seem» like a velvet ~; shine as a velvet A.
33-36] New lines: = AP 17-18.
37-40] = AP 19-20; t ~headed '5th also lst verse'; t ~ stanza 10.
37] 'Ihe men will laugh and the bells will laugh ~ stanza 10.
38] And the girl shall shine so fair ~ stanza 10.
39 cinnamon dust] cinnarron [dust] Q.
39-40] A '5th also lst verse' has:
!With a rattle <<bunch>> of bells and the royal menl
!And a girl with cinnamon hair l
Three royal men and bells and a girl
With a !bronze wing 1 «red heat wave» in her rhea 1 hair
39] With cloves and Love and cinnarron dust A stanza 10.
40] Shaken out of her hair A stanza 10.
29-32]
~q]

<<'T'hP

hAll~

Discarded lines and stanzas
~

stanza 1 cancelled, with revision:
rif ever I go to Stony Town
I've heard of the hardness there
I'll take with me three royal men
And a girl with folum-redl dancing hairl

[In margin]
Three royal men and a girl
With dust of cinnamon on her hair
A stanza 3:
If ever I go to Stony Town
I'll go nR to a Fair
'Ihe men will laugh and the girl will put <<dust>> <<shake>>
Cinnamon over «out» as a Prayer

546

?! stanza 4, with revision:
Her hair shall tell of the sunset
And the whole town she shall chide
Till they think <<no more>> their grievous thoughts
Of a God dissatisfied
[In

margin and at foot of page]
And the folk shall call on the hard old God
And take him out of the sky
cancelled:
JAnd I will plant me a little flower
It shall need no aid from me
fThl 'Tis a <blithe> flower and a wholescme flower
And they know it as Charityl

A gt.::inza 6

A stanza 8 & B stanza 9:
The bells will laugh and the men will laugh
And the girl shall seem so fair
With the lenon liyhL and the cinnamon dust
Dancing into her hair A.
If ever I go to Stony Town
I['ll] go as to a fair
With the lemon light and a girl's laugh
And the heat wave in her hair B.
A stanza 9:
rThe seventy and twenty bells shall laughl
Till all our souls are clean
And the girl will give a <<soft>> blessing
fThat even the dead can hearl
A stanza
The
And
The
And

11 & B stanza 10:
bells will laugh and the men will laugh
as the girl goes by
folk will talk to their hard old God
take Him out of the sky ?!·

The
And
The
And

men will laugh and the light will laugh
as the girl goes by
folks will talk to their hard old God
take him out of the sky B.

A discarded lines at 3lb:
They hear the Truth «and» they love not Youth
Nor any Love in the eyes
A 'odd verse':
fThey suffer not flower[s] to live
They burn all holy things and fairl
They suffer no flower to live
They burn all holy things and fair

547
r'l'heir only God is the Trade God
He is always reigning therel
A 'Lines for Stony Town' :
They even speak to the rainbows
That they fwilll may not linger there
C not numbered:
They suffer no flower to live they burn
All holy things and fair
And proud are they that the rainbows
Carry no beauty there
'!hey even scowl at the Rainbows
That they may not linger there
D 'Odd verse No 4':
They suffer no flower to live they burn
All holy things and fair
They even scowl at the rainbows that
They may not linger there

JSN - JD 4 November 1934:
[Discussing the use of colour and imagery.]
It is said there is a cause for everything. In later years I have noticed
that I have had a great dislike of hard things. I particularly dislike picking
stone. It jars the hands. I don't mind loading it. A city seems to me a
very hard place mainly because the footpaths and roads are so hard to the
feet. In the bush it is different, one walks on the grass or on a soft track.
It was in a mild protest against hardness that I started to write 'Stony Town'.

STRAWBERRIES GROW
'1930', 16b (A0661) [JSN], fair draft.

Light is as a gay dancer
But the dark is profound
Shaped as the hearts of true lovers
On the sweet ground
Down in the first white beginning
Of Summer they glow
Sweet leaves as mothers ever caress them
Strawberries grow

7 mothers] mother[s] MS.
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STRAWBERRIES IN NOVEMBER
'1927'C, 6a-8a (A0438-0442) [JSN], fair draft.

Have you heard of the quaint People part of the Berry clan
They carry the shape and colour of the cooled heart of a man
They see of the old sorrow that all have seen before
The Spring in her last folly is burned on the yellow floor
Oh these are the shy people the fierce light gives them pain
They cry to the green Mercy and they drink of the white Rain
The red sun knows not Pity it calls on the grass to die
It spares not. lake or river for it needs them in the sky
They pray to the green Heavens are we not timorous too
And we send our hapless wishes on the old roads in the Blue
They nestle close as lovers they will not live apart
If you look at the Crimson People you look at the Human heart
10 on the old roads] rto the old Mis[t]l <<on the old roads>> MS.

STROLLER AND DREAMER
'1927'A, 37a-37b (A0568-9) [A], fair draft.

Some that were thoughtful the best of the poor human kind
Would murmur how lame is the poor man we leave him behind
He shows being lame in the body and lame in the mind
The Devil would say to his servants the crows being wise
Now watch for him well at the sundown and see where he lies
And if he should sleep for a moment then out with his eyes
But God being up in his Heaven where thieves cannot climb
Would pity the poor man and give him no threat for a crime
And the Stroller would dream of the Summer the sweet Summertime

549

THE SWEETENING OF THE YEAR
'1915'A, 9a-9b (A0348-9) [JSN], draft, with 1 stanza cancelled and renumbering.
The Bookfellow 15 August 1921, p.122; NP 10; CP 112.
The Bookfellow is the preferred text.

When old birds strangely-hearted strive to sing
And young birds face the Great Adve.nt.nring
When manna from the heaven-appointed trees
Bids us to banquet on divinities
When water-birds half-fearing each blue thing
Trace the blue heavens for the roving Spring
When ochool-girls liS1t'inins hope Ftnti 1 i ,c:;tPni ne
They call that time the sweetening of the year

fo;::ir

When school-boys build great navies in the skies
And a rebellion burns the butterflies
Sunlight has strange conspiracies above
And the whole Earth is leaning out to Love
When joys long dead climb out upon a tear
They call that time the sweetening of the year
1-2] f MS 1-2.
1 strive to sing] strive and sing MS.
2 birds] bird[s] MS.
3-4] f MS 5-6.
4] Comes faintly <<Fall[s] on us>> with the floating fOf thel bees MS.
5-6] f MS 7-8.
6] Trace rAskT the blue Heavens of the ivagrantl «roving» Spring MS.
7-8] f MS 3-4.
7] When !schoolgirls whitel <<listening girls>> come out to goad and
«fear» MS.
9-10] f MS 9-10.
9] When lads build rs1 «up» lgrandl great navies in the skies MS.
11-12] New lines.
13-14] =MS 11-12.

Cancelled stanza 2:
rWhen snON-white lambs persist and long complain
And crying ewes are deep in mother pain1

!shear1
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SWEETS FOR A BOY
b
a
b
'1927'C, 20 (A0455) & 21 -21 (A0455-6) [A], draft, 6 stanzas. ML MS A3038/3
(00058-9) [A], fair draft, signed, 6 stanzas, stanza 5 renumbered 6 and cancelled
followed by stanza misnumbered 7.
b
a
b
'1927'C, 20 I 21 -21 =A~ A3038/3 =B.
The fair draft (B) is the preferred text.

I would be with him in the sky
Close to his little heart I cling
Give me of oranges I cry
And raisins for his comforting
This innocent what would he seek
Dressed in the velvet of the young
Taste of a woman on his cheek
Mist of a woman on his tongue
10

Flowers will not hold him he would fly
I who can neither pray nor sing
Give me of oranges I cry
And raisins for his comforting
Of loquats I would take the rare
They that resemble most the moon
Of strawberries that scent the air
As the fulfilment of a tune

*

20

But he will leave me for the sky
Fearing to lose him while I cling
Give me of oranges I cry
And raisins for his comforting

2 I cling] I'd cling ~·
4] rHe is a traveller bold and meekl
And raisins for his comforting ~·
5] IHe is a traveller bold and meekl
This innocent wh'i would he seek ~, replacement line written at bottom of
adjoining leaf 20 •
9 he would fly] he willl «would» fly ~10 pray nor sing] pray or sing ~·
11] lof mandarins I take the rarel
Give me of oranges I cry ?!·
13 would take] will take A.
15-16] lof strawberries that be so fair
As children upon a tunel ?!
Of strawberries that seemed so fair
As the fulfilment of a tune?!• replacement lines written at bottom of 2lb.
17-20] = A 21-24.
17] But he will leave me !vainly rl for the sky A.

r
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Discarded stanzas

!:!

stanza 5, lines 17-20:
What shall I call him Page or Prince
His hair is as a garden curled
All his unsullied thoughts convince
Me of the music of the world

The stanza was repeated in the fair draft, then cancelled:
rWhat rwhatl «will» I call him Page or Prince
His hair rwin be-l «is like» a qarden =led
rAndl «All» his unsullied thoughts convince
Me of the music of the worldl

SWINE SEE THE WIND
'1927'B, 34u-34b (A0515-6) [JSN], fair draft.

Is it for naught that they look along close to the ground
They can see what we see not we seek for a sound
Their eyes are the eyes of the Father of Evil the first one
who sinned
The swine being rich with the ways of the serpent have sight
of the wind
2 can see what we] can that that we see MS.
3 Evil the first] evil lof alll the Ii.est MS.
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THOSE SHADED EYES
'1930', 3b (A0648) [JSN & FN], draft, 5 stanzas, with renumbering, entitled 'Shaded
a b
b
eyes'; 4 -4 (A0648-9) & 8 (A0653) [EN, JSN & FN], 9 stanzas, 4 numbered and
.
b
a
cancelled, 5 numbered 1, 2, 7, 6 & 5, entitled 'Shaded eyes'; 9 -10 (A0654) [FN
& JSN], 4 stanzas, unnumbered, with heading 'Odd verses' under title.
ML MS
4937/7-4, typescript [AGS], 9 stanzas with 2 additional stanzas (1 typed & 1 [AGS]),
with corrments [AGS & JSN]. ML MS 4937 /7-4, typescript [AGS], 3 stanzas, with cornnent
[JSN].
The Bookfellow 31 January 1925, p.80; NP 16; CP 120.
b
a b
b
b
a
'1930', 3
A; '1930', 4 -4 & 8 = B; '1930', 9 -10 = C;
MS 4937/7-4 (9 stanzas) = D; MS 4937/7-4 (3 stanzas) =E.
The poem was written first as a 5-stanza piece ( '1930', 3b, numbered 1-5) and then
extended, and the original stanzas were then renumbered. Stephens typed the poem,
which he returned to N with corrments, and N returned it with his conrnents and with
an additional stanza enclosed. Stephens then added two additional stanzas to this
typescript and numbered the stanzas, re-ordering them. (N wrote on the MS 'fresh
stanza enclosed' : however, both the stanzas sound like his work so he must have
added another, or sent another one soon afterwards.) The Bookfellow text omits
the 4th & 5th stanzas of the 9-stanza typescript and prints one of the two additional
stanzas in their place, and the New Poems text drops this additional stanza and
prints the 4th & 5th stanzas of the typescript.
Stephens returned the typescript with the corrment (cancelled), 'Good. Perhaps
stanzas 5 & 6 will improve'. He encircled 'give' and underlined 'grew' in the 5th
stanza and corrrnented 'Word not quite right for flowing sound. Bit heavy and I do
not like the G'. He asked 'do you mean ! lights grew into flowers = became? or
propagated = <saved>?' beside stanza 6. N responded by marking the 5th stanza with
a cross and the number 5 and wrote beside it 'fresh stanza enclosed'. Stephens
also underlined the second line of the 6th stanza and encircled 'To me', and N wrote
beside this 'I suggest Mystery instead of To me'.
A second typescript (3 stanzas) has a suggested alteration [JSN] which has been
cancelled.
The 8-stanza typescript (D) is taken as the preferred text.

Eyes of a damsel
In the ungoverned Spring
Would send me the long roads
Adventuring
1-4] = Boo 1-4; = NP & CP.
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Reason the unwelcome
As a coward cries
Look not too long under
Those shaded eyes
10

Eyes so shaded
Do me inspire
As the falling water
The blue ways of fire
Full eyes burn over
The fallen mind
Bid the dumb utter
Thoughts to the blind

20

Such eyes give dreaming
Of lights that grew
Flowers in the darkness
Ere the wind blew
Eyes so shaded
To me display
Doves in the white of Heaven
Death in his day

5-8] =Boo 5-8; =NP & CP; f: ~ stanza-2.
5] My heart says to my heart ~·
6] Thou overwise ~7] Look not too long now under ~·
9-12] =Boo 9-12; =NP & CP; =~stanza rll 3; f: ~a cancelled stanza.
11] As light on lone water ~·
12] Sullen ways of fire ~·
13-16] Boo 0; =NP & CP; f: ~stanza 5 [31 4.
13] Eyes so shaded ~·
14] Salute the mind A.
16 to] for A.
17-20] Boo 0; t: NP ~ CP; t: ~ stanza 6 141; t: _g unnumbered stanzas [a] & [b].
17] Eyes so shaded~·
I feel the darkness _g [a] & [b].
18] Call up the blue ~·
Of flowers that grew£ [al & [b].
19] And the <fearsome> darkness A.
I !move inl <<go to>> shadows£ [a].
All flowers in shadow _g [b].
19 in] on NP & CP.
21-24] =Boo 13-16; =NP & CP; t: ~stanza 7.
22 To me] Marked with a cross in D with conment [JSN] 'I suggest Mystery instead
of To me'.
23 in] and B.
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Eyes so shaded
To me declare
Heights and the birds loving
Hollows of prayer
30

Reason the unwelcome
As a coward cries
Look not too long under
Those shaded eyes
Rut my heart is singing
Oh the green gown
The woe the sweet weather
The tears on a town

25-28] =Boo 17-20; =NP & CP; =~stanza [7lf5lr8l 9; f ~unnumbered stanza
cancelled.
27] Leaves and the cool of Heaven ~·
29-32] c Dao 25-28; ~ NI' & CP; f ~ atanza 2.
29] My heart says to my heart ~·
30] Thou overwise ~·
31] Look not too long now under !!·
33-36] f Boo 29-32; = NP & CP; f ~ stanza 6; f S: stanza unnumbered stanza.
33 is singing] .!2 has 'cries dimly' [JSN] in the margin.
E: has 'Perhaps 'Cries dimly' would be better than 'is singing' [JSN],
in margin.
Boo has 'cries dimly'.
33] My heart cries loudly!!·
But my heart speaks tmder S:·
35] The woe the high weather ~·
36 on] of c.

Discarded stanzas
A stanza 141121 5:
Eyes so shaded
Softly look down
As great stars !strengthenl soften
IA fallen town 1
Tears in a town
B stanza 1, & two unnumbered stanzas cancelled:
Joy I perceive as sorrow
Painted to sing
Counting himself too tardy
At Withering

roid they forsake all Heaven
Mourn£ul as dew
They who were old in wisdom
Ere the wind blewl
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rTears come to my house
They will not flow
For the eyes so shaded
Speaks pity to them sol
C an unnumbered stanza:
I fear me rthis1 'tis moon's folly
That finds me here
But of the dark and holy
It canes nnt. near
B stanza 5, added to .Q:
Eyes of a damsel
Proudly corrpel
Thoughts that the lightning
Of Diamonds tell
D stanza headed 'Additional stanza', repeated in Boo (lines 21-24):
Eyes so shaded
As bells that chime
Hold the heart gently
At even-time
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'TIS THE WHITE PLUM TREE
ML MS 4937/4, 9 November 1923, 957-963 [JSN], fair copy.
BLP 83; CP 94.
JSN - AGS 9 November 1923 (encloses poem, and conments). JSN - JD 4 November 1934
[continuation of 28 October 1934), NI.A MS 1145/68 (this and ''The schoolgirls
hastening' were both written rather hurriedly 1 ) •
The fair copy is the preferred text.

It is the white plum tree
Seven days fair
As a bride goes combing
Her joy of hair
As a peacock dowered
With golden eyes
Ten paces over
The orange lies
10

'Tis the white plum tree
Her passion tells
As a young maid rustling
She so excels
The birds run outward
The birds are low
Whispering in manna
The sweethearts go

20

It is the white plum tree
Seven days fair
As a bride goes combing
Her joy of hair

3 a bride goes] a <<bride>> goes MS.
9 'Tis] It is BLP; CP.
12 excels] excel[s] MS.

JSN - AGS ,9 November 1923:
You know the feeling of joy that the white plum in full bloom gives. Everyone
must feel it. [It takes seven days for the tree to come into full bloan].
It's correct about oranges looking like peacock's eyes dark green of the tree.

yellow against the
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TO A CONCERTINA GRUB
The Bookfellow 15 February 1920, p.10, signed Horace O'Hazy.

Tender thy Tint is as a rich Maizena
Calm and most unpretentious are thy Ways
And thou art ribbed up as a Concertina
Some boisterous Bushman plays
Noisy the World is as a Drunk arrested
Good old Publicity goes in to bat
Is thy main Thought to curl up unmolested
I too have felt like that
10

Loud the Land Agent shrieking half compels us
Drapers implore us to be rightly dressed
And the audacious Undertaker tells us
His Price to be At Rest
Sky-Pilots cool predict for us hot weather
Some time some place in many a mournful tune
Patriots Reformers all bark up together
Their Mud-Fights to the Moon

20

Oft have I thought when I have found thee snuggling
Safe in thy woody Home securely curled
Smooth-faced Hypocrisy eternal juggling
Comes not to thy calm World
Thou dost not gad about to find brief Pleasure
In these Distractions that are merely Foam
A Gentleman thou art taking thy Leisure
Well wrapped up in thy Home
Alas some day some heedless Sleeper-Cutter
Will root thee from thy Nest with rude Remark
And a keen Bird will swoop without a Splutter
Thou shalt invade the Dark

12 to be At Rest] to be -At Rest Boo.
19 Hypocrisy eternal] Hypocrisy, eternal Boo.

TO A LITTLE GIRL IN THE PLAY
ML MS 4937/7, Item 4 [JSN], fair copy, incomplete (stanzas 1-3 missing).
Stage and Society 19 January 1926, p.21.
The fair copy is taken as a base text and stanzas 1-3 are taken from Stage and
Society.

No dance was in you there' was no song you would sing
But it was you pulling Winter back into the Spring
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Mean were your fellows there low low and how mean
Often their noisy quips falling down into obscene
But all the lilies were with you the light and the dew
All birds of Heaven came saying much love to you
Wisely the Bishops go heavily drowsing away
But you of the clean heart you took us down into the Play
Many <lull-l11::!<:H't!::!tl 111e11 .C.r:uzeu tluwu u11tle1 a yea1

Heard as the little white people in wonderment hear
Did I see colour Oh the too timorous sound
Did I not see little flowers coming out of the ground
~-

~-

The cool men are Bishops I fear them as cool men they pray
But you with the heart took us headlong down into the Play
11 too timorous] low timorous S&S.
12 Did I not] Did I fdidl not MS.

TO A LODGING HOUSE CANARY
NIA MS 599/0469, typescript [AGS] (sent to The Spinner).
typescript [JD?].
The Spinner Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1927~ CP 147.

ML MS A3038/2, 39

a

a
& 40 ,

JSN - AGS 2 August 1931 (suggests this as a substitute for one of the poems he wants
to drop from a proposed collection).
The typescript NIA 599/0469 is the preferred text.

In you are all the good Jigs of the Irishman out for a day
Little one close to the Maker you whistle away
Prisoned and born in a prison and yet in your song
Out to the top o'the twilight you take us along
The goodman has need of sweet noises he calls to his dame
And she being barren she knows but the edge of the flame
You dance into heaven 0 rude one and higher and higher
You mock at the craven who eats not his fill o'the fire
Free men we are not we cannot come out of the fear
Call the dead let the dead march in your merriment here
10 merriment here] merriment there §E.:!:.
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Soldier you are and good neighbour you come not to cry
Of any dull ache in the body or doubt in the sky
In you are all the good jigs of old Irishmen out for a day
Little one close to the maker you whistle away

TO A RUDE PHILISTINE
'1927 1 C, 19b (A0454) [A], fair draft.

You you were rude to me but 'twas the wealth in your blood
like a wine
Calling up fearing not so do I call you a sweet philistine
All that we sing is too weak for you oh the dull rhymers are
we
'Tis a rich world you inherit you like not our cool poverty
You have the red men the builders that bring up the wool and
the corn
You laugh when we tell you of mist on the skyline where sorrows
are born
Oh you have the blood and you love the loud trumpet the
clamorous bell
In the beat of the drum and the shake of the banner your heart
would excel

r

1 You you were] You were 1 you were MS.
8 drum] direaml «rum» MS.

TO A RUNAWAY SOUND
'1925', lOa-llb (A0398-0400) [JSN], fair draft.

Nay but I love you not who set you free
From what mad prison came you to hasten the cool heart of
me
Go away out then where lovers would sweeten the ground
No law will heed you for you are a runaway sound
Title] To a runaway lsongl sound MS.
3 away out then] away «out» then MS.
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You would have angels to listen where thought cannot climb
Fall away over white dresses in holiday time
Did you lie deep in a forest or down in a dark sea
For all your light step you call up slow things to me
Go away eat of the colours rattle the ground
But stoop not my dull heart to hasten you runaway sound
7 down in a dark] down in [a] dark MS.
8 call up l call [ine1 up MS.

TO A SCHOOLGIRL IN HER FOURTEENTH YEAR
NLA MS 605/105, typescript [?].
The Bookfellow 15 July 1921, p.111; BLP 76: CP 93 (BLP & CP with the title as 'To
a schoolgirl').
JSN - AGS 30 November 1919 { 'I got a copy of 'To a schoolgirl' from my brother Frank
but I think you were right at the time when you said it needed extending. I may
be able to put a stanza or so to it. 1 ) . JSN - RHC 25 February 1934, NLA MS 605/62-69
{corrections to proofs CP: '2nd line of lst stanza. An A is left out. It makes
the line short.').
The Bookfellow is the preferred text.

0 most unconscious daisy
Thou daybreak of a joy
Whose eyes invade the impassioned man
In every wayside boy
Can I walled in by Autumn
With buoyant things agree
Speak all my heart to a daisy
If one should smile at me
Out of the Summer fallen
Can I of Summer sing
Call that I love on the deep yellow
Between me and the Spring
3 impassioned] impassionated typescript.
5 by Autrm] my Autrm typescript.
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TO A WINTER SNAKE
The Bookfellow 15 May 1921, p.70, with signature Horace O'Hazy; Stage and Society
21 August 1924, p.22-23, with signature Neil Shawson.
JSN - AGS 7 June 1931 (thinks it would be unwise to publish his 'Conic Verse' during
his lifetime: only a few pieces like 'The winter snake' have merit). JSN - JD
20 December 1941, NLA MS 1145/68 (left this and other pieces of light verse in
Brisbane).
The Bookfellow is the preferred text.

How cold stiff as the Handle of a Pump is
Art thou near Death condition very low
Canst thou be that same Chap that made a Rumpus
In Eden long ago
Billions o± Lies long Centuries have collected
Against thPP. in that Scandal of the Fall
But there had been hadst thou thy work neglected
No Drapers' Shops at all
The brimmed-up Bagman and the emphatic Hawker
The Gents who sell transparent Hosiery
That Candid Exquisite the faint Shopwalker
Should all give thanks to thee

10

All Milliners who speak in Flower and Feather
All Countermen who pawn their Souls to please
Delirious Girls with Silk for Summer Weather
Should greet Thee on their knees

20

If in that sweetest Garden under Heaven
Thou hadst not played thine unassuming Role
How could the keen Suburban Five-and-Eleven
Fend the glad Camisole
Laces and Fabrics I know not the name of
Woman employs against the Heart of Man
Lovers are like the children Love a Game of
Come catch Me if you can
Joy without Blokes why not cut out September
Also October to improve the Spring
Love will be dressed and Love let us remember
Is a fastidious thing

2]
11
20
23

thou and near to Death exceeding low S&S.
Candid] candied S&S.
Fend] Find S&S.
Love] Love's S&S.

Art
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30

Ah could I cheat like thee Dull Days and rotten
Could I shut up like some Insolvent Firm
My Creditors forget and be forgotten
By every fellow Worm
Oft have
Gladly I
But Thou
Was ever

40

I seen Thee thro' the Summer streaking
would have spoken long ago
wert restless and my style of speaking
somewhat slow

Kinsman of mine thou art loaded with Cunning
Quite as some other Kinsmen in my mind
Over-suspicious AlwayR ever shunning
Our puffed-up human kind
Some time back Friend when we fine folk were jelly
We could not even creep or slide or fall
We had been proud like thee to have a Belly
IIow dignified to crawl
All honesty of thought today compels us
To the Back Look through the long Path we steered
We had no Backbone and as Haeckel tells us
We well we Commandeered

50

Teachers at every School at every College
Humbly should mention how we found our Frame
Statesmen who brag of Backbone should acknowledge
First how that Backbone came
Neglect of Thee annoys me and I fish up
From out my soul sharp thunders many a time
But Thou and I and Bottle-Oh and Bishop
Have had an awkward climb

60
37
38
39
42
51
52
54
55

I must be going Friend Perchance I bore Thee
Thou hast been sorely slandered Thou hast played
Right well thy part that Drapers still ignore thee
Shows Dullness in the Trade
loaded with] chock full of S&S.
Quite] Cute S&S.
always ever] and for ever S&S.
We could] That could S&S.
who brag of Backbone] proud of their Backbone S&S.
First] Just S&S.
sharp] Loud S&S.
But Thou] For Thou S&S.
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TO AN ELUSIVE MAIDEN
'1927'A, 19a-21a (A0550-2) [JSN], fair draft, 1 stanza cancelled and rewritten.

Never so faint a maiden
You will not stay
By the wind of the sunlight
You are blown away
As a wind the R11nlight
Will not delay
And so faint a maiden
Is blown away
10

Flowers know the sweetness
Upon you the sun
Makes the world's honey
For you little one
May I while dreaming
Wash with the dew
My words when whispering
To such as you

20

Lest there be in them
Thoughts that despoil
Little loves dancing
On the Holy Soil
One day in seven
My heart being slow
In the white dress with roses
I see you go
If birds came near you
They would shake the air
Crying aloud for gold hidden
Deep in your hair

30

Your foot touches lightly
The red ground
Your lips have strange sweetness
Dying in sound

11] Make[s] the world['s] honey MS.
15] My rworld l words when whispering MS.
22] <<My heart being slow>> MS.
23-24] These lines trans_posed in MS.
28 your] you[r] MS.
29 Your] You[r] MS.
31 strange sweetness] fall the1 «strange» sweetness MS.
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TO ANYONE'S LIVER
'1915'A, 6b-7a (A0346) & Sb (A0348) [JSN], draft, with a revised stanza 2.

Oh thou deep tyrant under all mankind
Bilious unseen behind the eternal Croaker
With the Wet Blankets thou wouldst seek to bind
Each joyous joker
In every creed thou art behind the priest
Building thy heaven up tedious and gloomy
I much prefer thy hells they seem at least
Vigorous and roomy
10

What though my Brain should ache my Heart should throb
My Lungs take fright my cautious Kidneys shiver
Each one is friendly performs his little job
But thee Oh Live1
All may be well financially good friends
Good fame and cheer though we should petition
The gods to let us laugh that thing depends
On thy permission

20

Of ten I deem that underneath all War
Thou hast been prompting Kings and tracing treasons
So the blood lettings come all we abhor
In saner seasons
Art thou alas that spirit that doth miss
No evil chance to gleefully discover
Sin everywhere when some sweet girl may kiss
Her honest lover

1 deep tyrant] deep <<fst.J >> <<tyrant>> MS.
10 take fright] take fright randl MS.
11] Each « rwilll » «one is friendly» performs in fact at his little job MS.
14] Good fame «and cheer» and though we should petition MS.
15] 'l'he gods to let us laugh. That things depends MS.
18 Kings and] Kings, and MS.
21] Art/ «'l'hou» r'l'hou art1 alas that spirits that doth rhiss1 miss MS.

Discarded stanza 2:
What is thine Heaven Ian unwholesome Yeast1 «but a dull man's feast»
<<Where the Tasteless and feeble struggle to be>> rBloodless andl gloc:my
Better thy Hell is it would seem at least
Vig'rous and roomy
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TO THE FATHER OF MANY
'1930 1 , 23a-24b (A0667-9), 25b (A0670) & ML MS A3038/l, 12b (BOllO) [JSN], draft.
a
b
There are 10 stanzas numbered 1-10 at '1930', 23 -24 b 1 stanza unnumbered at '1930',
25b, and 2 stanzas numbered 11 & 12 at MS A3038/l, 12 • The reading is conjectural
in places.

Even the cold fishes in love-madness wonders perform
It is with pain they creep on the betls of blue rivers
Oh Father uf many out in the Red Storm
It is with pain little birds in a tall tree
Falter in love cut out their hearts and throw them
Children of thine flinching most violently
Seven supreme sons thou hast with passion dyed
As sailors I see them with all thp lnvRR of the Sailor
Knowing not where they shall for a season abide
10

Little maids rising from white pillows do everywhere
Cry for the sailor's kiss that it may soften
The gown for the bosom the sweet braid for the hair
I too am child of a child of thine fearing undone
Still with some grain of the burden storm-bidden
Father of many whom we have loved as the Sun
Mad men in search of music leap from the ground
Is it thy fire that they feel Oh Father of many
Is it thy moaning all over the sweet sound

20

Darkness doth not dismay how old thou art
The moonlight is but some mournful speech of thy early folly
Smiles do but cover the sickness close to thy heart

2 creep on] creep rinl on MS.
5 love] loverrl MS.
6 love cut] love [.] Cut MS.
10 maids) maid[s] MS.
11] Cry for the sailors kiss fes1 that rtheir1 smiles may soften MS.
13] I too am child of child of thine fearing undone MS.
15] Father of may who[m) we have rfearedl «loved» ~s/ i<called>l the Sun MS.
17 they feel] the[y] feel MS.
18 all over] rdown underl «all over» MS.
19 dismay how] dismay [ • ] How MS.
20] The IIDOnlight is but some rrournful flovl speech of LthineJ early r1ovingl folly
MS.
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By moon rays the little tame tigers chorus and cry
There is some hideous love challenge amid them
They are even as fishes and as a dull fish am I
Everywhere in cities little white mothers swarm
Love drags them down thy rage is a mantle upon them
Oh Father of many out there in the Red Storm

JO

Painters strive long at prayer strive to behold
Something more than beauty in the manifest body of woman
IL i~ her joy thou hoot liftod her out of the rnlrl
The dancing of maidens 'tis more than a man's heart can say
Is that delight but a part of thy sermon of sorrow
Dost thou too feel the ominous hands of Decay
Oft have I marvelled at thy Chorister Spring
And I had ale from thy desperate handmaiden Summer
In them I saw the Unreason that crowns thee a King
Is there escape thy rage is uniform
And there is Death I see but a black Summer
Oh Father of many out in the Red Storm

22 By-moon] rAt ml By moon MS.
26 down thy] down
Thy MS.27 out there in] out «there» in MS.
30 thou hast] thou has[t] MS.
35 I had ale from thy] I Lhatej ale from the MS.
36 J rrn them I saw alll thy rfire1 fury still waken.ing
In them I saw the Unreason that j:rnadel «crowns» thee a King MS.

I
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TO THE HUNTER SAFFRON
b

'1927'C, 35 -36

a

(A0470) [A], fair draft.

Smoothly oh Saffron you leap as a warrior
But you bear something more precious than
Smoothly oh Saffron you will not you dare
'Tis by the courage of women the race can

can
penniless man
not of fend
ascend

Bravely oh Saffron you leap as a child of the sun
You float as the far parrots float when the day is near dnnA
Bravely oh Saffron the fences are ever too low
Keen you are keen as a violinist chained to his bow
5 child of the sun] child latl «of» the sun MS.

'l'O 'l'HE LITTLE RED MESSENGER BOY
'1930', 16a & 17a (A0660-l) [JSN], draft.

Red of the sundown I love
And the burning sunrise
The south lights of red have my heart
Their speech never dies
You with your red coat I loved you
You walked as a joy
But one day 'twas Death that you gave me
You little red Messenger Boy
Little girls talk to you slowly
The sun lives to burn
The Love time and Death time of grasses
Have taken their turn
Death teaches you merriment
All you employ
I like not your smile or your coming
You little red Messenger Boy
2 the burning sunrise] the f[ ••••• Jl <<burning>> sunrise MS.
10 lives] fcanesl <<lives>> MS.
11 Love] love MS.
13] Death teaches <<glad step>> you merriment <<fslylyl>> <<lrudelyl>> MS.
14] [You love hisl <<All you>> employ MS.
16 You] you/ fOhl MS.
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TO THE LOVED ONE IN HER ABSENCE
NLA MS 1145/38 [JSN], fair copy.
AGS - JSN 17 November 1919, NLA MS 1145/74B ("To the loved one in her absence'
will have to wait. It needs three or four more stanzas to finish~ perhaps the mcod
will come some day. ' ) •
1'he poem is a 1i:lter version of 'I seek the perilous cure' , and was revised and
published in The l:look±:cllow in 1914 a!:l 'IJJl/1:' 111 nlJi,,~1i....:'.

The tim'rous scent of babyhood
Doth dimly follow thee
And thou art like a new-born song
In a sheltering melody
When thou art gone and Light is gone
I f ier~ely wlsh thee near
The day like a long sickness is
And I count the moon a year
Though thou art gone but a little way
I am in deep alarm
I say Oh God her dear body
If it should come to harm
5 When thou] And thou MS.

TO THE RED LORY
1 1930', Sb (A0654) [FN], 1 stanza under heading 'Odd stanza for Lory'.
ML MS
A3038/2, 9a [FN], 1 line and a note, 'About 1910' ••• 'One of John's best lyrics'.
NLA MS 1145/74(B), typescript [AGS], with comment. ML MS 3354/3, Item 3, 2/3a,
typescript (a carbon copy of NLA MS 1145/74(B)).

AGS - JSN 31 Marcll 1924 (returns poem typed, with comment about the naturalist
Linnaeus and the Lory) •

At the full face of the forest lies our little town
Do thou from thy look-out to Heaven 0 Lory come down
Come charge with thy challenge of colour our thoughts cool
and thin
Descend with the blood of the sunlight 0 Lory come in
The clouds are away 'tis October the glees have begun
Thy breast has the valour of music 0 passionate one
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O thou of intrepid apparel the song in thy gown
Translate the proud speech of the sunlight 0 Lory come down
7 the song] Lthej thy song MS.
8 the proud] Lthej thy proud MS.
.

b

Discarded stanza '1930', 8 reads:
'T'hP rhythm is thine the beloved
The Unreason of Spring
How royal thy raiment no Gorrow
Is under thy wing

TO THE THICK DARKNESS
'1915'A, 7b-8a (A0347), 9b (A0349) & lOa (A0349) [JSN], draft, 9 stanzas with 2
stanzas cancelled and renumbering.

All colours that delight the heart
Blue o'the green Green o'the blue
Droop at the sundown fail depart
Into the bitterness with you
All joys that ever shook or ran
Under the rain above the tree
Go steadily until the man
Says it is going all I see
10

Always I feel you as the breath
Of a dull tyrant in the dew
I have been questioning long is Death
But a poor journeyman for you
All
All
All
You

20

songs that smote upon the sky
feet that ever fought the ground
the sweet happenings for the eye
with your centuries wrap around

Flowers are but shadows hold their breath
Lie mournfully upon the dew
Yea I would question still is Death
Only the journeyman for you

8] Says it is going rfarl I all I see/ Ifrom mel MS.
9 the breath] a breath MS.
10 dull tyrant in] dullfternpest ofl «tyrant in» MS.
15 happenings] happening[s] MS.
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All hates the pinnacles of Pride
Building of cities fair to burn
Hungers of Beauty long denied
Sought you for pity in their turn
Oh Jester merciless with the Dead
That as a hastening child I knew
In the impatient deeps ahead
How shall I make a friend of you
Cancelled stanzas numbered 4 & 5 read:
!All lips that ever sought delight
All feet that ever ached for joy
Have you not halted these Oh Night
Fools by the million girl and boyl
roid I not fear you as a child
Colours no more could call to me
Till the white moon a mother smiled
Have I not feared you bitterlyl

TO THE UNTUNEFUL DARK
'1930 1 , lla-llb (A0655-6) [JSN], fair draft.

All beauty falls to you early white love
The Reason that draws for us splendours blazing above
The lightning of dancers all the journeys of song
Ah well I know you you speak too long
Out of you came God
Into you falls tenderness coated in prayer
And the red heart of those seeking the fair
All those whose gladness puts them upon the blue
Ah well I know you who so angry as you
Out of you came God
lightning] ligh[t)ning MS.
4] Ah well - I know you - you speak too long MS.
6 falls] fall[s) MS.
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TRIBUTE TO A FIGHTER
ML MS 4937/4, 810a-810f [JSN], fair copy, signed Horace O'Hazy.
The Bookfellaw 30 November 1921, signed Horace O'Hazy.
JSN - AGS 2 October 1921 ('Light verse enclosed.

Written badly.').

The fair copy is the preferred text.

Lovers delight us children play
Old farmers are making hay
Listen good neighbour while we chant
Our tribute to the bull-dog Ant
He is alive alert intense
A citizen of Consequence
In his dumb underworld the dim
Creatures avoid the eyes of him
10

See him insult approach attack
All the Wayfarers in his track
Rage from his body spurts and pours
Death he emphatically ignores
Though in a dying anguish curled
Though he is passing from the World
Nothing in Death will he recant
This good red Jingoistic Ant

20

In his make-up with our X-rays
We can discover no delays
His whole red business life is spent
Disparaging Disarmament
In his unpitying lifted eyes
All the perpetual Warrior lies
In his tempestuous legs vibrate
Crimson corroborees of Hate
His life his death might well afford
Lessons to us when we are bored

Title] MS has a sub-title '(The Red Bulldog Ant)'.
1 delight us] delight us, MS.
2 fanners are] Fanners are MS; Fanners all are Boo.
4 Ant] Ant. MS.
7 underworld] underworld, MS.
8 of him] of him. MS.
12 Death] IDotl Death MS.
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By Pacifists then let us chant
Our tribute to the bull-dog ant

*

30

27
28
29
30
32

*

Lovers delight us children play
Old farmers are making hay
The worn-out bilious centuries plant
Their bickerings in this bull-dog Ant
By Pacifists] by Pacifists, MS.
tribute] IThisl «Our» tribute MS.
delight us] delight us, MS.
farmers are] farmers they are Boo.
in this] in I the1 this MS.
Our

UNCLE TO A PIRATE
'1934', 33b (A0723) [A], 1 stanza under heading 'First line of 'Pirate''. 1 1935',
Sa (A0749) [A & L], 3 stanzas numbered 6, 1 & 2 under heading 'Alterations to
.
a
a
b
Pirate'. ML MS 3354/3, Item 2, 23 -27 [A], fair draft, 9 stanzas. '1936', 6 7a (A0775) [L], fair draft, 9 stanzas. NIA MS 1145/67 [L], alterations; NIA MS
1145/67 [L], alterations.
The Bookfellow 15 January 1921, signed Horace O'Hazy; BI 20.
JSN - AGS 22 September 1932 (offers 'a light piece called Uncle to a Pirate
a kiddy piece which nught pass Illl.lster' as one of a number of poems as substitutes
for piece~ he wants to drop from a proposed collection). JSN - JD 31 March 193.5,
NIA MS 1145/46 (glad Devaney liked it: 'My nep-iew Jack was a great admirer of s=een
villains when he was six or seven years old'); 10 August 1935, NIA MS 1145/68
('thanks for the typed copy'); 3 September 1935, NIA MS 1145/67 ('I have altered
one stanza of 'the Pirate' and have also put in a fresh verse' [= E] ); 19 January
1936, NLA MS 1145/67 ('Of course the 'Pirate' appeared in 'The Bookfellow' years
ago and could not be sent anywhere'); 27 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/65 (listed as
1 of 11 pieces now sent 'for the booklet'); 26 April 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (pleased
to get letter with the 'typed stuff' and has 'made alterations as you suggest');
3 May 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (alterations for BI: 'I suggest a new 5th stanza. I
have it here in one of the books' [taken from MS 3354/3-2 (C)] ••• 'This is slightly
different from a stanza which I may have sent you'); 28 June 1936, NLA MS 1145/34(b)
(Lothians have rejected the manuscript [BI]); 12 July 1936, NIA MS 1145/65
( ' interested in what you say about the inclusion of the light verse' : thinks 'a
good many' of his friends 'would object to 'The Sundowner' and 'The Pirate' being
in with the serious stuff' ) •
The poem was revised for BI which drops a stanza from the Bookfellow text and adds
2 new stanzas.
The PookfAllnw is the preferred text.
b
a
a
a
b a
'1934', 33 =A; '1935', 8 = B; MS 3354/3-2, 23 -27 = C; '1936 1 , 6 -7 = D;
NLA MS 1145/67 (1935) = E; NIA MS 1145/67 (1936) = F.
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Often at Eventime we go
To a catchpenny Picture Show
Gently I hold his restless hand
As we encounter Wonderland
Pistols we see and Big Blue Knives
Bad Men in Trouble with their Wives
Burglars intruding Life and Death
And Humbug struggling for his Breath
10

Still he has hair of Baby Gold
A Pirate nearly eight years old
Oh but his eyes I am I fear
An Uncle to a Buccaneer
When Virtue in the Worn-out Play
Is in distress he shouts Hooray
Rnt when the rascal Villain dies
Tears have uprisen in his eyes

20

Sometimes I feebly go with him
To the Old Centuries grave and dim
Proudly aloft he waves his Hand
His orders to a Blood-red Band
His grim Ship saunters slowly by
His Cutlass sharp is seldom dry
Sharply he moves he counts again
Slow Agonies of Dying Men

1-4] f ~ 'first line of Pirate'; f £, £ & BI 1-4.
1 Eventirnel eventide ~, £, £ & BI.
2 a catchpenny] the unriotous ~; a tempestuous £, D & BI.
3 Gently] Softly ~·
3 restless] heedless £, E'. & BI. E'. has the ccrnment 'I like next best 'ruffian' or
'rascal' but the 'hold' and the 'heedless' make a bit of a chime'.
4] In the delirious Wonderland A.
In that preposterous Wonderland £, D & BI.
5-8] = £, £ & BI 5-8.
9-12] = £, £ & BI 9-12.
13-16] f £, £ & BI 13-16.
13 l When the Pure Wonan in the play £, D & BI.
15 rascal] keyed-up £, Q & BI.
17-20] f £, £ &_lg_ 17-201 f !·
19] Almost at times I understand £, F & BI.
20 His orders] His muttering£ & BI1 His mutterings !·
21-24] = ~ stanza numbered 61 £, £ & BI y:l.
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Ah it is gone the Street again
Hustling of Women noise of Men
The young Girls simmering for a joke
The keen Lads and the lighted smoke
30

How hopeful is the Street we stop
At his beloved Lolly Shop
Oh but his Eyes I am I fear
An Uncle to a Buccaneer

25-28] f £1 Q & BI 29-32.
28 and] in ~ & Bl; in « and » D.
28 srrokel (smoke) ~- ~ has the cornment 'The way I wrote it originally was smoke
meaning not the lighted cigarette but the srroky atmosphere which is noticeable
where many men light up at once in the street' • F has the comment 'You will
notice alteration in 4th line of the 2nd last stanza. What I meant was the
lighted smoke, the atmosphere, the fog of smoke in the street.'
29-32] = f, Q & BI 33-36.

Additional stanzas
B stanza numbered 1, f, Q & BI stanza 6 (lines 21 -24) :
Deep he goes down through mysteries
Fearless he rides the ungoverned seas
He with a gesture of his sword
Waves his uncounted gold aboard ~
Waves the uncounted gold aboard Q & BI.
numbered 2, f, .Q & BI stanza 7 (lines 25-28):
Any who would his will defy
Meet with no pity all must die
Proudly he hears them as they drown
Gurgling and cursing all go down

~stanza

F has the comment 'Without this new 5th stanza I think the piece is rather
disconnected.'

575
THE UNEVEN PLAYER
a a
a
b
'1930', 8 -9 (A0652-3) [A], stanzas 1-5 at 8, an unnumbered stanza at 8 [JSN],
and stanzas at 9a misnumbered 6-10.

Have I not clearly seen him
At the foot of a song
Oh the Uneven Player
Playing so long
He who from all tremors
Awoke the day
Shall he not know full many
Proud tunes to play
10

Church men full glibly
Tell all that they know
Sit fast in high places
As the cocks crow
Oh the Uneven Player
Whom have I seen
Playing harsh tunes and mellow
With the unclean

20

On
He
In
He

stricken lovers
will play so fair
the dark or the moonshine
shakes the air

He plays the loud Scarlet
In the Blue so dim
Sunlight cannot tell us
The Heart of him
Where seas thunder
Where lights are low
His unfearing fingers
Will pity show
30

Yet have I not seen him
Weak with his pain
On a girl's body
In a dark lane
He who plays quietly
Still questioning

6 Awoke] A/Woke MS.
9 glibly] LglimmeringJ glibbering <<glibly>> MS.
14] fHel Whom have I seen MS.
33 plays quietly] plays isoT quietly MS.
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The light winged sailors
About the Spring

40

The Churchman's crying
Still takes my ear
Of the Player playing
How sweet and clear
But have I not seen him
Burned with his song
Oh the Uneven Player
Playing so long

35 winged] wing«ed» [JSN] MS.

THE UNLOVELY PLAYER
NLA MS 605/111, types=ipt [AGS], with corrections.
The Bookfellow 15 August 1920, p.171; CP 95.
The typescript is the preferred text.

Over his petty mouth his sorry chin
There runs a carnival a summertime
Of follies men call sin
What thing is on his soul he will not say
Come on come on ye keen of wit and hear
The unlovely fellow play
Playing and loving much he seems so hot
He could show sweetness to a sunbeam and
He would offend it not
10

Have ye within your soul so faint a joy
He will put diamonds on it though he be
A dull grey-headed boy
His heart has done a warfare with old Time
And he moons deep as ballad-maker who
Tracks up a vagrant rhyme
He has been long with Summer and the gold
Of memory props him up to be a man
And quite defy the cold

13 has done] Lhathj done [AGS] MS.
16 He has] He hath CP.
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20

~

Sweethearts and fools who have the best of day
Come on come on ye quick of wit and hear
The unlovely fellow play

'Unspeakably uncouth absurd'

I.aT MS 9419/3678, typescript [?]. This is part of a longer poem, 'The mopoke and
others', published in The Bookfellow 15 January 1920.

Unspeakably uncouth absurd
The mopoke is a bilious bird
Through the long night his gloom persists
He is the prince of Calvinists

THE VICTOR
'1927'A, 32b-33a (A0564) [A], fair draft.

Tightly she holds him the sleeper
Firmly and proud
Holding a Victor for he has
Defeated the crowd
Heavy men see him and know not
Why a thought stirred
Was the light failing or was it
The Death of a bird
Peace is
The edge
Frail as
Defeated
The
The
The
The

it peace or the light on
of a cloud
a blossom and he has
the crowd

crowd is about her she gives out
light of a rose
Victor is on a deep journey
mother love knows

3 Victor] Lvictorj MS.
15 Victor] victor MS.
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THE VINE IS A FRIEND
'1927'A, 25a-25b (A0556-7) [A], fair draft.
stanza and corrected to read as 4 lines.

Stanza 1 was written down as a 6-line

He is so young and my neighbour he seeks to inspire
Me with his dreams his blood is already on fire
He has so much to govern and so much to spend
And I say to the beat of my neighbour the vine is a friend
His eyes will 11pho1rl me T tP.11 of thP. vines in a row
How they for our welfare as diligent vassals will go
Into the red-rock and gravel their wealth to extend
I say with the heart of my neighbour the vine is a friend
They are
All that
The poor
I hasten

most ready for music and soft marriage bells
is golden the vine as a prophet foretells
man the stranger he smiles at the day's weary end
I drink as my neighbour the vine is a friend

THE VIXEN HAS SPOKEN
a b
'1925', 4 -4 (A0392-3) [FN], fair draft.

The vixen has taken the lamb for its tongue
She said I am needing more milk for the young
Full well I know famine and mother pain too
My heart shall not pity the heart of the ewe
;!-

*
they meet

~-

The women are mournful
and they pray
The long war has taken their treasures away
They walk in the morning the dead lamb is there
How cruel is the vixen their voices declare
~-

*

The vixen has heard them she holds a reply
Their mothers are fiercer and redder than I
These mothers do chide me a mother I am
And have not they eaten the heart of a lamb

5 mournful] LI!Ourningj MS.
10] 'l'here mothers rdo hate me a rrotherl «are fiercer and» redder raml «than»
I MS.
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WE SOUGHT FOR THE BUNYIP
ML MS A3038/2, lOb (B0016) & '1927'C, 42a (A0476) [A], incomplete.

The moon was upon us the lake by our side
And though we were walking we dreamed of a ride
We two we were knights neither heart-sick nor pale
But men of some mettle we sought for the Grail
A touch of green hovered far out in the sky
We sought for the Bunyip Canary and I
Canary we called him his head was all gold
His chin was a pirate's his feet were so bold
His hands were so cunning he . • . • •
[leaf cut at this [XJint] • • • • •

. . . . .
. saw the green sky
We sought for the Bunyip Canary and I
We saw by the nettles the white square of sheep
And out on the water the swans all asleep
And deep in the bushes we thought we could hear
Some heavy thing moving we paused half in fear
It seemed by the green of the sky and the moon
That the devil was finding some holiday tune
3 neither] rrather1 «neither» MS.
4 Grail ] LgrailJ MS.
9] His hands were so cunning I he rloved the brown waterl MS. The leaf is cut
below the first part of the line, with sane of the rest of the line just
discernible.
17 of the sky] of <<the>> sky MS.

WEATHER PROPHETS
ML MS 4937/7, Item 4, with initials 'H. O'H.
The Bookfellow 15 May 1921, p. 70.

Vic.', proof.

The Bookfellow is the preferred text.

In ceaseless Almanacs they beat about
(The old Star Humbug waxes till it wanes)
One thing annoys them when they fix a Drought
Comes the glad Season of perpetual Rains
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THE WEIGHT OF THE MIST
'1930', 22b (A0667) [JSN],,fair draft.

Love they have called it
Life they have called it
Give me your face to be kissed
'Tis at our heels
Our foreheads have feared it
The Weight of the Mist
God they have called it
Death they have called it
Though we long seasons persist
Search it for sweetness
It will not deceive
The Weight of the Mist
Title] [The] Weight of the Mist MS.
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WHEN KISSES ARE AS STRAWBERRIES
NIA MS 605/112, typescript [AGS], with =rrections.
typescript (prepared for CP) •
The Bookfellow 15 May 1920, p.106; BLP 56; CP 89.

ML MS 3354/3, Item 4, 2/3,

NIA MS 605/112 is the preferred text.

When bees are hot with honey-thirst
And hastening with the Spring
When kisses are as strawberries
And Love is more than king
When quiet birds have merriment
By waters brown and blue
And little maids wool-gathering
Will murmur I love you
When blossoms dance in carnival
To hearten maids and men
And kisses are as strawberries
Who would be sober then

WHEN LIPS ARE SCARCELY SCARLET
The Bookfellow 15 July 1920, p.154, signed Horace O'Hazy.

(Mingling the manners of Algernon SWinburne and Charles Kingsley. )

When lips are scarcely scarlet
And every duck is blue
And skies no more are starlit
And eyes are all askew
When old Doubt introduces
His club-mate old Decay
And lavenders and puces
Are merely brown and grey
When love is like a geegaw
Upon a panto dame
And life becomes a see-saw
Unreasonably tame
When Joy goes down to jail with
No friend to pay the fine
What gladness shall we hail with
A funeral yours or mine
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WINIFRED ALL IN GREY
'1927'A, 8a-9a (A0539-0540) (A], fair draft.
The poem was commenced in 8-line stanzas and co=ected mid-way to 4-line fo:mat.

Now Winifred sat on the grey door-step and the birds came
down to see
And they said there is not in the world so sorry a child as
she
The mother she lived in the iron law that loves no uI'lghL
array
And her child she dressed in the morning hours as Winifred
all in grey
Over along the eastern sky the RP.VP.TI sailors came
Wherever their young feet touched they left the red song of
the flame
Mothers went out and took their blood and dyed the garments
gay
And gave to their loves but Winifred sat as Winifred all in
grey

10

The birds came up with a golden song and the face of the earth
was gold
The locusts leapt and the butterflies as strolling players
strolled
The sailors travelled as merry men and fell at the death of
day
But Winifred sat on the brown door-step as Winifred all in
grey

*

~-

The mother she looked at the grey daughter and she said in
the clear sunshine
Now where will I get a proud husband for a precious girl like
mine
How modest is she how well she works she is both good and
wise
And never have I through grace of God put vanity in her eyes
Title] 'Grey' spelt 'gray' throughout.
8] And give to the[ir] loves but Winifred rsaidl sat as Winifred all in gray MS.
9] The little ones ran in gold and green MS, a false start not cancelled.
10 strolled] stroll(ed] MS.
11] PI'he little ones ran is red and greenl MS, line preceding line 11.
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20

My neighbour's girl has satin shoes and a silken frock has
she
And the green and yellow and scarlet has completed her vanity
This life is all too short for pride and the flutter of false
array
I heed them not though they call to my child Oh Winifred all
in grey

17 neighbour's girl] neighbour['s] girl MS.
20 call to my child] call ''to my>> child MS.

WOE IN THE MERRIMENT
'1915'A, 12a (A0351) [JSN], draft.

Give me of Passion flutes and bells
All the white sacraments to see
Sound the magician comes and tells
Woe in his merriment to me
How cheerfully my heart went down
Into a slumber while the sky
Gave me strange beauties with a gown
Crimson uncertain to the eye
I was delivered to the bells
Flutes did appal me I could see
Sound the magician he who tells
Woe in his merriment to me
2 white sacraments] Jlx:>ldl <<whites>> sacraments MS.
4 to me] to see MS.
10 me I could see] me I I <<I>> could see MS.

THE WOMAN OF IRELAND
ML MS 4937/4, 903-909, 20 May 1923 [JSN], fair copy.

ML MS 3354/3, Item 4, 9/17,

typescript, incomplete (for CP?).
The Bookfellow 15 June 1923, p.81; BLP 104; CP 106.
JSN - AGS 20 May 1923 (encloses poem which he has 'had nearly 12 rronths' ); 6 July
1923 ('glad that you like Wanan of Ireland better on looking into it').
JSN - RHC 26 March 1934 (questions absence of this and 3 other poems in the galleys
of CP).
MS 4937/4, 903-909 =A; MS 3354/3-4, 9/17 =B.
The fair copy (A) is the preferred text.
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It was a woman of Ireland in old days I knew
Being far down was embittered her little voice grew
Loaded with all the sweet honey and having love too
So would she sit in the long days and mad to the core
Shrill would she say to her Michael to make his heart sore
How slow would she say to her Michael now love me no more
Her man would be telling and telling the thing he had told
How she would be always a sweetheart but never cuusoled
Was she with the little feet falling down into the cold
10

Sometimes she would say that the angels did stay at the door
And sometimes she spoke to the fairies seen long before
Then slow would she say to her Mtchael now love me no more
How strange it did seem that a woman too weary to sigh
That a woman should take all her honey to sweeten a lie
That a woman should call to her lover to let his love die
She would be thinking too long o'the flowers and the dew
And of all striving and loving the young lovers do
Ah sure she would say it's a famine up there in the blue

20

How often at even came little blue boats in the sky
And she would be knowing their meaning would make not a sigh
But taking up all her sweet honey would call a goodbye
..

-~

Long would she sit in the summer and mad to the core
Slow would she say to her Michael to make his heart sore
How slow would she say to her Michael now love me no more
6 love me no more] love me <<no>> more [AGS] ~7 thing] things ~; BLP; CP.
9] Was she rwasl with the little «feet» falling
10 at the door] at <<the>> door A.
13 a woman too weary to sigh] a woman rtho wearyl
16 long o'the] long of the Boo; BLP; CP.
17 all striving] all rthel striving~18 it's] 'tis Boo; BLP; CP.
19 came little blue boats] come little blue boats
BLP; CP.
20 she would be] she would rwouldl be A.
21 honey would call a goodbye] honey Ianal would
goodbye MS.

down into the cold ~too ldiel weary to die ~-

Boo; cane little blue clouds

rsayingl

« rsayl »

«call a»

JSN - AGS W May 1923:
I knew an old Irish lady a few years back. She had a beautiful voice (you
know the beautiful honeyed speech some Irish women use). She was badly crippled
with some rheumatic trouble. Of course you understand the blue boats in the
sky! The Public may not tumble. Sometimes near sundown one can notice boat-
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shaped clouds. Sane are like coffins. The idea is all right - perhaps I
ought to make more of it. Perhaps the one stanza doesn't explain enough.
On the other hand it seems dangerous to make things too plain.

THE WOMAN OF THE FOREST
'1927 1 C, 8b-10b (A0443-5) [JSN], fair draft.

She has not peace she hungers still for the clean air
She did not grow in the City but was wickedly taken there
She has not peace in the City Oh she is strangely stirred
With the green leaves and the manna and the low voice of a
bird
The tied-up folk in the city they say she has never smiled
But she will talk to a little bird as a mother to a child
Ever in noise of Folly she wanders ill at ease
Only in dream she travels for a playtime with the trees
Oh the trees are a proud people and they have proud ways
And the leaves have a strange courage in the moistening of
the days
The tied-up people see her they laugh at her shoes and gown
Fur .she i.s a Forest woman who was carrie<l into the town
9] Oh Ltheyj trees are a proud people and they have a proud rhyrm1 « rsong1 »
MS.
11 The tied-up l rShe1 The tied up MS.

THE WORLD AS A RHYME
'1925', 22a-22b (A0412-3) [JSN], fair draft.

Call Him old Destiny
Blue Death or Time
I know not the Rhymer
I know but a part of his rhyme
He
He
In
In

will moan fiercely
will shout pain
a girl's body
a dark lane

«ways»
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He
In
Oh
He

will have Beauty budding
all the grime
the good red fever
puts in his rhyme

YOU AT THE DOOR
'1927'B, 9a-lla (A0490-2) [JSN], fair draft.

Your feet they were made for the music I know by your eye
Your heart will be still a big heart on the day that you die
You look for the short cut to Heaven I've trod it before
It's the fine feet you have then Oh pretty foot you at the
Door
The sweet eyes you have for tired women and all the tired
men
All those who made short cuts and turned to the long road
again
Your foot is the one that the queens would all envy what can
I say more
Pretty foot you with the pretty foot you at the Door
Your feet will be always on journeys
A wound to a little one calls up the
Your feet have the pride of the neck
I say more
Pretty foot pretty foot you with the
Door

to love and to do
tiger in you
of the charger what can
pretty foot you at the

1 Your] You[r] MS.
2 the day that you die] the day that [you die] MS.
7 queens] queen[s] MS.
10 calls up] call[s] up MS.
11 Your] You[r] MS.

~

'You can feel the full worth'

'1927'B, 44

a

(A0525) [A], fair draft.

You can feel the full worth
Of the land of your birth
And the pluck that her men have displayed
By the shake of the hand
Of the man on the land
You can learn how a nation is made

PERIOD 4:

1928-1941
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ANOTHER EARLY MARTYR
NIA MS 605/26 [JSN], fair copy, with comment 'You punctuate to please yourself'.

A cooking class student named Aggie
Got married and lived in Wonthaggi
But her husband soon died
ThP.n the neighbours all cried
We knew that her puddings were claggy

APOLOGY TO A CENTIPEDE
'1929', 6b (A0596) [A], fair draft.

Heedless I was 'twas in the rain
A Conqueror I did not care
My great feet sprawled and you were there
And it may cause you life-long pain
You wriggled and my boot you bit
And your offence I must esteem
Your patriotism is no dream
Your failure is but part of it

THE APPROACH TO DEATH
NIA MS 605/25 [A], fair copy.

A circus once went to Geelong
The tiger though virile and strong
Grew alarmingly tired
And the lion inquired
Is it Death or is anything wrong
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ASTONISHING GROWTH OF WEEKEND INTEMPERANCE
1929 1 , 45a (A0634) [A], with title 'Extraordinary «Astonishing» growth of weekend
intemperance'. LaT MS 9419/3678, typescript, untitled. NIA MS 1145/76, 21, typed
transcription [FN], entitled 'Alarming growth of intemperance'.
1

The preferred text is '1929', 45a.

Variants are not shown.

There was a young lady named Dicker
She gave the glad eye to the Vicar
She said my dear friend
Let us have a weekend
And both go away on the Shicker

AUTUMN AND MOONLIGHT
'1936', 13a (A0781) [L], fair draft, numbered 1 as for subsequent stanzas, but
complete.

These wines can so deceive us
They lift us as we cling
How far it is to happiness
Beyond remembering

THE BARD AND THE LIZARD
'1927'A, la-3b & 7b (A0532-5 & A0539) [A], draft, 6 s~nzag numbered 1-6 with stanzas
3 & 5 cancelled and one unnumbered stanza. '1929', 13 -14 (A0602-3) [A], fair
draft. ML MS 4937/5, 22 December 1929, 363-371 [A], fair copy.
Aussie 14 March 1931, p.18; CP 163.
JSN - AGS 22 December 1929 (encloses poem which he says 'is really a Spring piece'
and asks Stephens if he thinks the poem is a 'bit hazy', saying 'Of course it all
seems very plain to me, but so did Petticoat Green and others' ) • AGS - JSN 11
December 1930 ('Lizard is all right'). JSN - AGS 7 April 1931 ('got the 'Lizard'
and the Parody [by AGS] some time back' ) • AGS - JSN 25 May 1931 ( ' 'Aussie' has
taken a revised 'Wisdom of Auturm' ' [Stephens' s parody] ) • JSN - AGS 2 August 1931
(negotiations concerning contents of proposed collection); 22 September 1932
(negotiations continued).
'1927'A, la-3b & 7b =A; 1 1929 1 , 13b-14b = B; MS 4937/5, 363-371 =C.
The fair copy (C) is the preferred text.
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The lizard leans in to October
He walks on the yellow and green
The world is awake and unsober
It knows where the lovers have been
The wind like a faint violoncello
Cornes up and commands him to sing
He says to me Courage good fellow
We live by the folly of Spring
10

20

A fish that the sea cannot swallow
A bird that can never yP.t rise
A dreamer no dreamer can follow
The snake is at home in his eyes
He tells me the paramount Treason
His words have the resolute ring
Away with the homage to Reason
We live by the folly of Spring
The leaves are about him the berry
Is close in the red and the green
His eyes are too old to be merry
He knows where the lovers have been
And yet he could never be bitter
He tells me no sorrowful thing
The Autumn is less than a twitter
We live by the folly of Spring

1-8] f ~ stanza l; = ~ stanza 1.
1 leans l !comesl «leans» ~2 walks] climbs A.
3] He fears that the world is too sober A.
4] He knows where the sorrows have been ~5 a faint violoncello] a violoncello Aussie; CP.
5 l The flute and the dim violoncello A.
6] Deluge and incite hlin to sing ~9-16] f ~ stanza 4; f ~ stanza 2.
9 A fish] A If birdl «fish» B.
10 that can] that could A.
13 He tells me] He lwhispersl <<tells me>> ~; He Whispers~·
14] It has the most resolute ring ~·
He cuts to the heart of I the King l «a» thing ~·
17-24] f ~stanza 3; f ~stanza 5 (lines 21-24 cancelled)
17 l The trees are upon hlin the berry ~·
18 close in] close and A.
19] Als1 Stoic and yet is he merry ~·
21] 'Tis only the fool that is bitter B.
II know you magnificent fellow 1 ~- 22] fYou eat of the infinite thingl ~·
23] \The green that :impeaches the yellowl ~·
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30

40

As green as the light on a salad
He leans in the shade of a tree
He has the good breath of a Ballad
The strength that is down in the sea
How silent he creeps in the yellow
How silent and yet can he sing
He gives the good morning good fellow
We live by the folly of Spring
I scent the alarm of the faded
Who love not the light and the play
I hear the assault of the jaded
I hear the intolerant bray
My friend has the face of the wizard
He tells me no desolate thing
I learn from the heart of the lizard
We live by the folly of Spring

25-32] t ~ stanza 4; f ~ otunza 6.
25] As green as a Sunmertime salad A.

26 a tree] the tree A.
28 down in] out of A.
29] The wind like a faint violoncello B.
He has the delight of the yellow ~30 l Comes up and commands him to sing ~.
This bird that can never take wing ~31 gives the good morning] gives me good morning Aussie; CP.
31] He says to me courage good fellow ~33-40] f ~ stanza 5; f ~ unnumbered stanza.
35 the assault] the insult ~; ~37 the wizard] a wizard ~; ~; Aussie; CP.
38] He eats the unknowable thing ~39] I listen and learn of the lizard A.
Discarded stanzas
A stanza 2 & cancelled stanza 3:
I looked to my good fellow climber
His eyes are in search of a Song
And I the rrost desolate rhymer
Have striven and striven so long
And being so dull I am fitter
For death than for any warm thing
rThel «But» Autumn is less than a twitter
We live by the folly of Spring
rFor all who have fallen defeated
And still in the perilous climb
Keep on where so many retreated
The Lizard he yawns in his time
The flute and the dim violoncello
Delude and incite him to sing
He says to me courage good fellow
We live by the folly of Springl
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BEAUTY IMPOSES
1934', 42b (A0732) & 45b (A0735) [L], fair draft, 2 stanzas numbered 1 & 2 and
a third stanza headed '2nd stanza for 'Beauty Imposes''. A loose leaf with a
subheading 'Revised version' (L], fair draft, which HI places at '1934' and which
was in '1927'A in October 1988, but which was missing from that location at 1 May
1989. '19E5', llb (A0753) (A], fair draft, 3 stanzas (onebof them cancelled);
'1935', 16 (A0758) [A], fair draft, 2 stanzas; '1935', 21 (A0763) [L], fair draft,
3 stanzas. NIA MS 1145/33 (enclosure with letter JSN - JD 20 January 1936) [L],
fair copy, 2 stanzas. NIA MS 1145/67 (enclosure with letter JSN - JD 3 May 1936)
[L], a correction to typescript for B!.
BI 34.
1

JSN - JD 19 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (encloses poem); 20 January 1936, NIA MS
1145/33 (comnents on poem). JD - JSN 16 February 1936, McKirnm MS ('The new poem
'Beauty Imposes' is a splendid thing'); 8 March 1936, McK:imn MS ('I have also
noted your new line for 'Time of Tumult', also new revise of 'Beauty Imposes'').
JSN - JD 26 April 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (encloses first and last stanzas); 3 May
1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (a correction to typed copy); 10 October 1937, NIA MS 1145/68
(ranks this first in a list of 7 pieces for consideration for entry in a
con-petition); 17 October 1937, NIA MS 1145/68 (corrments on length: it may be too
short for the competition).
Sane of the co=espondence is obviously missing, for the copy sent to Devaney on
19 January 1936 had 2 stanzas, and then on 26 April 1936 N wrote saying he was
enclosing the 'first and last stanza[s]' and added 'yo~have the middle one'. The
version first sent to Devaney i_g the _game as '1934', 42, and the version published
in BI is the same as '1934', 42 & 45 and the same as the loose leaf headed 'Revised
version'.
The loose Eeaf h~ded 'Revised version' is taken as the preferred text:.
'1934', 42b & 45 =A; the Eoose leaf, 'Revised version'= B; '1935', llb = C;
1
1935', 16 = D; 1 1935', 21 = E; MS 1145/33 =F.

Beauty imposes reverence in the Spring
Grave as the urge within the honey-buds
It wounds us as we sing
Beauty is joy that stays not over-long
Clad in the magic of sincerities
It rides up in a song
1-3] =
4-6] =

~
~

stanza l; = ! stanza 1.
'2nd stanza for 'Beauty Imposes''·
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Beauty imposes chastenings on the heart
Grave as the birds in last solemnities
Assembling to depart
7-9] = ~ stanza 2; f f stanza l; f ~ stanza l; f ~ stanza l; = F stanza 2.
7] Beauty imp::ises fhappiness1 «happenings» on the heart f.
8] Wistful as birds in calm bewilderment f·
Thoughts like the birds in Autumn elements ~·
fuurnful as birds in burnt out Autumn days ~-

Discarded stanzas
C cancelled stanza 2:
fBeauty imp::ises thirst that shall not die
Though it should drink the stars for merriment
It would consume the skyl
C ot:mza 2, ~ otanza 2 & ~ stanza 2:
Beauty imp::ises thirst that will not die f ·
Beauty iroposes thirst up::in the eye ~ & ~·
Though it consumes all white magnificence f,
That stands up in the sky f, ~ & ~·

~·

& E.

Neilson described this as 'an atterript to describe in a few lines the thing that
so rrany rhymers tackle. Beauty does create in us a strange wonderment and awe.
It is difficult to describe in words the effect that a beautiful nude has up::in one's
feelings' (20 January 1936). He later comnented that he had 'a great fancy for
these short things, which are like the Japanese poems only abJut 30 or 40 words'
(17 January 1937).

BEFORE THE DYING FIRE
La.T MS 9419/3678, typescript.

As the fire dies a fear into me flashes
Is it a ghost I feel I hold my breath
Who is this old chap waiting for the ashes
Can it be death
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THE BIRD OF COURAGE
'1927'A, 23a-24a (A0554-5) [A], fair draft.

Lightly they ran with joy they sang aloud
Fought with the forest called the seas their home
Sang to the lightning on the thunder-cloud
And with the honey loitering in the comb
At the first glory of the day they cried
We shall be braver we shall now be stirred
Nothing on earth to us shall be tlenied
We who have heard the whistling by the bird
10

They did not see him when the colours came
Nor when the flowers ran up amid the grass
He was not in the sundown or the flame
Nor any miracle that came to pass
Salt of his song upheld them and the salt
Bade them go quickly to the east or west
Love as a singer did their lives exalt
Whistling was ever underneath the nest

20

Cities they builded temples tall and fair
The bird invisible they heard him call
In many a nest they heard the Child of Prayer
Drowsy with blessing at the evening fall

9 did not see] did <<not>> see MS.

BOYS WILL LISTEN
'1927'A, 42a-42b (A0573-4) [A], fair draft.

Oh come along with me my pretty little boy
Till I show you the thirsty land
There is heat and toil unfriendly soil
And sorrows on every hand
But the lad will listen when the red man calls
And the mother will be waiting at the door
And the father he will know it though he hides it all the
time
He will never come back any more
3 toil unfriendly] toil randl unfriendly MS.
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Oh come along with me my pretty little boy
Till I show you the shining gold
Oh your life is poor and narrow will you stay to wheel a barrow
When your place is with the big men and the bold
There is gold in hidden gullies there is silver in the hills
There are mountains that were never climbed before
You will be amid the princes you will laugh at any ills
You will never come back any more
13 There is l There are «is» MS.

THE BUTTERFLIES INVITE ME
1

1934 1 , llb (A0701) [A], draft.

The butterflies invite me 'tis a day
When dull men dream it is the scent of hay
That comes up east or west
That knows not time or rest
No kinsmen flying low
Talk to me where is woe
Why why will you delay
What laws would you obey
Come up from toil from utmost weariness
The butterflies invite you all the way
2 When dull men dream]
5 low] low r1augl MS.

rNol «When» dull rmen1 «man» rtakel dream MS.

CONFUSION
'1934', 14a (A0703) [L], fair draft.

I am encouraged by the falling bees
'Tis the deception that the flowers can make
There is some strange endowment of the trees
'Tis not the manna whitening all the Spring
'Tis not a fragrance such as men extol
Deep it is deep but tells not anything
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THE CRANE IS MY NEIGHBOUR
'1934', 42b & 43a (A0732~ [L), fair,draft, 6 stanzas, entitled 'The listener on
the edge'. '1936 1 , 9a-9 (A0777-8) [L], fair draft, 6 stanzas, with stanza 4
cancelled, entitled 'The listener on the edge' ; fi5a (A0784) [A] , 2 stanzas,
unnunbered, entitled 'The crane on the edge'; 17 (A0787) [A], 1 stanza and a line,
untitled. NLA MS 1145/67 [L], fair copy, 7 stanzas. NLA MS 1145/67 [L], a revised
stanza. NLA MS 1145/67, typescript [JD], annotated.
BI 14.
JD - JSN 17 April 1936, McKirnrn MS (is sending N typed copies of the 'three new
pieces', with same suggestions: says 'I like 'The crane is my neighbour' best of
these three' ['He saw the jig', 'S1rnc'lny evening', and 'The time of tumult' are also
discussed]). JSN - JD 26 April 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (corrments on Devaney's
suggestions: has 'rrade alterations as you suggest' and encloses p::iem); 30 April
1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (JD should now have N's suggestions for alterations); 3 May
1936, NLZ\. MS 1115/67 (corrections to typescript for BI with revisPc'l vRrnicm of
additional stanza sent 26 April 1936); 4 July 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (suggests sending
:roem to Sydney Morning Herald); 5 September 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (mkes the
suggestion again); 13 June 1938, NLA MS 1145/2 (poem one of two entered in a
competition and now returned); 7 August 1940, NLA MS 1145/68(2) (one of 14 pieces
Dr Mackaness wants to include in an anthology).
b
a
The draft at '1934', 42 & 43 occurs at the back of a notebock dated c.1934-1935
with other material N was working on for BI and this suggests that the MSS are all
part of the same impulse of cam:rosition. The poem was sent to Devaney for BI prior
to 17 April 1936 when Devaney wrote to N discussing the :ram, and Devaney obviously
enclosed a typed copy of the first fair copy received with this letter, or very
soon afterwards. Devaney questioned the word 'waves' in lines 4 & 12 and 'dew'
in line 10, and N replied (26 April 1936) that he thought Devaney was 'right about
t..he 'waves' in the 'Crane'', adding that 'When we were children we always called
them waves although at times they were merely ripples' • He continued, 'I have added
another stanza as I wanted to preserve the idea of the crane being the guest of
the sunlight, and it seemed the best way to do it'. He then revised the additional
stanza (3 May 1936), saying 'You have alterations in hand, also another stanza which
I think might be improved still further'.

'1934', 42b & 43a =A·, '1936', 9a-9b = B· '1936' 15a = C·
b'
'
,
MS 1145/67 (typescript)= D; '1936', 17 = E; MS 1145/67 [L) = F;
MS 1145/67 (3 May 1936) = G.
The version first sent to Devaney is simpler and less obviously p::ietic and the
typescript is taken as the preferred text on this basis.

The bird is my neighbour a whimsical fellow and dim
There is in the lake a nobility falling on him
Title] The blue crane is a heron (JSN - JD 26 April 1936).
1-2) = F & BI 1-2.
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The bird is a noble he turns to the sky for a theme
And the waves are as thoughts coming out to the edge of a
dream
He bleats no instruction he is not an arrogant drummer
His gown is simplicity blue as the smoke of the Summer
The bird is both ancient and excellent sober and wise
But he never could spend all the love that is sent for his
eyes
How patient he is as he puts out his wings for the blue
He is an old guest of the sunlight a child of the dew
The bird is a noble he turns to the sky for a theme
And the waves are as thoughts coming out to the edge of a
dream
3-4] f K & BI 3-4.
4 the waves are as thoughts] the ripples are thoughts K & BI.
4) Q has the comnent 'Line 4, repeated in last line: why particularly the word
'waves' in this magnificent line? If you mean 'ripples' leave out the word
'as' ~would that do?' [JD].
5-6] f ~ 5-6; f ~ 5-6; = K & BI 7-8.
5 bleats no instruction] bleats no commandments ~; bleats not he listens B.
6 the Sl!Oke] the rs!!Okl mist ~; the mist ~·
7-8] f ~ 3-4; f ~ 3-4; = K & BI 5-6.
7] The bird is a noble an excellent fellow and wise A & B.
8] And though he is dreaming there is a good love in his eyes A.
He never could spend all the love that he has in his eyes ~·
9-10) f ~ 9-10; ~ ~ 9-10; f §; ~ K & BI 9-10.
9) How patient is he as he starts on his way to the blue ~·
How cautious he is as he folds up his wings for the blue ~How patient he is rwhenl <<as>> he puts out his wings to the blue§.
10] He tells not his route nor the millions of miles he can do A.
He tells not <<at>> all of the weariscme miles that he flew B.
His eyes are as old as the twilight as calm as the dew §.
He goes as the guest of the sunlight far into the blue § following revised
lines (9-10).
His eyes are as old as the twilight and calm as the dew K & BI.
10) D has the comnent 'Verse 5. All perfect except perhaps the 'dew'. This
bird of the lake does not particularly belong to the dew, and that word
suggests being brought in just for rhyme' [JD].
11-12] f ~ 11-12; f ~ 11-12; f K & BI 13-14.
11] He listens this noble this water bird supple and thin ~·
The bird is a noble with tolerance subtle and thin B.
12] And the waves are as dreams going out and calls corning in ~ & B.
And the ripples are thoughts corning out to the edge of a dream K & BI.
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Discarded stanzas
A

&

B stanza 1:
The bird is a noble with tolerance supple and thin !!·
The bird is a noble with tolerance subtle and thin B.
And the waves are as dreams going out and calls coming in A & B.

!!

& ~

stanza 4 (cancelled in ~) :
Hew I:Btient he listens he hears as he turns to the grass
The whirring of all the srrall people who hasten to I:BSS

C unnumbered stanzas:
The Sumners long Sumners have made him unknowingly wise
The Ages have put the good fellowship there in his eyes
The bird is a Noble he calls me to walk in the dim
I am young as the grass when I go to my journey with him
F stanza 6, revised at §, & BI stanza 6:
The bird is my neighbour he leaves not a claim for a sigh .£:, § & BI.
He rroves as the guest of the sunlight out into the sky !'.·
He rroves as the guest of the sunlight he roams in the sky § & BI.

THE CRITIC AFTER DEATH OR ALLEGED INEFFICIENT HEATING
ML MS 3038/3, 9a [FN], transcription, entitled 'A hostile critic'. NIA MS 605/27
[JSN], fair copy. NIA MS 1145/76, typescript [FN], entitled 'A poor show'. LaT
MS 9419/3677, typescript, with title 'The critic after death'.
NIA MS 605/27 is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

There was an old Critic named Byer
Renowned for his gloom and his ire
When to Hell he went down
He arrived with a frown
And began to belittle the Fire
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THE DEFENCE OF SUMMER
1

1929', 17a (A0605) [A], unfinished.

Love well the utmost blackness but say not
To me who flourishes a Summer thing
That Summer is too hot
If thou are daring well I love the bowl
All about us say Curse the mild Summer
That Summer is too cold
Down down to Death we are remembered not
Dost thou so love the cold that thou must say
[That Summer is too hot]
[Unfinished]

DISASTROUS COLLAPSE OF LAND VALUES AVERTED
IaT MS 9419/3677, typescript.

There was an old man at Casino
He played an immense concertina
He made such a din
The police ran him in
He was fetching down rents at Casino

THE DISPUTE WITH THE DRUMMER
b

b

.

.

'1940', 14 -16 (A0830-2) [L], fair draft, stanza 9 cancelled and rewritten
irnnediately following. ML MS A3038/3, lla & 12a [FN], transcription, with an
annotation [JD], '[=the heart~ J.D.] 1 •
'Ihe fair draft is the preferred text.

In the still hours before the white of day
I am too faint I am no match for him
'Tis when the drummer makes his oldest play
Loud he complains the feet he says they fail
They are disloyal faltering as they go
And the poor tongue has not the pride to rail
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In a mild rage I say the feet to me
Have long been trusted servants and I know
Nothing that points to their disloyalty
10

The tongue is still my slave it tells of love
Still it can find sin in my enemies
Still will it take my prayers to God above
But said the drummer with an ancient sneer
Look to the hands they tremble in the noon
Who would not know them each a mutineer
Oh but the eyes first cowards of them all
Blinking at ohadows in the sunlight dim
Fearing lest some great evil may befall

20

Then in a rage I say the hands have been
Used to much wrestling in the world and I
Seldom such tireless warriors have seen
The eyes though being tired can still defy
Darkness and death they have not ceased to love
Sunlight and all the dancers of the sky
But said the drummer it is only I
Tell you to live without me you would soon
Be with the ashes of the years gone by
-K-

30

~-

Then to this most rebellious Slave I say
You are the rebel 1 tis your uneven beat
Ever that makes me dismal night and day
Then said the drummer this is coward's talk
Aid to your eyelids I have given and
Have I not stirred your hapless feet to walk
Even your trembling hands I do uphold
Still it is I who bids the eyes to see
Still it is I who tells the tongue to scold
Am I defeated do I scent decay
Long I dispute old is the argument
Loud is the drummer much to my dismay

18 lest] less MS.
21 such tireless] such lnoblel tireless MS.
25-26] rThen said the drummer low the ears default
Music they know not they go hasteningl MS.
26 Tell you] rThatl Tellfsl you MS.
32 eyelids I have given] eyelids~~tilD I <<have>> given MS.
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THE DRINKER
1

1929 1 , 6a (A0595) [A], fair draft.

Now Martin was the worthiest of
And he did drink but little ale
A wife he had and children nine
No discontent had ever made him

men
or wine
or ten
whine

One summer day he sat with an old friend
Of all the friends the one he held most dear
Great hospitality he did extend
So Martin came to drink the honey beer
4 had ever made] hdl:l eve.r: rcrossedl «made» MG.
8 the honey beer] the honey - beer MS.

DULCIE IN A WHITE DRESS
'1929', 48a-48b (A0638-9) [A], draft, 3 stanzas, entitled 'To Dulcie in a white
dress'. 1 1935', 19b-20a & 2la (A0761 & A0762) [A & L], fair draft, 4 stanzas, with
stanzas 1-3 [A] under short title 'Dulcie' and stanza 4 [L] under title 'Dulcie
in a white dress'.
a
b
b
a
a
1929', 48 -48 =A~ 1 1935 1 , 19 -20 & 21 =B.
The fair draft (B) is the preferred text.
1

The sunlight always seems to beat
More passionate when you are there
And there is swiftness in your feet
And the great midnight on your hair
Almost a woman half awake
Child it is fitting you should take
The colours that the Angels wear

10

The one thing that we dare not buy
Is innocence your eyes can hold
That wonderment which is so high

2] IDelightfullyl while you are there.?!·
3] There is a gladness in your feet.?!·
4] And with the midnight on your hair .?!·
8 we dare not] we cannot A.
9] Is innocence Iand in your eyes1 <<your eyes can hold>> A
10 wonderment] gentleness .?!·
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To the Divinities of old
Of things we shall not dare to lose
Child it is fitting you should choose
The colour that the Angels hold

20

Lilacs and lilies fear the heat
Flowers of all colours have despair
But there is music at your feet
And with the midnight on your hair
Almost a woman half awake
Child it is fitting you should take
The colour that the Angels wear
Wisdom is somewhere in the .sky
Folly is bloom exceeding fair
All that we know a smile a sigh
And there is midnight on your hair
Child of romances half asleep
Is it not fitting you should keep
The colour that the Angels wear

11] To Holiness. We heard of old~·
To the rangelic eyesl <<Divinities>> of old B.
12 Of things] <Oh> things ~·
15-21] = A.
22-28] ~ 0 •

THE DUST OF A MAN
'1929', 33b-34a (A0622) [A], fair draft.

The man is forsaken but brothers for aught that we know
He may already be out in the grasses below
But why should we talk of his going we know not yet where
he began
His eyes and his feet have deserted him throw out the dust
of a man
The mouth that did venture for kisses or heated with ire
Gave out ready poison is taken away by the fire
And what is there left but the little white atoms and the
world can be thinned
Of many fine fellows and follies so put out his dust to the
wind
1
3
4
7

forsaken but] forsaken lthey tell usl but MS.
talk] taught MS (a mishearing).
a man] fthel «a» man MS.
be thinned] be thin MS (a mishearing).
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He may be wintering down in the green of
He may be somewhere out lifting up honey
He may be close to the sundown and still
His eyes have deserted him throw out the

the trees
in hope to the bees
knowing pain
dust to the rain

The feet that were eager and knew not the time for a rest
Now finding a joy in the North or a hope in the Weot
The eyes that went over the rainbow and measured its brim
These too have deserted so let him go into the dim
12 t.hrow out the dust to t.he rn in] through out.. t.he c'lm;t t.n t.hR
obvious mishearing.
14 North ••• WestJ Lnorthj • • •
16 These tool These two MS.

Lwestj MS.

IJMnl

rn in MS, cm
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EAST OF THE HOSPITAL
There are two discrete versions of this poem. The first was written in 1930
and sent to Stephens in January 1931, and then abandoned, and the poem was
then rewritten, between rnid-1933 and June 1934, when it was sent to Croll,
with the title 'The road to the hospital'.
'1929', 20a (A06g8) [A], 3 x 3-line stanzas, imnumbered, under heading 'Odd
Mother Love' ; 20 (A0609) [A] , 2 stanzas, numbered 7 & 8, the stanza numbered
7 remimberea 2, ;mc'l the stanza numbEred 8 cancelled, with numberinq [JSN],
under title 'Mother love'; 21a & 21 (A0609-0610) [A], 2 stanzas, cancelled,
b
a
numbered 5 & 6, stanza 6 rcnumb=ed 7, under title 'Mother love'; 22 -23
(A0611) [A], 3 stanzas, one numbered 6, a second (unnllJllbered) cancelled and
rewritten and numbered 8, under title 'r.bther love'; 23b (A0612) [A], 2
stanzas numbered 4 & 5, under title 'F.ast of the hospital'; 24a (A0612) [A],
1 i:; td..!1~a. headed 'last verse' , cancelled; 24 a -26 a (A0612-0615) [ i\] , draft,
13 stanzas, the first headed 'first verse', the rest nllJllbered 2-9 (with a
rewritten stanza l:J J, and stanzas 1, !'.> & 9 (includiiltJ tlU::! .r:6!w.r:lLLl::!ll sLdl1~d)
cancelled, entitled 'F.ast of the hospital'; 27a (A0615) [A], 1 stanza,
a
unnumbered, under titl6! 'Moth!:!r luv6! 1 ; 28 (AOGlG) [A], 2 stanzas, one headed
'lst verse', and the other numbered 5, under short title 'Hospital';
28b & 29a (A0617) [A], 2 stanzas, numbered 7 & 8, each under short title
'Hospital'.
Loose leaves in '1908' [A], fair draft, signed, 7 stanzas, numbered 1, and
3-8, with numbering for 2 and a space left, and with renumbering.
JSN - AGS 31 December 1930 (is fixing poem which will 'be ready tomorrow',
and discusses); 4 January 1931 (says 'could not get 'F.ast of the hospital'
finished till today'); 5 January 1931 ('Second line, first verse 'Hosp:i.ti'll 1
is short of word: put in 'steady' or 'a proud'); 26 January 1931 (says 'Thanks
for the School-book and for the opinion on hospital piece ••• I may be able
to do something with it later on'). JSN - RHC 17 June 1934 (Stephens 'thought
rather poorly' of this and advised N 'to cut the piece down to four or five
stanzas').
The fair draft, loose in '1908', is the preferred text. The order of the
stanzas is that of the original arrangement, but this is necessarily
conjectural.
'1929',
1
1929''
1
1929 1 I
1
1929 1 I

a
b
a
b
20b = ~; '1929', 20 =
'1929', 21 -21a = C;
22a-23b = D; '1929', 23a = E; '1929', 24a 'last verse'
24b-26a = G; '1929', 27 = H; 1 1929', 28 =I;
28 -29 = J; the loose leaves in '1908' = K.

E;

= F;
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Over the road it is the nest where the many wounded go
In the Mother eyes all day I see the bravery and the
woe
Oh some that go with the heavy lids shall in the darkness
stay
But the nest WAR hllilt with Mother love that all the
birds obey
They tell me that the City dust has filled the trees
with grime
And thR flowers are pale I will not have such heresy
in my rhyme
For the mist that ever wraps the young has washed them
sweet and fair
There is no grime in the clean gardens when Mother love
is there
Hard is the nest outside but in great mercy doth abound
And though there be the sternest pain the sweetest laugh
is found
But for the nest I am in fear full many a bird would
die
There is no grime in the clean gardens when Mother love
goes by

10

All bells will toll for the warrior who did not lightly
yield
And a million singers build their songs about a battle
field
1-4] !S stanza numbered l; 'f §'first verse', cancelled; 'f ! 'lst verse'.
1] over the road there is the nest where the rrany birds do go §.
3 heavy lids] closed eyes !·
3] How stern it is and a hard nest it stands in red and grey G.
4] fAnd little ones go in and some lcanel <<are>> not again t~ playl
Of the wounded ones not all again shall ever come to play §.
5-8] !S stanza numbered 3; 'f § stanza 3.
7] For the many tears that mothers shed have washed them sweet and fair G.
8] i'Tis good to be in the clean gardens when Mother love is therel
«There is no grime in the clean gardens when Mother love is there» G.
9-12] !S stanza numbered r4 1 2; f ~ stanza numbered 4; f § stanza 4.
11 But for the nest I fear me that full many <<birds>> would die ~But for the nest I am in fear that frranyl the stricken birds would die
G.

13-16] !S stanza numbered rs1 3; "
13 did not lightly yield] did not
13] Great praise they give to the
Great praise they give to the
yield §.

.Q stanza numbered 6; " § stanza 6.
r1ikelyl lightly yield ~warrior that will not likely yield _Q.
warrior who lwouldl <<will>> not likely
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Much noise there is of sword and shock and the cold hate
in the eye
But it will not live in the clean gardens when Mother
love goes by
Some tell me all God's thoughts and all he wills that
I should do
Profoundly still they point to where he watches in the
blue
But I wonder does he always know when the wounded birds
will cry
There is no grime in the clean gardens when Mother love
goes by

20

Who knows of God He may be scarce of his Pity in the
oky
So much He needs in the blossoming and for all the birds
that fly

15 l Much noise there is of sword and flame and battle smoke and fear D.
Much noise there is of sword and shock and battle smoke and fear G.
16] But I love the calm of the clean gai;-9.ens when Mother love is near .!2·
How calm it is in the clean gardens when Mother love is near G.
17-20] ~stanza numbered r6l; 'I~ stanza numbered r61 7;
'I~ stanza numbered 7.
17] Some men do speak so much of God and all that I should do~
fSorne men do speak so muchl <<tell>> §a false start.
18] They -always- «almost» seem to JrJloW the place where he wa.tches in the
the blue ~; §.
They in their wisdom know the place where he watches in the blue ~19] And I sometimes dream he may be close when the wounded birds will sigh

c.
I often wonder does he know when the wounded birds will cry ~; ~20] How good it is in the clean gardens when Mother love goes by G.
21 -24 l ~ stanza numbered r 7 l 4; 'I .!2 cancelled stanza [ 8] ;
'I~ stanza 8; 'I ~ stanza numbered 8.
21] I dreamed that God is searching long for the pity in the sky
D cancelled stanza.
I sometimes dream God must be scarce of his pity in the sky
.Q stanza 8; ~I am in doubt God may be scarce of his pity in the rblueJ sky ~·
22] He needs it for the flowers that fail and all the birds that fly
D cancelled stanza.
So much he needs amid the flowers and all the birds that fly
.Q stanza 8; G (line inserted).
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The Pity grows in the whiteness in the long moons of
the year
And a bloom there is in the clean gardens when Mother
love is near
If this should fail all splendours of the Passionate
would pass
As quickly as the rainbow rides in farewell to the grass
Man as a miracle would leave no smoke stain on the sky
Oh the gardens take the Calm of God when Mother love
goes by
23 The Pity] some pity ~·
23) He needs it sore for all the moons till the last moon in the year
D cancelled stanza.
He put in low in the white f westl rest in the lurn:J moons of the year
D stanza 8.
He puts it low in the whiteness of the long moons in the year §.
24) The store I know j n t:hP r.l P.?ln gardens when Mother love is near
D cancelled stanza.
And a store there is in the clean gardens when Mother love is near
Q stanza 8; §.
25-28) K stanza numbered r8l 5; 'f §cancelled stanza 9 (2nd of 2); 'f !:!•
25) If this should but one moment fail then all we know should pass §.
If this should fail the <<all>> splendours of the passionate rshouldl
<<would>> pass !:!·
26 the rainbow] ral <<the>> rainbow!:!·
26) As quickly as the rainbow runs in farewell on the grass §.
28) There is no thought but reverence when Mother love go[es] by §.
rneep rinl <<is>> the time for reverence when Mother love goes byl
How calm it is in the reverence when Mother love goes by !:!·

Discarded stanzas
A the first stanza of 3 & C cancelled stanza 5:
There is no end to p::iverty the p::iverty of mind ~·
Where is the end of p::iverty the p::iverty of mind g.
That will not dare to look before and will not look behind A.
That has no heart to look before and dare not look behind C.
The hate that keeps us mean and poor and leaves us dumb and blind ~·
'Tis hate that draws all curtains down that the young eyes may not see

c.
But oh how good is Mother love as it passes close to me
~

g;

~

0.

the second stanza of 3, headed 'fresh verse' :
Hate is the old time tyrant he rides up in the sky
But his strength is all as weakness <<is>> and he dare not breathe a
lie
For Heaven's things are on the Earth when mother love goes by
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~the

third stanza of 3, headed 'another verse';~ cancelled stanza headed
'another verse', and numbered 8 [JSN]; f cancelled stanza headed 'last verse';
G cancelled stanza 9 (the first of 2):
If this should but one mcrnent fail the stoutest ships at sea ~; ~
If this should fail farewell to man and all he wills to be f.
If this should fail all strength should fail ralll <<far>> over land
and sea G.
Should also fail there would not come the honey for the tree ~
Should also fail there would not cane the honey to the tree ~
The briages and tJ1e towers would fail and the honey for the tree
f; Q.
And all we love should pass away and leave not light or key ~And birds and men should go to dust all life that is should die ~
There would be neither strength nor pain nor any song rn 1 or sigh f.
There could be neither hope nor pain nor any song or sigh §.
[Fourth line ~ 111. l
How good it is in the clean gardens when mother love goes by ~My thoughts go far in the clean gardens when Mother love goes by f ·
Oh gentle arms that hold so much when mother love goes by §.
B stanza numbered r71 2 & G stanza 2:
The mother birds go tenderly and ever much afraid ~; G.
Lest by some trembling foot or hand their trust should be betrayed ~
Lest by some trembling hand or foot their trust should be betrayed §.
They fear the hardness of the Earth and the far ways in the sky ~They know the taste of tears rthey hearl and they can tell the faintest
sigh §.
I have been close to wounded birds when Mother love goes by ~; G.

E stanza numbered 5 & G cancelled stanza 5:
Slowly rthey1 «the birds» go and painfully and heads and feet are
bare E.
Slowly they go the little heads the little feet are bare §.
But the trust is ever in their eyes and the glories in their hair E.
But the trust is big within their eyes and the rgloryl <<joy>> is in
their hair G.
Oh some are tight in the Mother arms and some go shoulder high ~Oh sane rlie 1 <<are>> tight in the mother arms and some ride shoulder
high §.
The meanest men do reverence when Mother love goes by ~1Tis good to be in the clean gardensl <<The meanest men do reverence>>
when mother love goes by §.

r

I stanza numbered 5:
I see the little heads they droop and the faces pale and fair
The arms that take the wounded in have all the world to bear
Oh the Mother's heart is the red heart that has not feared to die
And the meanest men do reverence when Mother love goes by
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JSN - AGS 31 December 1930:
I f sending to a Melbmrme paper the title and the f=t-note should explain
everything; if to a Sydney paper it would be necessary to add Melbourne to
the f=t-note. The verse is of course rather on the c=l side for such a
subject. A part of the Exhibition gardens is directly east of the _
Children's Hospital. For over two years now I have seen Mothers struggling
along with sick and crippled children. They leave the tram at Nicholson Street
about a quarter of a mile away. It is a long way for a little wanan with
a big burden.

FLOWERS DO INHABIT
-

b

'1940 1 , 9

(A0825) [L], fair draft.

ML MS A3038/2, 24

a

(B0032) [FN], transcription.

The fair draft is the preferred text.

They live 111 Ll1e uese1 L Lhey Lllrnb on the mountain
They stay for a swift moment they measure not time by the
day
They who give joy to the weary give light to the blind
Flowers do inhabit the eyelids the insteps of womankind
Women are therefore as birds that go forth in a great storm
The cold cannot stay them they sing that the season is warm
Their fingers are eager for blessings their eyes cannot find
Flowers do inhabit even unto darkness the warfare of womenkind
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FLOWERS DO INVADE US
'1936 1 , lSb (A0785) [L] & 1 1936', 22a (A0791) [FN], fair draft, with 3 stanzas at lSb
numbered 1-3 and 2 stanzas at 22a numbered 1-2.

At noonday or midnight we know that the flowers do invade us
Not alone with sweet colour nor any quick speech that they know
They tell us in haste of the wish of the God that has made us
In sunlight in conquest as songs in a drink so they find us
They tell us to dance though we move not
We strive to be happy and here is the bloom that can blind us
In.shadows the blackest of shadows the flowers do invade us
They bid us remember the things that can never be told
They speak for the dead and the dead with the flowers can upbraid
us
Though the years and the sorrows the close prisoners have made
us
Though the hills that we climb not they laugh at how long they
delayed us
But whispering here in the gloom still the flowers do invade us
They are not bitter at all who have fallen before us
Now diligent are they forever in quiet chorus
They sing without lips and still without speech they implore us
FLOWERS IN THE WARD
b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 7, 6

[A], fair draft.

They speak not of torment
Nor blackness nor sin
Quietly as Angels come
Do the flowers come in
Forgetting all frailties
Of humankind
With sweet scent they give back
Sight to the blind
See they come quickly
As rainbows come
Beckoning they give back
Speech to the dumb
From green
Where joys
Whispering
Young feet

hills they journey
first came
they give back
to the lame
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FOR A DEAD RHYMER
'1929', lSa (A0603) [A], fair draft.

Was he ill-loved because
He did discover flaws
While he himself knew not
Which way to turn he got
Strange rest by going far
Where the great heavent:i are
And small things matter not
4] Which way to turn.

He got MS.

FOR THE LITTLE BOYS OUT OF HEAVEN
1
1934', 3lb-33a (A0721-2) [Al, draft, 10 stanzas, with one cancelled. The draft consists
of 4 stanzas numbered 1-4, with stanza 2 cancelled, under the title 'For the little boys
out of heaven', with a new stanza 2 written under the short title 'Little boys'. This
is followed by the heading 'Odd verse' and 1 stanza, a further heading 'Odd verse boys'
and 3 stanzas, and a second heading 'Odd verse boys' and 1 stanza. The 9 stanzas make
a sensible whole and the headings 'Odd verses' should be taken here as indicating breaks
in dictation and meaning 'further verses' •

On the serene day first of the seven
I ache for innocence I walk to hear
The little boys who have come out of Heaven
Lustre of women is around them falling
As a remembrance of unearthly meadows
While from their lips the heavenly thoughts are calling
Listening I say they have defeated sorrow
With a new beauty round them dreaming
Hastening or evil will not come tomorrow
10

They have not fear the bells they are at seven
Peace did they bring with all the flowers of the meadow
Calm are the boys who have come out of Heaven
There is no darkness that they will not leaven
Out of their lips is spread forgiveness
The little boys they have come out of Heaven

12] calm are the rlittle ones1 <<boys>> rthe boys1 <<who have come>> out of Heaven MS.
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'Twas sundown and the bells came in at seven
Sweet were the foreheads sweet the unwavering eyes
I saw the boys who had come out of heaven
20

I was as one entombed in a bright dwelling
There were angelic flavours that did hover
Only of joy they told and still were telling
Tears did come in the bells came up at seven
What did I hear what thought but innocence
I saw the boys who had come out of Heaven
Loud was the organ but a thing of sorrow
It was of man but all the forgiveness
Came with the boys and could not die tomorrow

16 the bells came in] the bells rchanted1 «came in» at MS.
27] rcarne with the boys who had come out of Hel MS preceding line 27.

Cancelled stanza 2:
rLustre of women ris 1 «in» remembered calling
out of Isomel <<a>> far country over quaint meadows
While from their lips the Heavenly thoughts are fallingl

A FRIVOLOUS COMPLAINT BY A SUSTENANCE WORKER
LaT MS 9419/3678, typescript.

To him Fortune had been unkind
His trousers were shiny behind
But he said I'm all right
And my future seems bright
But I can't turn around in my mind

FROGS I ADMIRE
1

1927'B, 27a (A0508) [JSN], fair draft.

Bishops beg loudly
Really they give us no peace
They bring in such out o'way words
Just take diocese
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GOLDEN FUGITIVE
To a departing smoker parrot
'1934', 36a-36b (A0725-6) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas, entitled 'To a smoker parrot';
'1934', 38b-39a (A0728) [L], fair draft, 5 stanzas, entitled 'The golden runaway:
Words to a fleeing srroker parrot'. '1935', 9a (A0750) [A], fair draft, 3 stanzas,
entitled 'To a homeless smoker parrot'; '1935', 9b-10a (A0751) [A], fair draft,
4 stanzas, entitled 'To a hcmeless snoker parrot'. NIA MS 1145/49 [L], fair copy,
5 stanzas, entitled 'Golden fugitive: To a departing snoker parrot', annotated
'Revised version' [L].
RT 7.4.

JSN - JD 12 January 1936, NI.A MS 1145/nS (glac'l ,JD likes the title 'The golden
fugitive': N thinks that it 'might be better without a 'The'', and that 'the words
'To a departing smoker parrot' would explain the piece to most readers'); 19 January
1936, NLA MS 1145/67 ('will get the poem ready' at the Australia Day long weekend);
27 January 1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (enclosing 'the new version of 'Golden fugitive'':
'wrote the new stanzas to the 'Parrot' piece before the New Year', and has added
a footnote); 26 April 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (corro:nents on JD's suggestions for
alterations to poems for BI and returns typed copies of this and 'The theme eternal':
thinks a footnote would 'explain how the m3.llee was ruined by the clearing'); 30
April 1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (asks JD to return typed copies of this and 'The theme
eternal' because he has 'no other correct copies here'); 3 May 1936, NIA MS 1145/67
(corrections for BI: 'You have this piece in hand. I think that a footnote might
be put in'); 10 October 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (places poem 4th according to merit
in a list of 6 unpublished pieces that might be considered for entry in a
competition, with the remark, 'Does not seem quite natural'); 14 November 1937,
NLA MS 1145/68 (says he thinks this would have the best chance of the 3 pieces JD
picked for the competition: 'It has a pull by being a nature piece. The first
verse is fairly good, but it falls away at the finish.').
ab
ba
a
ba
'1934', 36 -36 =A; '1934 1 , 38 -39 = B; 1 1935 1 , 9 = C; 1 1935', 9 -10 = D;
MS 1145/49 = E.
The fair copy, MS 1145/49, is the preferred text and Devaney's footnote is used.

Moonlight and sunrise ran about your wing
Lightning and sundown every joy in yellow
Came for your raiment and your comforting
Oh most victorious fellow

1-4) = ~ stanza l; = !! stanza l; 'ff stanza l; 'f _Q stanza l; = BI stanza 1.
1) Moonrlightl«rise» and sunrise were about your wing f·
Lightning and sundown were about your wing _Q.
2) Moonrise and sunrise every joy in yellow _Q.
3) swiftly you seized on each beloved thing f·
4) Oh most fastidious fellow C.
Oh most luxuriant fellow D.
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Beauty was yours all beauty folly fed
Quickening for love with every old misgiving
Deep as the faint remembrance of the Dead
Called half-way to the living
10

Joy was upon you that of old was planned
Over the gentle hill the flowery hollow
Lightly you gave enchantment to the land
Where no dull man could follow
Down the green honey you came out in gold
You could not see the tempest of tomorrow
Nor the approach of man tyrant of old
With espionage and sorrow

20

Man with his axe his old contentious plough
Grieves in the dust a grey ungracious fellow
He who has warred with Heaven can he allow
Faint emperors in yellow

NOTE.
The wholesale destruction of timber in the Mallee, which has brought about
terrific dust-storms now almost threatening to drive the settlers off the land,
has also been the cause of the departure of rnany birds.

5-8] f ~ stanza 2; = BI stanza 2; ~, g & Q 0.
6 with every] and every ~·
9-12] f ~ stanza 2; = ~ stanza 3; f g stanza 3; f Q stanza 2; = BI stanza 3.
9] Ere the loud invitation to the sand ~ & Q.
Ere the loud invitation to the dust C.
10 gentle hill] gentle hills g; gentle hillrsl D.
11] In the clean time you saild nor had mistrust g.
12] Of shad[e]less days to follow g.
13-16] f ~ stanza 3; f ~ stanza 4; = BI; g & Q 0.
13] Over green honey you came out in gold~·
Down the green honey you came out with gold ~·
14] In the sweet shade you saw no fierce tomorrow~·
15] Ere the advent of man evil and old A.
Man with his pent-up tyrannies of old ~·
16 With] All ~; And ~·
17-20] f ~stanza 4; f ~ stanza 5; f g stanza 3; f Q stanza 4; =BI stanza 5.
17] Man with his Rule his undisputed plough~Man with his rage his undisputed plough ~Man with his axe his old portentious plough Q·
18] Grieves on the land an ill audacious fellow A.
Grieves on the land a grey ungracious fellow ~·
Stalks in his rage a most delirious fellow g.
Stalks in a rage a shrill delirious fellow Q.
19] Trees he has hated nor will he allow c.
He who consumed the leaves shall he allow D.
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Discarded stanza
D stanza 3:
On birds and boughs there fell the sweet content
'Twas a dim time with trees and nany a halo
rEre the sweet good Earth saw with bewildermentl
«Ere the good Earth saw with the red lament» D 'Odd line for 3rd stanza'.
The insult of the fallow
E has the footnote:
The wholesale destruction of timber in the mallee has caused terrific dust
storms, which now alrrost threaten to drive the settlers off the land.

THE GOOD MEN AND THE WINE
There are two discrete versions of this poem, written while Neilson was in Brisbane
in 1941.

THE GOOD MEN AND THE WINE
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], written when staying with Frank Francis.

How patiently in diligence they bent
In the green leaves they spoke to God in prayer
With silent dream and quiet merriment
They made the good wine there
Of colourings I know not how they came
Far was the Word Who made the sun to shine
In the deep dark they kept alive the flame
The good men made the wine
10

Of tolerance they took a goodly share
And Innocence they found through years a-long
The wine they made in faithfulness and prayer
The good wine gave the song
Through purpled shades they pondered on the mind
Seeking for company each holy thing
That they might give to men brave hearts to find
The merriment to sing

20

Summer brought the fragrance of the rose
Close to the earth sweet promises they found
Breathing of Paradise and purest snows
Warming the sacred ground
Never as idlers were their full days spent
Down the dark ages did they strive and toil
Seeking from humble art a quiet content
On the anointed soil
Of God who taught enraptured buds to burst
The moon to grieve the scarlet sun to shine
In high hunger and a heavenly thirst
The good men made the wine
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30

Instance they sought of high and noble trees
Out of all summers to the far supreme
Dimly they saw through all eternities
These good men of a dream
Of children and the innocence of eyes
Throughout dark Time they sought of the unseen
All things they saw were in a sweet disguise
These good men in the green

40

They sought for peace the calm benignity
The force that moves the mighty soul to shine
For Gou wliu rnatle Llie wu1lu 1 .s high dignity
The good men made the wine

THE GOOD MEN MADE THE WINE
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], tmfinished, with notes by Devaney: written when staying
with James Devaney.

Hatreds like serpents wrapped the world in sin
Yet the few faithful lived in quiet prayer
And to His servants God Himself came in
They made the good wine there
Colours they took the all-impatient red
And in the green rows while the sun would shine
By the most holy thoughts still comforted
The good men made the wine
They sought sweet scent that all men might desire
And in sweet musings many a promise found
Softly they said there comes some holy fire
On the most holy ground
Quietly they fought they had the world to win
God came down through the greeneries of prayer
Freed from the vile impediments of sin
They made the good wine there
[Unfinished]
Devaney's note reads:
Four other verses were done in part only. JSN said: 'The idea is that God
came down while the good rronks of old days worked arrong the vines, and helped
them, and put in the stmlight and the scent and all that, to make wine a good
gift to rran ••• God gave the colour and fire for their wine, and the scent.
The scent of the wine is important • • • I've worked a lot arrong grapes myself.
The greenery of the vines is very restful.
Verse 2, rows:

of the vines in the vineyard.
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THE GOOD SEASON
'1927'A, 33a-34a (A0565) [A], fair draft, 3 stanzas numbered 1-3, with the rest
a a
.
of the page bl~. '1929', 1 -2 (A0590-l) [A], fair draft, 5 stanzas, with some
renumbering; 8 (A0598) [A], 1 stanza under heading 'Last verse 'Good season";
a
.
15 (A0603) [A], 1 stanza under heading 'Good Season odd verse'. ML MS 4937/5,
16 February 1930, 385, typescript [AGS], 6 stanzas, with camnents [AGS]. NIA MS
1145/73, typescript [AGS], annotated.
Sytlt18y 1'!1.Ju1.Ll1y H8.l.ttld 10 !·lay l ')J') J CP 156.
JSN - AGS 22 December 1929 ('I enclose an extra verse for Good Season' ) •
AGS - JSN 15 February 1930 ('Good Season to hand. Couldn't pass that new last line
••• change doesn't show your usual fine taste. Will see what I can do.'). JSN
- AGS 16 February 1930 (enclosing the 'revised edition of 'Good Season" and
annotated, 'typed copy and envelope returned' [JSN]). AGS - JSN 5 May 1930 ('Nothing
hP.arn from HPrnln whinh hnR hnn RPARnn wit.h ~tim\P for return. for one month').
JSN - AGS 26 July 1931; 2 August 1931; 22 September 1932; 9 October 1932; 6 November
1932 (the poem offered as a replacement in negotiations about titles to be dropped
from a proposed collection. JSN - RHC [c.March 1934], NLA MS 605/71-75 (co=ections
to proofs CP). JSN - JD 27 January 1935, NLA MS 1145/64 (discusses Stephens' s
contribution to the poem: 'there are one or two lines which are his put in which
I could easily have beaten').
The first draft was written sometime in 1928 ('1927'A, 33a-34a) and then extended
in late 1929 ('1929 1 , la-2a). Stephens must have requested some alteration and
a
N resp::mded by sending an additional stanza on 22 December 1929 ( '1929', 15 ) , saying
'It seems rather hard to say the necessary thing in one stanza'. Stephens's letter
dated 15 February 1930 may be inco=ectly dated (15 January seems a rrore likely
date): whatever the case, his criticism led to a 'revised edition' dated 16 February
1930. The types=ipt MS 4937/5, 16 February 1930, 385, which is heavily marked
and in places illegible, is the same text as '1929', la-2a & 15a without line 4
a
of the stanza at 15 and with 'will' instead of 'they' in line 2 of this stanza.
Stephens made suggestions for rewording, questioned the number of references to
birds, and suggested an alternative line 11. He suggested three alternative lines
a
for the last stanza (that is, line 4 of the stanza at 15 , the additional stanza)
which he said was 'too feeble', adding that 'this old mother must show a spark of
real feeling. '
N then sent a revised version of the poem to him, dated 16 February 1930, which
incorporated some of the suggested alterations, and returned the typescript. He
questioned line 4 of the typescri~ s~ying 'I think I had 'Butterflies over the
hay', which occurs in '1927'A, 33 -34, and it is possible that two fair copies
were sent prior to Stephens making the first typescript. Alternatively, N may have
been confused about this.
On this basis the fair draft at '1929', la-2a is taken as a base text and the parta
line from '1927'A and the additional stanza at '1929', 15 are incorporated.

'1927 1 A, 33a-34a =A; 1 1929', la-2a = B; '1929', Sb= C; '1929', 15a = D;
ML MS 4937/5, 385 = E; NLA MS 1145/73 =F.
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The old mother talks and her eyes will be dimming and dimming
It is the good season that comes up and oh she will say
All Summer the ducks do I see they are swimming and swimming
The barley it talks to the butterflies over the hay
Oh that was the season for all the long grass and the clover
The oats were up over the fences and seven foot high
Our own little creek it was flooded a dozen times over
And water-birds came without warning to blacken the sky
10

But what did we think of it was not the holding of money
For he would be riding to see me the whole ..::mmmPr thrn11gh
The trees would be thick with the birds and all shaking with
honey
And I would be making my palaces up in the blue
The sun it
Your heart
How drowsy
All summer

was like a moon it was never so mellow
would be thinking of plenty and always at ease
the cattle were oh and the butter was yellow
the little round parrots fell out of the trees

~; = ~; f K; = SMH.
1] She will be thinking and thinking her eyes will be dimming ~·
2] ritl «T»is the gocx1 season that cane[s] up and aw - she will say ~·
3] It Is rthrou 1 all through the sumner I see the ducks swimming and swimming ~4] The barley Iand1 <<in>> stokes and the butterflies over the hay ?!·
4 butterflies over the hay] butterflies wheeling away ~; ~; SMH; CP. E has «over the
hay» [AGS].
5-8] f ~; = ~; f K; t SMH.
5 Oh that was] It was A.
6 were up over] were all «up over» A; they were over F; SMH; CP.
7 Our own little creek] 1And1 the little red creek A.
8] And water-birds caning quick over would blacken the sky ~9-12 l t ?!i = ~; t K; t SMH.
9 the holding] the lholdingl «?storing» [AGS] ~; the storing K• SMH & CP.
10] For he would be riding to see me and me looking too ~·
10 the whole] the fwhole1 « l?longl » [AGS] ~·
11 shaking l i§hakenJ ~.
11 l The forest was thick with the birds and washed with the honey ~·
11] ~has line cancelled [AGS].
«How sweet was the scent of the world it is wet with the bees and the honey» [AGS].
How sweet was the scent of the world lwith the bees and thel «it was shaking with»
honey [AGS]
How sweet was the scent of the world it was shaking with honey SMH; CP.
12 making] rmakingl «building» [AGS] ~; building K; SMH; CP.
12] And me going out with the butterflies into the blue ~·
13-16] ~ 0; = ~. K· SMH & CP.
13 so mellow] so ryellawl <<mellow>> B.

1-4] f

K·
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The shearing was late for you never could get the fine weather
'Twas close on to Autumn the last of the wool was away
The wheat was too rank and the year was too rich altogether
We started at Easter the second time cutting the hay
-~

-~

The old mother looks and the blood will be thinning and thinning
Her eyes will go up to the Heavens and over the ground
She says I can see him still laughing and losing and winning
What else could I ever be thinking of all the year round

17-20] ~ 0; = ~' E:• SMH & CP.
21-24] ~ & ~ 0; f ~; f ~' E:1 SMH & CP.
21 rrother looks and the blood] rrother talks and the blood ~; rrother looks
«dreams» and the «fh=l » blood [AGS] ~1 rrother drPi'lmR nnd the blood
E'.• SMH & CP.
JSN - AGS 16 February 1930: 'In the lst line of the 6th stanza I think 'the'
sounds better than 'her' ' •
22 will go up] will go out ~; they go up ~' E: 1 SMH & CP.
23] She says I can see him there laughing at losing or winning ~·
24 l I«' »f al m thinking of all we were thinking of all the year round ~·
24] ~has line omitted with suggested lines [AGS]:
And oh he looks long at me riding off all the week Lroundj long
'Tis queer he is riding to see me now all the year round
'Tis queer now him calling and beck=ing all the year round
24] And oh he looks long at me riding off all the fweekl <<night>> round [AGS]
F.

And oh he looks long at me riding off all the night round SMH.
And oh he looks long at me riding off all the year round CP.

HE SAW THE JIG
'1935', 17b-18a (A075S) [~ & L], fair draft, 6 stanzas, entitled 'The wise man saw
the jig'. '1936', 13 -14 (A0782-4) [L & A], draft, 9 stanzas, numbered 17 with
stanzas 7 & 8 run together (with a line omitted) and stanza 1 cancelled and a revised
stanza 1 written; 16 , (A0786) [A], 2 stanzas numbered 1 & 2, under short title
'Jig'. NLA MS ll45/67, typescript [JD], 11 stanzas, annotated. NIA MS 1145/67
[L], 2 stanzas under heading 'Alterations to 'He saw the jig'', headed 'New 7th
stanza' and 'New 11th stanza' •
BI 26.
JD - JSN 17 April 1936, McK:i.rnm MS (has received: 'the jig piece is decidely a success

and full of delightful lines'). JSN - JD 26 April 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (returns
typescript with alterations, 'New 7th stanza' & 'New llth stanza'); 30 April 1936,
NIA MS 1145/65 ('You have my suggestions for alterations'); 3 May 1936, NIA MS
1145/67 (corrections to typescript for BI).
N altered the 7th and llth stanzas in response to Devaney's cornnents: however,
the readings of the version Devaney received (the typescript, NIA MS 1145/67) are
much stronger, and less rronotonous, and on this basis the typescript is taken as
the preferred text.
a
a
b
b
b
'1935 1 , 17 -18 =A; '1936', 13 -14 = B; 1 1936 1 , 16 = C;
MS 1145/67 (typescript) = D; MS 1145/67 [L] = E.
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He saw the jig he said an emerald thing
With speech of love whose blood is liberty
It lies beyond the fiddler and the string
Hotly it tells how innocence and mirth
Came into love in uncorrupted days
Ere the loud greed was thick upon the earth
It has the green of goodness at the glow
Proud as an Emperor of the elements
It ia the bird that will not see the woe
10

It has the stammering of the held-up rain
It has the hint of old magnificence
It is the bird that rides above the pain
How eloquent it is it shakes the door
It turns and tells and then returns to tell
That cowardice can chill the world no more
Slowly he said this in my people ran
It is the top of all extravagance
It is the blood that beats about a man

20

'Tis in the feet that must surmount the tune
It is a Summer of uncertainties
And a white burst of brilliance in the moon

1-3] ~ & ~ f/J.
4-6] = ~ stanza numbered 1; ~ & ~ f/J.
7-12] ~ has stanzas 7 & 8 run together, with a line omitted.
7-9] f ~ 19-20; ~ f/J.
8 an Emperor] the Emperor ~9] Line omitted in B.
10-12] = ~ 22-24; ~ flJ •
13-15] ~ & ~ f/J.
16-18] f ~ 1-3; f ~ cancelled stanza 1 (lines 1-3) & revised stanza 1.
16] 'Tis mine but not for me to foil or fan A.
!He said this needs not any fool to fanl ~ cancelled stanza 1.
He said 'tis this that in my people ran ~ revised stanza 1.
18 It is the] 'Tis in A.
19-21] f ~ 4-6; f ~ 4-6.
19 must] will ~ & ~·
20] r 1 Tis in the fil
It is the far off feel of SUI!n1ertime A & B.
21] And the remembered brilliance of the mJOn A.
And the remembered brilliance o'the mJOn B.
19-21] Q has the conment [JD]: 'Verse 7. Could you make line 2 begin with 'Tis' to go
with line 1? such as "'Tis like a SUI!n1er of uncertainties" or "'Tis a wild SUI!n1er
of uncertainties"'.
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It has no wisdom that the wise man knows
Whistling it comes in shrill impertinence
Whistling it runs where all the whistling goes
It is no dance for cowards it has scorn
Of the unclean it is for Godliness
It has the scent that all the flowers have borne

30

Gaol it you cannot 'tis the butterfly
That for the moment lives and dies and tells
Tells to the world that Beauty shall not die

*

-x-

~-

Kindly and wistful as a folly rhyme
It is no friend of piracy or crime
Nay 1 tis the offspring of a golden time

22-24] = A & B 7-9.
25-27] f ~ 13-15; = ~ 13-15.
25 scorn] acorn fedl ?!•
26 it is for] it has the ~·
27 It has the scent] Of all the scents ~·
28-30] f ~ 16-18; f ~16-18.
29] That for the rnanent comes impertinent ~·
30] Calls to the blood the heart will never die ~·
Tells to the world the heart can never die B.
31-33] f _g stanza numbered 2; ~ & ~ (/).
31-33] ~has the canment [JD]: 'I.ast verse: I think the second line should not rhyme
here, because the ear has become so used to the non-rhyme.'
32 no friend] not friend c.
32] 'Tis of the ripening red of manliness E! & BI.
33] I t is the God-child of a golden time E! & BI.

Discarded stanzas
~

stanza 4,
It has
Though
'Twill

lines 10-12:
the wish of sunbeams and the rain
it should lift you out into the blue
in the green come back and dance again

~

stanza 4, lines 10-12:
It will come up with sunbeams and the rain
It has a truce with sorrow and it will
out of all darkness bring the light again
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THE HOBBLING FIDDLER
'1934', 23b-25a (A0713-4) [A], fair draft.

Blessings have come from travellers in old days
Blessings from all the winds and all the ways
'Tis in the heat the moistening of the sun
Droops to acknowledge that the race is run
Now the poor traveller comes up to the door
Children have never seen his like before
Softly the housewife bids him enter in
Laden he is with dust and red and thin
10

If he be weak she says 'tis Heaven's plan
So shall I treat him as a Holy man
Beef did she bring and food of every kind
Cakes that are much the pride of womankind
Raisins she gave and prunes the gold and blue
And of sweet nuts that in the garden grew
Slowly he ate and made no word to say
Dust was upon him dust of all the day

/

Housewife and husband stood as to a psalm
When the poor fiddler moved about the calm
20

Speechless the children were they sought to find
Wisdom that never came to human-kind
Housewife and husband said 'tis Heaven's plan
Shall we not treat him as a Holy man
Jigs did he play that courage did bestow
To the warm dancers down the long ago
Grief did he play but with no painted art
Grief 'twas the blood about his mother's heart
Jigs did he play that in the barley ran
Slow did they say he is a Holy man

30

Long did he play of raids he never saw
Long did he pour defeat on all the law

26 'twas the blood] 'twas r101 the blood MS.

30 defeat on] defeat

fanT

on MS.
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Dust was about him heat and blood and joy
Softly they said he is but still a boy
Then did he teach them how the evil pray
Till he was weary and had ceased to play
Housewife and husband said 'tis Heaven's plan
So we shall treat him as a Holy man

HONOURABLE UNDERSTANDING ENSURES EARLY RISING
'1929', 44a (A0633) [A], fair draft. NIA MS 605/23 [A], fair copy, entitled 'Gentlemen's
agreement to ensure early rising'.
LaT MS 9419/3677, typescript, entitled 'Ingenious
device to ensure early rising'.
'1929', 44a is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

An eccentric old farmer at Euston
Arranged with his poultry to roost on
His hallstand and soCwhen the rooster would crow
It aroused that old farmer at Euston

HOW CAME THE LIGHT
'1934', 14b (A0704) [L], unfinished.

There was no hope on his forehead
No strength on his chin
How came the light to the poor man
On the violin
The wise men told much of princes
Blinding each other's eyes
Of dull men going downwards
That kingdoms might rise
[Unfinished]
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I COULD NOT SPEAK OF HAPPINESS
'1940', 9a [L), fair draft.

This happiness so called me
I knew not how to turn
I could not sing of happiness
It would not cease to burn
For all the thirst of morning
No drink was ever found
I dreamed it was the Honey Tree
Leaned heavily to the ground
This merriment appalled me
Its storm was in the sky
The lightnings of the moment made
A darkness for the eye
-x-

-~

I sit with cold enchantments
I dare not now delay
I could not sing of happiness
It burns so far away
7] I dreamed - it was the Lhoneyj Tree MS.

I SPOKE TO THE VIOLET
There are two discrete versions of this poem. The first version was written between
mid-1935 and early 1936, and the poem was revised sane time later and published
in July 1937.

I SPOKE TO THE VIOLET [1]
'1934', 39b (A0729) & 41a (A0730) [L), fair draft, 4 stanzas, with a revised stanza
a
a
3 at 41 • 1 1935', 12 (A0753) [L], unfinished, 2 stanzas and a part-stanza. '1936',
llb (A0780) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas; '1936', 18a (A0787) [L), 1 stanza, under
heading 'OOd couplet for Violet'. NIA MS 1145/68, 1 stanza headed 'New couplet'
(with letter 7 June 1936).
JSN - JD 3 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (corrections to typed. copy for BI: 'Page 19.
I sp::>ke to the violet. Correct'); 7 June 1936, NLA MS 1145/68 ('Frank thought that
the piece about the violet was too short': has written another couplet (enclosed)
which 'could go in between the 2nd and 3rd couplet').
The drafts at '1934' and '1935' were written about rnid-1935, with a secogd version
attempted ('1935', 12a) and abandoned in favour of the first ( 1 1934', 39 & 41a),
which was then revised in early 1936 ( '1936' , 11b) • The poem was then sent to
Devaney, who typed. i~ in preparation for BI and N confirmed the text as 'Correct'
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in a letter dated 3 May 1936.

N decided to extend the poem shortly afterwar;ds and
sent another stanza, to go between the second and third stanzas ( '1936', 11 & MS
1145/68, enclosed with letter dated 7 June 1936).
'1934', 39b & 4la =A; '1935', 12a = B; '1936', llb = C; '1936', 18a = D;
6

:el~:~ ~~;tJ:e.~~~~~.=l~Jj

(C) is the preferred text.
at '1935', 12a (B) is shown separately in the notes.

The discarded version

Shy one I said you can take us away with a breath
But I like nuL U1e cuat that ~ou come in the colour of death
The silence you come with is sweeter to me than a sound
But I love not the colour I saw it go into the ground
The shyness of love is upon you you cannot be old
And yet you would have me go dreaming down there in the cold
Your scent does encompass all beauty in one loving breath
But I like not the coat that you come with the colour of death
1-2] = A 1-2.
3-4] = A 3-4.
a
5-6] t ~ 5-6; t ~ '3rd stanza' (at 41 ).
5] sweet is your silence oh shy one the heart being old ~sweet is your silence oh shy one but silence is old ~ '3rd stanza' •
6] You put me to dream of the nany down there in the cold ~It puts me to bed with the many down there in the cold A '3rd stanza'.
7-8] = ~ 7-8.

Discarded stanzas
B ('1935', 12a):
I spoke in the IIOrning the shy one had made not a sound
But the colour she gave was of those that go into the ground
I said to the shy one I like not the joy of your breath
You do remind [me] of all the last colour of death
You do remind me of silence that goes in a prayer
Of God in his anger • •
D 'Odd couplet for Violet':
A shade is upon you it steals on the joy in the bloom
It lives as a murmur in velvet a hint of a doom
E (enclosure, 7 June 1936):
I turn to the Visitor sorrow who stares in the bloom
Who leaves as a murmur in velvet the hint of a doom
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I SPOKE TO THE VIOLET [2]
ML MS A3038/3, 19a (B0081) [FN], transcription, entitled 'The violet'.
Sydney Morning Herald 31 July 1937; BI 33.
JSN - JD 4 July 1937, NIA MS 1145/68 (suggests Devaney send this piece or 'The crane
is my neighbour' to the Sydney Morning Herald and adds, 'Since you have enquired
for the 'Violet' couplet I will send it'); 22 July 1937, NIA MS 1145/67 (corrects
a mistake in the couplet he sent to JD: 'I notice the word Native instead of Naked.
I dictated nake<'l tn Annie' ) ; 22 August 1937, NIA MS 1145/68 (received cheque for
the poem from the Sydney Morning Herald); 4 January 1~:138, J.\JLA Ml;; 1143/~8 ( L'UUt.;et.1J.luy
publication of BI: 'i'T'hF> nnly mrrection I can think of off-hand is in 'The violets'
in the revised edition «version» that appeared in the S.M.Herald. l
If I can find it, I will put it on a separate piece of paper.'
[Enclosure dated
'4/1/38' is attached to letter JSN - JD 22 July 1937]).

/

N decided to extend the poem after he first sent it to Devaney and confirmed the
text as 'Correct' (3 May 1936) and an additional stanza was sent shortly afterwards
(7 June 1936). However, this stanza was not used, and the piece was published 31
July 1937 as a 4 stanza poem, with a couplet which does not appear in the MSS d.nd
which may be the one sent on 4 July 1937. N' s letter dated 22 July 1937, which
corrects a mishearing, certainly suggests that this is the case. The enclosure
with his letter dated 4 January 1938 accepts the published reading as correct
(another mishearing or misreading on Annie's part), and this note is annotated
'corrected to 'naked' by S.N.' [JD].
The Sydney Morning Herald is the preferred text, and N' s correction has been
incorporated.

Shy one I said you can take me away in a breath
But I like not the coat that you come in the colour of death
The silence you come with is sweeter to me than a sound
But I love not the colour I saw it go into the ground
And though you haunt me with all that is health to a rhyme
My thoughts are as old as the naked beginning of Time
Your scent does encompass all beauty in one loving breath
But I like not the coat that you come in the colour of death
6 the naked beginning] the native beginning SMH, a mishearing corrected in letter
22 July 1937.
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IN PRAISE OF THE WIND
'1939', lOb-lla (A0807-8) [L], fair draft, title cancelled and retitled 'The Vassal
of God' [FN]. ML MS A3038/3, 7a (B0068), transcription [FN], entitled 'The Vassal',
with a note [FN].
The note at the head of the transcription reads 'Jock did not proceed with this
Frank N. Never in print: about 1938'. A further note was
added, '(Appears in print in 'Unpublished Poems') (F.N.)'.

poem, but I like it.

The fair draft has a row of crosses between stanza 1 & 2, and the crosses, a large
cross cancelling stanza 1, and the cancellation of the original title and the new
title are all in Frank's hand. This is the only instance of Frank's hand in the
texts in this notebook, and, given the further title change in the transcription,
it is likely that these changes embody Frank's editing of the text, possibly to
ocmd to Devaney.
The original title and the first stanza are therefore retained.

God is so weary in counting up all who have sinned
His vassal I know well I cannot speak ill of the wind
He slew the young lamb and the mother he burned up he ruined
the hay
But once at the midnight he caught all my sorrows away
The sorrows were thick at the fireside and thick on the floor
They would not walk out of the window nor look at the door
I rose I implored the good vassal so urgent was I
He took all my sorrows and scattered them out to the sky
The quiet little vassal who cools in the joy of the tree
He roars at the midnight he shakes on the face of the sea
He put my despair on the water he lifted it clean
He ran to the edges of Heaven where no man has been
We wait as the trees in the forest how soon to be thinned
This vassal had pity I cannot speak ill of the wind
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THE INVASIONS
NLA MS 1145/68, typescript [JD].
in 1941.

The poem was written when Neilson was in Brisbane

The flowers did invade us
When all for love and new
We strove for the scarlet
The flowers did uphold us

swiftly when we were young
love fierce we clung
we sought for the sky
in the griefs gone by

The flowers did invade us
When the fires were about
When eastward or westward
The flowers did invade us

in long days of toil
us on the thirsty soil
there came no calm
as a great psalm

The flowers
Does hasten
To the deaf
The scarlet

do invade us when all the gold
to leave us while the winds are cold
they bring hearing and to the blind
of promise the calm and ktnd
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IS IT A JIG
1 1939', 13b-14a (A0811) [A], unfinished, 1 x 8-line stanza and 1 x 4-line stanza.
The 8-line form is used here throughout.

Nothing is better than merriment
God being Maker of all
Never made anything braver than this that
Comes when you give it the call
S!o :i.n thA n<imA nf ynnr Ml'l!rAr
I bid you to come in and stay
Larry McGublen then get out your fiddle man
Is it a jig that you play
The servant of God you are surely
And I cannot off er you wine
To offer you water 'twould be an insult
And surely the last wish of mine
But the ale that I have and the cheese
And the scones that I turned out today
Are yours and forgive me but take out that fiddle
And is it a jig that you play
. [Unfinished]

5 So in] So Iwhen1 in MS.
6] Maker I !tell you to come inl «bid you to come» and stay with me stay MS.

IS LOVE THEN BUT A SLEEP
'1934', 6b (A0696) [A], fair draft, 1 x 4-line stanza and 1 x 7-line stanza, the
first stanza subsequently altered by the addition of stops and capitals [A], to
form a 7-line stanza.

It is so old a thing
Unfed by fish or kine
It is unclothed by sheep
Uncomforted by wine
A bird too long on wing
No promise can it keep
Is Love then but a Sleep
It sees all things go by
Little of Earth it knows
It cares not who shall reap
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In
It
It
Is
9]

poisonous repose
sees all leavening die
can no promise keep
Love then but a Sleep

I It knows nl MS, preceding line 9.

IT HAS CONE IN THE CORN
'1929', 19b (A0608) [A], fair draft.

There is the sorrow of lambs and of ewes that are shorn
But here at the gate of the Summer a new love is born
It is fine and too fine for the telling it is out of the corn
The heads of the barley can whisper but never could sing
And the oats only rustle as many birds out on the wing
The wheat is in laughter it cannot be calm in the Spring
The vines are so deep in their glory as people who scorn
The sluggard who says that our wisdom has left us forlorn
This joy I am telling the joy has come out of the corn

THE JOURNEY TO THE TUNNEL
ML MS 3354/3, 7/13a, typescript [JD?], on a sheet with 'To a young girl in the
Spring', under heading 'By John Shaw Neilson •• 1941'.

Madly we crowd all decency we flout
Fiercely we fight as in a boxing bout
(Oh for your metre Omar lease or lend)
Entrance is certain but do we get out
Here on the rails we all our necks extend
In the mad rush all creeds and colours blend
One thing is certain 'tis our entrance but
Is there I wonder any other end
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THE JUGGLERS IN THE DOGWOOD
'1940', 3a (A0818) [L], fair draft.

There was a tree long since I knew
.h dogwood crownod ui th

honoy~flmrnr

And there were jugglers only two
Child that I was I held my breath
Oh but these hideous eyes I said
Life is more terrible than death
Daily they moved with scarce a sound
But by the middle moon there came
The young birds beautiful and round
There did they love I could not see
Meaning in this great riddle there
The jugglers in the dogwood tree
4] ['Twas in October I was filledl MS a false start to stanza 2.
8 But] rAndl <<But>> MS.
9 and round] and LbroW11J «round» MS.
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KEEPING SO THIN
b
a
b
a
.
'1936', 18 -19 (A0788) [Al & 19 -20 (A0789) [FN], draft, 10 stanzas, with stanzas
b
a
.
numbered 1-6 at 18 -19 (stanzas 5
6 ~ancelled), ~revised stanza 5 Ccagcelled)
and stanzas numbered 6, 7 & 5 at 20 (with renumbering), and a note at 19 • NIA
MS 1145/63 (JSN - JD 30 October 1938) [FN], fair copy, 8 stanzas; NIA MS 1145/63
(JSN - JD 15 November 1938) [FN], revisions; NIA MS 1145/63, typescript [JD],
annotated; NIA MS 1145/63 (JSN - JD 29 November 1938) [A], revisions; NIA MS 1145/63
(JSN - JD 26 December 1938) (FN], revisions; NIA MS 1145/63 (JSN - JD 26 December
1938), typescript [?].

g

Herald (Melhrn1rnP.) 14 ,Jarnmry 1939.

,JSN - ,JD, NLA MSS 1145/63: 30 October 1938 (encloses poem, and comments); 15 November
1938 (response to a comment from JD, with a revision, and asks JD to type the poem);
29 November 1938, continued on 30 November 1938 (response to comments from JD, with
revisions); n.d. ['19.12.1938 ~ JD'l (response to further comments by JD concerning
the revisions, with cnmmAnt 'T feel confident that I can fix this piece up in a
few days'); 26 December 1938 (encloses a 'revised version', discusses revisions,
encloses revised stanzas 3,4 & 7, and asks JD to send him a typed copy); 8 January
1939 (incorrectly dated 1938) (is sending poem to the Herald 'today'; discusses
another comment by JD); 19 January 1939 (discusses caption with published text and
the misreading of the poem, and an alteration to the text).
JSN - Beatrice Fowler 18 January 1939, NLA MS 2022/1/743-744 (incorrectly dated
1938) ('The Herald people have altogether misunderstood 'Keeping so Thin'.').
JSN - E (Ted) Turner 19 January 1939, NLA MS 2410 (incorrectly dated 1938) (discusses
the misreading of the poem, alteration to the text, and the illustration which
accompanied the poem, which he did not like, and says he has 'written a very mild
protest to the editor'). JSN - E (Ted) Harrington 24 January 1939, NIA MS 1145/70
(discusses the Herald's 'mistake').

The draft occurs in a notebook dated 1936; however, it is likely that this was
written some time later, as it comes after material that was being prepared for
BI and occurs amongst lists of titles and blank pages (with two other poems, which
do not appear in BI) and a poem outline. N told Devaney in the letter with the
poem that he had not 'done much rhyming for about 2 years now' (the period during
which he and Devaney were trying to get BI published), and the poem was probably
written not long before he sent it to Devaney.
The fair copy, NLA MS 1145/63 (30 October 1938), is taken as the preferred text.
b

'1936', 18
MS 1145/63
MS 1145/63
MS 1145/63
MS 1145/63

a
b
a
-19 & 19 -20 =A; MS 1145/63 (30 October 1938) = B;
(15 November 1938) = C;
(typescript, 29 November 1938) = D;
(29 November 1938) = E; MS 1145/63 (26 December 1938) = F;
(typescript, 26 December 1938) = G.
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The red cow will come it is even
With frost in the air
The white blood she gives for the little one
Keeping so fair
The father will say at the sundown
How white is her skin
He looks for the smile of the little one
Keeping so thin
'T'l11:'

10

r 1-'il 1 11w

i H 11111

nn 1-hP. r11::;ht":s

The old swans near by
They see all the turns in the weather
The scowl in the sky
It is do~n in that hard country
It cries like a prayer
The buckshot agrees with the cutting grass
Famine is there

20

The young lad has toppled the sheoak
The red cow comes in
She eats of the leaves for the little one
Keeping so thin
The lean year it is for the honey
When half the trees fail
But the red cow is good to the little one
Keeping so pale

1-4] = ~, ~' ~ & Her.
5-8] = ~' ~, ~ & Her.
9-12] = ~; i Q; = £:, ~ & Her.
10 near by] go by Q; rnearl <<go>> [JD] ~13-16] ~ 0; i ~'alteration to 4th stanza in lst line'; i Q; i ~ '4th stanza';
i £: '4th stanza'; i ~; i Her.
13 l It is down in that unkind country ~, preceded by '? ' •
It is down in the gravel country~· preceded by '? or', and followed by 'etc'.
It is down in that unkind country ~·
The land is all buckshot and sorrow~, E_'., ~ & Her; transr:osed to Q [JD].
15] The rubble it speaks in the cutting grass ~, transr:osed to Q [JD]; G.
The rubble it writes in the cutting grass E_'.; Her.
16] The famine is there Her.
17-20] =~stanza 4; = Q, § & Her.
17 sheoak] sheoak* ~· with a note: 'In the eighties sheoak leaves were still used
for feeding cattle in parts of Victoria'.
19] rShe eats of the long leavesl ~ cancelled and rewritten.
21-24] ~ 0; = Q, § & Her.
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The father has fears at the sundown
What the long night may bear
To the little one having no mother
And seeming so fair
30

The young girl who watches at nightfall
Old dreams will obey
Of dim time the fairies the moonlight
The lifting away

25-28 l "' ~ stanza numbered 5 lsl ; = Q; 'I E'. ''/th stanza'; f. E: ' Ith stanza'; = !:;ii
t- Her,
25] The hard man will watch at the sundown A.
The father he knows what the Blackness E'.• transposed to !2 [JD], with note,
'feels or fears'.
~has: 'In first line put fields [feels] or fears if yon 1 ikP. P.it.her het.ter
than knows' •
26] His eyes full of care ~·
The Untold can bear~' transposed to !2 [JD], with 'Unseen' added as an
alternative.
~ has comment: 'In second line try Unseen if you like it better than Untold' •
What grave Night can bear !'.i Her.
27 To the] For the A.
28 seeming] keeping ~; §.
29-32] t- ~stanza numbered 7 161 [61; = _Q, ~ & Her.
30 will obey l Iwould Twill ~·
31] Of old time and fairies the moonlight A.
Of loldl <<dim>> time ••• landl <<the>> fairies ••• the moonlight ••• B.

Discarded stanzas
A cancelled stanza 5 & cancelled stanza 'verse 5':
The young Aunt will call her the Angel MS stanza 5.
The Young Girl will call her the angel MS 'verse 5'.
And slow will she say
''!Was such as she once that the fairies MS stanza 5.
Of old would the fairies have lifted MS 'verse 5'.
Did call far away MS stanza s.
This sweet one away MS 'verse 5' •
A cancelled stanza 6 & stanza numbered 6:
The hard man will watch at the sundown
The red [cow] come in
The white blood is all for the little one MS cancelled stanza 6.
For the little one having no mother MS stanza 6.
Keeping so thin MS cancelled stanza 6.
And keeping so thin MS stanza 6.
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JSN - JD 30 October 1938:
I am enclosing 'Keeping so Thin'. I have in mind some of the rather poor
country where I was raised. Just below Minll!1ay there wa!'l some cutting or
sword grass country. There was very little sheoak where we were for it had
been fallen years before. It usually flourished on sand rises near the swamps.
If a man took an axe and chopped at any tree, a bullock or anything else,
the cattle would cane away from the floating grass and the rushes in the swamp
expecting a feed on the dry land. The sheoak tops were devoured greedily
by the cattle.
Tn 1 RRl=l T T•Tl\O poot oplitutl.ng in tho ~rcoticr11 dlotrie;t illill I lu1uw U1"' l.Jullu1...klt::!::o
had nothing for their bullocks except the sheoaks. One could understand how
important the sheoak was when the cow was depending almost entirely upon it
and on the cow depended the life of the young child without a mother.

The last stanza seems rather vague but we are dealing with a
The reference to the 'lt:d.11' yecrr for the honey is in order.
there is very little bloom of any sort. I haven't done mud1
2 years now, and I don't feel very confident~ I would like
opinion.

very misty subject.
8ome dry years
rhyming for about
to have your

P.S.
Note re. poem: Buckshot or iron stone gravel was generally on very poor country
in the Minimay district.

JSN - JD 29 November 1938:
I got your letter, and the typed verse. You are right. The 4th and 7th stanzas
are the poorest. In this kind of irregular verse one gets a better notion
of it by hearing it all off several times. My merrory is very poor, and I
can't see how my verse looks. The trouble with the 4th stanza, the 3rd line
in it is too long. In this sort of verse I think the lst and 3rd line should
be 9 syllables and the 2nd and 4th, 4 or 5. Even at their best they are a
little bit uneven.
KEEPING SO THIN

4th Stanza
The land is all buckshot and sorrow
It cries like a prayer
The rubble it speaks in the cutting-grass
Famine is there

7th Stanza
The father he knows what the Blackness
The Untold can hear
To the little one having no mother
And keeping so fair
P.S. In first line put fields [feels] or fears if you like either better
than knows.
In second line try Unseen if you like it better than Untold.
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4th Stanza
The land is all buckshot and sorrow
It cries like a prayer
The rubble it writes in the cutting grass
Famine is there
7th Stanza
The father has fears at the sundown
What grave Night can bear
'T'o t11e little one having no mother
And seeming so tair

JSN - JD 8 January 1939:
I am sending 'Keeping so Thin' to the Herald today. I note what you say about
!!§Y instead of~· I believe that~ conveys the meaning better, but I am
retaining ~ because I think it runs better.

Jb'N - JlJ 19 January 1939:
I sent 'Keeping so Thin' to the Herald about New Year and they put it in on
Saturday 14 January. You will see that they have made a rather ridiculous
mistake.
The rhyme has nothing to do with the want of rain at all. Down in the poor
buckshot country it is the rain that actually causes the famine. The Herald
people were mixed up with the heat wave and the bush fires and so made the
mistake.
I had thought of putting a footnote explaining about the falling of sheoak
for cattle, but I decided not to do so. I thought it might seem clumsy, and
possibly appear that I was taking myself very seriously. You will notice they
have put the in front of famine and made the line too long. This metre seems
rather tricky. One has to to count the lst and 2nd line and make it equal
to the 3rd and 4th. I believe that in the typed copy they were correct right
through. We must expect this sort of thing from newspapers generally.
I wrote a very mild protest to the F.ditor of the Magazine Section. I told
~e did not care to, it did not
matter. Holt of the Herald has been exceptionally kind to me in reviews.
I must remember that.
him he could publish it if he liked, but if
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JSN - JD 30 November 1938:
I could not finish the verse last night. I am afraid I was in too much of
a hurry: I have used the word rubble which is the word we have often used
instead of gravel. The ironstone rubble is forced up by the roots of the
cutting grass and shows very plainly the poor character of the soil.
If you think this rhyme will pass muster you can type it when you find time.

JSN - JD [19 December 1930]:
}'rank read the revised version ot 'Keeping so 'l'hin' several tJ.Ines to me.
I think that you are right in the main about the alterations ••• I sometimes
had this experience with A.G.S. He often very truthfully pointed out that
my alterations were not happy. I feel confident that I can fix this piece
up in a few days. I will send it in to you some time before Xrras. You could
then at your leisure, after New Year get it typP.C again. I =uld get one
of the girls in the office to type it but I am always anxious about the
punctuation.

JSN - JD 26 December 1938:
I enclose a revised version of 'Keeping so Thin'.
Re the 3rd Stanza
In the 2nd line I have put in 'Near by' instead of 'go by'. In the lst place
I dictated 'near by' but the change has cane in sanehow. The 'go by' presents
the picture of the swans flying past. My idea was the swans were sailing
slowly round among the reeds; possibly nest building. As you know they have
the reputation of having uncanny wisdom about the weather.
Re the 4th Stanza
I prefer the present lst line to the other version. In the 3rd line I have
p.it in writes instead of speaks. I think it runs better with rubble. It
seems to be more vivid.
7th Stanza
I have stuck to the original lst line. I have shortened the 2nd line: it
measures right now: I think the word 'grave' chimes well with 'having' in
the 3rd line.
When you have plenty of time you can type the piece and send it back.

KEEPING SO THIN
3rd Stanza
The red cow is out on the rushes
The old swans ~ by
They see all the turns in the weather
The i::lt:owl in the sky

Austrauan Press·cuttings
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The red cow will come, it is even
With frost in the air:
The white blood she gives for the little one
Keeping so fair.
The father will say al the sundown,
"How white is her skin!"
He looks for the smile of the little on\!
Keeping so thin.
The red cow is out on the rushes:
The old swans near by: ·
They see all the turns in th! weather,
The· scowl in the sky.
· The land is all buckshot and sorrow,
It cr_ies like a prayer.
The-rubble it writes in the culling-grass:
·The famine is there.

v
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The young lad has toppled the sheoak,
The red cow comes in;
She ·;als of the leaves for the little,one
Keeping so thin. ;
The lean year it is f o; the lzoney
When half the trees fail,
.
But the red cow is good lo the little one
Keeping so pale. .
The father has fears at the sundo'wn
What grave night can bear
, To the little one having no mother,
And seeming"so fair.
The young girl who watches al nightfall
Old dreams will obey
Of dim time •.. tl1e fairies ... tlie moonlight ..•
The· lifting away. _______
_ _____ -~

·'
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\
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THE LITTLE GIRL AT THE POND
1
1934 1 , la (A0689) [L], unfinished, 2 x 3-line stanzas !511d a line, stanza 1 cancelled
and rewritten, entitled 'My little girl at the !X)nd'; 8 (A0698) [A], unfinished,
2 x 4-line stanzas, with numbering for 3 and space left. The second draft is printed
as the reading text.

She is the most delusive and beyond
All the insane assassins of sweet things
'Tis on the SummertimP RhP plRyR Rnrl RingR
Beside the pond
Law has not yet enfeebled her two eyes
She will go softly quickly will respond
To every hope quick scattering all the lies
Along the pond
[Unfinished]
2 assassins] asserors MS.
8] To every hope that falls out of the skies MS preceding line 8, which presurrably
cancels this.

'1934', la reads:
She is as old as God is she is beyond
Tremble <<and>> talk and the dull fevers
She is my little girl at the !X)nd
Out of the west the Seven Sailors have risen
In fire • • • •
[MS has lines 4-5 as one line.]

THE LITTLE MILITANT
'1936', 9b-10a (A0778) [L], fair draft.

Of waterbirds that in my youth I did admire
Can I forget that crafty little islander
Whose home I did full many a time desire
So keen was he he did all day discover
The enemy in every passer by
I love that little militant the plover
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At night he did the world about awaken
Shrill was his cry go to the top-most Heaven
His doubt in mankind still remained unshaken
Always he was both general and lover
Loud were his falsehoods to the enemy
I love that little militant the plover
8 his =Y go to] his =y, go to MS.

THE LITTLE SOPRANO
1

1940', Sb (A0824) [L], fair draft.

The big drum is silent the little drum rattles no more
The little soprano is gone the earth cannot hold him
The basses are silent the heavy men wait on the floor
Now does he eat to his fill in the feast of fine weather
Over the top of the butterflies lost in the glow
In a sweet country the lights have assembled together
4 eat to his fill] eat to his full MS.

THE LONG LAD ON THE VIOLIN
'1940', 19b (A0835) [L], fair draft.

'Twas in a desolate hut he played
Grimy his clothes and salt his skin
Toiling at some uncertain trade
As an intruder he came in
There was no man of us he knew
But all our hidden things came through
That long lad on the violin
The dull men gambled in the smoke
There was no holiness of prayer
On the four walls the unclean joke
Left a remembrance in the air
How could this floundering youth fetch in
Joys and forgiveness of sin
Upon that wornout fiddle there
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THE LONG WEEKEND
There are two discrete versions of this poem. The dating is uncertain, but the
s9T1ence is reasonably clear. The first version was written c.1934 ( 1 1939', 12b13 ) and th~s ver!;ion was abandoned in favour of another which was written c.1935
('1934', 21 & 35 ), and then revised to send to Devaney for BI in 1936 ( 1 1936',
b a
a
b
7 -8 & 12 -12 ).

THE LONG WEEKEND [l]
'1939', 12b-13a (A0810) [A], fair draft.

Rest she had little rest she had her woes
The foreman that she feared the clothes to mend
How fortunate she is this girl who goes
Upon the long weekend
She is not here the long white body lies
In the long gown it is the time to pray
Though she may never hear it in the skies
Who knows how far away
10

She had the thirst for colour and the need
Of a grand lover someone more than friend
'Twas for a Prince and with a Prince indeed
She takes the long weekend
How fortunate she was that He should come
'Twas in the night he did one moment stay
He the Unseen that made all neighbours dumb
Took that we loved away

20

In the far country bridges are of gold
She shall have now no need to save or spend
She fears no jealousy or heat or cold
Upon the long weekend
The Unseen Prince has lifted her away
The foreman that she feared the clothes to mend
Shall no more bring the tears by night or day
She takes the long weekend

l she had] she Lhasj MS.
4 the long] raT <<the>> long MS.
9 the need] the rsigh l need MS.
11 and with a Prince] and 'tis <<with>> a Prince MS.
12 the long] the <<long>> MS.
19 no jealousy] no ranyl jealousy MS.
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THE LONG WEEKEND [2]
'1934', 21b (A0711) [L], 3 stanzas numbered 1-3, stanza 3 cancelled; 35b (A0725)
2 stanzas under title, with heading •oaa verses', numbered 5 & 4. '1936',
7 -Sa (A0776) [L], draft, 5 stanzas numbered 1-4, stanza 4 cancelled and rewritten;
12a-12n (A0780-1) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas. Loose leaves in the front of '1929',
(A0780-1) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas.
BI 22.
[~],

JD - JSN 8 March 1936, McKiram MS (has received poem and encloses a typed copy 'with

A comment or twn' · ''!'hi i:; ii:; A !Jnnr'I pi Ar.A, nnc'l t:hA ~rc'l verRA iR piilt:i c:ularly qood' ) •
JSN - JD 3 May 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (correction to typed copy for BI); 5 September
1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (in response to a question from JD, suggests this may be
suitable to send to some of the 'women's papers').

The fair draft on the loose leaves in the '1929 1 notebook is derived from '1934',
b
b
n il
.
_
21 & 35 - and '1936' , 7 -8 and may have been intended for use as fair copy, and
this version was revised again, and not for the better, for BI.
On thio bagio, 1:£e fair draft, loose, in '1929', is taken as the preferred text.
1
1934 1 I 21 & 35 =A; 1 1936', 7b-8a = B; loose leaves in '1929' = C;
a
b
1
1936', 12 -12 = D.

All poverty she knew is at an end
The foreman that she feared in all her woes
Can leave no cloud how fortunate she goes
Upon the long weekend
Can we forgive she did not always mend
Her faulty finery her silken hose
Dreams were the sole commandments now she goes
Upon the long weekend
Week after week the days were all the same
1-4] f ~; = ~; f £; f BI.
1] Beauty she fought for she had need to spend £·
2 in all] randl «in» all A.
3 Can leave no cloud] Can make no cloudrsl ~; Can fmakel leave no cloud B.
3] Leaves not a cloud how fortunate she goes £; BI.
5-8] f ~; f ~; f £; f BI.
5 Can we forgive] Can we forgive rherl ~·
5] Can we forgive her that she did not mend £; BI.
6] Her silken finery her thin pretentious hose~; ~·
<<Her faulty finery her silken hose>> ~at bottom of page.
7] She !was awal <<did with>> rainbows wander now she goes ~·
Thirst and a dream she had now she goes £.
Thirst and a dream she had and now she goes BI.
9-12] f ~ stanza numbered 4; f' ~; f £; f BI.
9] Week after week they ran and all the same ~·
Week lafterl « ruponl » week rthey ran andl «the days were» all the same B.
Toil without pity greeds without a shame £; BI.
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Sunday was like the lightning in the sky
Threatening of storm on Monday came the sigh
The unholy whistle came

*

Sweet in the white they say she may ascend
To an unstinted country where the days
Come with no malice there she plays and plays
Upon the long weekend
10] 'Ihese did she suffer Sunday but a sigh !2·
'Ihese did she suffer Sunday still a sigh BI.
11] 'Ihreatening of storm rand trouble thenl «on» Monday with a cry~·
'Ihreatening of storm on Monday rwith a cryl «came the sigh» B.
And with the Monday on the sky Q; BI.
13-16] = ~; ~ !2i ~ BI.
13 she may ascend] she will ascend !2; BI. NIA MS 1145/67 (3 May 1936): 'Page 9.
'!he Long Week-end. '!he first line 4th Stanza. I dictated 'she will' but Lisette
may have put 'will she'.
15] Come without malice there she stays and stays Q; BI.

LOVE IS A BERRY
'1934', 29a (A0718) [L], fair draft, 5 stanzas.
ways of the wildflower', q.v.

'!his is a later version of ''!he

It loves not the garden nor the quiet row
To the bare hillsides it will turn to go
On it is grafted all the laws of man
But 'tis a wild thing of the berry clan
It has been bound up by every lie
Shorn by the sharp shears and left to die
It will leave the garden and the quiet row
To the hard soil and evil it will turn to go
Still 'tis the outcast who laughs at man
Oh the poor wild thing of the berry clan
6 and left] and Imadel «left» MS.
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MAKING CHURCH SERVICES ATTRACTIVE
'1929', 45a (A0634) [A], entitled 'Extraordinary c:onduct of youthful parishioner'.
NLA MS 605/25 [A], fair copy. LaT MS 9419/3677, typescript, entitled 'Danger of
undue optimism' •
NLA MS 605/25, the fair copy, is the preferred text.

Variants are not shown.

There WFts Rn old Bishop called Gault
Solemnity wntJ his main fault
So he screwed up a smile
As he hopped down the aisle
Then he turned a profound somersault

NATIVE COMPANIONS DANCING
Collected Poems 148.
Constance Robertson - JSN'c.October 1933, NLA MS 1145/30 (this is one of several
MSS arrongst A.G. Ste.i;:ilens' s papers which nay or nay not have been published). HI
has an entry: 'Title among list of 11 poems headed 'Poems in which the Author has
complete rights and ownership, in A.G.S's hand, [McKirrm MSS]', not sighted.

On the blue plains in wintry days
These stately birds move in the dance
Keen eyes have they and quaint old ways
On the blue plains in wintry days
The Wind their unseen Piper plays
They strut salute retreat advance
On the blue plains in wintry days
These stately birds move in the dance
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NINE MOONS IN A SONG
'1936', 17a [A], fair draft.
this appear?' [Chaplin?].

NIA MS 1145/47 [L], fair copy, annotated 'Where does

JSN - JD 26 April 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (enclosing poem, and says 'I dare say you
have seen the idea of the moons piece before'); 10 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/33 (received
typed copy of 'The moons' with JD's comments).
The fair copy is the preferred text.
1 10JG 1 , 17a - 2'.r MB 1115/17 - Ii.

The tears come quick in Springtime
The joys roll in between
And unrehearsed amazement falls
With questioning on the green
The Summer is the answering
It tires not all day long
The moons magnificent arrive
With full words to the song
Then comes that ghost the echo
As one who fears to reign
Too close unto an old valley
The Autumn is the pain
Title] A postscript under the signature reads: 'Do you think the title too clumsy?
Perhaps 'The nine moons', or merely 'Nine moons' would be better', B.
1 come quick] are hot ~·
2] The laugh is long and clean ~·
3] The new - the old amazement comes A.
6] That burns up all day long ~·
7] The moon of excellence arrive[s] A.
8] At half-way in the song ~·
10] In drowsiness and rain A.

JSN - JD 26 April 1936:
I daresay you have seen the idea of the moons piece before. Some years
back I remember reading what a musical rran wrote about song waking. He
divided each song into three parts. The question, the answer, and the echo.
I don't think he is always right, but of course it is the chorus, the echo,
that always lives. We understand this when we bring to mind songs like 'Annie
Laurie', 'Home sweet hane', and 'Killarney'. I finish this rhyme with
Auturrn, the time of remembrance. Winter is the old valley which is merely
hinted at.
1936:
I got your letter with typed copy of 'The moons'. I note what you say and
agree that we would be better to try and keep the line 'Nine moons in a Song'
for the last line. I will see what I can do with it next month.

,JSN - ,Jn 10 Mny
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NOT ALTOGETHER UNEXPECTED
'1929', 44b (A0634) [A], fair draft.

There was an old man of Kentucky
And he was remarkably plucky
It was one of his larks
To swim among sharks
But one day he ceased being lucky
5] But one day he ceased - being lucky MS.

OF BERRIES SO EXTREME
NIA MS 1145/74(b), typescript [JD], 4 stanzas, headed 'Your first rough draft of'.
NIA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], 4 stanzas, with notes, and annotation
'(Unfinished)'. Written while Neilson was in Brisbane in 1941.
The second of the two typescripts is the preferred text.

Of strawberries in the Spring
Of berries so extreme
Softly they say to all
As if they did recall
Some roguery in a dream

10

These berries white and red
Still with a joy endure
As holy bells that sound
Along the enchanted ground
Against all things unpure
There is that berry dark
Who sits up in a tree
Too distant for a friend
It tells of the dark end
Chills of eternity

6-10] MS 1145/48 has a note: 'Verse 2, strawberries'.
6 These] There MS 1145/74(b).
7 Still] As still MS 1145/74(b).
10 unpure] impure MS 1145/74(b).
11-15] MS 1145/48 has a note: 'Verse 3, the mulberry'.
12 in] on MS 1145/74(b).
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20

In haytime happiness
There lives no scent of sin
Berries of violet bear
All loves upon a prayer
The sheltering leaves within
[Unfinished]

THE OLD MAN IN THE AUTUMN
'1940', la-lb (A0816) [A], fair draft • .ML MS A3038/3, 13a (B0075) [FN],
transcription, with a note, 'Note by E'rank. Might pass but it's a strange bit of
gloom. Late verse of J.S.N. 1941'.
The fair draft is the preferred text.

The Calm is unceasing
The Soul would delay
He the unseen in Autumn
Steps not far away
How gentle the children
Softly they pass
In a faint merriment
On the scented grass
10

As Loves half defeated
The flowers seek the dim
Oh the Unseen I like not
The long talk with him
He shall not dare to come
Down to my rhyme
He is of God and surely
The kinsman of time

20

He offered wisdom already
I am too wise
With all my years counted up
At the back of my eyes

Title] The Old Man rand i «in» the Autumn MS.
16 The Kinsman] fA 1 «The» Kinsman MS.
1 7 wisdom already l wisdcm. Already MS.
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Too cold is the beauty
The Love burns dim
That old man I like not
Nor the long talk with him
24] Nor the long «talk» with him MS.

ONE JOURNEY MORE
1

1934', 42a (A0731) [L], unfinished.

It's an old man you are but lots of the best in your chin
True it is trying to break out there under your skin
But let us be off with you now and your old violin
Take us out there I tell you I don't mind the feel of the
dew
The leaves they can hold up the birds that will go with us
too
And tell me of all the old flowers that you trod on your way
coming through
[Unfinished]
1 lots] lot[s] MS.
4 I don't mind] I rneverl <<don't>> mind MS.

ONLY OF SAILORS
'1934', Sa (A0697) [A], unfinished.

Always they come barbaric bold
Dancing and waving shod with gold
By a most gracious tempest hurled
Into the bosom of the World
The young maids wandering to the day
Gladly salute them by the way
Always to sailors will they cling
Only of sailors so I sing
Boisterous barbaric on the flood
Have they not given feast of blood
'Tis on the canvas to be spilled
Song it is ever filled and filled
[Unfinished]
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PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE OF FOOD VALUES
NLA MS 60S/24 [A), fair copy. La.T MS 9419/3677, typescript.
typescript [FN], entitled 'The doctor's dilemma'.
The fair copy is the preferred text.

NLA MS 114S/76,

Variants are not shown.

A well-known doctor of Tamworth
~RkP.rl what he thought turnip iam worth
As he ±elt rather tired
He politely inquired
What would you consider a damn worth

WnR

THE PLAYMATE OUT OF EGYPT
'1930 1 , 4b (A0649) [EN), fair draft.

In the ~trange land great tumult woke
Tremblings that are not told in story
The playmate out of Egypt spoke
Her playworld in the Morning Glory
1 strange] ffarl «strange» MS.

POLICE PICNIC
'1934', Sa-Sb (A0694-S) [A), fair draft.

Hard men they were they had been hated sore
For thirteen moons and now one day did take
Softening to smiles they now did think no more
Of the dull sinners who come out to break
Laws that did the sternest statesmen strive to make
Let every law they said dry up decay
All this was on the hard men's holiday
In the high noon they played about the trees
Made gentle happiness for children there
Watched for the flight of butterflies and bees
Scented the honey that the tall trees bear
Reached into happiness to take a share
There is no sin they said it falls away
All this was on the hard men's holiday
S laws] rThel laws MS.
6) Let every law they said, dry up, decay MS.
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THE POOR CAN FEED THE BIRDS
'1929', 28b (A0617) [Al, 2 x 4-line stanzas numbered 1 & 2, entitled 'The pcx:>r beside
the pond'. '1940', 10 -lla (A0826) [A], fair draft, 4 x 6-line stanzas, entitled
'The pcx:>r feed the birds'; 12a-14a (A0827-9) [L], draft, 13 stanzas, with cancelled
stgnzas, rewritten stanzas, and renumbering, entitled 'The pcx:>r feed the birds';
17 -19a (A0833-4) [L], fair draft, 11 stanzas, entitled 'The pcx:>r feed the birds'.
'1934 1 , 15a-17a (A0704-6) [A], revisions, under gead~ngs 'Alterations for Feed birds'
and 'Alterations to Poor can feed the birds'; 29 -30 (A0719-0720) [L], fair draft,
10 stanzas, entitled 'The pcx:>r can feed the birds', with heading '3rd version'.
'193!J', 4a-4b (A074!J-6) [AJ, 3 stanzas and some llnes, wlth cancelletl llues, urn.lee
heading 'Cdd verses for birds'; 10 -lld (A0752) [A & L], revisions, 6 stanzas, with
une cducelled, w1<.ler ::ohort title 'The birds'. NLA MS 1145/35(C), [L], fair copy,
11 stanzas, entitled 'The pcx:>r feed the birds'.
Sydney Mail 25 December 1935, p.19; BI 28.
JSN - JD 13 January 1935, NIA MS 1145/66 (encloses poem, discusses background, and
asks JD to mark it where he thinks 'it could be altered to advantage');
31 March 1935, NLA MS 1145/46 ('will fix 'feeding the birds' piece at Easter');
3 SeptP.mher 1935, NLA M8 1145/67 ( 1 hnve got the alterations made and I will send
it to you on next Sunday'); ~7 January 1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (in list of pieces JD
now has for BI, with a postscript, 'If you see 'The birds' in the S.M. Herald you
can let me know the dates so as I can send for a paper'); 30 April 1936, NLA MS
1145/65 (says 'I had forgotten about the 'Sydney Mail' publishing 'The birds'');
3 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (corr.ections to copy for BI: ''The poor can feed the
birds'. Correct.'); 7 August ICJ I.I-~ NIA MS 1145/68 (Dr Mackaness would like to
use this in an anthology).
The poem occurs first in the notebook dated 'Footscray 3/12/29' EAJ,, as 2 x 4-line
stanzas, and was probably written in early to mid-1930 ( '1929', 28 ) • This was
abandoned, and then tak~up again in 1934. A piece of 4 x G-line stanzas was
written first ('1940', 10 -lla), and then rewritten, as an 8 x 3-line stanza poem
a
a
.
.
.
b
a
('1940', 12 -14 ). This was revised to make 11 x 3-line stanzas ('1940', 17 -19 ),
and then sent to Devaney in January 1935 (NLA MS 1145/35(C)). N asked Devaney to
mark where he thought the text could be improved, and further revisions followed
('1934', 15a-17a). A list of corrments at '1934', 15a, concerning revisions to be
made, is unusually systematic, as if the cormnents have been taken from another
source, and this suggests that these suggestions are Devaney's.
The fair draft at '1934', 29b-30b, headed '3rd version', reflects these suggestions
and a copy of this was sent to Devaney. (This is the text he printed in BI.)
· ·
,
a b
b
a
,
Further revisions occur at 1 9 35 , 4 -4 and '1935', 10 -11 , and these are
incorporated in the Sydney Mail text.
The version at '1934', 29b-30b co=ects two inferior stanzas: however, the subsequent
revisions, introduced in the first published text, are also inferior, which is no
doubt why Devaney preferred to print the text taken frc:rn the '1934', 29b-30b '3rd
version' in BI.
The fair draft at '1934', 29b-30b is therefore taken as the preferred text.
b
b
a
a
a
b
a
'1929', 28 =A; '1940', 10 -11 = B; '1940', 12 -14 = C,· 1 1940', 17 -19 = D·
b
b
a
b
MS 1145/35~C) ~ E; '1934', 15a-17a = F; 1 1934', 29 -30 = G; 1 1935 1 , 4 -4 = H;
'1935' 10 -11
I.
I
b
b
a
'1929', 28 (A) & '1940', 10 -11 (B) are shown separately in the notes.
I
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Ragged unheeded stooping meanly shod
The poor pass to the pond not far away
The spires go up to God
Shyly they come from the unpainted lane
Coats have they made of old unhappiness
That keeps in every pain
The rich have fear perchance their God is dim
'Tis with the hope of stored-up happiness
Thsy build th~ir !t]Jirl:;'~ tu HL111

1-3] = BI; = SM; f ~; f Q; f s;_,
1 unheeded] unthinking C; unhallowed D & E.
a
1] F (15) has 'First verse: unheeded instead of unhallowed'.
Ragged unheeded stooping meanly shod E: (17a) 'lst line'.
4-6] = BI; f SM; f ! stanza numbered 1 ( 2nd of 2) ; 'f _! stanza numbered 1
(lst of 2); f g stanza 'No 2' (2nd of 2); 'f g cancelled stanza 'No 2'
(2nd of 2); f ~; f Qi f ,S:: L·ew.dttei1 stanza !:i; 'f ,S:: cancelled stanza
misnumbered 4, renumbered 5.
4] Shyly they come from the sinpainted lane g cancelled stanza 'No 2'.
5] rAnd1 The unwholesane door from all that bitterness c cancelled stanza r41
5.

happlness ~ stanza 5.
The unwholesane door the need for happiness Q & !'.·
Coats do they wear of Old Unhappiness g cancelled stanza 'No 2' •
And for their coats they have unhappiness g stanza 'No 2'.
Coats have they made of old unhappiness g following stanza 'No 2'.
Sorrow in sky lights and the unwholesane door! stanza numbered 1 (lst of 2).
rwindows of sorrowl «Sorrow of windows» and the unwholesome door I stanza
numbered 1 (2nd of 2).
Sorrow of windows and the unwholesome door SM.
6] That is the dust of pains:; cancelled stanzar41 5.
The long nights and the pain s;_ stanza 5.
That tunes up every pain D & E.
a
F (15 ) has '2nd verse: tunes up to be altered'.
The long fierce cold of pain F (16a) 'last line: No 2'.
The footways into pain E: (17a) '2. 3rd line'.
That hide well every pain g cancelled stanza 'No 2'.
That keeps out every pain g following 'No 2'.
That shuts in every pain ! stanzas numbered 1; SM.
7-9] =BI;= SM; t E: '3rd verse'; 'f ~; t Q.
7 perchance] and though D & E.
a
7] E: (15 ) has '3rd verse: Perchance instead of though' •
8 the hope] a hope E: '3rd verse' •
9 to Him] for Him Q; E: '3rd verse'.
Th!:! uuwhul!::!l:;U!UE! uuuL Lhe need uf
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10

The rich go out in clattering pomp and dare
In the most holy places to insult
The deep Benevolence there
But 'tis the poor who make the loving words
Slowly they stoop it is a sacrament
The poor can feed the birds
Old it is old this scattering of the bread
Deep as forgiveness or the tears that go
Out somewhere to the Dead

20

The feast of love the love that is the cure
For all indignities it reigns it calls
It chains us to the pure

10-12] =BI; =SM; f K '4th verse' (2nd of 2); f K '4th verse' (lst of 2); f ~;
f ~; f ~ stanza 2.
10] The rich go forth in finery near and far f·
The rich go out in whistling p::>mp and stare D & E.
a
K (15 ) has 'Verse 4. Stare to be improved'.
The rich go out with insolence they dare K '4th verse' (lst of 2).
The rich go out in whistling panp and dare K '4th verse' (2nd of 2).
11 to insult] they insult f, Q & ~11] Stand in most holy places they insult K '4th verse' (lst of 2).
12] White rroon and Evening Star f·
13-15] = BI; = SM; = ~; = Q; f f stanza 3.
13 who Irl3ke] who rfindl «Ir13ke» f·
14] Here do they find nll Heavf'.n fuponl «along» the pond C.
- a
16-18] =BI; f SM; f I stanza numbered 6; = H 'No 6'; f F (17 ) 1 3. Full verse';
-ab
f K (16) '6th verse'; f K (15) '6th'; f ~; f Q; f f stanza 4; f f cancelled
stanza 4.
16] This pity thing this scattering of the bread f cancelled stanza 4; C stanza
4; D & E.
-aK (15 ) has 'Verse 6. This pity thing to be improved'.
This burning thing this scattering of the bread F (15b) '6th'.
This pity thing this scattering of the bread F (l6a) '6th verse'.
-a
This then is Pity. Love behind the bread K (17 ) '3. Full verse 1 •
17] Is but the scent of half the tears that go f cancelled stanza 4.
Is but the thought behind the tears that go _g stanza 4.
Is but the heat behind the tears that go D & E.
risl Wild as rthel first Love it clings it go;s F (15b) '6th'.
a
Burns in upon us and even goes .£: (16 ) '6th verse' •
Dim as forgiveness deep as tears that go I; SM.
a
- 18 l Out whispering to the dead F (16 ) '6th verse' •
a
That cane down to the Dead.£: (17 ) '3. Full verse'.
19-21] = BI; = SM; = E stanza 10; = D stanza 10; f C stanza 7; f C cancelled
-a
stanza 8 • .£: (15) has the corrrnent 'Verse 10 to be 7th'.
19] To love to filch of love it is the =e S cancelled stanza 8.
To love to feast of love is still lean thel <<the>> =e C stanza 7.
20] For all our cold infirmities it calls S cancelled stanza 8.
fAll thingsl «For all>_> but death and love 'tis only love S stanza 7.
21] That chains us to the pure S stanza 7.
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Seldom they speak of God He is too dim
So without thought of after happiness
They feed the birds for Him
The rich men walk not here on the green sod
But they have builded towers the timorous
That still go up to God
Still will the poor go out with loving words
In the long need the need for happiness
The IJUU!' eau I l::!t!t.l Llll::! 1Jl1 U8

30

= ~ stanza 7; = _!2 stanza 7; f £ stanza 6; f £ cancelled
stanza 6.
?./. RIJP.il.k of] talk of £ cancelled stanza 6; £ stanza 6.
23] He is too far away in the sweet air £ cancelled stanza 6.
So without hope of stored-up happiness £ stanza 6.
25-27] = BI; = SM; f ~ stanza 8; f _!2 stanza 8.
26] But they have built them spires the timorous _!2.
But they have builded them the timorous ~·
28-30] =BI; f SM; f ! stanza 10; f ~stanza 'No 10'; f ~stanza 11; f Q stanza
22-24]

= BI; = SM;

11.

28] As for the rich they have the flocks and herds Q.
But 'tis the poor who take the loving words ~·
Still do the poor give out the loving words ~·
Always it is the poor with loving words !; SM.
29] Have they not choirs that tell of happiness Q.

Discarded stanzas

£ cancelled stanza numbered 6, renumbered 7
Crave not the meaning
The rich men have the
The rich can have the
The poor can feed the

& C stanza numbered 8:
of the loving words
spires they build to God £ stanza 6 7.
spires they put to God.£ stanza 8.
birds

D stanza 9 & E stanza 9:
Always it is the poor with loving words
Bread do they scatter love and bread and love
The poor can feed the birds
I cancelled stanza numbered 2 & I stanza numbered 2:
Much do they fear such men as pity woe
Hunger they have disguised as merriment
To shield them as they go
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A reads:
What is the hear[t] that is [in) them stirs
'Tis all that sets the world aglow
While poverty about them grows
Daily they feed the voyagers
The rich that have not felt the scars
Scented and haughty groaned and curled
They have the hilltops of the world
And the loud glory of the cars
B reads:
Shyly they =me with awkward hands and feet
From the unwholesane door the unpainted lane
These who have known bitterness seek for a sweet
Hunger they know and every Lshape j shade of pain
Slowly they stoop with mellowing of words
The Poor can feed the birds
The rich go fuL U1 wlth many a hideous car
To the m:::ist holy places night and noon
Screeching aloud they scorn the Evening Star
Srnutch [smudge] the untold benevolence of the Moon
But 'tis the Poor who take the mellow words
!Hungry l «Humbly» they feed the birds
Little they have to love their children run
Bootless and hungry but their eyes respond
To this that will not leave their Souls undone
This that has put all Heaven luponi « faroundl »
Shyly they come with mellowing of word
The Poor can feed the birds
These that know not of Heaven make no prayer
These who have burning wishes cast the bread
He who has clad the m:::iuntains in sweet air
Pity is round about him overhead
Shyly they talk their eyes are all too dim
They feed the birds for him

<along» the pond
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JSN - JD 13 January 1935:
I am sending you some verse, ''l'he poor feed the birds ' • I think Frank said
in a letter he liked best stanzas 4, 5 and 6 and 9 and 10. Near where I work
in the gardens there are two ponds. 'l'hese ponds contain sane black and white
swans, sane duck and water-fowls. I have noticed for several years past that
it is always the poor people who feed the birds. No well dressed people came
- I suppose they are away rrotoring or entertaining their friends. I think
rrost of the bird feeders are 'susses' • Fitzroy and earlton are close by and
have many mean streets. 'l'his bread-breaking seems alrrost a religious act.
It is as near a religious act as most of these people will ever get.
From one side of the western pond one can see the spire of the Wesley Church
but none of the other church spires are visible. When the Anglican Church
was collecting for St. Paul's spires a few years back it was remarkable how
people of other religions and no religions put in. I often used to wonder
whether these business rogues thought they were doing a little good for
themselves in the next world but perhaps I am uncharitable.
I would like you to mark ''l'he birds' where you think it could be altered to
o.dvunto.gc. Send it back to me and if we can get it into any Rhn,PA WP. It'Li.ght
have a try with sane of the papers.
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THE PRINCE HAS BEEN INTO THE LANE
The Bread & Cheese book; a selection of verses, ed. R.I. O'Leary, The Bread & Cheese
Club, Melbourne, 1939.
There is a copy of this arrongst the H. Pearce papers, dated '3.9.1938', but notes
identifying this give conflicting information: typescript? or hand FN?
The date
suggests that this was copy prepared for the Bread & Cheese Club, but it may be
a transcription of that text by Frank Neilson.
JSN - JD 11 April 1939, NI.A MS 1145/39 ('I sent this to them last September. I
meant to send it first to you for your opinion, but tht!y W!:!.tt! lu d y.Lt!dl huuy Lu
get it').
The published text is the preferred text.

How soft are the neighbours they no more complain
At the noise of the children the Prince has been into the
lane
How faint was the little one how tired out and thin
And the Prince was so proud and so distant 'twas good of the
Prince to come in
He who can stay the hot foot and the heat in the brain
He did delay for a moment the Prince has been into the lane
No monarch has ever been powerful to stay His decree
They tell that He lives on black rivers across a wide sea
Pity He has not and yet He has put out a pain
He stayed not a moment the Prince has been into the lane
'Twas kind of the Prince of the Shadows He had far to come
The awe of this honour it leaves us half-hidden and dumb
The little one knew but the footway the dust and the rain
The hard word the kind word the Prince has been into the lane
He has not the leisure for pity by night or by day
Oh thank the good Prince as He hastened He made the delay
Can He be older than Love we see not an end to His reign
Is He kinsman of God or a vassal the Prince has been into
the lane
4 so proud and] so proudly and MS.
8 black] block MS.
18 Is He kinsnan] Is He kinsman's B&C; MS.
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THE REASONINGS
b

ML MS 1145/2, Item 7, 5 -6

a

[A], fair draft.

In the calm time I shall delay
When sunset cools the flocks and herds
And the low bushes take the birds
Surely God will not turn away
God I will say 1~ is unwi8e
She lives too long with the unclean
This clattering of the grey machine
This white work withering out the eyes
10

Though T he strRnger in the dim
And He has many throats to hear
Emperors and Prelates loud and clear
Yet will I venture unto Him
Calm at the sundown shall I stay
God shall I cry is there a land
Somewhere could Happiness be planned
Springtime and Springtime all the day

20

And if he hears me not I'll stay
In the white mid-land of the moon
God shall I say she fades too soon
I'll search Him for a holiday

1 tline I shall] tline fwel I shall MS.
14 a land] a larmbl<<nd>> MS.
15 planned] [found 1 «planned» MS.

REMARKABLE CLARITY OF EXPRESSION
NLA MS 605/24, [A], fair =PY·

A lecturer whom we love dearly
Was stung by some bees most severely
Did he swear or get narked
Not at all he remarked
They express themselves rather too clearly
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THE ROAD TO THE HOSPITAL
'1939', Sb & 6b-7a (A0802 & A0803) [A], fair draft, 5 stanzas, with a note. '1940',
7a-7b (A0822-3) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas, with a gloss. LaT MS 8910, Box 1206/4(b)
[L], fair copy, 4 stanzas, with a gloss. NIA MS 605/76, typescript (carbon copy),
annotated 'Sent to Australasian 8/7/34' [RHC].
Sydney Morning Herald 15 September 1934; BI 12.
JSN - RHC 17 June 1934, LaT MS 8910, Box 1206/4l(b) (enclosing poem; and discusses
its history); 5 A11giJRt: 1934, NI.A MB 605/77 (asks 'have you heard anythlng of the
hospital piece since you sent it away?', and suggests RHC try the Sydney Morning
Herald if the Australasiun not interested).
This is a later version of 'East of the hospital', which was sent to Stephens in
December 1930, and rewritten as 'The road to the hospital' between rnid-1933 and
June 1934 when it was sent to Croll. The fair copy is the preferred text.
b
b a
a b
'1939', 5 & 6 -7 =A; '1940', 7 -7 = B; LaT MS 8910 Box 1206/4(b) = C;
NIA MS 605/76 = D.

(Over this road, running west through the Gardens to the Children's Hospital,
Melbourne, mothers carry their children day by day)

This is the road the fainting go on Summers keen and
bold
And this the way of the wounded in bitterness and cold
Oh some are proud in the loving arms and some too faint to
sigh
I am with God in a reverence when Mother Love goes by
They tell me that the city dust has filled the trees with
grime
And the flowers are pale I will not have such heresy in my
rhyme
For the rainy eyes of the children have left them sweet and
fair
There is no stain on the clean gardens when Mother Love is
there
They tell me that this wide city is black with every sin
And that Heaven's gates are shut so fast we never may crowd
in
Gloss] = BI.
(The Road running west through the Gardens to the Children's Hospital
carlton. Over this road IlBily mothers carry their children day by day.)

c.
3 too faint] too white A.
7 have left them] have washed them A.
8 clean gardens] lsweetl «clean» gardens B.
10 Heaven's gates] Heaven's gate[s] A.
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But the woes of little eyelids will teach us how to pray
And our eyes will all go mothering with Mother Love today
Vainly I seek
Glad with the
But dumb I am
I am with God

*

~-

the scented word the witness of the Spring
honey at the heart for long remembering·
to the clean earth and dumb to the great sky
in a reverence when Mother Love goes by

13-16] MS A has an additional stanza between lines 12-13: 13-16 f
14 at the heartJ of the heart ~·
16 in a reverence] with a Reverence A.

~

17-20.

Discarded stanza
A stanza 4 (lines 13-16):
If this should fail one IlkJI!lent fail how quickly would we pass
As quickly as the rainbow rides in farewell to the grass
This is the sweetening that can make full Sumner all the year
And the only thought is holy thought when Mother love is near

JSN - RHC 17 June 1934:
Last January I spoke of sending you a piece which was too late for the book.
I am enclosing it. A few days ago I spoke to Mr Greening [Lothians] about
it but I have never shown it to anyone since I finished it. He thought it
might not be a bad plan to send it to the 'Australasian' if you thought it
good enough. You will forgive me for trying to explain why it was written.
Six years ago when I started with the Board, I could not help noticing that
rnothers carried their children day by day past the door to the Children's
Hospital. Often these children were seven or eight years old and too heavy
for little women to carry, but mothers are brave creatures. I understand
that some years previous there was a conveyance to fetch the children over.
But it ceased through want of funds.
About three years ago I tried to make a rhyme about it. I was really indignant
but I could not get any indignation in the verse. There were eight or nine
stanzas altogether. I sent them to A.G. but he thought rather poorly of them.
He advised me to cut the piece down to four or five stanzas. About 12 rnonths
ago I cut out the weaker stanzas and tried to improve the renaining ones.
Last stmmer I altered it again several times. It is rather a difficult thing
to write anything about mother love that has not been written before. You
understand how unworthy the rhyme is when you comprehend the glory of the
subject.
I had to put in a prose heading to make the piece explain itself. A.G. hated
any kind of explanatory note very fiercely. I always avoided them.
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SAINT DOROTHY
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], unfinished, 1 stanza, with a note; NLA
MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], 5 stanzas. The poem was written in 1941
when Neilson was in Brisbane.

Through faint remembrance of the summer days
Of Summer scarlet in a glorious prime
Here wistfully while Winter still delays
I must conduct for Dorothy a rhyme
Her rudeness is atrocious she is slim
Summer is with her all the scent and bloom
And as for Death she has no fear of him
That conscientious Foreman-in-the-gloom
10

Red is her rudeness with stings in all the quips
Life is confounded in its madcap-time
By the insurgent lightning of the lips
Of Dorothy for whom I heat the rhyme
Sometimes I would talk of the Beyond
But awful energies with her are vain
Said she all men of such romance are fond
Out of the mist come back and live again

20

How dark it is upon Life's riverside
Yet Dorothy could call the flowers to bloom
And all day long in mirth she would deride
That conscientious Foreman-in-the-gloom

NLA MS 1145/48, the unfinished draft with note, reads:
So resolute she is and yet so slim
So filled with all the rage of sunmertime
And this dull Forenan she must laugh at him
This Dorothy for whom I heat the rhyme

The rest of the verses (six) were all left incomplete before he
tired of this poem and turned to others. He said: 'It's really
about a nurse. I like the name Dorothy. I called her Saint Dorothy
because she has saintly qualities ~ courage in gloom and not afraid
of Death, the old Forenan a sort of will-worker for God, a servile
flunkey for Him doing His dirty work, trapping people into the dark
river where all is gloany and sad, and where there is no bridge.
The old fellow all the time is trying to get them in and drown them.
But she laughs at him, she works against him all the time. She
has contempt for him. '
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SAY SUMMER SHALL NOT DIE
'1934', 2b (A0692) [A], fair draft, 3 stanzas.
fair draft, 2 stanzas.

'1936', Sb (A0777) [L],

Say as the seasons pass
Say to the living tree
All movements on the grass
To all who toil for fee
Unto the last goodbye
Say loud to all who pass
That Summer shall not die
Say as the hands recede
Say a.s LlH:! Ieet:. tlefault

Let no too cautious creed
Counsel your soul to halt
All dried-up Laws defy
Say while the eyes recede
That Summer shall not die
3] All rnowers thatl «IIDvements» on the grass ~; = A line 4.
4] All things that toil for fee .?: line 3.
12 All] rThough botl All .?:·
Discarded stanza

.?: stanza 3, lines 15-21:
Though Reason in the cold
Sits as an Errperor
Say loudly it is gold
My thoughts are gossamer
With fthirstyl loveless lips and dry
Say to that Errperor
That Summer shall not die
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SAY THIS FOR LOVE
NIA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], with notes.
was in Brisbane.

Written in 1941 when Neilson

Say this for love when the great summer time
Is gone and only winter wisdoms blow
Fiercely he burned like some imperious rhyme
Burned and he burned but would not let me go
Say this his ominous riddlings were so deep
I could not see I knew not where he trod
He did from out a thousand centuries creep
As some insurgent enemy of God
Say this for love you did smite to kill
And you did lie it was my soul to soil
Dressed as a hatred you did flog me still
Chained to the last insanities in toil
Say this for love for all the ills in him
I give forgiveness for the lies he told
Say this for love when both the eyes are dim
And darkness leaves you whimpering in the cold
3] Devaney's note reads:
Verse 1 line 3. JSN: 'Imperious is not the word, but I'll put
it in'.
9 you did smite] you who did smite MS.

The last stanza was rewritten: the discarded stanza reads:
Say this for love oh fire of love delay
Love me and tell me all the lies you told
When a reproach to love you feel your way
Dark to the springboard whirrpering at the cold
A further note reads:
JSN: 'The man is trying to tell Love the disastrous thing it has
been to him. Now he is old and going to the springboard, he sees
he must not be too bitter about what it has done to him - tied
him down, rrade him suffer. He says that Love was worth it all.'
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SCATTERED
'1939', 7b-9a (A0804-6) [A], fair draft, with 2 lines at 7b [JSN], then poem
recorrmenced at Ba [A].

Darkness now settles such a night
Sinners see clearly how they sinned
You that were with us in the light
You have been given to that wind
How wickedly you were consumed
But as a flower leaves scent behind
Beauty of moments that you bloomed
Burn in the caverns of the mind
Out of this earth I cannot reach
Out of the sunlight and the dew
I shall be listening for the speech
Of gaities that run with you
Dust on the roadside still may hold
Joy without body love or home
You may be wavering with the gold
Of spring-time to the honey comb
3 that were] that was MS.
16 Of spring-time] rsomel «Of» spring-time MS.

b

Discarded lines at 7 :
Darkness now settles - such a night
Sinners fall backward - how they sinned

THE SHOES OF MARIETTA
'1935', 12b-13a (A0754) [A], fair draft.

Hygienically they are most unsound
But 'tis on them an angel spins around
Take the long look with me and be profound
Who would be bold to question who would choose
Reason or Economics and so lose
What then is Marietta in her shoes
4 to question who] to question

fWhol who MS.
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Swift on her tongue is every sly retort
Whims she has many Charities and Sport
All that the most fantastic shoes support
They could beguile both Emperor and Clown
As for the heels the talk of all the town
They are like minarets dancing up-side-down
Always entrancing always without fear
Swiftly she walks with gifts anrl Christmas cheer
It io the season Angelo do appear
Ones are they ones perhaps I cannot tell
Five feet above them always hangs a spell
Oh but her eyes in tenderness excel
8 Chari ties] LcharityJ MS.
12 minarets] minerades MS.
17 Five feet above them] Five feet « rabovel them» MS.

SOME THIEVERY OF OLD
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], unfinished, with notes.
when Neilson was in Brisbane.

Written in 1941

How long ago since first a thief was I
That time I was too close unto the earth
And yet God was upon me from the sky
Pain was about the world I saw the pain
I looked all day for light the touch of gold
Brought to me generous thirst and generous pain
I would not speak to God for well I knew
He did much count on well-loved little things
The Challenger who walked about the blue
10

Let me go back to where I first began
Sweet was the world made sweet with promises
I could not walk where all around me ran
A few moons gone I had assailed the nest
Of every brooding bird who caught the Spring
I was not guiltless either east or west
Then to the great Controller of the sky
I said the birds in love I hinder not
I have no wish that any more shall die
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20

Dull was my axe and hard my heart next day
Feverish my hands then could I pity not
Murder was in me and I lived to slay
Then did I haste I scented honeycomb
Nor did I stop till in the gold I saw
The windblown carriers clambering to their home
It was the time when bees in folly swarm
And I myself have grent remembrance
LUnfinished]

30

There was an old-time peace upon the hay
Then drank we well of saffron home-made ale
And happiness sat never far away
In the long grass I saw a golden mare
And by her side the tall comedian
The foal with eyes all innocent was there
Six weeks ahead there loomed the holy time
Then every housewife made the generous sweets
Welcome as little warblings in a rhyme
In the full strength of summer sauntering by
Sweet was the smoke about the whitening world
Still in my heart the uncaught thief was I

40

Then did I thieve there was a wealth of bloom
Bees I defied my heart would pity not
I slew the young I saw them in their doom
But still the Challenger who roved the blue
Would speak how slow He spoke about the law
And He would say my rage may fall on you
But being now full sixteen years and strong
I would dispute with Him I feared Him not
I said you have been Challenger too long

50

Now being old and thick with fears the sky
Where the Controller lives came close to me
And winter tells how long a thief was I
But unto God I say your work is slow
Long was the sunlight slumbering dull were you
When in the dark you taught the wind to blow

31-33]

Annotated 'This verse discarded.

JD.'
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For thirteen years in prison dim was I
Sunlight I saw not it was blasphemy
To look for loving-kindness in the sky

60

My life did seem as some unsightly psalm
Daily I ate profound absurdities
All that was evil came into the calm
There was but only mockery of the Spring
And the accountant feared incessantly
That a stray warbler might be heard to sing
Once in a while I sought a holy day
Out to the edge to have encouragement
But the dull moan of Business led the way
Once in the Spring I had sweet scent of air
And a quaint pony mother met my eye
And a comedian my beloved was ci1ere
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Blue he was blue as well becomes a foal
Proudly he stood with all benevolence
Great were his eyes with cleansing of the soul
Autumn is now not any friend of mine
Long have I scented some deceitfulness
And so I question all things called divine
This salve diplomacy around me strewn
Deceives me not 'tis not benevolence
That makes the sun mild-mannered as the moon

80

This long politeness merely coats a crime
Much I would rather sheer intolerance
Some honesty there lives in winter time
Sometimes unto the Challenger I say
Spare me no longer for my thieveries
Slay me if Thou have competence to slay
Seeing Your world I treat You as a foe
Dull You are dull I know not Challenger
How in the dark the wind began to blow
[Unfinished]

The typescript has notes headed 'Notes on above':
Verse 12, the holy time.

JSN: 'That was Christmas, of course.'
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Verses 22, 23, to the edge: the edge of the town. JSN: 'Sanetimes in the
Spring I'd get away on a Sunday just to see a mare and foal, I never get tired
of foals ••• A foal is not suspicious. People are suspicious.'

After verse 24. JSN: 'Now a sudden break - I want to get in a
bit about the autUim. It's good to be a bit abrupt in these things.
You have to manoeuvre like that when you make up verse. It's full
of jobbery and all sorts of dodges.'

SONG FOR A HONEYMOON [2]
b b
b a
'1929', 2 -4 (A0592-4) & 6 -7 (A0596) [A], draft, 12 stanzas, with
stanzas 3, 4 & 9 cancelled. ML MS 4937/5, 477-487 [A], fair copy, 11
b
a
stanzas, with letter 16 August 1931. '1929', 30 -33 (A0619-0621) [A],
9 stanzas. ML MS 4937/5, 499-507 [A], 5 stanzas, with letter 6 September
1931. ML MS 4937/5, 515-521 [A], 2 stanzas, with letter 13 September 1931.
ML MS 4937/7~tJtypescript [AGS], with corrments. This is a later version
of a poem written c.1927.
JSN - AGS 2 August 1931 (concerning a proposed edition and poems he wants
omitted: offers as a substitute 'a pretty long piece', which he wrote
'4 or 5 years ago'); 10 August 1931 (will finish the verse and send);
16 August 1931 (encloses poem: says 'Of course it's all wrong, it's not
a honeymoon song at all' , and adds, 'I have been thinking of another couple
of verses for it'). AGS - JSN 18 August 1931 (says 'Honeymoon song is
good - we can touch it up a bit', and offers suggestions). JSN - AGS
23 August 1931 (has written 'four fresh verses and altered one of the
old ones', and says he will hold them for a fortnight because he 'may
be able to improve them'); 6 September 1931 (enclosing five new stanzas,
says 'You can fit them in where you think best', and adds 'I could not
altogether follow the ideas you suggested'); 13 September 1931 (says 'I
got your letter the other day', and encloses two stanzas: 'one an
alteration of the one you complained about' , and the other, 'a fresh stanza
for my ancestors').

Stephens misread the poem, and N pointed this out to him in his letter
dated 23 August 1931: however, he agreed that Stephens' s interpretation
was a better idea and the additional stanzas sent on 6 September 1931
and 13 September 1931 reflect the attempt to develop this interpretation.
(He told Stephens that his idea was 'that the goodly man was a person
apart from the hero (the bridegroan)', and continued, 'From your letter
I should say that you have put the two into one' • ) Stephens typed the
poem, cornbining the stanzas from MS 4937/5, 477-487 (the fair copy) and
MS 4937/5, 499-507 and MS 4937/5, 515-521 (the additional stanzas), and
returned it to N, with further suggestions for improvement (MS 4937/7-4),
but N was apparently not happy with this, for he sent another version
of the poem on 3 November 1931, in which he dropped several stanza~from
the first fair copy, added two new stanzas, and created what is another,
discrete, version.
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On this basis, the fair copy, MS 4937/5, 477-487, is taken as the preferred
text.
b b
b a
'1929 1 , 2 b4 ~ 6 -7 =A; MS 4937/5, 477-487 = B;
1
1929', 30 -33 = C; MS 4937/5, 499-507 = D;
MS 4937/5, 515-521 = E; MS 4937/7-4 = F.

Here am I in a downcast mood for the glistening pair
I know
Have both defied me to fashion a song to carry them
out in the glow
Have both defied me to rattle the words and how shall
I find a tune
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for
a honeymoon
Now here is a matter of life and death of strength
that cannot yield
Of the steadfast eye of the steadfast thonght with
every pain concealed
Now here is a matter of reddest war and fierce lights
in the sky
That will not falter or turn aside though all that
it loves should die
Now here is a purpose grim and great for a stronger
speech than mine
The bravery never came out of the mist and never was
born of wine

10

1 -4] .,,

!!; .,, E:.

1 a downcast mood] a downcast «thoughtful» rrood [AGS] F.
3 to rattle] to find !!·
3] Have both defied me to rattle the words and how shall I find a tune
<<to meet with [a] bridal tune>> [AGS] F.
4] I long for a man with a goodly air «And show them a man with a
goo[dly]>> for a song for a honeymoon [AGS] E'.·
5-8] = !!; = E'.· E: has the stanza cancelled, with the corrnnent '?out. Too
mixed' [AGS l.
6 with every pain] [thatl «with» every pain !!·
9-12] 1' !! cancelled stanza 3; 1' K·
10] rForl «The» bravery never came out of the mist rorl «and» never
was born of wine B.
For bravery never came out of the mist or never was born of wine

A.
The bravery never «For r=uragel «valour» that never» came out
of the mist and never was born of wine [ AGS l F.
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My eyes are slow and my speech is slow and my thoughts
fade out too soon
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for
a honeymoon
Good patriots all I love and so as a patriot I shall
thieve
Of the crow's call and the swan's call and the faintest
call at eve
0£ happier days and the Summer light I will take me
o red man's share
And I'll talk so long and often of God like an old
thief at his prayer

20

Oh the birds are brave 'twas they who took the
cowardice out of man
The timorous shepherd listened long ere ever a song
began
The birds are brave at the white of day when their
heart8 come out so soon
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for
a honeymoon
The rattle of Life can best be found in a brimmedup fighting man
Who laughs at the wind and the sun and the rain as
only a fighter can
Who fears no devil except the fear that cowardly men
conceal
Who quarrels with nature and knows the pride that
only a man can feel

11] But the red blood moves and my speech is slow and my thoughts fade
out too soon A.
13-16] ~ ~; = K· E: has the cormnent 'This is squaring up. Hit out!'
[AGS] at the top of the page.
K has the ccmnent 'Not good' in the margin [AGS].
14 call at eve] call fof Evel «at» eve ~·
17-20] t- ~; = K· E: has the ccmnent 'off beat' in the margin [AGS].
19] The birds are brave at the white of dawn they never can speak too
soon A.
20 a goodly air for] a goodly heart with ~·
21-241 = ~; = K·
21 The rattle of Life] The <<weight>> <<pressure>> <<burden>> of Life
[AGS] K·
22 Who laughs at] Who laughs <<in>> <<with>> at [AGS) K·
23-24] E: has these lines underlined, and the corrment 'Weak' in the margin
[AGS].
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The measure of Life can best be found
and fair
With peace and plenty about her mouth
in her hair
Whose eyes have courage to fight with
not likely yield
Who knows the sorrows of all the race
yet be healed

in a woman wise
and the goodwill
death who will
that never could

This man must have no fear of men nor any fear of
thF

30

Law

I need the Devil about his mouth and the ironstone
in his jaw
And under his shirt the rattle of Life must be so
proud and strong
And he shall plunder the whole green Earth to help
me in a song
But Reason my enemy still is near he comes close to
my side
He makes a coward of every man and a dull thing of
a bride
If he had a body and we could meet and I had the
strength to draw
A good blue sword his heart I'd cut and laugh at the
hounds of Law
We'll borrow the bells that good men ring and the
young child's faintest cry
And flowers we'll gather of ripest red and carry them
shoulder high

25-28] f ~; f K· K has the ccmment 'Gcx:id' in the margin [AGS].
25 The measure] The fbattlel «measure» ~27 likely] llikelyl <<lightly>> [AGS] K·
28] Who knows the sorrows of all the race and sees them still unhealed
A.
29-32] = ~ 37-40; = !· ! has the ccmment 'Gcx:id' in the margin [AGS].
29-32] K has a corrment following these lines 'This worran must ••• ', and
'Want new stanza', with 'Or work in sane cast out lines' added
[AGS].
33-36] f ~ 29-32; = !· K has the stanza cancelled, with the ccmment
'Too much me. Sing your song', below [AGS].
36 hounds] !handsl «hounds» A.
37-40l f ~ 41-44; f K·
37 We'll borrow] rwe 1 111 <<I'll>> borrow [AGS] K·
38 we'll gather of ripest red] we'll gather of red and green~; rwe'lll
<<I'll>> gather of ripest red [AGS] F.
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40

We pray to the Sun to strike so hard that we may not
live too long
That the cold may never come up all this we need in
the bridal song
The man I need is a steadfast man with a steadfast
arm and eye
I'll burn the Pity all out of him for I dare not let
him sigh
Ann hA ~hall carry his rage to me if my thoughts fade
out too soon
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for
a honeymoon

39] We pray to the sun to strike and strike that we may not live too
long ?!·
fwe'lll «I'll» pray to the Sun to strike so hard that fwel «I»
may not live too long [AGS] E:•
40 we need] f wel <<I>> need [AGS] K·
41-44l ~ ?! 45-48; = K·
42 I'll burn] I« 'll» f willl burn~; I will burn A.

Discarded stanzas
A cancelled stanza 4:
Let all the trees of the forest cane that I may not be afraid
May blue winds hasten and lightnings flash and the great seas give
me aid
For out the ripening water Icame1 too this restless pair have come
But the fight of a thousand million years it shall not leave us
dumb
A cancelled stanza 9:
He has been far out he has baffled me to Heaven he loves to go
He puts the sawdust about the streets he turns the lights so low
And here am I with a rhyme to weave my thoughts fade out too soon
I call for aid for a man with an air for a song for a honeymoon
C stanza numbered 1; ~ stanza numbered 1 (cancelled [AGS l ) ; E: 'Cdd verses'
(lst of 2); K stanza 12 (lines 45-48):
The man I see is a barbarous man but newly from the dark ~, ~, E:•
K (line ll.
He tames the leopard he blinds the bull he has on his face the mark
~, ~ (line 2).
Of every savage that raids the world he has on his face the mark
E:• K (line 2).
Of every savage he shouts aloud a Lord and his slaves obey ~, D
(line 3).
He tames the leopard he blinds the bull a Lord landl «that» his
slaves obey~· K (line 3).
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Through froaringl «burning» forests or roaring seas he carries
Jthel «a» bride away S·
Through burning forests or roaring seas he carries a bride away
D.

Through burning forests and roaring seas he carries a bride away
F.

!'. has part of line 2 underlined, with the comment 'Awkward' following
'mark' in the margin [,AGS] •

g

stanzns numbered 2; Q stanza numbered 2; !'.stanza 14 (lines 53-56):
rNow here is a p.irpose grim andl
a false start to lst of 2 stanzas.
A clamorous man for the goodly fhe needsl «meats» and a clamorous
m:m for wine S (lst of 2).
A clamorous man for all the meats and a clamorons mnn for winP. C
(2nd of 2), Q, !'.·
He goes with a purpose grim and great with a stronger speech than
mine S (lst of 2).
Ho ridoo in haste to settle a feud with a surer hand than mine C
(2nd of 2).
In haste he rides to settle a feud with a surer hand than mine D.
In haste he rides to settle a feud rwith a surer hand than minel
[AGS] F.
His saw [sword] he rattles lest any poor thought of mine should
fade too soon S (lst of 2).
And he shall chide me if any proud thought of mine shall fail too
soon S (2nd of 2).
And he shall chide me if ever a thought of mine should fade too
soon Q, !'.·
I follow the man for a goodly air for a song for a honeynoon S (lst
of 2).
I will follow the man for a goodly air for a song for a honeynoon
S (2nd of 2), Q, !'.·

two

s

F has lines 3 & 4 cancelled [AGS].

S stanza numbered 3 ; S stanza headed '3rd' ; D stanza numbered 3 ; !'. stanza
15 (lines 57-60):
I dream - a wcman with orange bloom and the young world in her
eyes S stanza 'numbered 3.
The bloom and the blessing the wanan goes with the new world in
her eyes S '3rd'.
Bloom and the blessing the wanan goes with the new world in her
eyes Q.
Bloom and rthe1 «a» blessing the wanan goes with the new world
in her eyes [AGS] !'.·
Of colour she thieves and thieves until her merriment makes her
wise S (both stanzas) , Q, !'..
She knows no famine her heart is wealth and her patience proud and
long S (both stanzas), Q, !'.·
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The milk of her booy
cradle song g stanza
The milk of her bcxly
cradle song f '3rd',
The milk of her booy
rhaloesl «hallows»

it moves and gives and haloes [hallows] the
numbered 3.
it gives and moves and haloes [hallows] the

!2·
litl «she» gives fandl «it» rroves and
the cradle song [AGS] I· '«it»' [?].

F has 'and thieves' encircled (line 58).

I has 'rroves' encircled, and a question mark, and a question mark
at the head of the line [ACS] (line 60).

g stanza numbered 4; g stanza headed '4th' ; Q stanza numbered 4; I stanza
16 (lines 61-64):
Love is the blossom and low there canes «with» fthe1 lifting scent
of wine C stanza 4.
The fgolden lightl «lights of gold» and the orange leaf and the
calling of the kine g '4th'.
dream of sorrows and merriment 1 <<Of bells I dream and the
merriment>> and lal <<the>> horseshoe for a sign [JSN] _Q.
Of bells I dream and the merriment and the horseshoe for a sign
F.
fWithl The goc:xlly meats and the yellow mead and the lowing of the
kine C stanza 4.
The goodly meats and the honeycanb and the lifting scent of wine
c '4th'.
rThel «Of» goodly meats and the honeycanb and the lifting scent
of wine [JSN] _Q, !·
The white maids dressing the old wives' joy and the great sun on
the corn c stanza 4.
The white maids dressing the good men's mirth and the great sun
on the corn C '4th'.
Of white maids dressing and good men's mirth and the great sun on
the corn D.
Of white maids dressing «robing» and good men's mirth and the
great sun on the corn [AGS?] I·
And songs for telling of joys that must cane in when a man is born
C stanza 4.
And songs for telling of joys that roll the day that a man is born
g '4th' I _!2, I·

rr

C cancelled stanza, unnumbered; C stanza numbered 5; D stanza numbered
5'; I stanza 17 (lines 65-68):
The man he fashions his first rude hane as safe as an eagle's nest
C cancelled stanza.
The man he fashions his first new hane as strong as a[n] eagle's
nest C stanza numbered 5.
The man he has fashioned his first rude hane as strong as an eagle's
nest _!2, I·
The woman I see in her early joy with the young life on her breast
C cancelled stanza 5, C stanza numbered 5, _Q, I·
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The fhand l heart that ever can cheer and guide the small feet on
the floor C cancelled stanza.
The man and the woman who cheer and guide the small feet on the
floor C stanza numbered 5.
The man and the woman who guide and cheer the small feet on the
floor _Q, I·
It runs forever through all the world to the outcast at the door
C cancelled stanza.
They find the pity that warms and runs to the stranger at the door
C stanza numberffi 5.
They finu the pity that fills and heals the outcast at the door
C 'last line 5th verse'.
Have found the pity that bids them nm to the outcast at the door
_Q, _£:.

E second of 2 stanzas headed 'Odd verses';_£: stanza 13 (lines 49-52):
The folk I see are a forest folk and their gods go everywhere

E'.·

_£'..
They speak their rage on the rnot.mtain top they crouch !Onl
<<in>> the golden air ~·
They speak their rage on the rnot.mtain top they crouch in the golden
air F.
They have their home in the serpent's eye in the witches' wavering
tune ~. I·
The sorrows of old cane down and walk in ral «the» song for a
honeymoon ~·
<<And>> The sorrows of old come down and walk in the song for a
honeymoon [AGS] _£:.

F has 'have' encircled (line 51).
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SONG FOR A HONEYMOON [3]
'1929', 2b-4b (A0592-4) & 6b-7a (A0596) [A], draft, 12 stanzas, stanzas
3, 4 & 9 cancelled. ML MS 4937/5, 477-487 [A], fair copy, 11 stanzas,
b
a
sent with letter 16 August 1931. '1929 1 , 30 -33 (A0619-0621) [A], 9
stanzas, one cancelled and rewritten and three others rewritten. ML MS
4937/5, 499-507 (A], 5 stanzas, sent with letter 6 September 1931. ML
MS 4937/5, 575-521 [A], 2 stanzas, sent with letter 13 September 1931.
ML MS 4937/7-4, typescript [AGS], with comments. ML MS 4937/5, 543-555
[A], fair copy, 13 stanzas, sent with letter 3 November 1931. NL/\ MS
114!J/'/4(a), typescript [AG8]. ML MS 4937 /7-4, typescript [AGS], with
conments. ML MS 4937/5, 575-587 (A], fair copy, 11 stanzas, sent with
letter 30 November 1931, annotated 'Reed. 8 December, 1931 ' [AGS].
ML MS 4937/7-4, typescript [AGS], annotated '15/12/31' [AGS]. NIA MS
605/34 (L], a revised line for CP. ML MS A2305/9 (?), typescript [?],
with alteration to text for CP [RIIC].
Art in Australia 15 February 1932, p.35; CP 165.
This is a later version of a piece written c.1927, and a later version
of the poem first sent to Stei;::hens, 'Song for a honeyrroon' [2].
JSN - AGS 2 August 1931 (concerning a proposed collection and poems N
wants omitted: offers as a substitute 'a pretty long piece' which he wrote
1 4 or 5 years ago'); 10 August 1931 (will finish the verse and send);
16 August 1931 (encloses poem: says 'Of course it's all wrong, it's not
a honeym::ion song at all', and adds, 'I have been thinking of another couple
of verses for it'). AGS - JSN 18 August 1931 ( 'Honeyrroon Song is good
- we can touch it up a bit'). JSN - AGS 23 August 1931 (has written
'four fresh stanzas and altered one of the old ones', and says he will
hold them for a fortnight because he 'may be able to improve them'); 6
September 1931 ('enclosing five new stanzas', and says 'You can fit them
in where you think best', and adds, 'I could not altogether follow the
ideas you suggested'); 13 September 1931 (says 'I got your letter the
other day', and encloses two stanzas: 'one an alteration of the one you
complained about' , and the other, 'a fresh stanza for my ancestors' ) ;
3 November 1931 (sending 'Song for a honeymoon', '13 stanzas in all').
AGS - JSN 6 November 1931 (poem received: 'will work over and report').
JSN - AGS 29 Noverrber 1931 (thinks he will be able to alter verse
'tomo=ow'); 30 Noverrber 1931 (encloses poem and discusses revisions in
detail); 6 March 1932 (prompting Stei;::hens to pursue publication of the
poem).
JSN - RHC 7 Noverrber 1933, NIA MS 605 ('I have 'Honeyrroon song' in copy
of Art in Australia'); 19 Noverrber 1933, NIA MS 605/34 (says 'there were
also some printers e=ors in 'The honeyrroon song' ' , and encloses a new
line; 24 June 1934, LaT MS 8910 Box 1206/4(b) (refers to autograi;::hed copies
of CP). FN - JSN 23 July 1934, McKimrn MS 14 (concerning errors to be
corrected). JSN - JD 5 August 1934, NIA MS 1145/61 (refers to review
of CP); 27 January 1935, NIA MS 1145/64 (discusses poem in response to
Devaney's question, 'How many lines did A.G. Stei;::hens supply for your verse?').
JSN - J.K. Moir 20 August 1939, NIA MS 1145/69 (has given Frank a letter from AGS
'advising me about the writing of the 'Honeyrroon Song'').
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N sent the poem to Stephens on 16 August 1931, when he wrote 'Of course,
it's all wrong, it's not a honeymoon song at all', and added, 'I have been
thinking of another couple of verses for it, but I have not finished them
yet. If you think it worth while going on with it I can send them to you. '
(MS 4937/5, 477-487). Stephens did not care for poems concerned with the
poet's need for inspiration, as this was, and so chose to ignore N's comnent
that this was 'not a honeymoon song at all' • Instead, he interpreted the
bride and groom of the piece as the central figures and urged N to add
additional stanzas to develop this interpretation.
N agreed that this was 'the best idea', and the central figures were developed
as archetypes of the two who 'defied' the poet 'to fashion a song to carry
b
a
them out in the glow'. Additional stanzas were written ( '1929', 30 -33 )
and sent to Stephens (MS 4937 /5, 499-507 & MS 4937 /5), who then typed the
poem and returned it to N (MS 4917/7-4). However, StPphPrn:; Wi'lR st:ill very
critical of the piece: he requested further stanzas to develop the theme
and cancelled 4 of the original stanzas, and N abandoned this version, and
then rewrote the poem.
The new version (MS 4937/5, 543-555), sent to Stephens on 3 November 1931,
drops 7 stanzas from the version sent on 16 August 1931, retains 4 of the
6 additional stanza sent on 6 September 1931 and 13 September 1931, and adds
2 new stanzas. Stephens replied that he had received the poem and that he
would 'work over and report' (6 November 1931), and added suggestions to
the MS. He then typed the poem (NIA MS 1145/74(a), dropped the 2 new stanzas,
and rearranged the order of the stanzas in a text that incorporates the
suggestions which he had added to this fair copy sent on 3 November 1931.
He then retyped the poem and returned it to N, with a typed cooment (MS
4937/7-4).
N responded to these suggestions at length on 30 November 1931, when he sent
a further copy of the poem (MS 5937/5, 575-587), and justified his decisions.
He accepted some of the revisions that Stephens made, and his judgement
about the stanzas, and he made further alterations.
On this basis, the fair copy, MS 4937/5, 30 November 1931, 575-587, is taken
as the preferred text.
b b
b a
'1929' I 2 b-4 &
a 6 -7 =A·I MS 4937/5, 477-487 = B,·
'1929', 30 -33 = Ci MS 4937/5, 499-507 =Di MS 4937/5, 515-521 = Ei
MS 4937/7-4 = Fi MS 4937/5, 543-555 = Gi NIA MS 1145/74(a) = Hi
MS 4937/7-4 = Ii MS 4937/5, 575-587 = Ji MS 4937/7-4 = Ki
NIA MS 605/34 = Li MS 2305/9 = M.
Transcriptions of the letters and copies of the typescripts with
Stephens's suggestions follow the notes.
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The bells have bidden me speak my heart and the
glistening pair I know
Have both defied me to fashion a song to quicken them
into the glow
Have both defied me to beckon the words and the folly
to feed the tune
I drop to the shadows and follow a Man for a song
for a honeymoon
l-4J ~ ~' ~. !• ~' g, l l-4; ~ !• AlA, ~' C~ 1-4.
ll Here am I in a downcast rrood for the glistening pair I know~; ~·
Here am I in a downcast «thoughtful» rrood for the glistening pair
I know [AGS] E'.·
'!he bells have bidden me speak my heart 1 <<my heart uprise> > and
th'l glistening pair I know [AGS] ~·
'!he bells have bidden my heart uprise and the glistening pair I know
!!:; .!_.
2] Have both defied me to fashion a song to carry them out in the glow

r

~; ~;

E'.·

•

both defied 1 <<Together have dared>> me to fashion a song to
fcarryl «hurry» them in to the glow [AGS] ~·
Together have dared me to fashion a song to fhurry 1 «quicken» them
into the glow !!:·
Together have dared me to fashion a song to quicken them into the
glow .!_.
3] Have both defied me to find the words and how shall I find a tune
A.
Have both defied me to rattle the words and how shall I find a tune
B.
Have both defied me to rattle the words «to meet with [a] bridal
tune» and how shall I find a tune [AGS] F.
fHave both defied l «Together have dared>-;- me to beckon «ravish»
the words and the <frenzy> to feed the tune [AGS] ~·
Together have dared me to ravish1 the words and the frenzy to feed
the tune H.
Together have dared me to beckon the words and the folly to feed the
tune I.
4 I drop] I'll drop~·
4] I long for a man with a goodly air with a song for a honeynoon ~·
«And show them a man with a goo [ dly l » I long for a man with a goodly
air for a song for a honeynoon ~; E'.·

f Have

r
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The folk I see are a forest folk their gods go
everywhere
They speak their rage on the mountain top they crouch
in the golden air
Their magic lurks in the serpent's eye in the witches'
wavering tune
The devils of old come down and walk in the song for
a honeymoon
ThP. man I see is a barbarous man but newly from the

dark
His spearmen follow him blood there is wherever he
leaves his mark
He tames the leopard he leads the bull a lord that
his slaves obey
Through burning forests or roaring seas he carries
a bride away

10

§ 'a:1d verses' (2nd of 2); f K 49-52; f ~ 41-44; f
!• AIA, !:!• CP 5-8.
5 folk their gods] folk and their gods §; K; ~·
5-8] f

~

5-8;

=

6 crouch in] crouch J_onj !!_; §; ~7 J They have their home in the serpent's eye in the witches' wavering
tune §; K·
They loiter low <<Their [ ••••• ] <loves> >> in the serpent's eye
in the witches' wavering tune [AGS] G.
Their merrory lurks in the Serpent IS ~ye in the Witches 'l «fairies»
wavering tune [AGS] g.
8 The devils] The sorrows §; «And» The sorrows [AGS] K; The sorrows
~; The wizards g.
9-12] ff stanza numbered 1; "f 2 stanza numbered 1; f § 'Odd verses'
(lst of 2); f K 45-48; f ~ 5-8; f ~ 9-12; f ! 9-12; = !• AIA, !:!•
CP 9-12.
10] He tames the leop:i.rd he blinds the bull he has on his face the mark

r

f; 2·
Of every savage that raids the world he has on his face the mark
Ei F.

'He ~<spears - now - eagle plume in blood - » rscorns the lion
and blood there isl wherever he leaves his mark [AGS] ~·
His spearmen follow his eagle plume in blood he leaves his mark g.
His spearmen follow his tossing plume in blood he leaves his mark
I.
ll] Of every savage he shouts aloud a Lord and his slaves obey Ci 2··
He tames the leop:i.rd he blinds the bull a Lord landl «that-;-> his
slaves obey §.
He tames the leop:i.rd he blinds the bull a Lord that his slaves obey
F.
12] Through rroaringl <<burning>> forests or roaring seas he carries
fthel <<a>> bride away f·
12 or roaring] and roaring §i F.
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This man will have no fear of men he carries he makes
the law
I want the devil about his mouth and the ironstone
in his jaw
And under his shirt the rattle of Life shall beat
so fierce and strong
That he shall plunder the whole green Earth to help
me in a song
The man I see is a resolute man to a steadfast purpose
bound
In pain and hunger he plants the seed he furrows the
virgin ground
He will not flinch in the morning frost or fail in
the heat of noon
I'll follow this man I need this man in a song for
a honeymoon

20

13-16] f

~ 37-40; f ~ 29-32; f ~ 29-32; f § 29-32; f ~ 13-16;
f ! 13-16; = ! 13-16; = AIA 13-16; f ~ (revised line); f
f CP 13-16.

13] This man must have no fear of men nor any fear of the Law?!:

~

13-16;

~; ~;

G.

This man must have no fear of men nor any dread of the law~·
This man must have no fear of men he makes his own dread law I.
14 I want] I need ?!; ~; ~·
15 shall beat so fierce] must be so proud ?!; ~; ~; shall be so proud
~; shall beat so !proud and strl fierce [AGS] !·
15] And under his shirt rhis mutinous heartl <<the rattle of life>> shall
be so proud and strong [AGS] §.
16 That] And A; B; F.
16] That his ;ho-;:;:ld~s wide will carry
l «me» through all gateways
to a song §.
His shoulders wide will carry l <<hurry>> me through all gateways
to a Song [AGS] ~·
Wherever he rides I too shall ride for the heart-beat of a song ~
'new version'.
fThat he shall plunder the whole green Earth to help me in a songl
<<Wherever he rides I too shall ride for the heart-beat of a song>>
[RHC] ~; CP.
17-20] f § 21-24; f ~ 17-20; = !• !• AIA, ~' CP 17-20.
18 and hunger] and famine §; B·
19 in the zrorning frost or fail] latl «in» the zrorning Jcoldl «frost»
nor fail [AGS] G.
20 in a song] for a song §; H.

rhim

r
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The man he has builded his first rude home as strong
as an eagle's nest
woman
I see in her early joy with the young life
The
on her breast
The man and the woman who cheer and guide the small
feet on the floor
Have found the pity that bids them run to the outcast
at the door
Bells and the blessing the woman goes with the new
world in her eyes
The manna of love has found the Earth 'tis pouring
out of the skies
21-24] f ~unnumbered stanza, cancelled; "'/- ~ stanza numbered 5; "'/- .Q stanza
numbered 5; f E: 65-68; = ~ 33-36; = ~, I_, K, AIA 21-24;
= ~ 37-40; = CP 37-40.
21 he has builded] he has fashioned .Q; K·
21] The man he fashions his first rude home as safe as an eagle's nest
C unnumbered stanza.
The man he fashions his first new home as strong as an eagle's nest
C stanza numbered 5.
23 who cheer and guide] who guide and cheer _Q; K·
23] The fhandl heart that ever can cheer and guide the small feet on
the floor C unnumbered stanza.
24] It runs forever through all the world to the outcast at the door
C unnumbered stanza.
They find the pity that wanns and runs to the stranger at the door
C stanza numbered 5.
They find the pity that fills and heals the outcast at the door ~
'last line 5th verse'.
25-28] f ~stanza numbered 3; "'/- ~ '3rd'; "'/- _Q stanza numbered 3;
f K 57-60; t- ~ 11-20; f ~ 25-28; f I 25-28; f ~ 25-28;
= AIA 25-28; = ~ 33-36; = CP 33-36.
25 Bells and the blessing l The bloom and the blessing ~ '3rd' ; Bloem
and the blessing _Q; Bloom and rthel «a» blessing [AGS] E:: Bells
and fthel <<a>> blessing [AGS] ~; Bells and a blessing~; fBalml
<<Bells>> and a blessing [JSN] .!_; Bells and fthel <<a>> blessing [AGS]
K.
25] I dream - a woman with orange bloom and the young world in her eyes
C stanza numbered 3.
26] Of colour she thieves and thieves until her merriment makes her wise
~ stanza numbered 3; C ' 3rd' ; _Q; K.
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She knows no famine her heart is wealth and her
patience proud and strong
The faith in her body it reigns it fills and hallows
the cradle song
The marrow of Life can best be found in a
brimmed-up fighting man
Who rules a rabble who robs a thief nor cares how
a fight began
The sword he rattles he comes he owns a lord that
his slaves obey
Through swirling rivers and trackless hills he carries
a bride away

30

"27 proud and strong] proud and long_<;; (both
28) The milk of her body it moves and gives
C stanza numbered 3.
The milk of her body it gives and moves
C '3rd'; D.
The milk ~f her body rit1 «she» gives
«hallows» the cradle song [AGS] F. F
fhaloesl <<hallows>>' [AGS], and •1°andl
The milk of her body she gives it moves

stanzas); Q; f; ~; g.
and haloes the cradle song
and haloes the cradle song
landl «it» moves and ihaloes1
has 'litl «she»' and
<<it>>' [?A].
and hallows the cradle song

§; !!; l·
29-32) f ~ 21-24; f ~ 21-24; f E.: 21-24; f § 37-40; f ~ 29-32;
f ! 29-32; f ~ 29-32; = AIA 29-32; = ~ 21-24; = CP 21-24.
29 The marrow] The rattle ~; ~; The rattle <<weight>> <<pressure>>
«burden» [AGS] _£) The pressure §; The vigour !!; _!.
30 J Who laughs at the wind and the sun and the rain as only a fighter
can ~; ~Who laughs at «in» «with» the wind and the sun and the rain as
only a fighter can [AGS] E.:.
Who leads a rabble who robs a thief or falls as a fighter can §;

!!; l·
31] Who fears no devil except the fear that cowardly men conceal ~; ~;
F.
More willing is he to hate than love more eager to grip than spend
G.
More willing is he to hate than love more eager to gripe than spend
~;

l·

The sword he rattles he comes he fdonsl «owns» a lord that his
slaves obey [AGS] ~·
32] Who quarrels with Nature and knows the pride that only a man can
feel~; ~;

f.

And his back is ready to meet the stroke that a merciless Fate may
send §; !!; _!.
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The measure of Life can best be found in a woman wise
and fair
With peace and plenty about her mouth and the goodwill
in her hair
Whose eyes have courage to strive with death and a
thousand fears of old
Whose pity is clad in a radiance that a million tears
have told
Of bells I dream and the merriment and the horseshoe
for a sign
25-28; t K 25-28; t § 9-12; t ~ 33-36; t ! 33-36;
25-28; = CP 25-28.
33 The measure] The battle ~; The nJi'l.ttlel «measure» ~35] Whose eyes have courage to fight with death who will not likely yield
A; B.
Wbo;e eyes have couraqe to fight with death who will not flikelyl
<<lightly>> yield [AGS] K; §(with the alteration [JSN]).
Whose eyes have courage to fight with death who will not lightly
yield ~·
Whose eyes have courage to strive with death who will not lightly
yield !·
36 radiance that] radiance rasl «that» J.
36] Who knows the sorrows of all the race and sees them still unhealed
A.
Who knows the sorrows of all the race that never could yet be healed
33-36J

~;

t

~

= K 33-36; =

t

~

~

25-28;

K·

Whose hands have pity whose thought is clean as the dew-dance on
the field §; ~Whose hands have rpityl healing whose thought is clean as the dewdance on the field [AGS] I.
37-40] f ~stanza numbered 4; f ~ '4th'; f !2 stanza numbered 4;
f K 61-64; f § 25-28; f ~ 37-40; f ! 37-40; f ! 37-40; f AIA 37-40;
= ~ 29-32; = CP 29-32.
37] Love is the blossom and low there comes with the lifting scent of
wine C stanza numbered 4.
The r golden lights1 «lights of gold» and the orange leaf and the
calling of the kine C '4th' •
dream of sorrows ;;;-nd merrimentl «Of bells «I dream» and the
merriment>> and jal <<the>> horseshoe for a sign [JSN] _!2, with
alteration 'lal <<the>>' [?Al.
lot bells I dream and of <ancient> mirthl «I dream of mirth at an
ancient feast>> with the horse-shoe for a sign [AGS] ~·
I dream of mirth at an ancient feast with the horse-shoe for a sign

rr

I.
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40

Of the goodly meats and the honeycomb and the lifting
scent of wine
Of white maids robing and good men's mirth and the
great sun on the corn
Of songs for telling the joys that roll on the day
that a man is born
I'll borrow the prayers that good men say and the
new-born's faintest cry

30 Of the goodly] The goodly s: I 4th I 1 rThel «Of» goodly _!2;
Of goodly K·
38] The goodly meats and the yellow mead and the lowing of the kine S:
stanza numbered 4.
0£ <;ioodly meats and a honeycomb and the lilting ocent of wine .!•
39 maids robing] maids dressing _!2; maids dressing <<robing>> [?JSN] K;
maids calling ~·
39] The white maids dressing the old wives' joy and the great sun on
the corn C stanza numbered 4.
The white maids dressing the good men's mirth and the great sun on
the corn C '4th'.
39] Of white maids calling and strong men's I< songs>1 «glee» and the
great sun on the corn [AGS] g.
Of white maids singing and strong men's glee and the great sun on
the corn I.
40 roil on the day] roll the day _!2; K; roll in the day !9 roll on in
the day AIA.
40] And songs for telling of joys that must cane in when a man is born
c stanza numbered 4.
And songs for telling of joys that roll the day that a man is born
c '4th'.
Of chants for telling the joys that roll on the day when a man is
born I.
41-44] f ~ 41-44; f ~ 37-40; f K 37-40; f ~ 49-52; t g, _!, ~. AIA, ~·
CP 41-44.
41] We'll borrow the bells that good men ring and the young child's
faintest cry ~; ~·
Twe'lll «I'll» borrow the bells that good men ring and the young
child's faintest cry [AGS] K·
I'll borrow the bells that good men ring and the young child's
faintest cry ~; g.
I'll borrow the prayers that good men say and the young babe's
faintest cry _!.
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And the tremor that comes to women and men with the
sorrow to say goodbye
And thus will I say to the glistening pair I have
sought for a barbarous tune
I've been on a raid with a right red man for a song
for a honeymoon
42] And flowers we'll gather of red and green and carry them shoulder
high ~And flowers we' l 1 !Jnt"hPr nf ri pest red arnl t.;dL'£Y them shoulder hiqh
B.
And flowers lwe'lll «I'll» gather of ripest red and carry them
shoulder high [AGS] !'.·
And the quiver that comes to wanen and men at the sorrow to say goodbye
G.

And the quiver that canes to wanen and men Latj with the sorrow to
say goodbye [AGS] g.
The the tremor that canes to wanen and men with the sorrow to say
goodbye ~The tremor that canes to wanen and men with the sorrow to say goodbye
AIA;

!'.!;

CP.

43] We pray to the Sun to strike and strike that we may not live too
long ~We'll pray to the Sun to strike so hard that we may not live too
long B.
lwe'lll «I'll» pray to the Sun to strike so hard that we «I»
may not live too long [AGS] !'.·
And thus will I speak to the glistening pair I have been for a
barbarous tune G.
And thus will I speak to the glistening pair I have «sought» f[ ••••• Jl
for a barbarous tune [AGS] H.
44] That the cold may never cane up all this we need in the bridal song
~; ~-

That the cold may never cane up all this jwel «I» need in the bridal
song [AGS] !'.·
I have been on a raid with a ripe red man for a song for a honeyrroon
~;

_!!;

.!·

Discarded stanzas
~

stanza 2, ~ stanza 2, !'.
Now here is a matter
Of the steadfast eye
pain concealed ~Of the steadfast eye
concealed ~, !'.·
Now here is a matter
That will not falter
die

stanza 2 (cancelled [AGS]):
of life and death of strength that cannot yield
of the steadfast thought Jthat1 <<with>> every
of the steadfast thought with every pain
of reddest war and fierce lights in the sky
or turn aside though all that it loves should
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stanza 3, ~ stanza 3, .£: stanza 3:
Now here is a purpose grim and great for a stronger speech than mine
For bravery never came out of the mist or never was born of wine
A.
fForl «The» bravery never came out of the mist rorl «and» never
was born of wine B.
The bravery <<valour>> <<that never>> never came out of the mist and
never was born of wine F.
But the red blood moves and my speech is slow and my thoughts fade
out too soon A.
My eye::; a.r;f;:! ::;low c:UlU my ::;1,Jl:*:!cl1 i::; ::;low cu1u my t.houyhl:.s IC\uf;:! uul;. l;.f,.10
soon~; F.

~cancelled

A cancelled stanza 4:
Let all the trees of the forest come that I Il\3.Y not be afraid
May blue winds hasten and lightnings flash and the great seas give
me aid
For out the ripening «water» !camel too this restless pair have
come
But the fight of a thousand million years it shall not leave us dumb

~' ~,

& .£: stanza 5:
Oh the birds are brave 'twas they who took the cowardice out of =
The timorous shepherd listened long ere ever a song began
The birds are brave at the white of dawn they never can speak too
soon A.
The birds are brave at the white of day when their hearts come out
so soon ~; .£:·
I long for a man with a goodly heart with a song for a honeyrroon
A.
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for a honeyrroon ~; F.

A stanza 8, ~ stanza 9, .£: stanza 9:
But reason my enemy still is near he canes close to my side
He Il\3.kes a coward of every ffi3.n and a dull thing of a bride
I f he had a body and we could meet and I had the strength to draw
The mightiest sword his heart I'd cut and laugh at the f handsl
<<hounds>> of Law A.
A good blue sword his heart I'd cut and laugh at the hounds of Law
~;

.£:.

A cancelled stanza 9:
He has been far out he has baffled me to Heaven he loves to go
He puts the sawdust about the streets he turns the lights so low
And here am I with a rhyme to weave my thoughts fade out too soon
I call for aid for a
with an air for a song for a honeymoon

=
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A stanza 12, ~ stanza 11, K stanza 11:
The rran I need is a steadfast rran with a steadfast ann and eye
I will burn the pity all out of him for I dare not let him sigh ~
I«' ll» lwilll burn the Pity all out of him for I dare not let him
sigh ~I'll burn the Pity all out of him for I dare not let him sigh !'.·
And he shall carry his rage to me if my thoughts fade out too soon
I long for a man with a goodly air for a song for a honeymoon

B

& F stanza 4:
Good patriots all I love and so as a patriot I shall thieve
Of the crow's call and the swan's call and the faintest call rof
Evel <<at>> eve~Of the crow's call and the swan's call and the faintest call at eve
F.
Of happier days and the SllI!liler light I will take me a red man's
share
And I'll talk so long and often of God like an old thief at his
prayer

C stanza numbered 2 (lst of 2), f stanza numbered 2 (2nd of 2), !2 stanza
numbered 2, !'. stanza 14:
fNow here is a purpose grim andl f (lst of 2), a false start.
A clarnorous rran for the goodly meats and a clamorous rran for wine
f (lst of 2).
A clamorous man for all the meats and a clamorous man for wine
f (2nd of 2); !2; !'.·
He goes with a purpose grim and great with a stronger speech than
mine f (lst of 2).
He rides in haste to settle a feud with a surer hand than mine
f (2nd of 2).
In haste he rides to settle a feud with a surer hand than mine !2; !'.·
His saw [sword] he rattles lest any poor thought of mine should fade
too soon f (lst of 2).
And he shall chide me i f any proud thought of mine shall fail too
soon f (2nd of 2).
And he shall chide me if ever a thought of mine should fade too soon

!2; !'.·
I follow the man for a goodly air for a song for a honeyrnoon f (lst
of 2).
I will follow the man for a goodly air for a song for a honeyrnoon
C (2nd of 2); !2; K•

G stanza 4:
The LrnanJ Man I see is a ruthless man as he hurries away to war
The salt of his vanity holds him hard to the thing he is fighting
for
He gaily jokes with his enemy Death he wheels to a riotous ti:ine
I'll follow the man I need the air for a song for a honeymoon
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G stanza 12:
The LmanJ Man I see him the \redl «rude» Lrnanj Man
pitiless hunger bred
He slays whatever his eyes can find where the riddle
He snares the mother he scatters the nest he carries
home
Above the shadows he tracks the bee in the flight to

still in a
of Life is red
the wild bird
the honeycomb

JSN - AGS 16 August 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 477-487:
Dear Mr Ste.i;Xiens
I enclose the rhyme I !lEiltioned. Of course, it's all wrong, it's not
a honeymoon song at all. But it does not seem so feeble as sane of
the rest of which the Public approve.
I think the worst feature about it is that it parodies to a certain
extent the 'Petticoat green' • I have been thinking of another couple
of verses for it, but I have not finished them yet. I f you think it
worth while going on with it I can send them to you.

AGS - JSN 18 August 1931, ML MS 3354/1:
Dear Neilson
Honeyrroon song is good -- we can touch it up a bit. What you want,
you old dog, is three bottles of sound old wine under your belt -- no
thin raw new stuff - after a good dinner of beef and green; and then
you would roar up to the height of your splendid subject.
The body of what you send is all right; might cut a bit; can do with
a bit more. Suggestions on what I have After stanza 8 - This man rrust have - you have an easy continuation
to This woman rrust have - with another good stanza - only wants
thinking about and pounding out.
Similarly, after stanza eleven, The man I need, give us another
stanza for The woman I need.
Would like a stanza for the proper
joyful full-mouthed stanza: do not
side - let Gallagher go as far as
anyway. Do not let your bull turn

joys of matrimony - a lustful
be too niggling over the J;Xiysical
sturdy breasts and loving bosoms
into a cow in the city.

Would like a stanza for the children, the fruit - see the church
service to warrant you. It is a fair thing on this theme to follow
the people - the old hearty loving people, the only abiding people
- and talk of 'the procreation of children' as an honourable and
glorious hope of every valiant pair.
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We don't want a honeyrroon song manufactured with golden syrup out of
a corrmercial tin; call up your red-blooded fighting ancestors male and
female from the ancient cells in your brain and let them put the panting
bride to bed and carry the bridegroom full of meat and manhood to her
longing arms. Don't apologise for the bard and don't be ashamed of
Life.
See the pale reflection of catullus in book posted here-with - pages
45 to 55, meditate, and get sane ideas. For instance, you can bring
the spectators in - the parents, the friends of groom and bride;
tho old gaffers and ganrners, tha youths and virgins, the old Farth
herself rejoicing at this manifestation of life supreme.
You have here the idea and rrany of the bones of a glorious chant:
stiffen your back, erect your head, leap and exult once more. You are
no age at present - 59 or whatever it is is no age for a son of Nils
the Viking - let alone a child of King whoever he was or she was.
'Forward, let us do or die'.
Keep book a month -

do Annie good to read it.

JSN - AGS 23 August 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 489-495:
Dear Mr Stei;i'l.ens
I am glad that you liked the 'Honeyrroon' piece. I have written 4 fresh
verses and altered one of the old ones. I will keep them another
fortnight because I nay be able to improve them before sending them.
Thanks for the copy of the old Ronan poet. I note what you say in regard
to sending it back. I will return it within a month. Annie is always
so desperately busy on Sunday and that is the only day I see her. She
may be able to read some of the verse to me next Sunday.
My idea was that the goodly rran was a person apart from the hero (the

bridegroom) • From your letter I should say that you have put the two
into one. I really think that this is the best idea. I have followed
it out in the new verses slightly to keep the notion going. I can have
a go at this next Sunday. Without being ridiculous I am hinting that
the man is glutinous and a wine biber and has other failings. I want
him to be as unlike a YMCA official as possible. The hardest job seems
to be to write anything about the children.
I note what you say about my want of frankness. That is sanething in
It is hard to get it out. I am sorry that I cannot call
wine into my aid. If I drank a couple of glasses of wine in the evening
I would be awake all night. My stomach is really only fit for a Sunday
school teacher. It behaved very badly all last year. I have been
dieting since then, I have got on very well. I have gained about 16
lb. For breakfast I have rrostly bread and milk. It is rather poor
tucker for the descendant of a Viking. But I am feeling very well.
I will be able to do sane writing this Spring.
my nature.
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JSN - AGS 6 September 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 499-507:
Dear Mr SteJ;hens
I am enclosing 5 new stanzas, You can fit them in where you think best.
I have a feeling that some of the other verses should be altered but
perhaps it is better to wait till you return the lot typed. Of course
you may be able to cut one or two verses out with advantage to the piece.
I would like to see it all before you send it anywhere. That is if
you think of sending it to 'Aussie' or elsewhere. I could not altogether
follow the inPnR yr:i11 RlUJ<JPRf-P<1, T m111c1 not manage the weddinq festival
or the bridal chamber picturca.
Annie has been so frightfully busy today that we could not tackle the
old Roman poet. Next Sunday we ma.y be able to open the book and I will
send it back the day after. It is really no use sending me a book at
all. Some of my friends send me books at times. I acknowledge their
kindness, but I sometimes have to corrnnit perjury when sending my thanks.
I have started a couple of fresh pieces which I hope to be able to finish
before Xrras.

JSN - AGS 13 September 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 515-521:
Dear Mr SteJ;hens
I got your letter the other day. I am sending you two verses. One
an alteration of the one you complained about. I am making the line
finish with mark this time. The other is a fresh stanza for my
ancestors. I understand that those old fellows prowled about in the
forest a good deal and of course were very superstitious. I am returning
'Catullus' tomorrow (by registered post). I am sorry to say that Annie
was only able to read one or two poems. She is really too busy on Sunday
to do these letters for me.
Mick my youngest neJ;hew who is eleven
praise of a lady and in the other the
that her lover was going away chasing
interesting age when football appeals

read
lady
wild
much

out two poems. One was in
seemed to be complaining
boars. Mick is at that
more to him than Roman poets.

I am very ignorant myself about these old fellows. Did any of the Ranan
or Greek poets write in rhyme, or did it cane in later with the French.
The ancients had a delightful frankness. Rabelais seems to put me in
mind of them.
There are so many things that we cannot say nowadays. I often wonder
what is the cause. Is it John Knox, Calvin or John Wesley that is to
blame. Perhaps C H Spurgeon had something to do with it, or was it
perhaps RD Sankey. It is a serious matter and writing men cannot ignore
it. Australians in general are not very careful about their speech,
but we can remember the time when Marshall Hall was spitefully dealt
with.
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JSN - AGS 3 November 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 543-55:
Dear Mr Stepi.ens
I am sending 'Song for a honeyrroon' 13 stanzas in all. There are two
new stanzas [and] with the exception of one all the others have been
altered a good deal. I had some difficulty in placing the verses, so
as to avoid the rhyme ending with honeyrroon occurring in stanzas
following each other. I have got the man in 6 stanzas and the wanan
only in two. I find it much easier to write about the man than about
the wanan and the wedding. But after all the man is the p=oon I am
after to get the song fran.
I think it really requires two more verses for the wcman - one for
her vanity and one for her self-sacrifice. But I don't feel equal to
the job, and besides, the piece is getting too long. You may be able
to place sane of the verses lJetLeL than I have. You will notice that
I have started with the man as a barbarian, then a soldier off to battle
- then a corn grower. The next two verses seem to be glorifying him
as a fighting man. Then in the last verse we see him again as a hunter,
very primitive indeed. This all appears a bit mixed, but I found it
difficult to do otherwise. In one verse there is a reference to the
savage as a stoic. There is 'merciless Fate' in it. I was not too
sure about this verse but it may pass muster.
I am returning the marked copy.
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Th. measure of life can best be found in a >iome.n, ise nd fair,
--·ith peace and plenty about her mouth c.nd the cood·.-;ill in her hair;
·nose eyes have courage to strive with death, .-h .:ill not lightly yic:l.J. · ·:.?.AK
nose hands have ~ healing; y;hose thought is clea
e ew- a Ct on~ tIDID
/0
the fielJ.
I dream of Plirth _,t an ~·ncient feast, ·;·ith the horse-shoe for a sign;
Of e;oocily meats and c.·. honeycomb, a.nd the lilting scent of wine;
· f .vhi te ma.ids singing, =·nd strong men's glee, end the great sun on the corn;
Cf clj.;:i_nto fhr telling th7 Joys that roll on the day when a man is born.

1

I 'lll borrow the prayers that good men say, e.nd the young babe's faintest c1·y,
..'\.nd the tremor th.1t comes to women and men .ith the . orrow to say good-bye;
·:
And thus ·.;ill I say to the glistening pair: •I have sought for c- ba.rbarous tune
r halDe been on :.~ ri- id. i th a ripe, red man for a song for a honey moon.,,.
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1.°'t'Ct!t .~ s good as I c~·n do--dill subj evt to amtterment.
::xecution not up to conception; but I would not worry it farther suve
·.:here marked. There~.i re good lines and stanzas-- .nd ? a briclegroom
? shc:u1'ld suggest Ned VKelly ?
The order f stanzas is about tho best; it vias _.ll rsaher"mixed; ith too
"t"ny rl'iieti tions of ·.vords such P.B "bells" "proud" "famine," :But you JW:;..Y think
r,f better words than mim~ •

1.

I

'
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JSN - AGS 30 November 1931, ML MS 4937/5, 575-587:
Dear Mr Stephens
Re corrections.

I think it is simplest to deal with each stanza.

I think you have got No 1 and 2 pretty decent.
You have improved 2 a great deal.
In No 3 I have altered the 2nd line. I think 'spearmen follow his
tossing plumes' is not quite primitive enough.
In stanza 4 I don't like the word dread near the close of the first
line. The law he carries is of course his sword or spear.

I think stanza 6 is about the same as I wrote it.
Stanza 7.
I have altered the last line of the stanza.
this.

You marked

Stanza 8, You have also marked this and I have altered the stanza
considerably. I have p.it in 'marrow' instead of 'vigour' of life.
Vigour sounds well enough, but it does not seem co=ect to me. I think
'challenge' would be better.
Stanza 9 also marked by you.
was weak.

I have altered the line that you thought

Stanza 10. This seems to be the only stanza over which we might have
an argument. I can see that you are striving for clearness. That is
of course important, but I think this stanza as I originally sent it
was not really vague. I don't like the words ancient feast in the first
line. They seem to spoil the music. I think the feast could be
understood. I meant Annie to write 'lifting' scent of wine, but she
may have written 'lilting' as you have it. I thought of this word too,
but I like 'lifting' best. I think the scent of wine does give one
a sense of being lifted up in the air.
You will notice that I have altered the word 'strong' to 'good' and
'chant' to 'song' also 'robing' instead of 'singing' • I think that
'singing' and 'strong' jar a little where they are. You have in times
past pointed out the importance of having the vowel sounds right. I
can't always give very good reasons for my preference but I have repeated
all these lines over dozens of times. I am more likely to be right
in the sound than in the sense. Of course I am handicapped in one way,
that I have never read the lines myself.
Stanza 11. 'lWo very slight alterations. I thought 'new-bom' sounded
better than 'babe'. In the last line Annie may have written 'ripe'
but I think 'right' is better.
To an outsider it might seem that we are fussing over very little but
I remember how we altered and re-altered the 'Irish Welcane' and I think
it was worth while. It seems to suit very much the people who don't
pretend to be Highbrows.
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Dec[ember] lst
I don't know that I have !!Ulch to add. The stanza 10 is about the same
as when I last sent it. I f you do not like it that way and you are
not thinking of sending the piece anywhere for Xmas, you might send
it back and I will try to rewrite it. As it is I think it is better
than some of the other verses.
The one about the savage hunter was perhaps too bloodthirsty, but the
one about the fighting rran hurrying off to ~ I liked. The salt of
his vanity holds hard to tJ1f! 1:11 i ny hP. ii; fil)hting for I was rather proud
of. It is perhapo a wmlmess in me to want to make fun of wa=iors.
It is some kink or want of training. Anyhow I suppose the piece is
long enough.

P.S. You said something about going on with the book. I take it that
you mean a collection of the two published books. Do you think there
is any chance of a subscription edition in Sydney.

JSN - JD 27 January 1935, NIA MS 1145/64:
[In response to a question from Devaney:
supply for your verse?'].

'How rrany lines did A.G. Stephens

We wrote to each other a good deal over 'Song for a honeym::x:m' • I owe
A.G. a great lot in this piece. At first it was very slow and I had to
cut out a good many verses on his advice. I don't suppose there are
more than two or three lines of his in it, but the value of his advice
made the piece.
Editor's note: There are no full lines of Stephens's in the final fair copy, but
there are several words and phrases.
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SONGS CAN BE THOUGHT OF
'1929', 29b (A0618) [A], fair draft.

Songs can be thought of and yet it is theirs to evade
They are but shadows of shadows they are as people afraid
They go down daily and nightly to places where fairies
belong
A man may have bright P.yP.s hnt no one could follow a
song
They on the ground will be creeping slowly where swine
see the wind
They will be taking the hearts of the children that having
not sinned
Do perceive quickly all life at the glow
Songs are but shadows and shadows that die as they go

STEPHEN FOSTER
'1929 1 , Sa-6a (AOS94-S) [A], grafts, with 2 stanzas numbered 1 & 2 at Sa,
3 stanzas numbered 1 & 2 at S (with stanza 2 cancelled and rewritten), and
an unnumbered stanza [1] at 6a.
CP 149.
AGS 22 December 1929 (has been 'trying to write sane lines about stephen
Foster' , and conments on Foster) • JSN - RHC 7 December 1933, NLA MS 60S
(encloses 'a little piece' on Stephen Foster, and ccmnents on Foster).

JSN -

In the absence of a fair draft or fair copy CP is taken as the preferred
text.
'1929 1 , Sa= A; '1929', Sb= B; '1929', 6a =C.

Who was the man he was not great or wise
He lived in sore distress
Always he went with pity in the eyes
For burnt-out Happiness
1 great] rich I::; ~; strong _g.
2] He lived with old Distress A.
He walked with old 1 <<went out in>> distress B.
As one who canes to bless c.
3 he went] he fturned 1 «came» B.
3] Always he went with sorrow to the eyes !::·
4 For] To ~; _g.
4] Of IHappinessl home-born Happiness!::·

r
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He who was poor had melodies of gold
He had the rude man's Art
No one can now deny him he could hold
The quick roads to the heart
5] He was so poor he found rich melodies .?!·
'Twas to the poor he gave deep melodies ~ (cancelled stanza) •
Love was upon him in grave melodies ~6] He knew no painted Art.?!; !! (cancelled stanza).
That will not nehl depart ~7 J He was courageous surely he could seize .?!·
rcouldl Who could deny him he would quickly seize ~ (cancelled stanza).
Who could deny him. He did quickly seize ~8 quick roads] quick road.?!; high road~ (cancelled stanza); clean road B.

THE STOLEN LAMENT
'1927'A, 13b-18a (A0545-9) [JSN], draft, 12 stanzas, two stanzas cancelled,
with sane unnumbered stanzas and with extensive renumbering. ML MS 4937/5,
30 September 1928, 285-293, fair =PY [A], with comments [AGS].
CP 150. MS MS 3354/3-5 is a newspaper cutting headed 'Various Verse: a little
anthology of John Shaw Neilson', which prints 'The stolen lament', 'Heart
of Spring', 'Song be delicate', and 'The Irish welcane'. The cutting has
an advertisement with a Melbourne address at the bottom and no other details.
The text is identical in every respect to the CP text.
JSN - AGS 30 September 1928 (discusses inspiration for the poem - an article
about Irish music). JSN - RHC 20 November 1933, NIA MS 605 (encloses poem
and canments: adds, 'I think that [it J is about seven hundred years ago that
the Irish were having a very rough time at the hands of the British').
Stephens was very critical of the poem, which he said was 'Right in essence
- wrong in treatment' , and said 'I can do nothing with this - still-bom' ) •
N abandoned the piece, and then re-wrote it for CP, drawing on the first
drafts. The CP text is superior to the fair =PY and is taken as the
preferred t~·a
'1927'A, 13 -18 = A; MS 4937/5, 285-293 = B.

It has the seal of sorrow it was born
In lamentation where sweet women died
And the red smoke came out upon the corn
1-3] 'I .?! stanza l; 'I ~ stanza 1.
l] can it be less than holy it was bom A.
2] On the red season where sweet women died B.
3] And the hot snoke ran over all the com A.
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Leave it in pity it is sealed of woe
Lest you should hear the hisses of the Dead
Of Ireland seven hundred years ago
Beauty of light is on it scent of dew
That once in Heaven was the bud that came
On trees of happiness that never grew
Beauty it has that never came by words
The lordly evidence of Summertime
And the deep adoration of the birds
It has been lifted on rebellions red
But listening in the calm we know that night
Is but a generous playtime for the Dead
~-

-x-

Its wealth of tears is not for you to know
Lest you should hear the hisses of the Dead
Of Ireland seven hundred years ago
4-6] "f ~ Stanza 2 I renumbered 3 ; "f ~ Stanza renumbered J5 l r61 r4 i 3; "f ~
stanza 2.
4] Itfsl fwealth of tears is natl <<is too deep too <clean> for you>> for
you to know~ r21 3.
Leave it in pity it is sealed with woe ~ 151 f61141 3.
Leave it in pity falling even so ~·
6 Of Ireland] rFromi <<Of>> Ireland~ r2l 3.
7-9] "f ~stanza numbered Ill f2l 4; ~ 0.
8] IAndl «That» once litl in Heaven was and buds that came~·
10-12] "f ~ an unnumbered stanza; "f ~ stanza 3.
10 came by] came ronl «by» A.
11 lordly] dancing ~·
12 deep] white ~; first ~·
13-15] "f ~ an unnumbered stanza; "f ~ stanza 4.
13] Yet fit has l «there is» calm that tells us « Jthatl » fbeyondl «here
that>> the Night~·
Never shall it to Insolence succumb B.
15] It is the halt for crying to the Dead~-

Discarded stanzas
A cancelled stanza numbered 3 & ~stanza numbered 3 141:
It has been soiled by robbers but the wail of a lost mother
[Hovers upon1·<<still>> it hungers till the blood
It has been soiled by robbers idle words
Traders make use of have been «called» to it
JAndlrButl <<This that had all the>> it was with Jblessingl of the birds
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A cancelled stanza numbered 6:
Beauty of Light is on it hours of dew
Let not the petty words deceive your heart
This that was stolen cuts the robber too
A stanza numbered 1 5:
Sharp red the sorrow is thine land thel <<with his >> lies
Of blackness <<In his old>> ffaill wavers here is Pain
Desperate with happiness upon the eyes
~

two stanzas under heading 'OOd verse[s]':
Leave it in Pity this ye may not sinq
Sorrow on sorrow naked as a prayer
On the green world it saw the cruel thing
Time will not soothe <<it>> with his rrany Lies
Pain jis uponl <<shall not leave>> it that shrill Emperor
Conquers all happiness upon the eyes

B stanzas 5 & 6:
In the ccmpassion that despises Art
'Tis for the bleeding wcmen and the men
Whitening with all the arrows at the heart
Leave it in pity falling failing so
Can you not hear the hisses of the Dead
Of Ireland seven hundred years ago

Stephens's comments at the bottom of the fair copy read:
Right in essence - wrong in treatment. You might re-write when you
have more force energy in your brain. I can do nothing with this still-born. Sane good lines. Leans on title. It - it - it. Blow
Ireland 700 years ago unless you can turn it to use for Australia today.
?Give it to Advocate with an explanatory note [as N suggested] - I
would not. 6 = half a dozen. The Irish probably played English
tunes from Q Elizabeth onward - or earlier as well. Question wants
more nn.isical learning than I have handy.
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THE STORY OF A MULBERRY [1]
b

'1929', 9 -11

The
How
The
For

b

(A0598-0691) [A], fair draft.

stranger came to the quiet town
goodly was the air
birds lived out their happiness
many trees were there

They said he has no thing to 8ell
And little does he buy
And soon they fell to gossiping
The stranger comes to die
10

His face was nf t.hP. hP.avier sort
That well becomes a man
Oft at his side a woman walked
And the young children ran
The gossips said how strange a man
He loves not flower or tree
And more than once we saw him shake
When he passed the mulberry

20

And so would spread the gossiping
He does not come to buy
But a bandage is about his mouth
He only longs to die
They said he is not old or weak
Though the grey is in his hair
He does not love our old gardens
For mulberries are there

*

*

*

Into the little mulberry town
One day Mill Fallon came
Grey was her head and all her dress
She was a bitter dame
30

She was so great
To all who lived
They say she has
She has not come

a mystery
near by
but come to hate
to die

On the second night of the white moon
She crept out wearily
With none to hear her bitterness
But a tall dark mulberry
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40

Unto that lofty tree she spoke
It shut out air and sky
She said my God is good I knew
That I should see him die
'Twas long ago in the little town
'Twas twenty years or more
I will tell no one but a mulberry
Because my heart is sore
All foolishness that men will talk
All these he promised me
It was an oath to God he took
Beneath the mulberry

50

T wRit.P.n long 'tis an old tale
How soon his heart was cold
His eyes went quick to a rich woman
While I had grown old
'Twas last week that I heard and now
His mouth is wrapped I know
My God is good and I have come
To see a mulberry grow

60

'Twas yesterday I passed them by
They took no thought of me
The rich wife and the two children
All decked out prettily
His mouth was wrapped and well I know
What God had put below
I may be mad but I have come
To see the mulberry grow

61 I know] I Lknewj MS.
64 grow] go MS.
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THE STORY OF A MULBERRY [2]
'1934', 9a-lla (A0698-0700) [A], fair draft.

Her eyes gave witness that her life was hard
Shrill was the voice she said an axe for me
Do you not see it growing in the yard
The young maid saw the eyes and with a stare
Said 'tis the yard that they have put us in
It is your mind no tree is growing there
The other said 1 tis you are mad not I
See how the tree begins to grow and grow
It will be scrambling out unto the sky
10

The young maid said I am not mad I know
I have been put in prison God did speak
All that I did God told me it ls su
Two years ago I heard the thunder roll
After the thunder God spoke soft and low
Kill him he said and you will save his soul
What could I do when God spoke so to me
Long I delayed then in a prayer I went
Softly and found a razor silently

20

Then at the midnight to his room I crept
I did not tremble God was with me there
Under his chin I slew him as he slept
Then said the elder maid for such as you
God may have pity him I have not seen
I have seen God an awful murder do
Listen she said your eyes they cannot see
Is there no axe why do you stare and stare
We will be overshadowed by that tree

30

It is no tree of Love it is of blue
It has defeated Love it is of God
I have seen God a desperate murder do
Oh Love oh Love find me a place for Love
It that can hold the eagle in the air
It can command the tiger and the dove

10
14
29
31

young maid said] young fonel «rnaid» said MS.
sp::ike soft and] sp::ike «soft» and MS.
It has defeated] It risl <<has>> defeated MS.
place for Love] place ltol <<for>> love MS.
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It is so wrapped in scarlet fed with gold
Born in amazement 'tis no happiness
But a young fever quick'ning then the cold
He who was snared he was my love 'twas she
With the big eyes the thin lips she took
All that was man and God and man for me
40

Then did I pray what else could woman do
By night hy nay hut T .saw nA11e;ht nf Gnrl
Never one moment in the black or blue

*

The years came by long years and all were grey
Twice seven years I worked down in the gloom
And every day was an unholy day
All trees were dead there was no sweetness there
Cattle and cattle little else I saw
Of bitterness I had the good round share
50

My bread was such that I myself did bake
My meat the flesh of swine until I said
Father no more no more for Jesus' sake
My father he was angered as a man
Full of long prayers he shook me hard and said
Girl you can starve or eat as best you can
Father I said the swine they all have sinned
God has so told me 1 tis for that that they
They and no other ever see the wind

60

Have I not known how on windy days
Looking along the ground they windward go
And in their eyes there is the sullen blaze
Last month I ate the sow's flesh there has hung
Since then about me evil things and thoughts
She the white sow the sow that ate her young

36 fever quick'ning] fever fsickeningl quickning MS.
40 'Ihen] rWhenl «'Ihen» MS.
41 naught] fnotl «naught» MS.
58 known how on] known «how» on MS.
59-60] Looking along the ground// they windward go
'Ihey cannot tell rbutl «And» in their eyes MS.
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THE STRAWBERRY SELLER
1 1934', 22a-22b (A0711-2) [L], draft, with stanza 5 unfinished and cancelled
and stanzas 6 & 7 renumbered 5 & 6. This is a second version of 'The
strawberry wanan' , q. v.

Softly she says the highway is my mart
Love do I sell I sell the lover's heart
Cars by the thousanrls pass the mountain way
Then slowly she says it is the holy day
It is a day to love and not to sigh
Here there is love 'tis in the heart you buy
Grey is her head 'tis white for one so young
She has the eyes that no one yet has sung
Strawberries I sell cool strawberries she cries
Sweet hearts I give you for the lips and eyes
Sweethearts she says the highway is my mart
Love do I give the strawberry is a heart
6] Here <<there>> is love rit isl <<'tis>> in the heart you buy MS.
10] Sweethearts I give you for <<the>> lips and eyes MS.

Discarded
Cancelled
Eyes
Pass

stanza
stanza 5:
that despair not when the good and fair
to the shadow [unfinished]

THE STRAWBERRY WOMAN
'1934', 7a-7b (A0696-7) [A], fair draft.

She has the woman's art
'Tis on the mountain way
She says I sell a heart
And 1 tis a holy day
All Love she says is shy
Here at my mountain mart
Come buy and buy and buy
You buy the lover's heart
4] And f itl is a holy day MS.
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10

Oh sweethearts all she cries
No foolish questioning make
It should be paradise
This lover's heart to take
To every youth and maid
She says will ye depart
Be now no more afraid
Each body is a heart
·U·

20

Will they in days to come
Uncomforted and cold
Weary and lame and dumb
Remember what she told
Thin she is thin she cries
Here on the mountain way
Love it is love who buys
And 'tis a holy day

24] And fit isl «'tis» a holy dayfsl MS.

SUNDAY EVENING
'1929', 7b-8a (~·0597)
[A], dra ft"b 6 ~t anzas, wi'th s t anza 4 cancelled , ent'tled
,,.
i
'On Sunday evening'. '1935', 18 -19 (A0760) [A], draft, 6 stanzas, with
stanza 4 cancelled and rewritten, entitled 'On Sunday evening'. '1936',
lla (A0779) [L], draft, 4 stanzas, nurnbe~ed 1-3 & 5, with numbering for stanza
4 and space left, entitled 'On Sunday evening'; 13a-13b (A0781-2) [L], fair
draft, 4 stanzas, entitled 'On Sunday evening'; 16a (A0785) [A], fair draft,
4 stanzas, entitled 'Sunday evening'. NLA MS 1145/35(C), typescript [JD],
annotated [JD] & [L], entitled 'On Sunday evening'. NLA MS 1145/67,
corrections to typescript for BI (with letter JSN - JD 3 May 1936).
Sydney Morning Herald 19 March 1938; BI 32.
JD - JSN 17 April 1936, McKimm MS ('I think 'Sunday Evening' a better title for

this than 'On Sunday Evening''). JSN - JD 3 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (corrections
to typescript for BI); 10 April 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (in a list of 7 unpublished
pieces to be considered for entry in a competition); 18 April 1938, NLA MS 1145/68
(received cheque for poem from Sydney Morning Herald).
The first draft of the poem was probably written in early 1930, and then
abandoned, and N returned to it sometime in 1935 when he wanted poems for
BI. The typescript, NLA MS 1145/35(C), is the preferred text. N's
corrections are incorporated and a typographical error is corrected.
b a
b
a
a
1929', 7 -8 =A; 1 1935', 18 -19 = B; 1 1936', 11 = C;
'1936 1 , 13a-13b = D; '1936', 16a= E; MS 1145/35(C) =F.

1
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Homeward still homeward
The calm folk ride
And the unsoiled children
In dreams abide
Homeward still homeward
Fond arms display
Flowers and calm children 'tis
A holy day
10

The love will uphold them
Softly they bear
Green leaves and children with
The falling hair
As stars on the darkness
Console the eye
So do the deep children
Speak down the sky

20
Title]

As flowers at the nightfall
Give silence fair
So give the white children
With falling hair
!: has the question, 'Would the word 'On' be better omitted

in the
title?' [JD], and N's response, 'Yes, I think you are right. Let
it go as 'Sunday evening'.'
1-4] A new stanza in F.
5-8] f ~ stanza 6; f ~ stanza 5; f f stanza 5; f £ stanza l; = E stanza 1.
5] Eastward and westward ~; ~; f·
6 Fond] Loud F.
6] Fond eyes display ~; The folk display £·
7] Flowers and calm children ~; ~; f; The flowers and calm children £.
8] 'Tis a holy day ~; ~; £; 'Tis the Holy day f.
9-12] f £ stanza 2; = ~ stanza 2.
9] Haneward still homeward D.
10] Proudly they bear £·
11] Green leaves and Ithe1 calm children D.
12 hair] air~ (corrected JSN - JD 3 May 1936).
12] With the falling hair £.
13-16] f ~ stanza 3.
15 deep] sweet ~16 Bring] Speak !: (corrected JSN - JD 3 May 1936).
17-20] f ~stanza 4.
17 at] on SMH.
19 white] deep ~20 hair] air K (corrected JSN - JD 3 May 1936).
20] IThel <<With>> falling hair~-
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Discarded stanzas
~'

~'

B, & f stanza 1:
A day of sweet living
Hearts can abide
Oh the black noise of selling
The great God of selling ~·
The grey God of selling f ·
Is now denied

~·

B & C stilllzu 2 & D stilllza 3:

Long laws and old laws ~; ~; C.
Old laws and hard laws D.
Hearts disobey
The flowers are not silent A.
Love is in silence in B.
Love is in silence on c.
The white ones dream on in D.
1
Tis a holy day ~·
The holy day ~; ~This Holy day f.
A cancelled stanza 4:
rTheir arms do encircle
Great leaves that play
A deep song for children
'Tis a holy dayl
A stanza 5:
Hands do not tremble
At one thought of sorrcm
The children go down into
The roads of tomorrow
B cancelled stanza 4 & B stanza 4:
!The eyelids would carry us
The long miles away
We weaken in silence of
The holy dayl
Their eyelids would lift us
Where feet cannot climb
We weaken in silence of
This holy time
D stanza
The
The
The
The

4:
white ones they have not
need of prayer
night is made holy with
falling hair
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JSN - JD 3 May 1936:
[A postscript]
One thing I forgot 4th line of 4th stanza in 'Sunday evening'. You
have 'Speak down the sky'. I dictated 'Bring down the sky' to Lisette.
If you think 'Speak' is better than 'bring' I suggest that you put 1 calm 1
instead of 'deep' in the 3rd line. The two words have the same sound
and jar a little.
In list of corrections:
F011rth 1 inP in 1r<'l stanza and 4th line in last stanza have 'air' instead
of 'hair'. Lisette says she wrote 'air', so that accounts for it.

TAKE DOWN THE FIDDLE KARL
b b
'1940', 4 -5 (A0820) [L], fair draft.

Men openly call you the enemy call you the swine
Not all they say to you ever can make you a foeman of
mine
The rain has come over the mountain the gullies have
faded away
Take down the fiddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
The work is all done for the day

10

The ganger sits down in the bar-room with money to spend
And many will laugh at his loudness and many will hail
him as friend
How strong the mist settles it sinks in the souls of
us all
Take down the fiddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
That hangs on the peg on the wall
We are tired of the jack-hammer's clatter the rattle
of stone
The many who boast of their travels the many who moan
We are tired of the spoil and the spoilers the lifting
of clay
Take down the fiddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
The work is all over today

20

Your fiddle will show me your fathers the hunt of the
boar
How dark were the forests but fairies were seen at the
door
And in the old chapels your fathers bare-headed they
came into pray
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Take down the fiddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
The work is all over today

30

The fiddle is old but the things it is saying will ever
be young
It goes out and tries to be saying what cannot be sung
The speech that you have Karl it means nothing at all
Take down the fiddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
That hangs on the peg on the wall
The fiddle can give to us more than the drinking of wine
It brings up a world of good fellows to your eyes and
mine
The ganger poor man is misguided his world is so grey
Take down Lhe £lddle Karl
The little old impudent fiddle
The work is all done for the day

TELL SUMMER THAT I DIED
'1940', lOa (A0825) [L], fair draft.

When he was old and thin
And knew not night or day
He would sit up to say
Something of fire within
How woefully his chin
Moved slowly as he tried
Some lusty word to say
Tell Summer that I died
When gladness sweeps the land
And to the white sky
Cool butterflies go by
And sheep in shadow stand
When love the old command
Turns every hate aside
In the unstinted days
Tell Summer that I died
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THE THEME ETERNAL
'1934 1 , 37a-37b (A0726-7) [L], fair draft, 4 stanzas, with a revised final
line, entitled 'The eternal theme', title cancelled, and retitled 'The theme
I
b
a
eternal'. '1935', 20 -21 (A0762) [A], draft, 3 stanzas, entitled 'To a fellow
rhymer'; 22b-23a (A0764) [L], fair draft, 3 stanzas, entitled 'The eternal
sub"ject'; 23b-24iJ. (A0765) [A], fair draft, 4 :::Jtd.Il~d:::J, eHLlLletl 'The eternal
subject 1 • NLA MS 1145/67 [L], a revised line. NLA MS 1145/::l'.3, typescript
[JD], annotated. NU\ M.S 1J45/3'l [T,], 1 NPw t.hin'l stanza' [revised stanza 21,
and a revised line.
BI 11.
JSN - JD 3 September 1935, NIA MS 1145/67, (a revised final line, enclosed
with alterations to other poems). JSN - JD 20 January 1936, NLA MS 1145/33
(is 'returning all the typed stuff except 'The theme eternal' ) • JSN - JD
27 January 1936, NLA MS 1145/63 (enclosing 'a fresh final line', and 'a new
third stanza' [attached to JSN - JD 20 January 1936] ) • JSN - JD 26 April
1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (enclosing the typed copy [attached to JSN - JD 20 January
1936]). JSN - JD 30 April 1936, NLA MS 1145/65 (asking JD to return the typed
copy, which JD told him to keep). JSN - JD 3 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/67
(corrections to typescript for BI: 'Theme eternal. Correct. You have it
in hand.'). JSN - JD 5 September 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (in response to a
question from JD, suggests this may be suitable to send to the 'Wcmen's
papers'). JSN - JD 14 November 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (this is one of three
poems JD has picked to enter in a competition: N says it is the 'rrost even',
but 'rather trifling').
N kept the typed copy of the poem because 'The young lady who paints so much
wishes to have a look at it' (JSN - JD 20 January 1936), and then revised
the 3rd stanza because it was ambiguous: 'the chap who first noticed the young
lady painting told her that the inference in my verse was that she painted
her eyelids. As she has very nice eyelids which don't need paint at all she
was somewhat indignant. ' (JSN - JD 27 January 1936).
The MSS are all part of the one impulse of composition, and the typescript,
NLA MS 1145/33, is therefore taken as the preferred text, and the revised
stanza incorporated.
b
a
b
a
b
a
'1935', 20a-2lb =A; '1935', 22 -23 = B; 1 1935 1 , 23 -24 = C;
'1934', 37 -37 = D; MS 1145/67 = E; MS 1145/33
F;
MS 1145/33 ('correction') =G.
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(Replying to a fellow rhymer who complains that a beautiful young girl
is using cosmetics)

Great is the theme good brother you have chosen
Sweet is the maid as the impetuous Spring
Beauty she craves without it all is frozen
Love could not breathe in each beloved thing
Had she no paint no art with cool precision
Still would her eyelids like moonliiht AAAm
Still would she come with gladness to our vision
Always an angel hastening in a dream
Song she has found the song of the green season
And the last tremors of the violin
Who can resist her she outgenerals reason
Great is the calm irreverence of her chin
Gloss]

In reply to a fellow rhymer who complains that a beautiful young
girl is using cosmetics !?.i added at bottom of page [JD] K·
1-4] f ~' ~' f 1-4i = Q, BI 1-4.
1] Brother no fitter fthingl <<theme>> you could have chosen A.
Great is the theme no greater could be chosen ~·
Great is the theme oh brother you have chosen f ·
2] sweet is that maiden as a glimpse of Spring ~·
3] A life without beauty would be sanething frozen A.
4 breathe in] live in ~i breathe on f·
5-8] f ~, ~. f, Q. K1 BI 5-8.
5] Beauty she seeks with a serene persistence ~·
Deftly she paints with her serene precision !?.·
Surely she paints and with serene precision f ·
Truly she paints and with serene precision Qi Ki BI.
6] Softly her velvet eyelids seek the moon ~·
Velvet her eyelids are as the faint moon B.
fvelvet her eyelids seem as the faintl
Velvet her eyelids as the moon would seem f·
Velvet her eyelids as the moon would seem Qi Ki BI.
7 our vision] rthel «our» vision G.
7] LAsJ And her dark eyes proclaim the soul's existence~·
Is she not fair nay more she is a vision ~·
Always an angel always in our vision f i Qi Ki BI.
8] Gazing each morning at the far off moon ~·
Haunting us ever as a fragrant tune ~·
Lightly she walks as someone in a dream f.
Drifting divinely onward in a dream Q; f; BI.
9-12] ff; = Q 9-12; = BI 9-12.
9] Music she has caught up in the green Season f·
10] She has all tremors of a violin c.
12] Where is the contest that she would not win C.
~ ~i
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Eve is upon her each day of the seven
Eve with the urge that none may understand
Beauty she craves all beauty under heaven
Old as the thirst of summer on the land
13-16] f ~ 9-12; f ~ 9-12; f £ 13-16; f Q 13-16; = BI 13-16.
13] rShe she willl ~a false start.
Still would she paint though she were seven times seven ~
Still would she smile though she were seven times seven ~
Mystic she is in each day ot the seven ~14] She who like Summer sweetens all the land ~
Still would she cast a gladness o'er the land ~
JFair as a rosebud sweel
She is a rosebud whispering o'er the land f·
15 l Let us applaud all beauty under Ht>..nv""n ~; ~; c.
16] Let us - ah yes - Your wife I understand ~
Oh - but your wife - ah yes I understand~; f·
She has the only magic in the land Q.
She is the source of mischief in the land Q, a revised line following
line 16.
Old as the thirst of SUI!IIler on the land ~; G.

THESE MEN WHO PLAY
'1939', llb-12a (A0809) [A], fair draft.

Where have they been perhaps 'twas in the trees
Going with God with honey for the bees
Why make they merriment of all our sins
These men who play the unfed violins
When they would fall 'tis then they start to climb
At the first halting of the Summertime
With wood so weak and hapless hair and string
Gravely they give commandments to the Spring
They walk with weariness the ale and wine
Falter and will not make their eyes to shine
These who are never holy tell the pure
Always and always pity is the cure
Because of them our journey is delayed
Listening with them our hearts have been afraid
4 play] playrea l MS.
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Why make they merriment of all our sins
These men who play the unfed violins
Hunger there is upon them as they cry
Dead men are with them of the years gone by
16] j Famine is with them still they 1
These men who play the unfed violins MS.

~

'Those who have loved him those who have hated'

'1936', 21a (A0790) [FN], fair draft.

Those who have loved him those who have hated
Come together in gentle guise
For his first defeat how long they have waited
'Mid every tempest about the skies
He still grows fainter he calls and sighs
Alone deserted by all but fears
The blood refuses and lo the drummer
Is out with the mist with the mutineers
The days are heavy the feet have halted
The knees will tremble the voice is thin
And now in a trice have the hands defaulted
The eyes tell only the woe within
Calamity sits on the mouth and chin
The poor eyes tell us that Love is gone
A valiant fellow is still the drummer
And undefeated he still fights on
5 grows] grew MS.
6 Alone] rShe stl Alone MS.
13] rThe brain grows wearyl MS a false start.
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THOUGHTS ABOUT ROSEMARY
a b
'1940 1 , 2 -2 (A0817-8) [L], fair draft.

It is not here upon my tongue to say
But in my heart for Rosemary and she
Is in the sunlight always at a Play
Tn cowRr<lice my heRrt will say in fear
There io a otorm about the world EJwcct one
Moons may be hastening it may soon be near
You may be taken in the overflow
With the exalted for a season and
With the PXRlterl to thP gRtewRy go
Mountains may meet you you may find the mire
Whispering to God how desperate at the dawn
Cool me oh cool me cool me in a fire
This is the heart but oh the lying tongue
It will be softening all in parables
Sweetmeats that all men take unto the young
Out of my heart I have no word to say
To Rosemary who walks in happiness
Always in sunlight always in a Play
2 heart for] heart f from 1 «for» MS.

18 Play] play MS.

THE TIME FOR THANKFULNESS
ML MS A3038/l, 29a (B0136) [JSN], fair draft.

Let us be thanking God
I know not where
He made music and sorrow
And little girls so fair
They touch not the earth
In the sweet years round seven
They beseech all day
They gaze into Heaven
9 They] The[y] MS.
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THE TIME OF TUMULT [3]

S

1934', 45b (A0735) (L], fair draft. '1936', lb (A0770) [L],
lines, revision,
following a transcription of the Clarion text (FN]. '1936', 5 (A0774) [L],
1 line, revision, under title, with heading '4th line'. NIA MS 1145/67 (L], fair
copy (with letter JSN - JD 27 January 1936).
1

JSN - JD 27 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 ('The little thing 'The time of tumult'
has only seven lines. I cut out some of the poorer ones in the original version.').
JD - JSN 16 February 1936, McK.inm MS ( 'I IlD..lst say that I like the first version
of 'The time of tumult' [ 'the oriqinal version' l better than the second' , and says
'I send herewith a typed copy of both, with some rerrarks'); 8 March 1936, McK.inm
MS ('I have also rnotedl your new line for 'Time of tumult"); 17 April 1936, McKirnrn
MS (this is 'such a perfect little lyric that you must be patient about rounding
it off').
'!'his version of the poem was sent to Devaney for l::!l, but Devaney rejected it in
favour of a less radical revision of the Clarion text.

Joy in the wilderness joy in the mart
A mystery beats on us at every door
The tender thoughts assail the tender heart
In undimmed days the little rivers roar
The gaudy flowers amaze us more and more
High in the blue the thoughts go up and stay
With all the new-born butterflies at play
2 l A mystery begting in at every d=r ~4 l MS '1936', 5 has a discarded line which may have been intended for this version:
In rippling days the little rivers roar
6-7] =MS '1936', lb, two lines following the transcription.
6-7] A has:
Oh Time of Turnult when all choirs sing
Tempest of all the colours Whispering Spring

JD - JSN 17 April 1936:

Your poem 'The Time of Tumult' is such a perfect little lyric that you must
really be patient about rounding it off. I don't think you realise yourself
what a splendid lyric this one is. It seems to me now in final form except
that one word 'ruddy'. The phrase 'ruddy Spring' is perfectly good, but it
is not the best for your whole line:
Tempest of all the colours, ruddy Spring
A three-syllabled word there instead of a two-syllabled one would be exact.
Besides, that word 'ruddy' suggests more an overseas Spring than ours. Your
ear is right as usual about the clash of R's in
hovering Spring
Other words you suggest are: Sovereign, and Circling. The original word
'whispering' brings in I-N-G twice, 'whispering Spring'. Therefore I don't
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think the word we are after should end in I-N-G. I daren't suggest anything.
And yet, what about:
Tempest of all the colours, carnival Spring
or 'jubilee' or 'revelry'
But you will find the one perfect word; perhaps something with 'of' after
it.

TO A BLONDE TYPIST
'1934', 26a-28a (A0715-8) [A], draft, 12 stanzas numbered 1-12, and 4 stanzas
a
numbered 1-4, under heading 'Odd verses Typist'. '1934', 38 (A0727) [L], revisions,
a a
under heading 'Alterations for Blond typist'. '1935', 5 -8 (A0746-9) [L & A],
fair draft, 16 stanzas numbered 1-16, and 2 stanzas numbered 1 & 2, under heading
'Alterations'. '1936', 17a (A0786) [Al, a line, under heading 'Odd lines'. ML
MS 3354/2, Item 7, Sb [L], 1 stanza. NIA MS 1145/67 [L], revision. NIA MS 1145/67,
t~scri~t [JD], with revised line [A], entitled 'Blonde typist'. MS MS 3038/2,
15 & 16 (B0022-3), typescript [JD], entitled 'Blonde typist'.
JSN - JD 10 December 1934, NIA MS 1145/68, HI, not located (with corrment 'JD has
this poem'). JSN - JD 3 September 1935, NIA MS 1145/67 (alteration to final line,
with thanks to JD for suggestion). JSN - JD 19 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (N
not keen on JD sending this to papers and does not think they would print it). JSN
- JD 27 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/65 (N does not want this in BI because the CRB
staff rray not like it: he does not want to risk incurring displeasure when he wants
to have his employment extended beyond the age of 65 [ 'in about 13 m:mths' l ) . JD
- JSN 8 March 1936, McK:imm MS ('I think now that the Typiste piece should certainly
go into the book, and hope you agree to that'). JSN - JD 3 May 1936, NIA MS 1145/67
(says 'I put the words in pencil on top of 'Blonde typist' to explain my attitude
toward Big Business'; and in list of co=ections to typescript BI, 'I have narked
lst line of llth stanza: you have my correction for this'). JSN - JD 28 June 1936,
NIA MS 1145/34(b) (attributes rejection of BI by Lothians partly to inclusion of
this poem, and asks JD to leave this out i f sending the MS to Angus & Robertson).
JSN - JD 12 July 1936, NIA MS 1145/65 (JD to hold this piece till next year, when
N will know i f he is getting an extension of his appointment with the CRB). FN
- JSN 16 July 1936, McKinm MS 14, HI, not sighted. JSN - JD 29 September 1936,
NIA MS 1145/34(b) (instructs JD not to include this in BI). JSN - JD 8 November
1936, NIA MS 1145/35(c) (asks JD to send him a copy of the poem). Wallace Anderson
- JSN 4 January 1938, McKinm MS 14, HI, not sighted. JSN - JD 4 January 1938, NIA
MS 1145/68 (the poem N wanted to omit from BI was 'To a blonde typist'). FN - JSN
16 November 1941, McKinm MS 14, HI, not sighted.
The revisions at '1934', 38a relate to the fair draft at '1935', Sa-Ba, and are
reflected in the typescript at NIA MS 1145/67, 3 September 1935. The revision at
a
'1936', 17 was added to NIA MS 1145/67, 3 September 1935 by Annie, and is
incorporated in the second typescript, ML MS 3038/2, 15a & 16a. The MSS are all
part of the one impulse of canposition, and the first typescript is therefore taken
as the prefe=ed text, and the revised line added to it is incorporated.
a
a
a a
a
b
'1934', 26 -28 =A; '1935', 5 -8 = B; '1934', 38 = C; MS '3354/2-7, 8 = D; NIA
MS 1145/67, 3 September 1935 ('Alterations')= E; '1936', 17a = F; NIA MS 1145/67,
3 September 1935 (typescript) = G; ML MS 3038/2, 15a & 16a = H.
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(To a young girl in the employ of Big Business)

Gently with dolls not long since you were playing
But you must come the old hard laws obeying
Come where the old Ass Business leads the braying
Business is like Apollyon somewhat sooty
Child you are heavenly and it is my duty
Here to give Salutation to a Beauty
Britain your speech is all too mild lu cursing
Who is this thief we keep on Reimbursing
Who is this Tyrant we persist in nursing
10

Business I see a Serpent cool suspicious
Slitherlug in slime and Rlways mo.st malicious
Foe to the Arts and Patron to the Vicious
Now for a change compare him to a Tumour
Full of all meanness blackness evil rumour
Quickly effacing all Good Faith and Humour
Business they tell us is a stern Probation
Good for the soul nay Child it is starvation
Always resulting in complete Damnation

1-3] f !'! 'OOd verses', stanza numbered 2; f ~ 1-3; = !! 1-3.
2] Trembling you come the hard cold laws obeying!'!·
But you came here the old hard laws obeying ~.
3 Come where] Carne where A (both stanzas).
4-6] f ~ 4-6; = !! 4-6.
6 to give] to make ~·
7-9] t-?; 'Cdd verses', stanza numbered 1; = ~ 7-9; = !! 7-9.
7] English is quite inadequate for cursing !'!·
rwritten1 «Britain» your speech is all too mild in cursing ~·
10-12] t- ~ stanza numbered 4; = !! 10-12.
10] Business I see a serpent most malicious ~·
11] Slithering still slimy slyly all suspicious ~·
13-15] t- !'! 16-18; f ~ 13-15; = !! 13-15.
13 compare him] compare it !'!; ~·
15 effacing] destroying !'!·
16-18] t-?; 22-24; f ~ 16-18; f ~'Alterations', stanza numbered 1;
= H 16-18.
16] What is this business this absurd probation!'!;~ (16-18).
17 nay Child] oh child~ 'Alterations'.
17] 'Tis for the soul sheer absolute starvation!'!; B.
18] = C 'Verse 6. Line 3'.
18 Always] swiftly!'!;~ (16-18).
18] Which in the end ensures complete damnation~ 'Alterations'.
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20

Nature is kind but Business will outwit her
Sweetheart I am though sometimes somewhat bitter
Merely a tomtit with an extra twitter
You you have eyes to make the whole world sunny
Deep in your soul there is mistrust of money
Sweet one forgive me if I call you Honey
Often your eyes will through the windows wander
You should be out upon the hillside yonder
Here in the haste we dare not let you ponder

30

You should be out where all Good has beginnings
Out where the rainbow sometimes has an innings
Always in sunlight counting up your winnings
Here in the old Calamities of Clatter
Here we assist in making flatness flatter
Here we insist that only dull things matter
In a sane world who who would rise at seven
It should be ten ten-thirty or eleven
Life could be sung a Parody of Heaven

19-21] f ~ 19-21; f ~ 19-21; = H 19-21.
20 sanewhatl sometimes B.
20] = C 'Verse 7. Line 2 1 •
20] Sweetheart I am not really IPad or bitter ~21 Merely al Nay but a ~·
22-24] f ~ 25-27; f ~ 22-24; = g 22-24.
22] rrn your blue eyes there is distrust of moneyl
fYou you were meant to make the whole world sunnyl
ISeel You you were meant to make the whole world sunny ~·
23] Deep in your eyes there is distrust of money ~Deep in your soul there is distrust of rroney ~·
25-27] f ~ 28-30; f ~ 25-27; = g 25-27.
26] You should be dreaming on the hillside yonder ~·
You should be rambling on the hillside yonder ~28-30] = ~ 1-3; = ~ 28-30; = g 28-30.
31-33] f ~ 4-6; f ~ 31-33; f ~ 31-33; = g 31-33.
31] = K under heading 'O::ld lines';=~ 'new lst line for llth stanza'.
Here in the old Lcalamitiesj of Clatter K·
rHere in the noise the senseless haste and clatterl ~ (cancelled [A]).
Here in the haste the senseless fuss and clatter A.
Here in the noise the senseless rfussl <<haste>> and clatter~32 we assist] we persist ~33 dull things] profits A.
33] Here we persistl «insist» that only profits matter B.
34-36] f ~ 7-9; = ~ 34-36; = g 34-36.
36] Then might the world full soon resemble Heaven A.

r
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Work should begin with wine and generous joking
And in the place of penalties for Smoking
Let us have fines for Platitudes and Croaking
40

Honey forgive me have I been offending
All my old Acts I should be now amending
Chiefly with Hymns to ease my latter ending
Business a Dragon is still bent on harming
Virtue and Youth he has become alarming
Ah you arc cmvcd and by your own Prince Charming

t- !:! 10-12] t-

~ 37-39; '/= :§_ 'Alterations', stanza numbered 2;
37-39.
37-39] Chas: 'Verse 13. To be altered, fnlRn VPxRe 41'.
37] We could have joy and wine and generous joking ~·
Work could begin with wine and generous joking ~·
Life let us have with wine and generous joking~ 'Alterations'.
38] As for discipline we could leave him croaking ~·
I see Discipline Heaven's aid invoking~·
- Here old Discipline now past all provoking ~ 'Alterations' •
39] f<Smothering> at lastl <<Soon to collapse>> with our continuous snoking
A.
Smothering recanting while we keep sm:iking ~·
Falls in a fit and dies while we are snoking ~ 'Alterations'.
40-42] t- ~ 34-36; = ~ 43-45; = ~ 40-42.
40-42] _g has: 'Verse 15 also to be altered'.
40] Slowly I cease my rhyme was I offending ~·
42 latter] later A.
43-45] = ~; = ~ 43-45.
45] = E: 'Final line', with canment, 'Thanks very much for the suggestion
about Prince Charming' [L].

37-39]

= H

Discarded stanzas
stanza 5, lines 13-15; ~ '03.d verses', stanza numbered 3; B stanza 4, lines
10-12:
Nature is kind but business must exploit her ~Business it is arch Hypocrite Exploiter~ '03.d verses'; B.
Business I see as an outrageous goitre ~Clearly I see it like a hideous goitre~ '03.d verses'.
I can behold it as a hideous goitre ~Quickly consuming all sweet thoughts that loiter~ (both stanzas).
Chuckling with Death who gives it time to loiter B.

~
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~

stanza 11, lines 31-33; ~ 'Odd verses' , stanza numbered 4; ~ stanza 16,
lines 46-48:
Honey forgive me for this tedious ranting ~·
Fairest forgive me all this tiresome ranting~ 'Odd verses'.
So may you pardon all this thoughtless ranting ~·
Still it is yours to wait demurely panting ~·
You can escape one way demurely panting~ 'Odd verses'.
You may escape one way demurely p:mting ~·
For the Great Prince you know the one enchanting ~·
'Tis with the Prince who rules the All Enchanting~ 'Odd verses'.
'Tis with the Prince who comes the all enchantjng ~·

B stanza 14, lines 40-42:

r Youl Child you are loved of Nature dear old Madam
She who was once so kind to Eve and Adam
Oh the poor Gardener how your Grandma had him

TO A DEPARTED BUSHRANGER
'1929', 17b-19a (A0606-7) [A], draft, with stanza 5 misnumbered 3 and
renumbered.

Though thou art wrapped up in the pleasant earth
I would not dream that thou art at an end
Of true romance we have a genuine dearth
And we have need of thee 0 trusty friend
What is our history it has still the smell
Of the grim f lagellator in his day
Of some old truths I would not dare to tell
Our world crawled on with its bullock dray
10

Then came the fever and the rush for gold
Strange were the men come out of every land
Here did thy early energies unfold
Here were thy fierce experiments all planned
And thou did'st steal but theft was in the air
Horses were scarce and horses thou did'st find
Squatters of old took all things everywhere
I would not give comparisons unkind

1 wrapped up in] wrapped «up» .:i,.n MS.
4 need of thee] need I ed l «of» thee MS.
5 it has still] it fisl <<has>> still MS.
8] rThel <<Our>> old world rwentl crawled on with << the >> <<its>> bullock
dray MS.
10 men come] men lcame l «come» MS.
11 did thy] did lrl «thy» MS.
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Leave us not now thy good blue shirt we need
Thy cabbage tree right glorious to behold
Happily the younger folk may find a feed
Of true romance from out the days of old
You were the upstart of an evil hour
Blindly you fought with Nature close at hand
Even at times gave poison in the flour
To the unwary children of the land
Proudly you builded homes of spacious size
And that your vanities might be fulfilled
Rabbits you brought and foxes with keen eyes
Our enemies they never can be killed

30

Long did you hold the country but at last
Wisdom prevailed the small men had their share
The heyday of your tyranny is past
And the good wheat comes smiling everywhere

21 of an evil hour] of lthel «an evil» hour MS.
24 unwary] unwfel ary MS.
27 Rabbits] fThel rabbits MS.
28 be killed] be I gilledl killed MS.
30 men] man MS.
32 comes l came MS.

TO A LITTLE GIRL AT CHRISTMAS
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], with notes.
Brisbane.

Written in 1941 when Neilson was in

Bells the encircling bells bestow
Out of all Heaven loves that climb
Softly 0 playmate 'tis the glow
Tolerance the radiant is the chime
Bells of all Heaven bells and bells
Burn with great reddening down the land
Softly 0 playmate Jesus tells
Tolerance the new law on the sand
Bells of encirclement bestow
Thoughts of all Heaven on your chime
Joy is your playmate all we know
Of these unknowables of time
12] !Tolerance the lovef dl thing on the sandl MS.
Tolerance the new law on the sand MS (note).
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Note by Devaney:
JSN: 'The Christmas bells seem to be asking us to be tolerant, Christmas
being the time of gcx::xiwill and forgiveness. Christ was very tolerant.
What Christ wrote on the ground when he saved the poor woman who was
going to be stoned was sane word of tolerance.'
The last line of verse 2 was re-written half a dozen times.
version was:
'l'olerance the new law on U1e Sdl1c..i.

His final

TO A MAGPIE IN GAOL [1]
'1929', 15b-16a (A0604) [A], falr draft, 8 x 4-line stanzas, written c.1930.

What crime did you once dare to do
Oh the Authorities are hard
They will not even give to you
The hopeless freedom of the yard
In all the country up and down
Robbers are buoyant everywhere
They are not punished with a frown
Sweetness they have and light and air
10

You did not even dare to sing
Any Disloyalty to Man
Why was so innocent a thing
Imprisoned e'er the song began
-x-

~-

Behind those awful wires you sit
Broken and helpless day by day
Your song has in the scent of it
Joys of a wilderness away

20

Were it not well to put some hate
Into your song it were no crime
To put loud curses on the fate
That gaoled you in the honey-time
Oft in the night most like a dove
You mourn to her you die too soon
She the imaginary mate
Watches the falling of the moon

19 To put]

rTo

cursel To put MS.
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'Tis not for me you sing ah no
Blue is your voice and violet
As an old flute of long ago
Where lovers in the old days met
30

In all the country through and through
Robbers are buoyant everywhere
This is the punishment for you
They have the sweetness and the air

32 sweetness] sweetfestl<<ness>> MS.

TO A MAGPIE IN GAOL [2]
a
b
.
b
a
'1934', 41 -41 (A0730-l) [L], fair draft, 6 ~tanEas. '1935', 13 -14
(A0755-6) [A], draft, 6 stanzas.
'1935', 15 -16 (A0756-8) [A], draft,
6 stanzas numbered 1-6, with 3 stanzas cancelled and rewritten under heading
'Odd verse' , entitled 'To a magpie in prison' •

This is a later version of a poem written c.1930, and rewritten, probably
in mid-1935. The notebooks dated '1934' and '1935' were in use at the same
time, and the fair draft at '1934', 4la-4lb is derived from the draft at
'1935', 15a-16b.
The fair drbaft at '1934', 4la-4lb is taken as the preferred text.
a
a
a
a
b
'1935 1 , 13 -14 =A; 1 1935 1 , 15 -16 = B; '1934 1 , 41 -41 =C.

Oh but the high Authorities are hard
You are denied all thought of liberty
Even the ghastly freedom of the yard
Being so close to death you die so soon
But you have loved the imaginary mate
Nestling to keep the silence for the moon

1-3] f A 1-3; f B 1-3 (cancelled stanza l); = B 'Odd verse. l'.
l] Ah ftlie Au1 b~t the «old» Authorities are-hard A.
2] You will not have one moments tolerance B cancelled stanza.
You will 1invadel <<invade>> the rearlyl-<<scented>> loveliness~
(annotated, 'evade?' [JD]).
3] Nor the unwholesome freed.an of the yard ~ cancelled stanza.
So you have lost the freedom of the yard ~4-6] f ~ 16-18; = ~ 4-6.
5 But] Yet A.
6] Nestling and listening near the failing moon ~-
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Great men of old have thus uplifted bars
Sung to sweet women seen the unridden seas
Told the unwavering story to the stars
Prisons have sheltered greatness in old time
Songsters and warriors bound by infamies
Did from the darkness to the daylight climb
You have the chant that only tears can hold
Yo11 hRVP. thP. WP.Rlth hP.yonrl ;::ilJ Summertime
You have the faith that still outlives the cold
How can you die although you die so soon
Have you not loved the imaginary mate
She in the boughs with patience and the moon

7-9]

~

01

= ~ 13-15.

8) Sang to sweet women saw the unridden seas

S::1

~·

10-12] t ~ 10-121 ~ 0.
10] Prisons have sheltered great men in lalll <<old>> times A.

11] Songsters and warriors in old dreameries
13-15] t ~ 13-151 ~ 0.
13] So is your song both eloquent and bold

~·

~·

14] I t is the chant under the Surrrnertime A.
15] I t is the faith that will not feel the cold A.
16-18] t ~ 16-181t~16-18, cancelled stanza 61 t ~'Odd verse. 6'.
16] How rshalll <<can>> you die although the night is soon~·
You have not died although you die so soon ~ cancelled stanza.
Being so close to death you die oo ooon ~17] Yet you have loved the imaginary mate~18] She of the boughs fof the1 «with» silence and the noon ~.
Quietning the boughs in silence for the moon B cancelled stanza.
Nestling and listening near the failing moon ~-

Discarded stanzas
~

stanza 2, lines 4-6 & B cancelled stanza 3:
Thieves are triumphant outside everywhere
Though they s_peak much of God continuously
fYetl <<Still>> do their sins :pollute the morning air~
Still do their sins give blackness to the air B.

B 'Odd verse. 3 1 :
It is too fine for so=ow this cool song
Sorrow and joy it has for sustenance
It is of love [unfinished]
B stanza 4, lines 10-12:

Never did boaster tell you noise for tune
Wisdom has walked in darkness to your soul
You have beheld the awakening of the moon
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stanza 7, lines 19-21:
It is too fine for sorrow this cool song
She the tmseen the gold desirable
Waits with the Il'OOnbearns underneath the song

~cancelled

TO A YOUNG GIRL IN THE SPRING [1]
Mr, MP. '13~4/~, Th•111 'l, 7/1'1

a

1 t·yp-•nr:r i_rit- [,ID'?], nn ,1 nhor:t witJ1 ''T'hn jn1Jn11~y to tho
tunnel 1 , under hcQding 1 By John ShQW Nciloon. 1911 1 • l\. v<lriQnt of the firot ot::uma
appears as a quatrain at La.T MS 9419/3678, with the same title.

I am too faint indeed to find a song
I have not strensth for tenio11s tFJ.le or ballad
Let me I pray thee ere I say so long
Out of the leaves around us build a salad
Let me of all these beauties manifold
Far above clods beyond the ills of scheming
Sit you up swiftly to the feast of gold
So for all seasons you may have the dreaming
Of orange green a good rude company
Come to us here and more we still can borrow
There is a love that dies not in a tree
Let me I pray thee burn out all the sorrow
Greens of the berries dance into the eyes
The butterfly has wings in the sweet weather
The green hop gives us time to be unwise
Let us put all the greens and greens together
3 say] stay MS.

TO A YOUNG GIRL IN THE SPRING [2]
La.T MS 9419/3678, typescript, cancelled.

Sweet one I am too ancient for a song
I have not strength or time for tedious ballad
Let me I pray thee ere I say so long
Out of the leaves around us make a salad
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TO ALL THE GOOD BIRDS
'1929', 27b (A0616) [A], fair draft.

Birds of all seasons all times and all places I saw
Birds who were timorous birds that defied all the law
By grey places and cool mornings all your fine feathers I
knew
But this that I loved most was all the fine lying in you
Man is so tied to dull truth so wrapt in R f P.Rr
He is so plagued with all evil that never comes near
You have at all times great enemies ever close by
And yet all your merriment is at the top of the sky
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TO AN EARLY-FLOWERING ALMOND
'1929', 2lb (A0610) [EN], 1 stanza and a part-stanza; 22a (A0610) [A], 2
b
a
stanzas, numbered 1 & 3; 26 -27 (A0615) [A], 2 stanzas, under short title
'The al.Irond'. NLA MS 605/33 [L], revisions, for CP.
CP 119.
JSN - RHC 19 November 1933, NLA MS 605 (enclosing revisions to texts for
CP and will send 'two others [for] the 'Flowering al.Irond''); n.d. [late 1933early 1934], NLA MS G05 (encloses alterations and says, 'I think A.G. must
hav\::! Ll.h:.llk.\::!u, the IlLSL llu\::! lu ''111\::! Iluw\::!l.luy cil.!tlUuu'.

'111\::! '::.u do' 1ti.lyl1L

have seemed clumsy to him. How does it strike you? I put in a fresh second
stanza, which I think is an improvement. I have also made a slight alteration
in first line of last stanza.'); n.d. [c.March 1934], NIA MS 605/71-75
(corrections to proofs CP: ''To a[n] early flowering al.Irond'. Better cut
out this 3rd stanza. I think I had fresh lines for it, but I can't find
them now. It will do without it.').
In the absence of a complete fair draft or fair copy, the CP text is taken
as the preferred text.
b
a
b
a
'1929', 21 =A; '1929', 22 = B; '1929', 26 -27 = C; MS 605/33 =D.

Gowned as a bride thou art
Caught with the glow
Giving with ruddy heart
Blood to the snow
Thou hast come in to make
Dreams to the boy
Lightly the girl will take
Omens of joy
10

Thou hast the taste of all
Sweethearts in Spring
Thou hast come out to call
Colours to sing
Low rides the sun above
Meek as the moon
Thou art as moist in love
As a love tune

1-4] '/' ~ stanza numbered 1.
l] Alrrond a bride thou art~;=~ 'Suggestion for lst stanza'.
5-8] f' ~stanza numbered 3; =~unnumbered stanza;= D 'New 2nd stanza'.
5] Thou hast the eyes to make ~·
7 Lightly] rLikelyl <<Lightly>>~·
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20
17]

Still as a bride thou art
In a bride's gown
See an uplifted heart
Beats in a clown

=D

'suggestion for lst line in last stanza'.

_?: part-stanza:
Her hair was like the mist that comes
As raiment for a rhyme

A unnumbered stanza & B 'No 1' :
No more the Winter thought
Now can I see
Love and extravagance _?:.
Love in its wonderments B.
Borne to a tree A.
Born to a tree B.

TO NORAH McKINNEY
NIA MS 1145/48 [typescript?], HI, not at this location.

Meanjin Papers:

Contemporary Queensland prose and verse No. 5, August 1941, p.9.

Written in 1941, when Neilson was in Brisbane.

Your father is quick with the gun and he long has been hating
The poor little sparrows who keep on their loving and mating
Your father the keen man he is and I see his face harden
It costs him a lot for the poison he puts in the garden
Your father has spite on the chin and the core of his marrow
He says that the phosphorous burns and is best for a sparrow
The end of September it was and a patch of bad weather
And you and the spawn of the enemy sobbing together
10

Oh you with the love in your eyes and the smutch on your pinny
It's a very good girl that you are then my Norah McKinney
Your father the strong man he is with the gloom in his marrow
But the love that was deep in your heart it was poured on
a sparrow
All Sunday your father has hate that he hoards for tomorrow
But you gave the mercy of God to a thief in his sorrow

72.J

The mercy was up in your eyes and it fell on your pinny
It's a very good girl that you are then my Norah McKinney
The young thing had only one right 'twas the right to be frozen
But how for the mercy of God could he ever be chosen
20

Your father the big man he is and his forehead is narrow
But you had the pity of God and the tear for a sparrow
I talk in the tongue of the asses a fine thing for braying
A fine thing for buying and selling a fine thing for paying
But I being wrong in the reason and dull over money
It's love that I want to be telling all in the green honey
I saw you with spawn of the enemy you two together
The end of September it was and a patch of bad weather
Your father has gloom in his eyes and a gloom in his marrow
But the pity of God that was in you it fell on a sparrow

30

It's love that I want to be telling of you in the pinny
It's a very good girl that you are then my Norah McKinney

TO THE ELUSIVE SONG
'1929', 30a-30b (A0618-9) [A], fair draft.

Still art thou as a scent concealed
As when at first to the unloosed man
Awed with the tremors of the field
'The rustling of this soul began
Unto the Omens shall we climb
Scent of the blossom glimpse of wing
Thou dost so faintly in all time
Melt us forever on the Spring
More than all pity to the eye
More than all fever in the brow
Still on the roadway to the sky
Some servant of a God art thou
Who is the strong and who the weak
They know not where thy lips delay
Only in folly will they seek
The song that seems not far away
2 unloosed] unlused MS.
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TO THE MEN OF THE ROADS
ML MS 3354/3, Item 3, 6/lla, typescript [?].
Printed as a Christmas card, 'from C.R.B. srAFF

&

EMPIDYEES', NLA MS 1145/40.

FN - JSN 16 November 1941, McKirmn MS 14, HI, not sighted.
The printed card is thP. prefP-r.red text.

Men of ripe colour reared in Liberty
Soldiers and kinsmen road-men that we knew
Over all ills of land or sky or sea
Snow-fall or red wind goes our love to you
Salt of your courage shines in everything
Here in the flags in all the bells that chime
In the endowed bewilderment of Spring
While the slow moons walk to the Summertime

TO THE PEACOCK'S LADY
'1939', la-Sa (A0797-0801) [A], draft, with alterations [A & L], and renumbering
of stanzas [JSN].
JSN - JD 13 January 1935, NLA MS 1145/66 (N 'has the 'Peacock' piece still' ) ;
1 February 1938, NLA MS 1145/68 (in response to a question from JD says 'I think
it would need too much revising for me' ) ; 10 December 1941, NLA MS 1145/68 (says
'you have MS of 'To the peacock's lady'. You suggested alterations for this but
I =uld never rranage it'); 20 December 1941, NLA MS 1145/68 (says 'You have several
pieces of my light verse: 'Maud Fane', 'To the peacock's lady' unfinished' [and
others]).
N attempted to revise the poem by renumbering the stanzas, and dropped 4 stanzas
in the process. However, he did not proceed with this. The original arrangement
is therefore given as the preferred text.

Some grievance you have I cannot doubt it
What is it you persistently admit
The thing called life we may not think without it
And yet for all it leaves us little wit
Could I advise you make the most of it
What can a little hen like you be gaining
By all these tiresome centuries of complaining
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10

20

Your Lord is beautiful 'twas he was chosen
By Emperors in magnificence of old
He was the sun and you a being frozen
With daily cares a creature of the Cold
Princes came far his beauty to behold
And you stood by alert and all susp1~~UU8
Till your one note was always the malicious
He took for eyes the leaves of all things growing
There was no light he did not call his own
He had the sun the riRing and the going
And every joy that dreamed within a stone
Could you keep silent live without a moan
Sister I hear you down centuries calling
Faintly as one who falls and fears the ±al line
Wisely your Lord has not forgotten sorrow
In every dark'ning shade he pins it down
His flowery eyes see bravely each tomorrow
Beyond the wilderness beyond the town
Calm is his joy he dare not be a clown
Sister you are a most unfit attendant
For this a proud Emperor in a world resplendent

30

There is some indignation in your roaming
Something that never could be satisfied
Something from out the darkness or the gloaming
Something that every sister was denied
Something that leaves you sick of all pretending
Nursing some grievance towards a bitter ending
Your Lord is rich he loves the sunniest weather
I doubt not that he gives to God a praise
For all good things he jumbles them together

8-14] Stanza renumbered f2l 1.
8] Your lord is beautifulfilt was he fwhol was chosen MS.
10 sun] Lsonj MS.
14 one note] one fonl note MS.
15-21] Stanza renumbered r3l 2.
18 within] f up::>nl «within» MS.
20 I hear] I fseel hear MS.
21 fears the falling] fears !the/ not falling MS.
22-28] Stanza renumbered r5l f4l 3 •
25-26] Stanza broken and misnumbered 5 between lines 25-26.
28] For fthis thel «a» proud Emperor in fthel «a» world resplendent MS.
29-34] Stanza renumbered r5l 4.
30 satisfied] lsaturdayl <<satisfied>> MS.
35-41] Stanza renumbered r6l 5.
36 gives to God] gives fhis mate al <<to God>> MS.
37 all good] all fthatl good MS.
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40

Moonlight and orange leaves and golden rays
I of ten wonder much as one who strays
Which way is God what road should we be choosing
The guides are everywhere and all confusing
Oft have I heard that in the rainy season
Fears have been thick upon you as a mist
Sister you are too old to have a reason
Fear is the old man and he will persist
Slowly you move your long neck tnkes R twist
Your eyeR hehol rl Agni n1:;t thP hl Ark rl nnrl h.ri ehtenins
All the uncounted dances of the lightning

50

60

Your Lord is vanity that Precious feeling
That keeps us satisfied in all we do
If we be wounded it will give us healing
It fills us with the fruit that never grew
Our wretched lies of sermon sounded true
So thus your Lord is well equipped for seeing
The universe himself the Centre Being
Your Lord has darkness in his eyes the colour
Of sorrow is not ever far away
He has a summer sunlight but the duller
Tones of the Autumn on his spirits prey
Almost at times he seems to stoop to say
The last goodbye the cooled-out heart defending
Vainly against the blue-black of the ending
Your Lord has fear and we have all been fearing
Slnce first we made the cry not of good will
But gasping at the miracles appearing
Wept bitterly and it is with us still
It is the food that ever feeds the will
Fear it is fear that calls us in like cattle
Bids us salute and fight in every battle

70

Sister I fain would start apologising
For the long speech the aimless waste of time
But to our dreams let us be both devising
Something by which we may the staircase climb

42-48] Stanza renumbered r1l 6.
49-55] Stanza numbered rslf71 MS.
49] Your lord is vanity fits servesl that f Princessl <<Precious>> feeling
MS.
55 Centre] Lcentrej MS.
56-62] Stanza renumbered f9Hsl 7.
56 in his eyes] f manyl <<in his>> eyes MS.
63-69] Stanza renumbered rial 8.
70-76] Stanza numbered r1il r9l .
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You with your moan and I beneath a rhyme
I shall be Prophet in this courtyard shady
And you though desperate outwardly a Lady

80

90

Sister I dare not ask you cease your sighing
It is a part of you however long
Still you are rebel all the Gods defying
Offering no tiresome honey in your song
What is it that you see what thing is wrong
Can you with your dull eyes that gleam suspicious
See in the distance Lucifer malicious
Sister you have irreverence 'tis Salvation
For the dull world it is the sorest need
That wayward fire men call it indignation
Spurs the lone hero to the perilous deed
lt finds the ±law in many a tiresome creed
Though you and I go westward unlamented
Let us at least be stoutly discontented
Sister of Lords I am disdainful
At all Authority I wish to poke
Experience has taught us it is painful
Rulers are seldom strong courageous folk
Mostly their Calm is but a circus joke
When comes defeat there is no time for funning
Shrewdly they run and keenly keep on running

100

Do I grow tiresome ah most patient sister
Plainly you are no ordinary bird
Are you in fact a necessary blister
Lest vanity should make itself absurd
You have at least one ancient rhymer stirred
I shall be Prophet in this courtyard shady
You the most desperate thing but still a Lady

77-83] Stanza rern.nnbered r12 l 9.
79 Gods] L godsj MS.
80 Offering] rI..ackingl «Offering» MS.
83 Lucifer malicious] Lucifer f deliciousl malicious MS.
84-90] Stanza renumbered r13l 10.
89] fForl «Though» you and I fstakl «go» westward unlamented MS.
90 us at least] us <<at>> least MS.
91-97] Stanza renumbered r14l 11.
91] Sister of Lords f you arel f«I fear»l «I am» disdainful MS.
92 Authority] Lauthorityj MS.
98-104] Stanza numbered f15lf12l.
98 Do I growl Do I fgol <<grow>> MS.
100 a necessary] unnecessary MS.
103 Pro_i;X1et] Lprophetj MS.
104 but still] but ial still MS.
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110

Sister you are persistent this defying
Of vanity and greed may make us pure
Great is your Lord with his own virtue sighing
How like an Emperor serene cocksure
The world is well it needs not any cure
Your neck is craned your rage you are consuming
The hillside the world of oranges is blooming

105-111] Stan~a rnicnumbered 17 [=16], r~number~d 12.
107 Lord with] Lord ianl with MS.
111] The oranges and all the world <<hillside the world of oranges>> is blooming
MS.

TO THE THREE RECORDING ANGELS ON SATURDAY MORNING
a
b
.
'1929', 36 -39 (A0625-9) [A], ilictfL, 18 stanzas, with cancelled stanzas, rewritten
stanzas, and renumbered stanzas, entitled 'Prayer suitable for Saturday rrorning',
with stanzas under short titles 'Prayers suitable for Saturday', and 'Prayers';
a
a
'1929', 40 -41 (A0629-0630) [A], fair draft, 8bstagzas, entitled 'To the angel
of the records on Saturday rrorning'; '1929', 41 -42 (A0631-2) [A], fair draft,
8 stanzas, under heading 'I..ast edition', entitled 'To the three recording angels
on Saturday morning'. LaT MS 9419/3674, typescript, [on paper from the Country
Roads Board, HI], signed 'Shaw Neilson', Casino 22/11/41'.

The LaT MS may have been typed by saneone at the Country Roads Board. It was one
of several pieces of light verse that N took with him to Brisbane (or had sent to
him there), and it was given to Victor Kennedy as an autogra_phed memento.
The preferred text is the second of the two fair drafts, '1929', 4lb-42b.
a
b
a
a
b b
'1929', 36 -39 =A; 1 1929 1 , 40 -41 = B; 1 1929', 41 -42 = C;
LaT MS 9419/3674 = D.

Angels your eyelids lift us unto Heaven
May I still trembling fall to Earth and speak
Oh for that file three four six stroke eleven
Mud in a culvert urgent Boggy Creek

1]

2]
3]
4]

'I~

b

'ogd verses' (at 37 ), cancelled stanza numbered 7; 'I~ 'Odd verses'
(at 38 ), stanza numbered l; 'I B 1-4; = D 1-4.
b
Angel thy eyelids call up thoughts of Heaven A ( 37 ) •
Angel thy eyelids give sweet thoughts of Heav~n ~ (38b).
Angel whose eyes transport us to Heaven ~And thy great eyes each «separate» eye a fseparatel star A (37b).
b
May thy unworthy servant dare to speak ~ ( 38 ) •
rGive me that file three four sixl
That Contract file three four six stroke eleven A (37b).
-:o
Contractors missing who knows where they are~ (37 ).
Mud in a culvert «Urgent» out at Boggy Creek [JSN] A (38b).

1-4]
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Always your footsteps make an enchanted strip
Of Paradise angels could I obtain
Tourists indignant goats at rubbish tip
Also reporting yabbies in a drain
10

Beauty triumphant thaws the Official frost
On the grey file this baffling truth appears
Council unconscious that the wheel was lost
From an old barrow somewhere down the years
~ladness is with you and each golden laugh
Turns the ungracious desert into bloom
File resubmitting Angels on the Staff
Whispering too early in the dining room

20

Yours li:; the beauty ancient dreamers saw
Angels a devotion shrill severe
Ruin of hen-house lady threatens law
Quick she is temperamental she is here
b

5-8) f ?! unnumbered stanza (at 39 ), under heading 'Prayers'; f !?_ 5-8;
= D 5-8.
5) Ever beneath thy footsteps lies a strip?!·
Always thy footsteps make a rragic strip !?_.
Always your footsteps make «an» the enchanted strip f·
6] Of Paradise unsoiled by dust or pain ?!·
Of Paradise Angel could I obtain !?_.
7) File uphill drainage road to rubbish tip?!·
8] Water refuses no one can explain ?!·
Also submitting in a drain B.
a
9-12] f ?! stanza numbered 3 (at 39 ); f !?_ 9-12; f ~ 9-12.
9) But for thy smile this board would be a frost ?!; ~10) Oh for that file it fails it disappears ?!·
Angel another fed with hopes and fears ~11 the wheel] a wheel D.
11] Forerran advising how the wheel was lost A.
a
a
13-16] f ?! cancelled stanza 2 (at 36 ); f ?! stanza numbered 4 (at 39 );
f B 13-16; = D 13-16.
a
13] Sweet one for thee at any pain I'd laugh A (36 );
- a
, Give to us Goddess of thy golden laugh ?! ( 39 ) •
Music is with thee and thy golden laugh ~14] Sleep in the strong room fight with Death and Gloom A (36a).
14 the ungracious] this ungracious A (39a).
15] Is there a file re Ladies on th~ Staff?! (36a); ?! (39a).
This re submitting Angels on the Staff B.
16] Found at twelve fifty in -t:ge dining roo;;; ~ (36a)i ~ (39a).
17-20] f ~ 'Odd verses' (at 37 ), stanza numbered 6; f !?_ 17-20; = ~ 17-20.
17] Face sweet as thine no lover ever saw A.
17 Yours] Thine B.
18] Grant me that file that letter sharp severe ~18 a devotion] this Devotion!?_; <<a>> devetation f, with annotation,
'deviation' [JD].
20] Quick with the file the indignant Dame is here ~-
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Angels an old regretting deep intense
Once in the dim a Councillor deplored
That his own bull had smashed the Board's own fence
Causing gross inconvenience to the Board
Angels Pelaco Road Sign urgently
Shameful outrageous Ladies League is hurt
Board has declined Responsibility
Always and henceforth any Man or Shirt
30

Angels on onxiouo morning nears an end
Work the old monster tottering disappears
Where is the Book who cries it is our friend
Evans of the Impetuous Engineers

21-24] t ~ stanza 6, renumbered 41 t ~ 21-241 t ~ 21-24.
21] Angel I ask of thy benevolence ~Angel an old time tragical intense ~22] One file in which a Councillor deplored ~
Dim in his tears a councillor deplored ~23 the Board's own fence] a Board own fence ~1 rthel «a» Board«'s» own
fence _g [JD]1 a Board's own fence Q.
b
25-28] t ~ cagcelled stanza 4, renumbered 3 (at 36 )i f ~ 'O:ld verses'
(at 38 ), stanza numbered 21 t ~ 25-281 = Q 25-28.
25] Grant me a Sile ire road signs fierce and tensel «mine tink it» let
it be A (36 ).
b
Angel that file Pelacca let me see~ (38 ).
Angel Pelecco Road Sign urgently ~·
25 Pelaco] Pelac c o C.
26] At ratl «this» rude sign some ladies leagge is hurt~ (36b).
Road outrageous ladies league is hurt ~ ( 38 ) •
27] The Board declines responsibility A (36 ).
b
28] Backward or henceforth any man or shirt~ (36
28] Backward and henceforth any man or shirt ~ ( 38 ) •
29-32] t ~'last verse'1 t ~ 29-321 = Q 29-32.
29] Angel the unkind morning nears an end ~Angel the anxious morning nears an end ~31 l Who is the Youth cries Book it is our friend A.

6·

Discarded stanzas

a
A cancelled stanza 1 (at 36 ):
fQueen of the records with the angelic airs
Slay not thy servant if he dares to speak
Grant him that file submitting sundry prayers
For a box culvert out at Boggy Creekl
b

stanza 5 (at 36 ):
!sweet is thy voice a Spring-like harnony
Soaring away beyond all Deeds and Acts
There is a dozen files I crave of thee
Dealing with Sales that pay or don't pay Taxl

~cancelled
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a
A cancelled stanza 7, renumbered 5 (at 37 ):
rGoddess thy lips are full of Heavenly airs
Songs that are fitted for the Angels' ears
Now for that file concerning dull repairs
To an old barrow somewhere down the years1
a
A 'First verse', cancelled stanza (at 38 ):
fBeauty of form thou hast and bloom of lip
Brow fair as thine no poet ever sang
Io tho.t·o .i fi. l c re roud to rubbish tlp
Meeting of I'rotest held in Wou.11i=lctuyl
b

A stanza numbered 1, under short title 'Prayers' (at 39 ):
Angel with eyes benevolent serene
No[ne] can paint thee who could paint the Spring
In the full days when miracle[s] are seen
And the enchanted birds come out to sing

THE TYPIST ACCEPTS AN INVITATION TO THE RACES
'1934', 18a-19a (A0707-8) [A], 5 stanzas, unfinished, entitled 'The
acceptance'; 20a-2la (A0709-0710) [L], fair draft, 7 stanzas.
JSN - JD 19 January 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (says 'I don't think any of our
papers would print the 'Typiste' piece', because 'It ridicules commerce').
The poem is a variation on the theme of that in 'To a blonde typist', which
was sent to Devaney, and this reference probably relates to that poem, given
the extensive references to it in the correspondence.
The fair draft is the preferred text.
'1934', 18a-19a =A; '1934', 20a-2la =B.

Came the glad news amid the haste and clatter
Flat was the world no round thing could be flatter
Deep I was deep in all dull things that matter
Business persistent like to a vile Tumour
Grew as a Bill to some poor Gas Consumer
Swiftly affecting all Good Taste and Humour
-?:-

..

~-

~-

1-3] f ?= 1-3.
2] Flat was the world (could Ftomley think it flatter) ?=·
4-6] f ?= 13-15.
4 Business persistent] Business f ineurablel <<persistent>> B.
4] Business oh Bosh that most outrageous Tumour A.
5 Grew as] Grows like A.
6 swiftly affecting] Quickly effacing ?=·

7J4

Yea I would go though 'twere to slide down craters
Or to debate with furious Women Haters
Or for a change to swim with alligators
10

Let me take Hope Hope that no Fate can tether
Though we should lose we shall be glad together
And may the good Saints guarantee the Weather
Ye who would call it Sin to pick a Winner
May your Intolerance make you thin and thinner
Till in the end you can't digest a dinner
Show me the horse one of God's true successes
Oh for the Glamour no cool speech expresses
Give to my eyes the Feast of all the Dresses
~-

20

7-9] .,.

Lo a dim typist in a world benighted
Cloudy with commas is today excited
Here's to good horsemen always yours delighted
~

4-6.

7] I would accept though 'twere to slide down craters A.
10-12] .,.

~

7-9.

11] Though we may lose we shall have joy together ~13-15] A 10-12 reads:
Oh ye intolerant who would call me sinner
At a day's SIX>rt may ye grow thin and thinner
Till in the end you can't digest a dinner
13 Sin] Lsinj !!·
16-21] ~ !il.
21] Here's to good horsemen - always yours - delighted!!·
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THE VICTIM ASTOUNDS ME
NLA MS 1145/48, typescript [JD], with a note.
was in Brisbane.

Written in 1941 when Neilson

(To a Refugee, a Hebrew)

Ill-footed Hebrew lad
You do my heart astonnrl
Only my heart r.an RAY
Oh Hebrew Hebrew play
The deeps of the deep ground
Believe me Hebrew lad
I am with cold acute
Over all heat and cold
Give me oh give the gold
And the blue ways of the flute

10

Oh ill unshaven lad
You do me still astound
You who can yet create
Over all guilts of hate
This blue on the deep ground
Ill-coated Hebrew lad
Still still my heart will say
I long for the sweet ground
Still do you so astound
Of violets you play

20
~

30

Oh Hebrew Hebrew lad
You can my soul renew
Give me the rich and rare
The gold of the gold air
And violets in blue
Ill-shaven Hebrew lad
Old centuries acute
Live on your shoulders there
But still on the sweet air
You cool me with the flute
Hebrew oh Hebrew lad
You fear far less than I
Give me of rich and rare
Old surnrnertimes and fair
And cool ways to the sky

Devaney's note reads:
JSN: 'The victim is a young Jewish refugee playing a flute in the
street. The deep sounds of the flute seem to go along the ground.
'Any bellowing, &c., is of the ground. Violets are of the ground too.'
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THE VINE THAT IS A FRIEND
'1940', 20b-23b (A0836-9) [L], fair draft, 21 stanzas, stanza 15 cancelled,
entitled 'The wine that is a friend'.
'1934', 3a-4b (A0692-4) [A], 15 stanzas, stanza 5 cancelled, with renumbering
[JSN]; Sb (A0695) [A], 3 stanzas, numbered 6-8, with renumbering, under
heading 'Odd verses of Wine that is a friend'; 6a (A0695) [A], 3 stanzas,
rn1mhPrPrl 'i-7, st.=inzn 'i rrinr:P61Pl'I, nnrlPr titlP ''T'hP winP thnt is n friPni'I',

with hca.ding 'Odd veroeo' 1 6 (l\0696) [l\J, 1 oton=, numbered 10, renumbered
a
9, under short title 'Wine'; 12 (A0701) [A], 3 stanzas, numbered 11-13,
a
under heading 'Odd verses Wine'; 13 (A0702) [L], 4 stan~as, numbered 14-17,
stanza 14 cancelled, under heading 'Odd verses Wine' ; 13 (A0703) [A], 1
stanza, unnumbered, under heading 'Odd verses for the Vine'; 3la (A0720)
[A], 3 stanzas, numbered 1-3, under heading 'Alterations for the vines';
34a (A0723) [A], 2 stanzas numbered 2 & 22, and directions for revision of
stanzas numbered 5, 7, 29, 9 & 14; 33b (A0723) [A], (continued over from
a
b
a
34 ), 2 stanzas numbered 2 & 7, stanza 7 cancelled; 34 -35 (A0724) [A],
a
b
7 stanzas, numbered 9, 14, 22, 28, 29, 7 & 8; 40 -40 (A0729-0730) [L],
revisions for stanzas listed by number, and 3 stanzas, with 2 stanzas numbered
21 (the first cancelled) and a stanza numgered 22, under headings 'Final
revision -- the vine', and 'The vine'; 41 & 42a (A0731) [L], 2 stanzas
numbered 21 & 22, each under heading 'The vine' •
ML MS 3354/2-7, Sb [L], 2 lines preceded by the number 22.
'1935', la-3b (A0742-5) [L], 21 stanzas, numbered 11-29, with numbering for
stanza 20 cancelled, stanza 20 rewritten and cancelled, and with annotation,
'verse to be put in here' [A], and an unnumbered stanza at the end (under
heading 'Odd verse'), under heading 'The Vine -- odd verses'.
NIA MS 1145/67, alterations, sent with letter JSN -JD 19 January 1936,

attached to letter JSN - JD 3 September 1935.
with letter JSN - JD 3 May 1936.
BI 16.

NIA MS 1145/67, alterations,

FN - JSN 16 July 1923, McKirnm MS 14, HI, not sighted. (A rrore likely date
is 1932.) JSN - JD 3 September 1935, NIA MS 1145/67 (encloses poem, with
corrrrnents); 19 January 1936, NIA MS 1145/67 (thanks JD for the trouble that
he has taken with this poem (and with other pieces), and says 'I think that
'The vine that is a friend' is the best name for it'); 27 January 1936, NLA
MS 1145/65 (in list of pieces sent for BI). JD - JSN 16 February 1936, McKirnm MS
(says he has 'put back the full title, 'The vine that is a friend'', and discusses
the use of the word 'sere' in line 5). JSN - JD 30 April 1936, NIA MS 1145/65
('I!Biluscript [for BI] arrived today': 'pieces like 'The vine' and 'The sundowner'
may need little corrections'); 3 May 1936, NLA MS 1145/67 (co=ections to typescript
for BI: a revised stanza, and suggests that a footnote be added).
JSN - JD 5 September 1937, NLA MS 1145/68 (says it 'might be worth trying the S.M.
Herald with the 'Wine that is a friend''); 7 October 1937, NIA MS 1145/68 (agrees
with JD that the poem is too long to enter in a competition: suggests that JD 'might
be able to place it with the S.M. Herald or some other papers'); 10 October 1937,
NIA MS 1145/68 (in list of _poems to be considered for a competition, with the
cormnent, 'Too long').
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In the absence of a complete fair draft or fair copy, BI is taken as the
preferred text.
1
1
'1940' , 20b-23b
b =A·, '1934' (all MS)= B; 1935 , la-3b = C;
MS 3354/2-7, 8 =D.

Arthur is old and being overwise
He will not cease to taunt me night and day
He does my water-drinking much despise
He is monotonous and will complain
Meanness he says will sere the soul of man
He can drink chea]Jly uI Lhe sto1eu-up rain
Why will you save you should be glad to spend
Why not have joy and all good fellowship
'Tis with the Vine the Vine that is a friend
10

Did Jesus sin come tell me if you can
Did he not once upon a wedding-day
Drink as a loving neighbour and a man
In the long hours you sleep it will descend
With its long roots into the yellow lime
Great is the Vine the Vine that is a friend
Then do I say I have seen much of shame
In the dull loves of drinkers nor would I
Call to my God to have Him bear the blame

1-3] =A stanza l; = B stanza 1 (3a).
a
a
b
4-6] f ~stanza 2; f ~stanza 2 (3 )~ f ~stanza 2 (34 ); f ~stanza 2 (33 ).
5] = ~ 'Second stanza, 2nd line' (40 ); = NLA MS 1145/67, 3 September 1935.
5] Of my long meanness he will mock me with A.
a
Of my long meanness and he mocks me with B ( 3 ) •
Meanness it is that soils the soul of man-~ (34a~·
Meanness he says wip soil tge Soul of Man ~ ( 33 ) •
6 He can] You can ~ (3 ) ; ~ (33 ) •
6] You have been drinking of the stored-up rain A.
a
Drives <<him>> forever to the stored-up rain B (34 ).
a
7-9] f ~stanza 3; f ~stanza 3 (3 ).
7 you save] ye save ~; ~a
10-12] =~stanza 4; f ~stanza 4 (3 ).
12] Drink as a neighbour and a loving man~13-15] f ~stanza 6; f ~stanza 6, renumbered 5 (3a).
13 itawill descend] it doth descend~; ~; it will descend~ a part-line at
34 under numbering 5.
b
16-18] =~stanza 7; = B stanza 7 (3 ).
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20

Arthur in stout resistance will complain
You would dishonour God with old mistrust
You would drink cheaply of the stored-up rain
Rain 'tis a wholesome drink for ewes and lambs
On the long days it is the home of weeds
In the dull creeks and all the yellow dams
Dreary is he whose drink is the dull rain
It is so filled with AvAry Avil thing
Evan at times the cattle will complain

30

Though you reject it still the sun will shine
Though you should sit in darkness sttll for you
There is the constant glory of the Vine
It has more song than all the bells that chime
And it can heal it takes up happiness
To the white maiden in a perilous time
By gluttony man has been long defiled
But 'tis the Vine that runs with sustenance
To the thin mother and the thirsting child

19-21] f?: stanza 86 =_:§stanza 8 (3b); =_:§stanza 7 (35a); f ~cancelled
stanza 7 (33 ).
19] Arthur is in a rage and does complain?:;~ (3b).
Arthur is close upon me to complain B ( 33 ) •
a
Arthur is in a <rage> _:§a part-line ata34 , with number 7.
22-24] f B stanza 9 (3 ); = B stanza 8 (35 ).
23] On witli.ering Surrmer days-it has the weeds _:§ ( 3b) •
b
24] In «Of» all the wandering =eeks and yellow dams B (3 ) •
b
b
25-27] f B stanza 10 (3 ); f B stanza 9 (34 ).
a
25] = B .'Verse 9, first line' (40 ).
25] It-is no drink for man this silly rain B (3b).
Dreary is he whose only drink is rain B-(34b).
This silly rain B a part-line at 34a, ;ith number 9.
b
26 so filled] so soaked B (3 ).
b
27 cattle will] cattle do_:§ (3 ).
28-30] f?: stanza 17; =_:§stanza 11, renumbered 10 (4a).
29] Though you will drink with cattle still for you ?:·
30] Still is the constant glory of the Vine A.
-b
31-33] f?: stanza 13; f _:§stanza numbered 1 (4 ); f S stanza 11.
31] Wine says old Arthur is in every chime ~·
More song it has than all the bells that chime _:§; S·
32] I t is the song that !heals anal goes with happiness ~
It heals it thrills it take~ up happiness _:§; S·
34-36] f _:§stanza numbered 2 (4 ); = S stanza 12.
34] Man has by gluttony been long defiled ~; S·

\
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It is a summer never known to end
It has defied old winters of all time
Great is the Vine the Vine that is a friend
40

Rain 'tis a sorrow dropping from the sky
It is the home of all uncertainties
Filled with the bodies of the birds that die
Arthur is like some Prophet who of old
Under the rainbow out upon the mist
Spoke to his God and all Ilis might extolled
Who tonches wi_ne sai rl he th011gh he he mean

He shall not need to search for merriment
He shall see further than the Seers have seen

SO

He shall see flowers where only weeds have grown
Sunrise shall not forsake him and at eve
He shall be dreaming listening all alone
Rain is a fitting thing for lambs to choose
On the white sheep-runs when December tells
Only the old imprisonment of the ewes
b

37-39] =~stanza numbered 3 (4 ); = S stanza 13.
38] It is a Spring filled out with miracles B.
b
a
40-42] =!:=stanza 11; f.~ stanza 14 (4 ); i' ~stanza numbered 3 (31 );
f. _g stanza 14.
40 Rain 'tis a] IThel Rain is ~ ~; Rain is the ~ (31 a);
Rain is a B (4 ); c.
a:
41] = B 'Verse 4. Second line' (40 ).
41] And when men store it it is an evil thing ~b
And when men store it 'tis ra(n] evil thingl «unspeakable» B (4 ) •
'Tis but the captive enemy we drink B (3la).
a
41] ~ (34 ) has '14 unspeakable'.
41] It is the wash of all uncertainties B (34b).
b
43-45] f.~ stanza numbered 5 (4 ); i' S stanza 15.
43] ~ur is one of these who did of old~; S·
45] Spoke to lhisl «their» GOO. and all his gifts extol B.
Speak to a GOO. and all his strength extol C.
a
46-48] f.~ stanza numbered 6 (6 ); f. S stanza 16.
46] Who touches wine though he be poor and mean ~; c.
47] Faith he will have and strange benevolence ~·
48 He shall] He will B; c.
- a
49-51] i' B stanza numbered 7 (6 ); i' C stanza 17.
-a
49] = ~ (40) 'Verse 17. First line'.
49 He shall] He will ~; _g.
50] He will see butterflies about the skies B.
51] He will know all that loving hearts have known B.
a
52-54] f.~ stanza 9; f.~ stanza numbered 11 (12 ); i' S stanza 13.
52] Rain 'tis a fitting drink for lambs to choose~rwinel «Rain» 'tis a fitting drink for lambs to choose ~·
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Rain 'tis a welcome vintage for the lambs
Though it be thickened with unwholesome spawn
Evil and green and yellow in the dams

60

Rain 'tis a drink when birds fall down and die
When the loud wind tells not of merriment
But of tremendous happenings in the sky
Rain 'tis a drink when birds fall down afraid
Fl11ttPrins tn mercy whl::'11 Lhl::'

p<:rntln~

8hl::'ep

Move with the morning to the moving shade
-x-

55-57] f ?! stanza 10; f ~stanza numbered 12 (12a); = C stanza 19.
57J Evil and green yellow in the darns?!·
Evil and yellow in the darns B.
-a
50-60] 'I'~ stanza numbered l.'J (13 ); f f t:dut.:ellttl l::ll:.cir1:.:a 20.
58 Rain 'tisl Rain it is B.
59 loud wind] hard wind ~; f.
60 happenings] bickerings B; c.
- a
61-63] f ?! part-stanza numbered 51 and cancelled; f ~ ~tanza numbered 13 (12 );
f ~ unnumbered s~za (13 ) ; f ~ 'Versg 21' ( 40 ) , cancelled stanza;
f B stanza 21 (40 ); f B stanza 21 (41 ); 'IC stanza 20, numbering cancelled.
61] 'Tis ~ good drink when birds fall down afraid A~ B (12a); c.
- a:
62] When parrots die and sheep at sunrise go ?!i ~ (12 ); c.
.
.
.
(1 3b-) •
Trembling
to see the sunrise
where the <night>
~
Fluttering to mercyl « rpityl » «mercy» when the panting sheep B ( 40a) •
b
Fluttering to mercy when the suffering sheep ~ (40 ) •
Fluttering to mercy when the mournful sheep NLA MS 19 January 1936.
63] rrn companions to find the nearest shadel
Moving each morning to the thickning sgade ~ (12a).
Has in his roadside once delayed B (13 ).
Move with the morning to the dancing shade B ( 40a) •
Run with the morning for the scattering shade B (40b).
b
Move with the morning to the scattering shade~ (41 ).
Moving each morning to the thickening shade f ·
Move at the sunrise with the moving shade NLA MS 19 January 1936.

r
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Arthur when young did ride in a red land
Bones did he see and old malevolence
Death was the neighbour ever close at hand
Arthur will say the Vine has evil fame
But for its health God sent his messengers
In from the desert the wild asses came
70

Kr0n in t.hfli r h11ngor they did pluck and rend
Then did the rooto go deep for nouriohmcnt
Great is the Vine the Vine that is a friend
Arthur is old his thoughts are in the dim
I should be doubly gentle well I know
That. his intolerance is the truth to him
Wine he says is for boldness in the boy
'Tis in the toes of girls for happiness
It is the taste of cleanness in the joy

a
a
b
64-66] f B stanza numbered 2 (31 ); 1 B stanza 22 (34 ); 1 B stanza 22 (34 );
b
a
f ~'Verse 22' (40 ); f ~stanza 22 (42 ); f g '01d verse'; f Q a part-stanza;
= NIA MS 3 May 1936. NLA MS 3 May has the canment: I suggest this instead
of what you have. I co=ected it a good few times and my memory is poor,
but keep the one you have if you like it best.'
64 in a red land] in the red land ~ (3la) & Q; in tge grim land g.
64] Arthur when young did see in the red land B ( 40 ) •
Arthur rdid seel «when» young did see in-the red land B (42a).
Cl
65] Cattle and bones and famine there he saw B ( 31 ) •
a
Bones did he see and fear and loneliness ~ (34 ) •
Bones did he see and no benevolence ~ ( 34 ) •
Bones !that rnadel «and the» history iforl «of» the wilderness B (40b).
Bones that made history for the wilderness~ (42a).
Murmuring of sheep and cattle much he heard f.
Bones did he see and old malevolence Q; NLA MSS 19 January 1936 & 3 May 1936.
66] D Ill.
a
67-69] f ~ stanza numbered 16 (13 ) ; 1 g stanza 21.
67] Once was the vine a thing of evil fame ~; g.
69] *A reference to the old tradition, probably true, that pruning was first
suggested by the beneficial results noticed in plants cropped by wild animals.
BI.

a
70-72] =~stanza numbered 17 (13 ); = g stanza 22.
b
73-75] f ~stanza 12; f ~stanza numbered 8, renumbered 6 (5 ); f
73] Arthur is old his thoughts wake up the dim~; ~; g.
76-78] f ~ stanza renumbered 121 f 31 f 81 10; f f stanza 25.
76] It is of Spring that lifts the girl and boy ~; f.
78] jAlwayl It is the song that never lacks a joy ~It is the song that never lacks a joy g.

g

stanza 23.
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Arthur is old I have not time to hear
All his long boast and ~ine I only take
Faintly how faintly once or twice a year
Then does he say you have not heart to spend
It is your servant it can love and cling
Great is the Vine the Vine that is a friend
Arthur will have his grievance he will say
Can you not.drink Oh drink FIR .TP.R11R <li <l
Drink as a friend upon a wedding-day

90

Slowly I soften I no more pretend
To argument I sit and Arthur says
Great is the Vine the ~ine that is a friend

a
79-81 J "I ?: stanza 18; "I ~ stanza ::n.:::oered 12, renumbered 11 ( 4 ) ;
"I ~ stanza 26.
79] ~.rthur is old fI would not care :.ol «what can I do but» hear A.
Arthur is old I would not care :.o hear~ (4a).
Arthur is old I rwouldl «do» ::ot care to hear ~·
80] Wine do I like but little w-i~'1e I take A.
Such talk from others wine I say I take ~·
fSuch talk from others wine I sayl
'Ihis long long boast for wine I only take ~·
81] Faintly and only once or twice a year ?:; ~·
a
82-84] "I ?: stanza 19; "I~ stanza re..':Uillbered f12l ll3l (4 ) ;
= B stanza 28 (34 ); "IC s---...a..~.za 27.
a
83 it can love] it does love A7 3 (4 )1 c.
85-87] "I?: stanza 20; f ~ s~za-1~ (4a)7 f ~stanza 29 (35a);
f C stanza 28.
a
85 J ~.rthur is nCIW' rrore tolerant l:e ·..-ill say A; B ( 4 ) ; c.
- - a
Arthur is nCIW' rrore tolerant 3 ::a.rt- line at 34 , numbered 29.
Arthur is I richl <<swift>> ~ ~ea.son he will say B ( 35a) •
Arthur will have his grievar:c:e 3 'Verse 29. lst line' (40b).
- a
88-90] =?:stanza 21; =~stanza 1.5 (4 ); = C stanza 29.

Discarded stanzas
A stanza 5 & B cancelled stanza .5 1 : / ) :
''!Was the unwholesane wate!:" :::-..a:. he turned
To the good wine and for his =cry
And for a blessing so the w::.e has burned ?:·
That blessing in the Vines -G::F...sl «has» ever burned B.
A stanza 14:
It is the Sumner never kno1•;n -:o end
It is the Spring that knows :-.c ·11eariness
Great is the Vine the Vine ~..a~ is a friend
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A cancelled stanza 15; ~ cancelled stanza 5 (6a); ~ cancelled stanza 14 (13a):
- Arthur- Oh love oh wine you win with the one tune A.
Oh love oh wine you wing with the same tune B (6a).Wine is in love it lives in the same tune~ C13a).
I am too old rnowl and wavering now to sing A.
And I am too old and wavering much would sing B (6a).
It has the heat of happenings in the sun B (13a:).
a·
Strength of the Sun and happenings in the Moon A; B (6 ) •
- a
I It is1 And the sweet temperance round about the moon B (13 ) •
A stanza 16:
Who touches wine our God will not disown
He has made thistledown <<and>> butterflies
Has He not poured out courage to His own
b

B otanza numbered 121 7 r9l (5 ) & ~ stanza 21:
SUnbeams he says are in it it has played
Over the very ground where Jesus walked
Who drinks he prays though he had never prayed

~stanza

numbered 1101 9 (6b):
It is the wholesome [drink] for crying ewes
Who is [in] December days rain on and on
Ever complaining of the lambs they lose

B stanza numbered 1 (31 a):
Old without virtue hopeless what is rain
Did I not learn to drink it in the dust
When the wild-eyed cattle would complain

JSN - JD 3 September 1935:
I am sending in another envelope 'The Vine that is a friend' • I have had
it on hand ever since last November and I feel a bit sick of it at times •••
I don't know whether the public will at once grasp the story. Arthur is a
man who in his young days worked as a station hand and saw the sufferings
of sheep and cattle in droughts. At middle age he has taken up wine growing
and is an enthusiast about the grape. Like many other drinking men he is
very intolerant. He thinks that every man who does not get drunk now and
again is extremely mean.
This piece is really written from a teetotaller's point of view. But in the
end Arthur wins the argument, by his long-windedness. I daresay you have
met this type of old chap before now.
Two postscripts read:
I believe that it is correct about pruning being first done by the wild asses
from the desert. A sultana grower at Merbein told me this.
I know that sane of the verses in 'The vine' are fanlty, but I had this version
written off and it was a bother to alter it.
JD - JSN 16 February 1936:

About the two words sere and sear in the line: 'Meanness, he says, will ~
the soul of man', of course you may use either and it is for you to say.
I like sere better than sear in this connection ••• Either word would be co=ect
in your line.
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THE WALKER ON THE SAND
1

1940', 3b (A0819) [A], fair draft.

The spires so delicate are but the fears
Of the poor fishes back a million years
These terraces that bring the eye delight
Are but the wishes of the birds of night
They 3ll hAvP fPArPri thP riririlP.\ hP- who planned
The repti 1 Pc; Anri thP fi .c;hPs hllngry from the. ReA
Slowly I walk I walk uneasily along the sand

THE WALKING OF THE MOON-WOMAN
'1940', 6a-6b (A0821-2) [L], fair draft.

'Twas moonlight in the ripe barley
And she was half-concealed
Perchance she was a Moon-woman
Below the barley field
For Moon-women they never dance
They neither laugh nor sing
They are made up of old wishes
That fear not anything
10

Perchance she was a Moon-woman
Who stole from east to west
Her feet were in the white barley
And a child was on her breast
Perchance she was a Moon-woman
Whose wishes all were sighs
For the child was all too beautiful
And the blue was in his eyes

20

Perchance she was a Moon-woman
Who in her day did burn
And now in moonlight courage stood
But would not yet return
-~

*

'Twas long ago my eyes are dim
I fear too much the cold
Perchance she was a Moon-woman
Down in the barley-gold

7 are made] are fbutl made MS.
14 Whose] Who[se] MS.
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THE WAYS OF THE WILDFLOWER
'1940', 3b-4a (A0819) [A], fair draft.
is a berry'.

This is a later version of 'love

It is but a wildflower untamed by man
It is one of all outcasts of the berry clan
It will not be staying where the good flowers abide
It will be burning and crying and crying on the bare
hillside
In the hopeless desert it will strive to grow
It will not be the servant in a quiet row
In the sweet gnrden it will make a moan
It will be crying and crying to go out alone
It will go to the dark lane it will live in woe
It will be in places where the weeds are ashamed to grow
It will turn bitter all the heart of man
It is the wild thing that grows with the berry plan
7 sweet garden] sweetrestl garden MS.

WHEN DOES A BURGLAR HAPPEN TO SHAVE [2]
ML MS 3354/2, Item 7 [A], fair draft [c.1934].
a poem written c.1913.

This is a later version of

He has taking ways when he comes to Court
He takes the Bible he takes the oath
On each occasion he seems to sport
A dull ridiculous half-inch growth
A stern strong man with a resolute mind
Who would defy him he should be brave
But no sane answer to this I find
When does a burglar happen to shave
10

A sensitive fellow he keeps aloof
He seeks no counsel he needs no aid
Does he seek a cellar or sit on a roof
While he silently uses his safety blade

8 a burglar] rthel «a» burglar MS.
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Scientists tell us of flukes and flaws
Since ever we came from the dismal cave
But I want the date of a certain cause
When does a burglar happen to shave

20

30

40
13
32
33
39

Our lives are threatened by screaming cars
They drive the innocent out of mirth
They steal the silence of moon and stars
They hoot for evil to fill the earth
Earthquakes happen in old Japan
Emperors cackle and communists rave
But I ask you steadily man to man
When does a burglar happen to shave
Newsboys struggle and screech to sell
Airman'i::; babble and showman'i::; sham
The Melbourne citizen fears no hell
He has always suffered the cable tram
The stirred-up asses come out to view
The tired-out asses of Donkey-Dave
But answer answer me tell me true
When does a burglar happen to shave
Strange are the tales that they worry us with
Jonah's journey and Satan's fall
Horatio's bridge it is mostly myth
Did Shakespeare ever write plays at all
Life is cruel and death is sharp
If ever I reach the golden pave
I will word some angel gripping a harp
When does a burglar happen to shave
flukes] flutes MS.
a burglar] lthel «a» burglar MS.
worry] worries MS.
I will word] I <<will>> word MS.

THE WHISTLING JACK
Australasian 28 December 1929; CP 151.
JSN - AGS 2 August 1931 (discussing a proposed edition and pieces to discard,
says 'I do not think it would be wise to put 'The Whistling Jack' in.').
JSN - AGS 22 September 1932 (continuing the discussion, says 'I am not too
sure that I did offer the Whistling Jack [last year]', as a replacement.
JSN - RHC 7 November 1933, NIA MS 605 (if Croll wants this for CP 'it can
be got in the Australasian' ) • JSN - RHC 19 November 1933, NIA MS 605
(encloses poem, and comments). JSN - Kate Baker 12 December 1933, LaT MS
9419/2954 (thanks her for copying the poem for him). JSN - RHC n.d.
[c. March 1934), NIA MS 605/71-75 (corrections to proofs CP).
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JSN - JD 13 January 1935, NIA MS 1145/66 (says that 'pieces like 'The
Whistling Jack', 'The soldier is home' and 'The ballad of remembrance'
rub some people the wrong way'). FN - JSN 16 July 1936, McKirom MS 14 1 HI
not sighted.

1

The preferred text is the Australasian.

Not far above me in the boughs he sat a solemn thing
On the gr·ey limb in grey he sat he did not move to sing
He was so dumb he seemed to see no glamour in the Spring
Near by me did the chickens run beneath their mother's
eye
'Twas but a little noise I heard and I looked up to the
sky
The Whistling Jack and a white chicken I had not seen
it die
He ate so greedily and then as if he did not wrong
He poured into the morning air the beauty of his song
And I spoke to him right angrily I kept not silence long
10

This is I said no little thing how can you live and dare
To sing this song that is a song and sometimes is a prayer
And the blood is still upon your beak and tells of murder
there
When the mother at the even-fall will with mother's wing
Give love unto her hrood and they in eager love will
cling
What of the blood upon your beak is it a little thing
The Whistling Jack hopped lower down and he looked me
in the eye
He said I kill to eat but you pray long into the sky
For the help of God in all you do to make your fellows
die

20

I know not God how could I but I am not always dumb
With many flags you march you make strange noises on
a drum
And you praise God for murders old and murders yet to
come

6 I had not seen] I did not see CP.
9] And I stared at him I scowled at him I kept not silence long CP.
NLA MS 605/71-75, [c.March 1934] has: 'Last line, 3rd stanza. Right
angrily is very bad. I don't think it appeared that way before. I suggest
And I stared a[t] him I scowled at him I kept not silence long.'
13 with mother's wing] with the mother wing CP. NLA MS 605/71-75 has: '5th
stanza, lst line. The line should run like this: When the mother at the
even fall will with the rrother wing'.
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Your hymn you found with mating birds and you have stolen
prayer
All earth you claim and all the sea and even the sweet
air
You without pity cry to God for all His love and care
Your Heaven is but a theft you saw the white walls in
the sky
And the mystery of the wing you took to make your angels
fly

For all your bravery as a thief you have not loved to
die

30

You own the earth and all therein and all you hear and
see
You cut the flower into the heart your axe is at the
tree
You burn the body beautiful that was a friend to me
If this you say to me is true that slaughter is a sin
What of the hat upon your head the shoes you saunter
in
The fur you found by cruelty by cruelty the skin
You have not ceased one day to rob since ever you were
born
There was the theft to give you milk and all that you
have worn
Is only yours by plunder foul that fills me with a scorn
If you can preach of murder I can preach of murder too
You have defiled the sweet green earth and prayed into
the blue
For strength unto your God that you may other murders
do

40

I am a little thief but you with evil caution strive
For the white wool and the glistening silk and the honey
of the hive
But for a million cruelties you would not be alive
Of valour do you boast and yet your whole life is a whine
Where is your pity for the sheep your mercy for the kine
You who would dare to preach to me at this little meal
of mine

26 wing] wings CP.
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This bird had almost stilled my heart and both my eyes
were dim
There was no mercy in his speech as I saw him on the
limb
I said perchance he is of God who knows the heart of
him
50

Oh the bird he was on fire he spoke so long and bitterly
T heard him till at last he flew I did not wioh to see
Thi:' heavens blue for he had put such weakncoo into me

JSN - RHC 7 December 1933:
I don't know that you will like the rhyme much. A.G. rather disliked
it. He despised vegetarians and pacifists on principle.
He knew very little about birds. Even less than I do. You know the
bird well of course. The Dervin Jackass. We often used to call him
the 'Whistling Jack' in the Mallee. He is very quick at descending
on chickens and mice. Anyhow, it is not the sort of a piece that a
respectable Civil Servant should write.

THE WINTER SUNDOWN
'1929', 46b-47a (A0636) [A), fair draft, 5 stanzas, entitled 'It is a fine
country'; 46b-47a (A0636) [FN], revisions, under title 'A fine country out
there'. '1939', 6a (AOB02) [A], fair draft, 5 stanzas, entitled ''Tisa
fine country'; 9b-10a (A0807) [L], fair draft, 5 stanzas, with renumbering.
CP 162.
JSN - RHC 10 January 1934, NLA MS 1145/57-60 (says 'I am trying to finish
a short rhyme [of] about 20 lines. It is something I started a few years
ago'). Lothians - JSN 19 January 1934, McKimn MS 14, HI, not sighted.
FN - JSN 23 July 1934, McKirnm MS 14/ HI, not sighted. FN - JD 18 January
1935, NLA MS 1145/751 HI, not located.
HI has an entry:
Title 'Winter Sundown' in list of 11 J_X)ems headed 'Poems in Collected
Poems to which the Author has complete rights and ownership' [AGS],
[Constance Robertson - JSN], not sighted.
The dating is uncertain, but the reference to the title by Constance
Robertson, together with the location of the drafts in the notebooks, suggests
a date of 1931 for the comJ_X)sition of this poem. The stanzas in Frank's
hand in the '1929' notebook are probably the attempt at revision which N
refers to in his letter to Croll (10 January 1934).
b

b

.

The CP text is derived from the fair draft at '1939', 9 -10 and this fair
draft is therefore taken as the preferred text. The versions at '1929',
b
a
a
.
46 -47 and '1939', 6 are shown separately in the notes.
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b
a
b
a
a
1929 1 , 4g -4~ [A]= A; '1929 1 , 46 -47 [FN] = B; '1939', 6 = C;
1
1939', 9 -10 =D.
1

They falter they stay not
To your eyes and mine
The boatmen in violet
On bays of wine
Calm without sorrow and
The peace without prayer
All fear is folly in
That country out there
10

Many we mourn are out
Seaward away
Tears did they leave us
As players who plqy
The highlands the hilltops
They make the heart bare
Burned out with wishing for
That country out there

20

They stay not they stay not
But your eyes and mine
Have boatmen in violet
On bays of wine

5 sorrow and]
13-16] Stanza
14 They make]
17-20] Stanza

sorrow CP.
3, renumbered 4.
They r1eave1 «nake» [JSN] D.
4, renumbered 5.

Discarded stanzas

~revisions [FN], at 47a:
Calm without Sorrow
The Peace without prayer
'Tis a place rforl <<of>> long wishes
That country out there
Calm without sorrow
The peace without prayer
'Tis a «fine» place rfor longl «of» wishes
That country out there
A rfinel place of long wishes
That country out there
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b

B revisions [FN], at 46 :
The fair Land so boundless
It has no Dane or Floor
Where all our fond wishes
Go through the Black Door
b
a
Version at '1929', 46 -47:

the face of the l:iundown
It is Hope without prayer
It is the calm without sorrow
It is a fine country out there

Un

The hills are all folly
Your wealth and mine
There are blue boabnen going
On days [bays] of wine
No man will be telling
All God's ways and prayer
It is a place for old wishes
It is a fine country out there
It is a mist of the Follies
No one come[s] through
All the day telling
What God means to do
The boabnan dies softly
Wise men despair
At the bloom and the long wish
It is a fine country out there
a
Version at '1939', 6:

At the winter sundown
Like the rainbow sign
Carne boabnen in violet
On bays of wine
No one did boast of
rHis signs anl <<sins>> in prayer
rThel « 'Twas» calm without sorrow
The country out there
Headlands went mistward
Where no one might see
As children in red caps
!Divel «Die» playfully
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No man made much of
His dull ways and prayer
In the calm without sorrow
That country out there

The Alleys came upwards
And Hills divine
With the boatmen in violet
On hnyR nf wi nP

YOU CANNOT GO DOWN TO THE SPRING
'1929', 47b (A0638) [A], fair draft.

The song will deceive you the scent will incite you to
sing
You clutch but you cannot discover you cannot go down
to the Spring
The day will be painted with Summer the heat and the
gold
Will give you no key to the blossom the music is old
It is at the edge of a promise a far-away thing
The green is the·nest of all riddles you cannot go down
to the Spring
The truth is too close to the sorrow the song you would
sing
It cannot go into the fever you cannot go down to the
Spring
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YOU WITH A FROWN
'1929', 34b-35a (A0624) [A], fair draft.

Far back it was since I saw you you were concealed
Blue-black you were then and old like a sorrow unhealed
In the whispering patch of the barley at the back of
the field
Barley can whisper but not with the same sorrow now
We would be thanking God then for the rain for the plough
We would be thanking God then for the grass for a cow
Mercy was nowhere beside you but there have come tlown
Fears that hung all about you and shook in your gown
There did I see you to hate you first you with the frown
God is so good but is it for us that strawberries grow
The little birds surely have hunger and what do we owe
To you. Are you God of the silence where all people
go
You may be older than God though he never comes down
They say that he ties up the sweethearts to fill up a
town
Get away you on the sky-line there you with a frown
6 a caw] lthel <<a>> caw MS.
15 sky-line there you] sky-line <<there>> you MS.

Poems which cannot be placed in a period
becau81:! uI 1118uIIlcle11L evlueuLe Lu al::il::ilgu
an approximate date.
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~

'Be diligent young men and go'

McKimm MS, Remembering Shaw Neilson, Introduction by Jack

[&

Alan] McKimm.

One of an unknown number of limericks written about local personalities, at the
request of his brother-in-law, 'for the guests to sing at the celebration smJke
night' when the Chillingollah football team won the premiership. Paterson [or
Peterson?] and Watson & Co. pty Ltd was a local store.

Be
To
To
Of

diligent young men and go
bed early and you may grow
be an Inspector or perhaps a Director
Paterson, Watson and Co.

THE FEVER OF THE HAY
ML MS 3354/3, Item 1, 1

a

b

& 1/1

[JSN], draft.

'Twas on a night the moon was on the green
These walkers now had ventured overbold
The dust upon the dying wheat did rise
Into their ears upon their pretty eyes
And straightway all their blood was hot and cold
A thousand flowers did tingle with the gold
Of that great rust the mad bees carry high
The honey-coloured gooseberries stared afraid
As if with eyes and a sweet mourning made
To all the flowers that ever sought the sky
A thousand hopes upon the flowery dust
Burned on them and they heard the dying grain
The moon did fill them but beside them crept
Strange friends upon the grass who sighed and kept
Some old unwanted fellowship with pain

2 walkers] lloversl <<walkers>> MS.
5 was hot and cold] was <<hot>> and cold MS.
7 carry high] carry fhomel [ •••• ] high MS. The MS is difficult to read here:
however, the rhythm suggests that the intention was to cancel the indecipherable
word.
14 friends] friend[s] MS.
14 sighed and kept] sighed and \ weptl kept MS.
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GOING ALONE
ML MS A3038/2, 9b-10a (B0015) [A], fair draft, two part-leaves, with a note [FNJ
on one: 'This poem written by Shaw Neilson about the same time; sc:mewhat the same
subject as [ •••• ]: a striking <fragment> I think. Apparently 'Going alone' refers
to a girl going on the journey of Death?'

Will there be time for a rest in the blackness to sit on a
otonc
How will you go dear and who will you go with I fear for you
going alone
You I see always in summery raiment but now will you stray
In a long mist and here you had lovers and songs all the way
Will there be no one to lift up your little feet over each
desolate stone
How will you go dear and who will you go with I fear for you
going alone
5] fT Will there be no one to hold youl MS a false start.
6 How will you] How lcouldl <<will>> you MS.

TO A LITTLE GIRL LOOKING SOUTH
ML MS 3354/3, Item 1, 5/9a & 6/lla [JSN], fair draft, 7 X 2-line stanzas.

You look to the South and eastward and the blue boats to your
eye
Sail to the fairies' Heaven where no one says goodbye
The light is over your shoulder and the music of your hair
Would make me more than merry if my heart could only dare
But the noise is all so jealous and my heart falls faint again
And I may not look to Heaven for the call of the cackling
men
They smell of the Earth beside me they laugh and whine and
wail
They worship froth and the sinews and the mudpath and the
ale
Title] fThe cackling of menl «To a little girl looking south» MS.
1 eastward J LeasternJ MS.
2 Sail to the J Sail «to» the MS.
6 call of the cackling men] call [of] the cackling men MS.
8 froth] <froth> MS.
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I cannot hear you singing and the blue boats come and go
If you dreamed in a thousand summers your dream I could not
know
I could not be your playmate the blue boats change today
And your hair is always music and the dull heart makes me
stay
I lived in a heavy summer I would go with the boats again
But your eyes were taken from me by the call of the cackling
men
10 dreamed in] dreamed «in» MS.

TO A SEA CURLEW
Jindyworobak Anthology 194:2, p.6:i.

Unwanted uninvited supercilious
Such impudence I have not heard before
Your constant invitation to be bilious
Insults me to the core
Luckily your cowardice is not contagious
I have heard such from immigrants before
Our own birds most cheerfully courageous
Your blitherings ignore
10

Here you take all we have the most nutritious
And as you gormandise it seems unfair
Sir you insult me you would make me vicious
With your prolonged despair
All that we eat we gain by toil laborious
All that we have you take you eat the best
You are I think remarkably inglorious
Distressingly distressed

20

Travellers I love but 0 the supercilious
Here in good jobs you overpaid we find
Always you bring that something worse than bilious
'Tis the imported mind
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TO THE BEAUTIFUL CHILD
ML MS 3354/3, Item 1, 7/13

a

& 7/13

b

[JSN], draft.

Near me she sits in the evening how can I tell
All other things in all beauty she doth excel
Sorrow hath soiled hP.r not dnll clumh am I
My heart would follow and she wanders out on the sky
Southward and eastward long boats of blue
Tremble in lavenders fall away out of the view
My heart is beating up ballads songs for the sky
But my lips dare not speak for the beautiful child living
nearby
I have heard God as a Harper in the quiet air
Playing or was it the fall of her hair
I would be sober I would go into the cold
But the child has compelled me I hunger I wake in the gold
The Gold is not Summer nor yet the last beat of the Spring
The child is beside me her beauty I tremble I sing
6 out of the view] out of lourl «the» view MS.
s1 But my lips dare not speak for the LbeautyJ rit isl// lchildJ living nearby
MS.
9 heard God] fseenl «heard» God MS.
10] Playing Ito smite me. It was seemed inl «Or was it» the fall of her hair
MS.
12 compelled me] C'Ompelled [me] MS.
13 nor yet] no[r] yet MS.
14 beside me her beauty] beside <<me>> Her beauty MS.
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~

'Your pious sleek self-constituted saint'

ML MS A2305/9, p.228 (now reclassified to ML MSS 4937), [A], fair draft.

Your pious sleek self-constituted saint
Within the sacred sanctuary stands
And looking sick as if about to faint
Turns up his eyes and then turns up his hands
And then proceeds familiarly to paint
A being whom he little understands
And labours hard in the attempt to prove
A God of hate and terror not of love
~-

~-

Out with such doctrines I would rather die
A hopeless unbelieving infidel
Than charge the Ruler of the earth and sky
With crimes that would degrade the 'king of hell'
What punishment is there for thoRP. who try
To libel their creator as they tell
Such hideous tales with melancholy dole
And dare to juggle with the human soul
9 Out with] Out on MS.

FRAGMENTS

Verses, apparently never completed, and unplaced lines; both
groups listed in alphabetical order, word by word.
The location of the fragment is given first.
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i

b

'1912 1 , 2

(A0249) [JSN].

A girdle of pure gems was looped around

!

'1907', 12a (A0101) [JSN].

A YOUNG LADY <WHALE> WRITES TO A YOUNG LADY FRIEND
How are you dear the news I have
Is barely worth the telling

i

Source?

But I held not your heedless hand
While all the pleading water-birds
Made love along the Spring

!

'1929', 16b (A0605) [A], unfinished.

THE CHILD OF THE FOREST
In all that he ventures each phase of his dull vanity
He longs for the calm and leaf and the voice of the bird
He is the Child of the Forest in love with the tree
With stone he has made him a city and still at his heart
He has the old ache for a mercy the tongue cannot tell

!

'1925', 18a-18b (A0407-8) [JSN], unfinished.

THE CRONY
Old Kenny McNab was near the end and proud and bare and
bony
But the only ghost that was given to him was that of
an early crony
rHe robbed by cruel wordsl
Many he robbed the weak the strong of the white and yellow
money
But the ghost that came he had been robbed of a woman
filled with honey

762

~

1

1909', 6a (A0204) [JSN] •

...... from the <hills>

i

'1930', 16a (A0660) [JSN].

HONEY IN TREES
I want not the old ungoverned clamour of SP.8A
<<But>> Bird[s] moving quietly skies covered in Folly
Lakes forgiving to children Honey in trees

i

h

'1915'C, 7

(A0319) [JSN].

I AM IN DEBT
That smile would make a winter day
Wear all the joy of Spring

i

1

1934', 13b (A0703) [L].

IN PRAISE OF THE JIG
You are no dance of a coward
You live in the blootl of the free

~

'1927'C, 34b (A0469) [A], unfinished.

THE JOY IN THE NEIGHBOUR
By the things that I hear lthe thingsl that I guess at
that I see
I know that she fights the good fight with the old Enemy
But she the undaunted she toils Latj At the start of
the day
She will lift up her face to be kissed latl <<and>> her
body will say
Rude is my love . . .

763
~

'1908', 13a (A0166) [JSN], unfinished.

THE LAMENT FOR LOTTIE
Weary with riding was I I had come over the river
Over the bridge I rode all the time dreaming and burning
For my delightful love what should I hasten to give her
She had been quiet for weeks still I grew happier braver
What is she wearing today rose pink or glorious yellow

~

NLA MS 1145/60 [JSN], incomplete, 1 stanza numbered 3.

LEAVING THE NEST
The old bird says I have been down on the bitter road
she goes
Every trap that is set for her my bleeding being knows
rshel She will <slave> and suckle love and hate rfor
and hatel hate for a meal
(Cut out my heart Oh God it is little more I can feel)
What is this I hear of God's will~ God's will and the
sigh it is best
It is the old bird cries for the young bird leaving the
nest

~

ML MS A3038/2, 28b (B0038) [JSN], a part-leaf.

Lightly he talks of r1egl Pork and Lard
His <dignity> it doth not <please>
Of the Corned round and boiling rice
And on a Sunday <in> his best
And by no Cry of Blood distressed
<Strong> of face with

~

'1907', 7b (A0097) [JSN].

THE LITTLE BLUE BULL
Proud were his eyes and dimly beautiful
The Spring had with many blossoms
The grass was sweet by every little river
But that morning lal the cruel spear had struck
Alas for the little blue bull

764

'1927'A, 22b (A0554) [A], tmfinished, 1 stanza with numbering for a
second.

LITTLE GIRL IN THE RAIN
Little of sorrow was there in the world when she died
Heflll being so cruel and filled with his own little
pride
But the birds being near into [unto] God will sing without
pain
He once was kind to a little girl down in the rain

i

'1927'B, 3b (A0485) [JSN].

THE LITTLE RED MOTHER
All mothers are red
It is the colour of all sharp endeavour

i

b

ML MS A3038/1, 26

(B0133) [JSN].

. . . love for anything

i

1

1930', 26b (A0671) [JSN].

LOVE NOT THE LAND
The night as a nurse would be tender with <<as>> the
mercy of wine
Would [ .... ] fill and the moon light <<shine>> would
quieten rall discordl <<with beauty>>
all/ fund peacel <<sorrow>> would be thine

i

1

1908', 18a (A0171) [JSN].

McADAM'S HUT
McAdam has built him a hut it's manner is crude
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~

'1907', 14b (A0104) [JSN], incomplete.

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT
Young Jacob the trader was keen and discreet
But Esau went hunting and came home dead beat
Young Jacob showed genius 'we mustn't say Greed'

'l[

12a (A0290) [JSN], incanplete, a pall lln~
numbered 2 under title at head of page.

1 El15 1 E,

cu.1U. d

~Lcui.:t.d.

MINE EYES HAVE SEEN
• • . and maketh bold
The lad the lass in blue flowers by the way
Dream that no lovers kiss as oft as they
The sick man when the last white hour is done
Stares to the blackness for the smile of Day

~

1

1907', 9a (A0098) [JSN].

THE MOTHER OF A SON
Fears of a
Upon me in
I did have
Sweet with

furious kind did leap
the sunniest hours
dreaming in my sleep
a summer full of flowers

~ '1906', 36b (A0077) [JSN].
MUSHROOMS IN MAY
Bright in memory lies a little town
And round about it honeyed forests grew
And summer sun hung on it lovingly
And almost did we tire of Heaven's blue
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'1930', 27b (A0672) [JSN], unfinished.

MYSELF AND THE TREES
Here I am no one near by me
To injure or please
Now shall I ask
Some old riddle of
Myself and the trees

i

'1927'B, 4b (A0486) [JSN].

!The ml Nimbly the <sunbeam>
The birds all dream of <Heaven>

ML MS 3354/3, Item 2, 5/9

i

a

[A], two stanzas numbered 16 & 17.

Of wild things in the wilderness
Of love-birds in the air
Of wisdom close to weariness
All that men may dare
They spoke of low black murderers
Who could not sleep or smile
Of wine that came in strange colours
And did a man beguile

i

1

1934', 2a (A0691) [L].

THE OLD MAN IN THE SKY
It is well with the crow and the hawk they cannot complain
But do they give thanks the old man is well used to
praying
It is ill with the lamb with the eye out who bleats in
the fOuci blood in the rain
They blame him for all things for keeping the white world
so dry
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'1915'C, 2a (A0313) [JSN].

OUT OF THE HEART
Out of the heart will come Pity for quiet
Tenderness for[ ..... ] little ones

~

<things~

'1930', 28a (A0672) [JSN].

PLAY NOT THE LOVER
Here I protest I who know nothing of anything
To you all men dance <hard> and sing
But play not the lover or a mandaril dumb

~

'1930', 13a (A0657) [FN].

PRAYER TO THE LEAVES
Have you not taken all the music out of the blue
Do you not every day all the follies renew
As the noon goes down <<to>> the even so do I to you

~ '1929', 48b (A0639) [A].

RETIRED
Unto the mother thus he spoke
One evening in the darkning time

~

'1930', 19a (A0663) [JSN].

THE RETREAT OF THE HEART
When music falters we sit far apart
It is oh believe me my neighbour
The retreat of the heart
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i

ML MS 3354/2, Item 6, lOa [JSN], dated 'May 7/09'.

SONG FOR NOVEMBER
Give me I pray that yellow rose
The reddening splendours of the sun
And the glamour of girls' clothes

i

'1925', 19a (A0408) [A], unfiniohcd.

THE SONG FOR SPRING
When I am old and the fear's upon me
I shall have no heart to journey
Nor blood to be bold
I shall take LUPJ of the hush of the heart
The noise of the wing
And honeycomb dripping to death
'Twill make a fine [Song] for the Spring

i

'1927'C, 34a (A0468) [A], unfinished.

THE SONG THAT IS YELLOW
Song[s] have a colour here is an old song
Joy is a Dancer but sorrow a Walker so long
The Moon is upon it but more than the Moonlight is there
It is the Yellow the innermost Yellow that leaves the
world bare

i

'1930', 18b (A0663) [JSN], unfinished.

THE SPOTS ON THE LOVER
Here for you[r] safety
See me uncover
For you unwilling
This thing a lover
He takes on [a] little maid
Call[s] her his honey
For a brief season
Sees the world sunny
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i

ML MS 3354/2, Item 1 [ JSN] , the last four lines of an unlocated poem (the lines
are ruled off) •

The tears came in my eyes
I wept in bitterness of heart
I woke in trembling pain
I prayed that I might dream
That bitter dream again

i

'1927'C, Sb (A0437) [A].

TO A CHILD IN THE FOREST
Be not afraid little one no harm is nigh
Friends are beside you they go from the green ground
up to the sky

i

'1927'B, 2lb (A0503) [JSN].

TO A WILD PIGEON
I would <harm> my little <drinker> there is rest
i

'1927'A, 29a (A0560) [A], unfinished.

TO AN AMATEUR ACROBAT
For all your dancing with
Toes in the air
Under all noise I find
Motherhood there

i

'1910', 3a (A0225) [JSN], with the direction 'last'.

TO MY CREDITORS
Innumerable throng oh mighty[ .•... ] merciful
i

'1929', 29a (A0617) [A], unfinished.

TO THE MOTHER OF THE OUTLAWS
Long long ago it seems 'tis fifty years ago
Since then all eyes have seen what many saw
You were imprisoned we are proud to know
Why you defied the law
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i

a
ML MS 3354/2, Item 2, 10 [JSN].

THE TOILER
IHe toiled in the city in a workshop dark and diml
There was none to call him brother
In the workshop dark and dim
fThere wasl Few there were to comfort him
When he wearied he would sigh
Men there were cJose standing by
But they thought of other things
Sometimes in their whisperings
They would mutter poor old Jim
Wonder what is up with him

i

'1907', 9b (A0099) [JSN].

THE TWO KINGS
They called her red rose in the morn
And Lily in the leventimel evening [h]our

1

'1936',

1~

(A0787) [L], unfinished.

THE UNSOILED SHOP
Tales do I hear that Deborah has sorrow
The sunset comes as with an ache and then
There is no joy to make in a tomorrow
Cruel her father is and old and lying
Gentle the mother is all day in bed
Slow he will say how slow she is in dying

i

'1930', 34

a

(A0680) [JSN].

We shall not be joyous but shall

1

'1908', la (A0154) [JSNJ, unfinished.

THE WEAVER
By night he saw the stars of old
And in the day the sun's wide walk
These were his life his love his gold
But oh the multitude would talk
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~

b

ML MS 3354/2, Item 1, 4

[JSN].

II cannot boast that this my native landl
When !Jackl Charlie Morris from the Grange
Came over on a Sunday
To IKelly'sl Allen's place to see his girl
They made him stop till IMondayl
And Mrs Allen smiled on him
IAndl In quite a charming manner
And Charlie thought he'd never seen
A kinder woman than her

~

1

1936', 3b (A0772) [L].

WHEN THE WINDS WERE YOUNG

f How far back it was black and black andl
<<It was black and black it was so far back that>> the
wisest may not know
The poor little winds were all afraid they were cuddling
up in a row
And the Daddy Wind and the Mummy wind were telling him
how to blow
~

'1930 1 , 4b (A0649) [EN].

WHO SANG OF LOVE
Though he be deep down full five thousand years
Maids in remembrance shall in summertime
Cry with him gladly undefeated tears

~

ML MS A3038/1, 16b (B0115) [JSN], inCOTI\Plete.

A WIDOWER
Mischievous laces ribbon girl[s] aglow
Are as a lmurderousl rabble trooping litsl through a
door
Quietly she whispers it was long ago
Was it not wonderful the thing[s] she wore
Along the street each sallow chattering child along
the street
The vile man's daughter and the slatter[n's] son
Is a glad angel (Even now he smiled)

77'2
i

NLA MS 1145/60, 48 [FN], unfinished.

THE WISH OR THE SINGER
Only to feel the warm
Of the sun as a sweet friend
To gladly hate and spend
And to know when all is done
That Darkness may be fair
And the best heart may be bare
To speak with a dull joy
To the wind glowing

i

NLA MS 1145/60, 48 [FN], unfinished.

THE WOMAN COURTING AIR
I know not who would call her sweet
Nor who would call her fair
Nor friend had she that the eye could see
This woman courting air

1

'1927'C, 37a (A0471) [A], unfinished.

YOU AND YOUR JOURNEYMAN
The play now is over I stand at the edge of the town
The lights are as Mourners that tremble the Player is
down
You on the Skyline you smile at the old Comedy
Is it your clumsy red Journeyman or is it you that I
see
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APPENDIX A

CORRESPONDENCE
Items are listed in chronological order, with the author's
initials first, and then the name of the addressee, the date,
and the location of the MS.
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN AGS JSN -

A
B
A
B

7 December 1906

G Stephens
Stevens
G Stephens
Stevens
J S Neilson
B Stevens

c.1907
3 February 1907
18 February 1907
1 April 1907
8 April 1907
22 May 1907

JSN - A G Stephens
- [Unknown]

c.1909
2 April 1909

ML 3354/1-1
'1908' (draft)
ML A2453, Vol. 17
'1906' (draft)
ML A2453, Vol. 17
LaT 2037
ML A2453, Vol. 17
McKimm papers
ML 3354/1-5

JSN - M Gilmore
- M Gilmore

20 October 1912
13 December 1912

ML 123
ML 123

JSN - M Gilmore

28 January 1913

ML 123

26 March 1914
28 March 1914
2 April 1914
28 May 1914
30 December 1914

ML A3267
ML A3267
ML A3267
NLA 1145/72
ML 123

AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - M Gilmore

29 July 1915
15 November 1915

NLA 1145/22
ML 123

JSN - A G Stephens
- M Gilmore
- v Kennedy
- v Kennedy
- v Kennedy
- M Gilmore
- M Gilmore

5 January 1916
11 January 1916
21 July 1916
13 August 1916
1 September 1916
8 October 1916
31 December 1916

ML 4937/4, 505-506
ML 123
LaT 9419/1236
LaT 9419/1241
LaT 9419/1244
ML 123
ML 123

JSN -

M Gilmore
M Gilmore
M Gilmore
Mrs B O'Dowd
M Gilmore

JSN - M Gilmore
- v Kennedy
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens

27 May
24 June
18 July
21[27?] July

1917
1917
1917
1917

ML 123
LaT 9419/1237
[?]
ML 4937/4, 595-597

JSN - M Gilmore
- M Gilmore
- M Gilmore
JSN - M Gilmore
- M Gilmore
- A G Stephens
A G Stephens
- A G Stephens
- M Gilmore
AGS
J S Neilson
JSN - M Gilmore
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - M Gilmore
- A G Stephens
- J S Neilson

-

20 January 1918
27 October 1918
24 November 1918
c.1919
11 January 1919
15 February 1919
17 August 1919
10 September 1919
15 September 1919
2 October 1919
9 October 1919
17 November 1919
30 November 1919
30 November 1919
28 December 1919

ML 123
ML A3267
ML A3267
ML A3267
ML A3267
ML 4937/4, 617-622
ML 4937/4, 673-677
ML 4937/4, 681-683
ML 123
NLA 1145/19
ML A3267
NLA 1145/748
ML 123
ML 4937/4, 689a-69C
ML 3354/1, 9

AGS
J S Neilson
M
Gilmore
JSN
- M Gilmore

0 February 1920
22 February 1920
30 August 1920

JSN - M Gilmore
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
- A G Stephens
- A G Stephens
- M Gilmore
JSN - M Gilmore
JN
J S Neilson

13 February
3 May
31 July
14 August
2 October
14 October
14 October
15 October

JSN JN
JSN -

F Neilson
M Gilmore~
M Gilmore
J s Neilson
A G Stephens

12 February 1922
19 February 1922
1 May 1922
24 May 1922
15 October 1922

NLA 1145/45
ML A3267
ML A3267
ML 3354/1, 15
ML 4937/4, 865-870

JSN AGS JSN AGS JSN -

M
A
M
A
A
A
M
J
A
J
A
A

1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923
1923

ML 123
ML 4937/4, 899-909
ML 123
ML 4937/4, 919-931
ML 4937/4 937-938
ML 4937/4, 957-963
ML A3267
NLA 1145/74A
ML 4937/4, 973-979
NLA 1145/74A
ML 4937/4, 981-986
ML4937/4, 987-991

Gilmore
G Stephens
Gilmore
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
Gilmore
s Neilson
G Stephens
s Neilson
G Stephens
G Stephens

9
18
29
9
11
18
21

8 April
20 May
30 May
4 June
6 July
November
November
November
December
December
December
December

1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921
1921

NLA 114S/30
ML 123
ML 123
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML
ML

A3267
3354/1,
4937/4,
4937/4,
4937/4,
123
123
3354/1,

11
795-798
803-804
810a-81C

13
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JSN - A G Stephens
- M Gilmore
- K Baker
AGS - J S Neilson
- J S Neilson
JSN - K Baker
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - K Baker
- M Gilmore
AGS - ,J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - M Gilmore
- M Gilmore
- p Ser le
- p ~er le
- R Broinowski
AGS - J S Neilson
J.SN - M Gilmore

21 January
22 January
10 February
11 March
31 March
6 April
10 May
25 May
25 May
24 June
26 June
28 June
30 June
21 July
25 July
3 August
17 August
27 August
14 December

1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
1924
192<1

ML 4937/5, 3-6
ML 123
LaT 9419/2924
NLA 1145/73
NLA 1145/74B
LaT 9419/2926
NLA 1145/74B
LaT 9419/2925
ML A3267
NLA 1145/16
NLA 2037
NLA 2037
ML A3267
ML A3267
LaT 899/6, 8486
LaT 899/6, 8486
NLA 75/59-9
NLA 1145/74B
ML ll.32 67

G Stephens
S Neilson
Gilmore
S Neilson

18 May
25 May
9 August
18 September

1925
1925
1925
1925

ML 4937/5, 41-46
NLA 1145/14
ML A3267
NLA 1145/74B

JSN
AGS
JSN
AGS

-

A
J
M
J

AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - p Ser le
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
- B Fowler
- M Gilmore AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
- B Young
- M Gilmore
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
JSN - p Ser le
- K Baker
- K Baker
AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - K Baker
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens
- A G Stephens
AGS - J s Neilson
- J s Neilson
- J s Neilson
- J s Neilson

5 January 1926
8 December 1926
4 March 1926
[?]24 March 1926
4 April 1926
16 May 1926
18 May 1926
[?]24 May 1926
7 July 1926
26 July 1926
8 August 1926
29 August 1926
[30 October 1926]
1 November 1926
4 January
25 January
6 February
16 February
27 February
24 April
25 April
27 April
27 April
30 April
13 May
21 May

1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927

NLA 1145/74B
LaT 899/6, 8486
NLA 1145/74B
[?]
LaT 9419/2929
ML A3267
ML 3354/1, 19
ML 4937/5, 111-118
NLA 1145/73
ML 4937/5, 127-128
NLA 1-8
ML 194/3
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 141-144
LaT 899/6,
8486
LaT 9419/2932
LaT 9419/2934
NLA 1145/74A
LaT 9419/2936
NLA 1145/28
ML 4937/5, 167-173
ML 4937/5, 175-176
NLA 1145/74B
NLA 1145/28
NLA 1145/74B
NLA 1145/74B
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JSN AGS JSN -

AGS
JSN
AGS
JSN

-

-

A
K
M
A
A
A
J

G Stephens
Baker
Gilmore
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
s Neilson
p Ser le
A G Stephens
p Ser le
K Baker
A G Stephens
J s Neilson
A G Stephens
A G Stephens
J s Neilson
J s Neilson
R H Croll
R H Croll
M Gilmore
p Ser le
K Baker
K Baker
Dr Booth
K Baker
Dr Booth

JSN - M Gilmore
- K Baker
- R H Croll
- c R Fawcett
- R H Croll
- c R Fawcett
- R H Croll
- c R Fawcett
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - R H Croll
AGS - J s Neilson
JSN - F Wilmot
- F Wilmot
- M Gilmore
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- A G Stephens
- F Wilmot
AGS - J s Neilson
- J s Neilson
JSN - A G Stephens

26 May
26 June
14 August
24 August
24 August
26 August
4 September
13 September
14 September
5 October
12 October
17 October
19 October
20 October
21 October
11 November
14 November
16 November
24 November
6 December
7 December
7 December
12 December
18 December
21 December
23 December

(

1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927

ML 4937/5, 193-203
LaT 9419/2940
ML 123
ML 4937/5, 217-223
ML 4937/5, 225-231
ML 4937/5, 233-239
NLA 1145/74B
LaT 899/6, 8486
ML 4937/5, 241-247
LaT 899/6, 8486
LaT 9419/2917
NLA 2037
NLA 2037
NLA 1154/4
NLA 2037
NLA 1145/25
ML 3354/1, 21
NLA 605/13
NLA 605/17
ML 123
LaT 899/6, 8486
LaT 9419/2945
LaT 9419/2943
LaT 8148 Box 497/3
LaT 9419/2950
NLA 1145/67

[1928?]
17 January 1928
25 January 1928
7 February 1928
13 February 1928
12 March 1928
24 March 1928
[20 April 1928?]
[?]3 May 1928
25 June 1928
[?]3 August 1928
9 August 1928
13 August 1928
26 August 1928
14 September 1928
27 September 1928
30 September 1928
30 September 1928
[?]21 October 1928
29 November 1928
4 December 1928

ML A3267
LaT 9419/2952
Fryer 2/1882
H Pearce papers
NLA 605/19
H Pearce papers
NLA 605/20
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/17
NLA 605/221
NLA 1145/7
ML 47
ML 47
ML 123
NLA 605/36
H Pearce papers
ML4937/5, 285-293
ML 47
NLA 1145/27
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 303-313
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AGS - J S Neilson
JSN - F Wilmot
- R H Croll
- p Ser le
- J LeGay Brereton
JSN - A G Stephens
AGS - J
JSN - A
AGS - J
- J
JSN - J
AGS - J
JSN - J

s Neilson

AGS JSN -

J
M
J
A

G Stephens
s Neilson
D Neilson
LeGay Brereton
S Neilson
LeGay Brereton
Ser le
Devaney
Gilmore
s Neilson
G Stephens

JSN FN JSN AGS JSN -

A
A
M
A
A
A
A
J
A
J
J
A
A
A
A
J
J
J
A
A
A
J
R
A
A
A
A
J
A
A
A
A

G Stephens
G Stephens
Gilmore
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
s Neilson
G Stephen.s
s Neilson
s Neilson
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
s Neilson
s Neilson
s Neilson
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
s Neilson
H Croll
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
s Neilson
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens
G Stephens

-

AGS
FN
JSN
JSN
AGS
JSN
JSN

AGS
JSN

-

p

23 May
26 May
17 June
25 August
29 September
22 December

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

NLA 1145/743
ML 47
NLA 605/37
LaT 899/6, 8486
ML 281/11
ML 4937/5, 363-371

15 February 1930
16 February 1930
2 March 1930
[14 April 1930]
20 April 1930
5 May 1930
12 May 1930
20 August 1930
4 September 1930
15 November 1930
11 December 1930
31 December 1930

NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 383-385
NLA 1145/74B
ML 3354/1, 29
ML 281/11
NLA 1145/74B
ML 281/11
LaT 899/6 8486
NLA 1145/68
ML 123
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 395-398

4 January
5 January
20 January
26 January
2 February
9 February
8 March
22 March
7 April
c.May
23 May
7 June
13 June
21 June
19 July
23 July
26 July
29 July
2 August
10 August
16 August
18 August
20 August
23 August
6 September
13 September
3 November
6 November
15 November
19 November
29 November
30 November

1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

ML 4937/5, 399-402
ML 4937/5, 403-405
ML 123
ML 4937/5, 407-408
ML 4937/5, 409-410
ML 4937/5, 411-413
ML 4937/5, 415-417
ML 3354/1, 31
ML 4937/5, 421
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 429
ML 4937/5, 433-437
NLA 1145/74A
NLA 2037
ML 4937/5, 447-454
ML 4937/5, 455
ML 4937/5, 457-461
ML 3354/1, 39-43
ML 4937/5, 465-470
ML 4937/5, 471-473
ML 4937/5, 477-487
ML 3354/1, 37
NLA 605/38
ML 4937/5, 489-495
ML 4937/5, 499-507
ML 4937/5, 515-521
ML 4937/5, 543-555
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 561-564
ML [?4937/5]
ML 4937/5, 571-573
ML 4937/5, 575-587
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JSN AGS JSN JSN AG~ JSN -

A G Stephens
A G Stephens
A G Stephens
J s Neilson
A G Stephens
A G Stephens
M Gilmore
J s Neilson
A G Stephens
- R H Croll
AGS - J s NeiJ son
JSN - A G Stephens
- p Ser le
MG - J S Neilson
JSN - Lothian's
- G Mackaness
JSN - M Gilmore
- J Devaney
- F Neilson
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- K Baker
- M Gilmore
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
- R H Croll
JSN -

R
R
K
R

-

p

- R
- R
- R

- c
-

R
R
R
M
R
K

-

J
R

- N
- R
- M

H Croll
H Croll
Baker
H Croll
Ser le
H Croll
H Croll
H Croll
R Fawcett
H Croll
H Croll
H Croll
Gilmore
H Croll
Baker
Devaney
H Croll
Palmer
H Croll
Gilmore

6 March
27 March
4 September
13 September
20 September
22 September
25 September
2 October
9 October
10 October
12 October
6 November
13 November

1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932
1932

ML 4937/5, 5 91-5 97
ML 4937/5, 597-599
ML 4937/5, 621-623
NLA 1145/74B
ML 4937/5, 625
ML 4937/5, 627-642
ML 123
ML 4937/5, 643-c;i.:
NLA 2037
LaT 8910/1206/4(b)
ML ll937/!J, 647
ML 4937/5, 649-657
LaT 899/6, 8486

[1933]
22 May 1933
27 May 1933
13 August 1933
4 September 1933
29 October 1933
4 November 1933
7 November 1933
19 November 1933
19 November 1933
20 November 1933
7 December 1933
12 December 1933
17 December 1933
25 December 1933
[?]25 December 1933
29 December 1933

McKimm papers
LaT Lothian Box 15
NLA 534/690
ML A3267
NLA 114!J/66
[?]
NLA 605/39
NLA 605/41
NLA 605/43
NLA 605/42
NLA 605/44
NLA 605/45
LaT 9419/2954
ML A3267
NLA 605/'17
NLA 605/46
[NLA] 605/49-51

1 January
4 January
10 January
10 January
11 February
25 February
25 February
26 February
27 February
5 March
6 March
19 March
19 March
26 March
27 March
4 June
17 June
24 June
24 June
9 July

1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934
1934

NLA 605/52-54
NLA 605/55
LaT 9419/2955
NLA 1145/57-60
LaT 899/6, 8486
NLA 605/62-69
NLA 605/71
NLA 605/61
H Pearce papers
NLA 605/91
NLA 605/71-75
LaT 8910 I 1206/4(b)
ML A4267
LaT 8910, 1206/4(b)
NLA 2022/1/426
NLA 1145/61
LaT 8910 1206/4(b)
NLA 1174/1/4460-63
LaT 1206/4(6)
ML A3267
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FN - J
JSN - R
- J
- G
- F
- J
- J
- R
- J
- J
- J
- R
-

-

JSN FN -

S Neilson
H Croll
Devaney
Mackaness
Wilmot
Devaney
Devaney
H Croll
Devaney
Devaney
Dcv<:mey
H Croll
p Ser le
[J Devaney]
J Devaney
C R Fawcett
V Montgomery
[J Devaney]
J Devaney
J
J
J
J
J

Devaney
Devaney
Devaney
Devaney
S Neilson

JSN - J Devaney
- [J Devaney]
- J Devaney
- c R Fawcett
- J Devaney
- J Devaney
- J Devaney
- J Devaney
- J K Moir
- J K Moir
- v Kennedy
- F Wilmot
- J K Moir
FN - J S Neilson
- J S Neilson
JSN - E (Ted) Harrington
- J K Moir
- K Baker
- M Gilmore

23 July 1934
5 August 1934
5 August 1934
5 August 1934
12 August 1934
19 August 1934
26 August 1934
30 September 1934
14 October 1934
21 October 1934
28 October 1934
1 November 1934
3 November 1934
4 November 1934
10 November 1934
6 December 1934
24 December 1934
[28 December 1934]
31 December 1934

ML 3354/1, 63-67
NLA 605/77
NLA 1145/61
NLA 534/690
ML 47
NLA 1145/61
NLA 1145/42
NLA 605/79
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/68
NLA 605/80
LeiT 899/6, 8486
NLA 1145/67
NLA 1145/68
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/72
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/1

January
January
January
January
January

1935
1935
1935
1935
1935

NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/66
NLA 1145/68
ML 3354/1, 73-77

22 January
27 January
17 February
24 February
31 March
31 March
10 August
3 September
18 September
29 September
29 September
20 October
27 October
30 October
26 December
12 November
15 December
15 December
26 December

1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935
1935

NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/64
NLA 1145/65
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/46
NLA 1145/?39
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/67
NLA 1145/12
NLA 1145/69
LaT 9419/1247
ML 47
NLA 1145/69
ML 3354/1, 85-87
ML 3354/1, 89-95
NLA 1145/70
NLA 1145/69
LaT 9419/2956
ML A3267

4
8
13
13
15
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JSN JD JSN JD JSN JD JSN -

-

-

-

-

FN JSN -

-

-

-

J Devaney
J K Moir
J Devaney
P Serle
J Devaney
J Devaney
J S Neilson
[C R Fawcett]
J K Moir
J S Neilson
-[Brady]
K Baker
J S Neilson
K Baker
J Devaney
Miss Ritchie
J Devaney
J Devaney
J Devaney
J Devaney
J Devaney
K Baker
Miss Ritchie
J Devaney
J Devaney
J Devaney
J Devaney
J K Moir
J Devaney
J S Neilson
M Gilmore
J Devaney
J Devaney,
J Devaney
C R Fawcett
J Devaney
E (Ted) Harrington
E J (Ted) Turner
E (Ted) Harrington
J Devaney
J K Moir

JSN - E J (Ted) Turner
MG - J S Neilson
JSN - E J (Ted) Turner
- J K Moir
- J K Moir
- J Devaney
- J C Davies
- M Gilmore
- C R Fawcett
- R H Croll
- E J (Ted) Turner
- J Devaney
- E J (Ted) Turner
- Miss Ritchie

12 January
12 January
19 January
19 January
20 January
27 January
16 February
23 February
1 March
8 March
22 March
29 March
17 April
21 April
26 April
26 April
30 April
3 May
5 May
10 May
16 May
17 May
31 May
7 June
14 June
28 June
28 June
12 July
12 July
16 July
23 August
1 September
29 September
8 November
22 November
26 November
1 December
6 December
7 December
28 December
28 December

1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1936

NLA 1145/65
NLA 1145/42
NLA 1145/67
LaT 899/6, 8486
NLA 1145/33
NLA 1145/65
McKimm papers
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/69
McKimm papers
NLA 1145/62
NLA 2022/1/536
McKimm papers
NLA 2022/1/538
NLA 1145/67
NLA 2037(iii)
NLA 1145/65
NLA 1145/67
NLA 1145/33
NLA 1145/33
NLA 1145/?33
NLA 2022/1/544
NLA 2037(iii)
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/34(b)
NLA 1145/34
NLA 1145/76
NLA 1145/65
ML 3354/1, 97-101
ML 123
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/34(b)
NLA 1145/35(c)
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/68
NLA 1145/70
NLA 2410
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/47
NLA 1145/36(d)

11 January
19 January
20 January
21 January
24 January
1 February
15 February
21 February
7 March
7 March
17 March
21 March
2 April
18 April

1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937

H Pearce papers
ML 3354/1, 103-109
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/36(d)
NLA 1145/40
NLA 1145/35(c)
H Pearce papers
ML 123
H Pearce papers
LaT 8910, 1206/4(b~
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/32
NLA 2410
NLA 2037(iii)
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JSN -

-

J
K
E
J
E
E
K

Baker
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) 'l'urner
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
Devaney
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
Montgomery
Devaney
Baker
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
Baker

JSN -

J
J
J
E
J
J
B
J
J
E
E
J
J
J
M
E
M
E
J
E
B
B
J
J
J
E

Devaney
Devaney
K Moir
J (Ted) Turner
K Moir
Devaney
Fowler
K Moir
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
K Moir
Devaney
Devaney
Sutherland
J (Ted) Turner
Sutherland
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
Fowler
Fowler
Devaney
K Moir
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner

K
E
E
E
E
J
E
E
J
E
E
E

-

J

-

E
J
J
J
E

-

J

- v

18 May
27 May
2 June
18 June
1 July
4 July
9 July
15 July
22 July
23 July
30 July
13 August
22 Augnst
27 August
5 September
7 October
10 October
17 October
17 October
7 November
14 November
19 November
23 November
7 December
26 December
26 December
29 December

1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
J 937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937
1937

NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
[?]
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA

1145/68
2022/1/735
2410
1145/68(2)
2410
2410
2022/1/737

4 January
4 January
8 January
8 January
10 January
17 January
18 January
23 January
1 February
9 February
14 February
17 February
3 March
22 March
22 March
25 March
30 March
1 April
18 April
18 April
22 May
22 May
13 June
19 June
26 June
30 June

1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938

NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA
NLA

1145/68(2)
1145/67
1145/69
2410
1145/37
1145/68(2)
2022/1/743
1145/70
1145/68
2410
2410
1145/69
1145/68
1145/57
1145/56
2410
1145/56
2410
1145/68(2)
2410
2022/1/765
2022/1/765
1145/2
1145/9
1145/21(d)
2410

2022/1/669
2410
2410
2410
2410
1145/68
2410
2410
1145/67
2410
2410
241U
1145/68
2410
1145/68
1145/68
1145/68
2410
1145/68
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JSN MG JSN MG -

J
J
K
J
J
E
J
K
J
J
K
N
J
J
E
E
J
J
J
J
E
J
J
J
J
J
J

K Moir
Devaney
Baker
Devaney
K Moir
J (Ted) Turner
K Moir
Baker
Devaney
Devaney
Baker
Palmer
S Croll
Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
K Moir
K Moir
s Neilson
J (Ted) Turner
K Moir
Devaney
K Moir
Devaney
K Moir
S Neilson

JSN -

M
J
J
J
J
J

Gilmore
Devaney
Devaney
Devaney
K Moir
Devaney
Montgomery
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
K Moir
Devaney

- v
- E
-

J
J
J

6 July
12 July
17 July
17 July
17 July
[?]17 July
24 July
26 July
7 August
10 August
14 August
14 August
20 August
23 August
28 August
3 September
19 September
25 September
29 September
29 September
9 October
12 October
19 October
19 October
30 October
30 October
7 November
8
15
29
30
1
9
11
14
19

November
November
November
November
December
December
December
December
December
December
26 December

1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938

NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/2
NLA 2022/1/779
NLA 1145/2
NLA 1145/69
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/69
NLA 2022/1/780
NLA 1145/4
NLA 1145/4
NLA 2022/1/782
NLA 1174/1/5424-5
NLA 605/38
NLA 1145/4
NLA 1145/4
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/5
NLA 1145/69
Mc Kimm
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/63
NLA 1145/69
McKimm papers

1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938
1938

ML A3267
NLA 1145/63
NLA 1145/63
NLA 1145/63
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/68(2)
[?]
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/63
NLA 1145/39
NLA 1145/63
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JSN -

-

-

-

-

-

-

v Kennedy
J Devaney
J Devaney
E J (Ted) Turner
E (Ted)
[Harrington?]
E (Ted) Harrington
J K Moir
E J (Ted) Turner
J Devaney
E J (Ted) Turner
c R Fawcett
c R Fawcett
J Devaney
J K Moir
J Devaney
E J (T'=!Ll) TUL!l'=!L
J K Moir
J K Moir
J K Moir
J Devaney
p Whelan
p Whelan
J K Moir
p Whelan
J Devaney
J K Moir
E (Ted) Harrington
K Baker
J K Moir
J Devaney
R H Croll
J K Moir
E J (Ted) Turner
E J (Ted) Turner
J Devaney
p Whelan
p Whelan
J K Moir
M Gilmore
E (Ted) Harrington
v Montgomery

2 January 1939
8 January 1938[1939]
19 January 1939
19 January 1939
19 January 1938
[1939]
24 January 1939
30 January 1939
7 February 1939
16 February 1939
19 February 1939
21 February 1939
27 February 1939
6 March 1939
c.April 1939
11 April 1939
25 Hcty 1939
4 June 1939
9 June 1939
18 June 1939
9 July 1939
19 July 1939
30 July 1939
6 August 1939
6 August 1939
20 August 1939
20 August 1939
28 August 1939
2 September 1939
3 September 1939
4 September 1939
14 September 1939
5 October 1939
10 October 1939
22 October 1939
26 November 1939
10 December 1939
19 December 1939
20 Decernbe:r 1939
26 December 1939
26 December 1939
28 December 1939

LaT
NLA
NLA
NLA

9419/1250
1145/63
1145/63
2410

NLA 2410
NLA 1145/70
NLA 1145/70
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 2410
H Pearce papers
H Pearce papers
NLA 1145/68(2)
(?]NLA 1145/62
NLA 1145/39
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/57
NLA 1115/56
NLA 1145/56
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 2449/553
NLA 2449/558
NLA 1145/56
NLA 2449/560
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/4
NLA 2022/1/827
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/68(2)
LaT 8910, 1206/4(b
NLA 1145/69
NLA 2410
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 2449/573
NLA 2449/575
NLA 1145/50
ML A3267
NLA 1145/70
[?]
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JSN FN JSN -

J
E
E
J
J
E
J
J
J

-

,J

-

J
P
J
N
J
G
G
J
J
J
G
V
G
J
G
J
J
V
K

- c
- K
JSN -

Devaney
J (Ted) Turner
(Ted) Harrington
S Neilson
K Moir
J (Ted) Turner
Devaney
K Moir
K Moir
Devaney
Devaney
Serle
Devaney
Palmer
A Allan
Mackaness
Mackaness
Devaney
Devaney
K Moir
Mackaness
Palmer
Mackaness
K Moir
Mackaness
K Moir
Devaney
Montgomery
Baker
H Fawcett
Baker

J Devaney
J K Moir
J K Moir
Editor, Australian
Poetry 1941
V Montgomery
J McKimm
P Whelan
J McKimm
J McKimm
J McKimm
K Baker
J McKimm
J McKimm
Bill Neilson
E J (Ted) Turner
Mrs Turner
K Baker
A McKimm
M Gilmore

- J Devaney
- J K Moir
- J McKimm

21 January
29 January
25 February
6 February
26 February
25 February
10 March
1 April
14 April
21 April
9 June
9 June
30 June
14 July
16 July
28 July
31 July
7 August
25 l\.uguDt
1 September
29 September
6 October
20 October
20 October
13 November
18 November
15 December
20 December
26 December
29 December
30 December

1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940
1940

10 February 1941
11 February 1941
26 February 1941
9 March 1941
24 March 1941
15 May 1941
2 July 1941
2 July 1941
2 July 1941
[O July 1941]
5 July 1941
5 July 1941
8 July 1941
8 July 1941
20 July 1941
20 July 1941
22 July 1941
27 July 1941
August 1941
August 1941
4 August 1941
19 August 1941

NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 2410
NLA 1145/70
ML 3354/1, 115-117
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/70
NLA 1145/40
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/36(d)
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/68(2)
LaT 899/6 8486
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1174/1/5790-94
NLA 1145/55
NLA 534/690
NLA 534/690
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/68(20
NLA 1145/50
NLA 534/690
NLA 1174/1/8517
NLA 534/690
NLA 1145/69
NLA 534/690
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/68(2)
Fryer 80/8/5
NLA 2022/1/1211
H Pearce papers
NLA 2022/1/882
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/69
NLA 1145/36(d)
NLA 1145/62
Fryer 80/8/3
ML 2254/1(123)
NLA 2449/655
McKimm papers
McKimm papers
McKimm papers
NLA 2022/1/897
McKimm papers
McKimm papers
ML 3354/1(125)
H Pearce papers
H Pearce papers
NLA 2022/1/898
ML 3354/1(127)
Nhill &
Dist.Hist.Society
NLA 1145/51
NLA 1145/36(d)
McKimm papers
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JSN FN JSN -

'Dear Friend'
P Whelan
J Devaney
J S Neilson
J McKirrun
J Devaney
J K Moir
J Devaney

19 August
25 October
15 November
16 November
1 December
10 December
12 December
20 December

1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941
1941

ML 3354/1(129)
NLA 2449/670
NLA 1145/68(2)
ML 3354/1, 133-137
McKirrun papers
NLA 1145/68(2)
NLA 1145/9
NLA 1145/68(2)
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Titles are listed alphabetically, word by word.
The initial articles 'a', 'an' and 'the' are ignored in filing.
Verses without title are filed by the first line and enclosed
in inverted corrunas.
Limericks and humorous quatrains are identified by the letters
'L' and 'Q' in brackets, after the title or first line.

'A certain good lady at Warrack' (L), 104
'A cooking class girl at Sea Lake'
see The wise father
'A dashing young fellow at Francis' (L),104
'A fiery old farmer named Grundy'
see All is not well
'A friendless youth he was but full of hope', 2
'A modern young lady of Stawell' (L), 104
'A girdle o pure gems was looped around', 761
'A poor woman died down at Lexton'
see The sexton reconciled
'A thrifty young man at Lake Tchin'
see Moderation in all things
A young lady whale writes to a young lady friend, 761
'A young lady sang at Penola' (L), 105
Absence
see Love in absence
The acceptance
see The typist accepts an invitation to the races
Advice to a rhymer, 105
After sundown, 406
After the campaign (L), 105
After the festival (Q), 106
Alarming growth of intemperance
see Astonishing growth of weekend intemperance
All for the best (L), 106
All is not well (L), 107
All the world's a lolly shop, 107
The almond
see To an early-flowering almond
Along a river, 109

'An M.L.A. 's dream at Euroa'
see Nightmare
'An old man was dying at Nhill'
see The effects of the charge
'An old lady at Tarranginni'
see A brilliant idea
The angel in the cherries, 110
The angel in the churches
see The angel in the cherries
The angel of the dew, 2
The angel with the curling pins, 110
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Another early martyr (L), 588
Another miracle of modern medicine
see A brilliant idea
The anxiety of Michael (L), 111
An anxious seeker
see A difficult matter
Apology to a centipede, 588
The appeal failed (L), 111
The approach of Spring (Q), 111
The approach to death (L), 588
April weather, 406
As far as my heart can go, 111
As the years go by, j
The ascent of Dorothy, 407
Astonishing growth of weekend intemperance (L), 589
At a girl's grave, 112
At a lowan's nest, 113
At the boarding house (Q), 115
At the bush hotel (Q), 115
At the dancer's grave, 407
At the end of Spring, 115
At the foot of Mt Aripalus (L), 116
At the social in aid of the Home Mission (L), 116
At the suburban hotel (Q), 117
At the wayside
see At the suburban hotel
At thirty-seven: after the Queen
see When thirty-seven comes
An attempt at the manner of Charles Kingsley
see To a debutante
The Australian poets (L), 117
Autumn and moonlight, 589
Away, away
see The game of away, away
Baby's asleep, 4
Baby's prayer, 4
The ballad of remembrance, 408
The ballad of the farm so green
see The farm so green
The bard and the lizard, 589
Bardie and Birdie, 117
Barmaid at Binney's, 118
A base slander (L), 120
Be at the garden, 414
'Be diligent young man and go', 755
Bears a drug (L), 120
Beauty imposes, 592
Before the dying fire (Q), 593
Before the looking glass, 5
The Bench criticised (L), 120
The bird is bold
see The song and the bird
The bird of courage, 594
The birds
see The poor can feed the birds
The birds go by, 415
The Bishop (Q), 121
The bitter moon, 417
The bitter woman, 418
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The black friend, 121
Blonde typist
see To a blonde typist
The bloom and fall [1], 122
The bloom and fall [2], 123
Blue flower of the Spring
see To a blue flower
The blue man and the barley, 418
The blue wren in the hop bush, 419
Bob and Dearie, 6
The book agent (Q), 124
The borrower, 124
Boys
see For the little boys out of Heaven
Boys will listen, 595
Break of day
see The break of day
The break of day, 125
The bride, 126
A brilliant idea (L), 127
The bull-frog to the mountain duck, 128
Buried in May, 129
The burning deck
see The utter unreasonableness of Casabianca
Bush scene
see Along a river
A bush scene
see Along a river
The bushranger, 130
The business instinct (L), 129
'But I held not your heedless hand', 761
A buttercup in June, 131
Buttercups
see Lament for early buttercups
The butterflies invite me, 595
The call of the wild (Q), 132
The case of Adam, 132
The cat and the fiddle
see The cat and the fiddler
The cat and the fiddler, 133
The caterpillar, 135
The cause of the trouble (L), 135
A celt in a kilt (L), 136
A cheap and effective method of dispersing rabbits (Q), 136
Child
see The child being there
The child being there, 420
Child of tears
see The child of tears
The child of tears, 136
The child of the forest, 761
The child we lost, 9
The children of God, 423
The circuit horse, 137
Collapse of important industry at Footscray (L), 423
Colour yourself for a man, 424
Come along Rosemary, 425
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The coming
see Love's coming
The coming of father (L), 140
The coming of the gooseberry, 427
Concerning little waitresses, 427
Confusion, 595
Consolation, 140
Content (Q), 141
The contract hero, 141
A cool cool country
see In thP r.nn l rnimtry
The cool oailor, 128
A country editor's voice from a coffin, 142
Craft and art
see Modern woman triumphs over difficulties
The crane is my neighbour, 596
The crane on the edge
see The crane is my neighbour
The critic after death
see The critic after death or alleged inefficient
heating
The critic after death or alleged inefficient heating (L), 598
The crony, 761
The cry of the mother, 142
The cry of the woman (L), 143
Cupid with a shanghai, 144
Daisies
see He sold himself to the daisies
Dame Hubbard's pilgrimage [1], 145
Dame Hubbard's pilgrimage [2], 145
Dan Keen's holiday, 428
Danger of undue optimism
see Making church services attractive
Darby's dream, 11
The day is thine, 146
The days of October, 429
The dear little cottage, 147
The dear little cottage
see The game of away, away
The dear little God, 148
The death of Bill Hardy, 148
The death we die, 150
The decay of humour (Q), 151
The declaration, 151
The defence of Summer, 599
Died of other causes
see Died on service
Died on service, 152
A difficult matter (L), 153
Dining etiquette at Lah
see Etiquette at Lah
The disadvantage of being dead
see The disadvantages of Absalom
The disadvantages of Absalom, 153
Disastrous collapse of land values averted (L), 599
The dismayed singer, 154
The dispute with the drummer, 599
Disturbance narrowly aver,ted at Geelong, 429
The dive, 430
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The doctor's dilemma
see Paramount importance of food values
Dolly
see On the check or the chin
Dolly's offering, 431
Doubting Thomas
see The case of Adam
The dream is deep, 154
A dreary place
see The people in it
The drinker, 601
Tll!:! t.frlv!:!,

l!J!J

The drowsy messenger
see The misty messenger
The drunkard's song, 12
Dulcie
see Dulcie in a white dress
Dulcie in a white dress, 601
The dust of a man, 602
The dying editor, 43l(B)
The dying philosopher
see The effects of the charge
Early case of domestic unhappiness
see The cry of the woman
Early gone (Q), 155
Early kisses, 156
The earth born, 13
East of the hospital, 604
The editor (Q), 157
An etil Lc.n lulllldua.11t, l!J7
The editor to a Spring poet (Q), 157
The editor's reply to Constant Subscriber (Q), 157
The editors' woe, 158
The effects of the charge (L), 159
The eleventh moon, 432
Emily Winn
see Emily Wynn
Emily Wynn, 14
The emperor, 159
The Englishman home
see Content
The Englishman's defence
see The ballad of remembrance
The eternal subject
see The theme eternal
The eternal theme
see The theme eternal
Eternities (Q), 160
Etiquette at Lah (L), 161
Eva
see Eva has gone
Eva has gone, 433
The evening in the morning, 436
The eventime (Q), 161
Excitement at Boigbeat (L), 161
Expecting too much
see Something new in millinery
An experiment in strategy
see The coming of father
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Extraordinary complaint of youthful parishioner
see Making church services attractive
Extraordinary growth of weekend intemperance
see Astonishing growth of weekend intemperance
Extraordinary resurrection of an apparently dead joke (Q), 162
The eyes of little Charlotte, 162
A face in the crowd, 17
Facts indisputable (Q), 163
The famous pink wine at the bush shanty (L), 164
The far countree, 164
The farm so green, 436
Father O'Connor, 18
Father O'Hooligan's walking stick, 19
The fellow in the dust
see The fellow in the mist
The fellow in the mist, 439
The fever of the hay, 755
'Fill up fill up the day we meet'
see The parting glass
A fine country out there
see The winter sundown
The fire
see The fire unquenched
The fire unquenched, 165
The first dream
see In other years
Fitchett the finder, 167
The flautist, 440
The flight of the weary, 441
The florist
see The flautist
The flout
see The flautist
Flowering almond
see To an early-flowering almond
The flowering almond
see To an early-flowering almond
Flowers do inhabit, 609
Flowers do invade us, 610
Flowers in the ward, 610
For a child, 168
For a country editor
see A country editor's voice from a coffin
For a dead rhymer, 611
For a little girl's birthday, 447
For a sweet sound, 448
For a tired poet, 171
For Lindsay Gordon, 448
For the little boys out of Heaven, 611
A fortune teller, 20
The friend of literature, 171
A frivolous complaint by a sustenance worker (L),
Froggie
see Green lover
Frogs I admire (Q), 612
From a coffin, 172
From E to C, 173
From cradle to the grave, 20
From the edge of the city, 450

612
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'from the hills', 762
The funeral, 21
The game of away, away, 175
The gentle strategist
see The coming of father
The gentle water bird, 450
Gentlemen's agreement to ensure early rising
see Honourable understanding ensures early rising
The girl of the period, 22
The girl with the black hair [1], 176
The girl with the black hair [2], 177

The giver of milk, 452
Go away out little heart, 452
Go by the rivers, 453
Going alone, 756
The golden body, 454
Golden fugitive:
to a departing smoker parrot, 613
The golden runaway: words to a fleeing smoker parrot
see Golden fugitive:
to a departing smoker parrot
The good and the true, 23
The good men and the wine, 615
The good men made the wine, 616
Good season
see The good season
The good season, 617
Good times ahead (L), 178
Goodbye to bitterness, 178
Graces
see The coming of father
Granny Sullivan
see Old Granny Sullivan
The greatest boomster, 179
The green girl [1], 180
The green girl [2], 180
The green girl [3], 181
Green lover, 454
The green singer
see The green singer
The green singer, 181
Greeting
see The parting glass
The grey digger, 182
The grower of the strawberries, 456
Had Absalom lived nowadays
see The disadvantages of Absalom
'Had I but known the darkness the guile and the art of thee',
183
Half a life back, 457
The happy thief, 183
The harper plays, 184
Harry and me, 23
He never touched the earth, 185
He saw the jig, 619
He sold himself to the daisies, 459
He takes off his hat, 185
He was the Christ, 26
Head first down, 463
Heard at Mulcahy's, 464
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The heart longs, 186
Heart of Spring
see Oh heart of Spring
The hen
see The hen in the bushes
The hen in the bushes, 465
Her eyes, 187
Her eyes foretold of happiness
see So sweet a mouth had she
Her foot, 188
Her laddie, 188
The heroine (L), 189
His tather's coat, 18~
His heart will know, 190
His love was burned away, 468
The hobbling fiddler, 622
Honey in trees, 762
Honeymoon song
see Song for a honeymoon [2] & [3]
Honeythirst, 190
Honourable understanding ensures early rising (Q), 623
The horny fellow, 191
Hospital
see East of the hospital
A hostile critic
see The critic after death or alleged inefficient heating
The hour is lost, 193
The hour of parting
see The hour of the parting
The hour of the parting, 194
How bitter are the ravens, 469
How came the light, 623
How savings grow
see A savings bank
How shall I live for my love, 194
Human weakness (Q), 195
Humbug, 195
Humbug
see Mare's nest
The hummer, 196
The hungry players, 470
I am athirst, 198
I am in debt, 762
I could not speak of happiness, 624
'I sat for hours a'thinking on', 27
I seek the perilous cure, 199
I spoke to the violet [l], 624
I spoke to the violet [2], 626
I will be saying, 471
I will be saying to you
. see I will be saying
If one of these were mine, 200
In Chicago (L), 201
In memory of Adam Lindsay Gordon
see For Lindsay Gordon
In Nimitybelle, 202
In other years, 28
In praise of the jig, 762
In praise of the wind, 627
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In
In
In
In
In
In

the city of rest, 203
the cool country, 204
the dim counties, 206
the long gown, 472
the street, 207
the wilderness
see The woodland way
In the wind, 208
Ingenious device to ensure early rising
see Honourable understanding ensures early rising
Inland born, 472
The insolence of the drummer, 476
'rhe insolent landsman, 476
Interesting experiment at Harrow (L), 209
Interesting personality interviewed
see The business instinct
The invasions, 628
Invitation to Rosemary
see Come along Rosemary
Irish
see The Irish welcome
Irish welcome
see The Irish welcome
The Irish welcome, 477
Is civilisation a failure (L), 209
It is a jig, 629
Is it the last, 211
Is it you Sadie, 210
Is love then but a sleep, 629
Is this a record (L), 211
It has come in the corn, 630
It is a fine country
see The winter sundown
It is a lake, 482
It is the last
see Is it the last
It was a scorpion, 482
Jack McLeod, 30
Jemima's hat, 212
Jig
see He saw the jig
The joke eternal (Q), 213
Jonah (L), 213
Jonah takes leave of the whale [1], 214
Jonah takes leave of the whale [2] (Q), 214
The journey to the tunnel, 630
The joy in the neighbour, 762
The Judge and Maud
see The cause of the trouble
Judkins in paradise, 214
The jugglers in the dogwood, 631
Julie Callaway [1], 215
Julie Callaway [2], 218
Julie Calliway
see Julie Callaway [2]
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Keeping so thin, 632
The king impetuous (L), 219
The king is bald, 219
The king is dead, 31
Kings ancient and modern (Q), 220
The knight's tall daughters (Q), 220
Lad

see The lad who started out
Lad who started out
see The lad who started out
The lad who started out, 221
The lady Margaret, 225
Lah
see Etiquette at Lah
Lake Charm
see Moderation in all things
Lament
see For a child
Lament for early buttercups, 485
The lumcnt for Luddic, 226
The lament for Lottie, 763
The lament for Sadie, 226
The land where I was born, 229
The larrikin's lament, 230
The last shall be first (L), 231
Leaving the nest, 763
Leg pulling, 232
Let the tired eyes go
see Out to the green fields
Let us be making merry, 233
Let us consider love, 234
Let your song be delicate, 235
Letty at the grave, 486
Life, 31
The lifting of the sin, 487(A)
'Lightly he talks of Pork and Lard', 763
Lines for an album, 237
Lines written in memory of Adam Lindsay Gordon
see For Lindsay Gordon
Listen oh pansy, 237
The listener on the edge
see The crane is my neighbour
The little black room (Q), 237
The little blue bull, 763
Little boys
see For the little boys out of Heaven
Little dead milliner
see This little milliner
The little girl at the pond, 638
Little girl in the rain, 764
Little girl of the sky, 238
Little girl with black hair [1], 238
Little girl with black hair [2], 239
The little girl with black hair, 240
The little militant, 638
The little milliner
see This little milliner
The little one unknown, 487(B)
The little red mother, 764
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The little soprano, 639
Little white girl, 240
Lives of millionaires remind us (Q), 241
A live-wire salesman
see Presence of mind
Lizard
see The bard and the lizard
The long lad on the violin, 639
The long weekend [1], 640
The long weekend [2], 641
Longfellow at the races (Q), 241
Lory
see To the red lory
The loser wins, 487(B)
Love a microbe, 241
Love and Life, 32
Love comes in Summer, 32
Love could not keep him
see For a child
'love for anything', 764
Love in absence, 488
Love is a berry, 642
Love is a fire
see The fire unquenched
Love is a great brew, 489(A)
Love not the land, 764
The love of light, 33
Love the player, 243
The lover dies, 244
The lover sings, 34
Love's coming 245
The loving tree, 246
The low love, 489(B)
Lo wan
see At a lowan's nest
Lowan's nest
see At a lowan's nest
The luckless bard to the flying blossom, 251
McAdam's hut, 764
The mad listener, 489(B)
The madam's lady
see The madman's lady
The madman's lady, 490
Maggie Tulliver, 252
The magpie in the moonlight
see Song without wine
Making church services attractive (L), 643
The man and the moment (Q), 765
The man and the woman, 253
The man on the barge, 254
The man who prayed, 255
Mandarils all
see Mandrills all
Mandrills all, 491
The manure agent (Q), 256
Mare's nest, 257
Marian's child, 37
Marjorie, Mother and I, 39
Maud Fane departs, 491
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Maud Mueller
see Maud Fane departs
May, 259
Me, 259
Medical notes, 260
Meeting of sighs
see The meeting of sighs
The meeting of signs, 260
Melbourne in the gloom, 261
Melbourne on Sunday
see Melbourne in the gloom
The melody in blue, 492
The melody of beauty, 2u2
The millionaire, 41
Mine eyes have seen, 765
Minnie's story, 42
The mirth-makers, 44
Miss McKellar of Bradley's Plains, 44
Missing
see For a child
The misty messenger, 493
Misunderstood (L), 263
Moderation in all things (L), 263
Modern woman triumphs over difficulties (Q), 497
The moon is full, 263
The moon was seven days down, 498
The moon will have a share, 264
The mopoke and others, 502
More mystery, 47
The morning is the evening
see The evening is the morning
Mother love
see East of the hospital
The mother intervenes (L), 265
The mother of a son, 765
The mother's sin
see Extraordinary resurrection of an apparently dead joke
Mr Johnny Shepherd, 48
The mulberry grew, 502
The mummy, 265
Mushrooms in May, 765
My cow in Switzerland, 266
My lady chides, 267
My little girl at the pond
see The little girl at the pond
My love is like a violin, 268
My prisoner, 269
Myself and the trees, 766
Native companions dancing, 643
Nell Dickerson
see Old Nell Dickerson
Nesting mallee bird
see At a lowan's nest
New treatment for mysterious foot trouble
see The business instinct
The Nhill free library
see Our free library
Night, 270
The night of music, 504
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The night shall divide us, 504
Nightmare
see

The prehistoric player

'Nimbly the sunbeam', 766
Nimitybelle
see In Nimitybelle
Nine moons in a song, 644
No fear of death (L), 271
No need of a will
see The effects of the charge
No 3
see Harry and me
No time to jest (Q), 271
Noah not a pessimist (Q), 271
Not altogether unexpected (L), 645
Not forgotten, 50
Not tumbled to, 271
Nol Lumbled to
see The soul of the sandfly [l]
Nurse Brown
see Not forgotten
A Nurse's memories
see Not forgotten
O lady of the dazzling flowers, 272
O player of the flute, 273
O yellow yellow sweet
see Song in the yellow
Of berries so extreme, 645
Of strawberries I tell, 505
'Of wild things in the wilderness', 766
Oh evergreen, 505
Oh heart of Spring, 276
Oh little girl with black hair
see Little girl with black hair [2]
Oh little white girl
see Little white girl
Oh summer sale, 278
Old Granny Sullivan, 279
The old man in the Autumn, 646
The old man in the sky, 766
The old man's worrying, 53
The old mother, 282
Old Nell Dickerson, 282
'Old Noah said I am resigned'
see Noah not a pessimist
Old violin
see The mummy
The old wives sat at the table, 506
The old'uns
see Early gone
Oliver Hann
see Tom Mccann
On reading a recent copy of 'London Punch', 286

On Saturday night, 58
On Sunday evening
see Sunday evening
On the cheek or the chin, 287
On the one string, 507
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One journey more, 647
The one request (L), 288
Only a parting, 58
Only of sailors, 647
An open letter to Ada, 288
Opposites attract each other (L), 289
The orange tree, 508
Our contemporary again vomits slime (L), 289
Our contemporary in trouble again (L), 290
Our free library, 59
Our mechanical staff (L), 290
Our troubles
see Marjorie, Mother and I
Ourselves (L), 290
Out of the heart, 767
Out to the green fields, 509
An overcharge
see The effects of the charge
The pain of retrenchment, 60
Paint me a pet.t.icoat green, 291
The painting of a picture, 61
Pale neighbour
see The pale neighbour
The pale neighbour, 294
The palmy isles (L), 295
Paramount importance of food values (L), 648
The parting glass, 295
The parting hour
see The hour of the parting
The passing of the sundowner
see The sundowner
Patient fears the worst
see At the foot of Mt Aripalus
Patricia
see Patricia on a holiday
Patricia on a holiday, 510
The pearl of prudence (L), 296
The people in it, 296
The people in the playground, 297
Pessimistic punter, 297
'Peter ballad'
see The moon was seven days down
Petticoat green
see Paint me a petticoat green
The petticoat plays, 298
The philosopher (Q), 299
Pick and shovel men, 300
Pink wine ~ hereafter
see The famous pink wine at the bush shanty
Pioneering days in the mallee
see The old man's worrying
The pioneers, 300
Pirate
see Uncle to a pirate
The place of death, 301
Play hour, 302
Play not the lover, 767
The players and the moon, 512
The playmate out of Egypt, 648
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The poet speaks, 303
Police picnic, 648
Polly and Dad and the old spring cart, 64
The poor beside the pond
see The poor can feed the birds
The poor can feed the birds, 649
The poor feed the birds
see The poor can feed the birds
The poor poor country, 513
A poor show
see The critic after death or alleged inefficient heating
Poor sweet pretty Joey, 303
Port Fairy
see The spirit of contradiction
Possible causation of gastric trouble
see The editor's reply to Constant Subscriber
The power of the bells, 304
Prayer for a change, 517
Prayer for a larrikin, 518
Prayer suitable for Saturday morning
see To the three recording angels on Snt.nrrlay morning
Prayer to the leaves, 767
Prayers
see To the three recording angels on Saturday morning
Prayers suitable for Saturday
see To the three recording angels on Satu~day morning
The prehistoric player (L), 305
Presence of mind (L), 305
The pretty gleaner
see The pretty gleaner
The pretty gleaner, 306
The prince has been into the lane, 655
The prince of pain, 66
The prince tarries, 308
The promise, 69
A protest
see The bull-frog to the mountain duck
A protest and a protest (L), 309
A psalm of law (Q), 309
A psalm of life, 309
A psalm of life
see The soul of the sandfly [2]
Puir Scotch
see Bardie and Birdie
The quarrel with the neighbour, 518
The quarryman
see The softest quarryman
The Queen I love, 310
The ready teachers, 311
The reasonings, 656
Remarkable clarity of expression (L), 656
A remarkable lamb, 312
The reported marriage of Mr Bent (Q), 314
Resignation
see Noah not a pessimist
The resourceful physician
see A brilliant idea
Retired, 767
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The retreat of the heart, 767
Ride him away, 520
The road to the hospital, 657
Rob me no more, 522
Rosemary
see Come along Rosemary
Roses three, 314
The sacrifice, 70
The sacrifice*
see Something new in millinery
A safe treatment
.see The buslrn=ss lns tinct
'Said a drunk to the bench at Lake Wallace'
see The Bench criticised
'Said a pretty young girl at Irymple'
see Modern woman triumphs over difficulties
Saint Dorothy, 659
Sainted Jane (Q), 315
The salad maker, 522
The saucepan of the centuries, 523
Saucy Susette, 315
A savings bank (L), 316
Say summer shall not die, 660
Say this for love, 661
Scattered, 662
The scent o'the lover, 523
The scented bird, 524
Schoolgirls hastening, 525
Scorpion
see It was a scorpion
Sealake [Sea Lake]
see The wise father
The seeker, 316
The seeker
see A difficult matter
Sermon for Sally
see Colour yourself for a man
Seven days
see The moon was seven days down
Seven days gone
see The moon was seven days down
The seven years, 317
The sexton reconciled (L), 317
Shaded eyes
see Those shaded eyes
'Shall I have grim black night or stars or dew', 71
Sheedy
see Sheedy was dying
Sheedy was dying, 72
The shoes of Marietta, 662
The shooting of a hare
see The ballad of remembrance
Show me the song, 525
'A showman who ran a small show-a'
see The prehistoric player
The sight of means (L), 319
Signs of the season, 318
Signs of the seasons
see Signs of the season
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The silver lining (L), 319
The smoker parrot, 319
The smoker parrot [1], 320
The smoker parrot [2], 526
Smoker parrots, 527
So pale and pretty
see Little white girl
So swe~t a mouth had she, 528
The softest quarryman, 529
The soldier is home, 320
Solomon and us, 323
Solomon criticiDcd (Q), 323
Solomon in a bilious mood (Q), 323
Some thievery of old, 663
Something new in millinery (L), 324
The song and the bird, 324
Song be delicate
see Let your song be delicate
Song for a honeymoon [1], 534
Song for a honeymoon [2], 666
Song for a honeymoon [3], 674
Song for a sinner, 325
Song for November, 768
Song for November
see Song in the yellow
The song for Spring, 768
Song in the yellow, 535
Song out of China, 537
The song that is yellow, 768
A song without a tune, 326
A song without wine, 538(A)
Song without wine, 538(A)
Songs can be thought of, 692
Sonnet (written during a temporary fit of insanity), 327
The soul of the sandfly [1], 328
The soul of the sandfly [2], 329
The soul of the sandfly: not tumbled to
see The soul of the sandfly [1]
The soul of the sandfly: a psalm of life
see The soul of the sandfly [2]
A sound churchman, 329
The sour tree
see The loving tree
'Speak not to me old violin'
see The mummy
Speak slowly of the dead
see For Lindsay Gordon
Speech to a rhymer, 538(B)
Speech to the little one, 539
The spirit of contradiction (L), 330
The spots on the lover, 768
Stephen Foster, 692
'Still laughing wearily with love's old shame', 330
Still life on the farm, 331
The stolen lament, 693
Stony town, 543
The stony town
see Stony town
The story of a mulberry [1], 696
The story of a mulberry [2], 698
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Strategy at Lake Tchum
see Moderation in all things
The strategy of Jonah (L), 331
Strawberries grow, 547
Strawberries in November, 548
The strawberry seller, 700
The strawberry woman, 700
A stray cow (L), 331
Stroller and dreamer, 548
The summer girl
see To the summer girl
The sun is up, 332
Sunday evening, 701
The sundowner, 333
Surely God was a lover, 340
The surrender (Q), 341
Susette
see To Susette
The sweetening of the year, 549
The sweetest sweet, 341
The sweetest wine
see The sweetest sweet
Sweets for a boy, 550
Swine see the wind, 551
Sylvia and a salad, 342
The sympathiser, 74
Table etiquette at Lah
see Etiquette at Lah
The tailor fails
see Is civilisation a failure
Take down the fiddle Karl, 704
Taking no risks
see The wise father
The tales we never hear, 75
Tell me and tell me all, 343
Tell Summer that I died, 705
That lamb again (L), 343
That night, 344
'The Major-General corrunanding'
see After the campaign
'The tears came in my ey~s', 769
Theme eternal
see The theme eternal
The theme eternal, 706
There came a whisper, 344
There is no change (Q), 345
'There was a bold preacher named Campbell'
see The case of Adam
There was a dream, 345
'There was a gentle woman dropping tears', 346
There was a young lady named Alice (L), 346
'There was a young lady named Dicker'
see Astonishing growth of weekend intemperance
'There was an old farmer at Droun' (L), 347
These men who play, 708
'They were hanging a man up at Bright' (L), 347
The thing that hath been, 347
'This froggie foolishly would go', 348
This kitchen of ours, 349
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This little milliner, 350
Those shaded eyes, 552
'Those who have loved him those who have hated', 709
Thou art as sweet as ripe honey
see I seek the perilous cure
Thoughts about Rosemary, 710
'Thus spoke the wisest of all men'
see The decay of humour
The time for a toast (Q), 353
The time for thankfulness, 710
The time of tumult, 353
The time of tiJm\Jl t [1], :l!'i4
The time of tumult [2], 354
The time of tumult [3], 711
The times of Solomon (Q), 357
A tired poet's voice, 357
'Tis a fine country
see The winter sundown
'Tis the white plum tree, 556
To a bed-bug (Q), 357
To a blonde typist, 712
To a blue flower, 358
To a child in the forest, 769
To a concertina grub, 557
To a debutante (Q), 359
To a departed bushranger, 716
To a divinity, 359
To a homeless smoker parrot
see Golden fugitive:
To a departing smoker parrot
To a little friend, 76
To a little girl at Christmas, 717
To a little girl in the play, 557
To a little girl looking south, 756
To a little singer, 76
To a lodging house canary, 558
To a lowan
see At a'lowan's nest
To a magpie in gaol [l], 718
To a magpie in gaol [2], 719
To a magpie in prison
see To a magpie in gaol [2]
To a mallee bird
see At a lowan's nest
To a rude philistine, 559
To a runaway sound, 559
To a schoolgirl
see To a schoolgirl in her fourteenth year
To a schoolgirl in her fourteenth year, 560
To a sea curlew, 757
To a smoker parrotT
To a departing smoker parrot
see Golden fugitive:
Oh to be a flower
To a soulful young lady:
see To a young lady: Singing ('Oh to be a flower')
To a wild pigeon, 769
To a winter snake, 561
To a young girl in the Spring [1], 721
To a young girl in the Spring [2] (Q), 721
To a young lady:
Singing ('Oh to be a flower'), 360
To all the good birds, 722
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To an almost converted city
see Melbourne in the gloom
To an amateur acrobat, 769
To an early-flowering almond, 723
To an elusive maiden, 563
To anyone's liver, 564
To Cicely
see I seek the perilous cure
To Dulcie in a white dress
see Dulcie in a white dress
To Georgina for a birthday
see For a little girl'~ hirthrl~y
To Josephine, 360
To Mary Jane, 77
To Mother, 361
To my creditors, 769
To Norah McKinney, 724
To Queen Alexandra, 80
To Queen Victoria on her 74th birthday, 82
To Sarah Ann, 83
To Susette, 361
To Susette: to a letter carrier
see To Susette
To the angel of the records on Saturday morning
see To the three recording angels on Saturday morning
To the beautiful child, 758
To the departed, 83
To the elusive song, 725
To the father of many, 565
To the hunter saffron, 567
To the little red messenger boy, 567
To the loved one in her absence, 568
To the loved one in her absence
see Love in absence
To the men of the roads, 726
To the mother of the outlaws, 769
To the peacock's lady, 726
To the red lory, 568
To the summer girl, 363
To the thick darkness, 569
To the three recording angels on Saturday morning, 730
To the untuneful dark, 570
The toiler, 770
Tom Mccann, 84
Top o'the tide, 364
Tribute to a fighter, 571
Triolet
see The mummy
Triolet:
(for The Bulletin), 365
Triolet:
['God left us love the mystery'], 365
The tulip in the rain, 365
The turning of the year, 366
'Twas early in the summertime
see Twas in the early summertime
'Twas in the early summertime, 87
The two kings, 770
Two little dreamers, 88
The typist
see The typist accepts an invitation to the races
The typist accepts an invitation to the races, 733
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The unchanged
see There is no change
Uncle to a pirate, 572
Under a kurrajong, 367
An undesirable alien (Q), 366
The uneven player, 575
The unlovely player, 576
The unsoiled shop, 770
The unsolved, 367
'Unspeakably uncouth absurd' (Q), 577
The utter unreasonableness of Casabianca (L), 368
The valour ot cau~ion
see The wise father
The vassal
see In praise of the wind
The vassal of God
see In praise of the wind
A vexatious delay (L), 369
The victim astounds me, 735
The victor, 577
The victory of John, 369
The vine
see The vine that is a friend
The vine is a friend, 578
The vine that is a friend, 736
The violet
see I spoke to the violet [2]
The vixen has spoken, 578
The voice from the coffin
see From a coffin
The voice in the coffin
see From a coffin
The voice of the dark, 370
The voice of the stiff, 370
The waiting of Martin's woman, 371
The walker on the sand, 744
The walking of the moon-woman, 744
The wayfarer, 90
The ways of the wildflower, 745
We love but once, 371
'We shall not be joyous but shall', 770
We sought for the bunyip, 579
Weather prophets (Q), 579
The weaver, 770
The wedding in September, 373
The wedding ring, 91
The weight of the mist, 580
A welcome to Tommy Burns (Q), 378
'What time her lover wheeled the barrow'
see Interesting experiment at Harrow
The wheat is in the ear, 379
'When Adam was walking about in'
see The cry of the woman
When are the angels nearest, 92
When Celia's near, 379
'When Charlie Morris from the Grange', 771
When does a burglar happen to shave [1], 379
When does a burglar happen to shave [2], 745
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When kisses are as strawberries, 581
When lips are scarcely scarlet, 581
When the angels are the nearest
see When are the angels nearest
When the good man died, 92
When the tired women die, 382
When the winds were young, 771
When thirty-seven comes, 383
'When your bullocks were bogged on the Berrigan Road', 93
Where the pelican builds (L), 384
Where the pelican builds its nest
see Where the pelican builds
Which colour, ~4
The Whistling Jack, 746
White Australia, 384
The white child, 385
The white flowers came, 96
The white player, 387
Who sang of love, 771
Why did you kiss me, 98
Why the little fiddle cried, 388
Why will ye die? (L), 388
The widow moves, 389
A widower, 771
Wigley's reward, 390
Will there be love again
see When the tired women die
The window to the heavens, 393
Wine
see The vine that is a friend
The wine, 393
The wine that is a friend
see The vine that is a friend
Winifred all in grey, 582
The winter snake
see To a winter snake
The winter sundown, 749
The wise father (L~, 394
The wise man saw the jig
see He saw the jig
The wish or the singer, 772
Wishes vain wishes, 394
With tears, 98
With tears [1], 99
With tears [2], 99
The withering of the sin
see The lifting of the sin
Woe in the merriment, 583
A woman and the Spring, 396
The woman courting air, 772
The woman dyes (Q), .396
The woman of Ireland, 583
The woman of the forest, 585
Woman so thin
see O player of the flute
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A woman wise and fair
see The moon will have a share
The woodland way (Q), 397
The woolly sheep, 101
The world as a rhyme, 585
Worrying
see The old man's worrying
The worshipper, 397
'Wrapped in the yellow earth'
see From a coffin
Yellow sweet
see 8ong in the yellow
You and yellow air, 398
You and your journeyman, 772
You at the door, 586
'You can feel the full worth', 586
You cannot go down to the Spring, 752
You with a frown, 753
The young man in his strength, 404
'Your pious sleek self-constituted Saint', 759
Youth at worship (Q), 404

